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Designed in conjunction with a leading 

Neuroradiologist, the femoral table is an effective 

solution for all femoral access procedures.  

of laying procedural equipment over the draped 

patient’s legs. The height adjustable radiolucent 

work surface facilitates stable catheter/guide wire 

manipulation and provides a surface for syringes, 

bowls and other equipment. For more details  

and instructional video please visit

A TABLE DESIGNED SPECIALLY  
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RADIOLUCENT
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HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
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Smooth and Stable
Whether you are framing, filling or finishing, Target Detachable Coils deliver  
consistently smooth deployment and exceptional microcatheter stability.  
Focused on design, Target Coils feature a host of advantages to ensure the  
high-powered performance you demand.

For more information, please visit www.strykerneurovascular.com/Target
or contact your local Stryker Neurovascular sales representative.





The Foundation of the ASNR Symposium 2016:
Emergency Neuroradiology
� e Symposium 2016 will be held from May 21-22 and will 
feature world-renowned speakers providing a comprehensive 
review of Emergency Neuroradiology and neuroimaging 
issues in critical care. Neuroimaging has become an 
indispensable tool for triage and management of both adults 
and children in emergency settings. E�  cient and appropriate 
use of CT and MRI are critical to the urgent management of 
brain, spine, head & neck, and neurovascular emergencies, 
all of which will be highlighted by expert faculty. Best 
practices for traumatic and non-traumatic emergencies will 
be discussed, including methods to ensure optimal work� ow, 
image post-processing, PACS integration, telemedicine, 
safety, and quality. Challenges and solutions for providing 
24/7 coverage will be presented and debated.

ASNR 54th Annual Meeting: � e meeting will 
be held from May 23-26 with an estimated 1,700 physicians 
and medical professionals worldwide who are interested in 
the latest products and services to deliver the highest quality 
care in the realm of Neuroradiology and allied professions. 
� e Annual Meeting will provide informative updates on 
general Neuroradiology and showcase specialty 
programming from the ASFNR, ASHNR, ASPNR, ASSR, 
and SNIS. � e heart of the meeting will be the invited 
lectures, original presentations, scienti� c posters and 
educational exhibits.

Howard A. Rowley, MD, ASNR 2016 Program Chair/President-Elect 
Programming developed in cooperation with …

American Society of Functional Neuroradiology (ASFNR)
Christopher G. Filippi, MD

American Society of Head and Neck Radiology (ASHNR)
Lindell R. Gentry, MD

American Society of Pediatric Neuroradiology (ASPNR)
Erin Simon Schwartz, MD

American Society of Spine Radiology (ASSR)
Gregory J. Lawler, MD

Society of NeuroInterventional Surgery (SNIS)
Charles J. Prestigiacomo, MD

American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR) Committee Programming:
Health Policy Committee
Robert M. Barr, MD, FACR

Computer Science and Informatics (CSI) Committee
John L. Go, MD, FACR

Research Scientists Committee
Dikoma C. Shungu, PhD

The Foundation of the 
ASNR Symposium 2016: 
Emergency Neuroradiology 
May 21-22

ASNR 54th Annual Meeting 
May 23-26

ASNR 54th ANNUAL MEETING
c/o American Society of Neuroradiology 
800 Enterprise Drive, Suite 205
Oak Brook, Illinois 60523-4216
Phone: 630-574-0220
Fax: 630 574-0661
www.asnr.org/2016

Scan Now 
to visit 

our website

SAVE THE DATE... MAY 21-26, 2016
Washington Marriott Wardman Park • Washington, DC



$1.6 TRILLION
IN SALES REVENUE

$775.5  BILLION
IN WAGES & BENEFITS

$65.2 BILLION
IN STATE & LOCAL  

TAX REVENUES

$9.9 MILLION 
JOBS 

See the effects across the nation.
The American Medical Association 2014 Economic Impact Study shows how much physicians add 
to the economic health of our nation.

Check the effect physicians have on the U.S. economy by viewing the entire national report from 
the AMA Advocacy Resource Center at ama-assn.org/go/eis. 

PHYSICIANS BOOST  
THE ECONOMY.

Please activate your 2015 AMA membership by calling (800) 262-3211 or visit ama-assn.org/go/join.

© 2014 American Medical Association.  
All rights reserved.



The American Society of 
Emergency Radiology 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
2016 Postgraduate Course in 

Emergency and Trauma Radiology 

September 14 – 17, 2016 
Hyatt Regency San Francisco 

San Francisco, California 
 

For more information visit: 
www.erad.org 



 CMEgateway.org
  It’s Easy and Free!
 Log on to CME Gateway to:
• View or print reports of your CME credits from 
 multiple societies from a single access point.
• Print an aggregated report or certifi cate from 
 each participating organization.
• Link to SAMs and other tools to help with 
 maintenance of certifi cation.

 American Board of Radiology 
(ABR) participation!

 By activating ABR in your organizational profi le, 
your MOC–fulfi lling CME and SAM credits can be 
transferred to your own personalized database 
on the ABR Web site. 

 Sign Up Today!
 go to CMEgateway.org

Manage
         your CME Credits Online

Simplify
        the MOC Process

Available to Members of
Participating Societies

American  Board of Radiology (ABR)
American College of Radiology (ACR)
American Roentgen Ray Society (ARRS)
American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR)
Commnission on Accreditation of Medical 
Physics Educational Programs, Inc. (CAMPEP)
Radiological Society of North America (RSNA)
Society of Interventional Radiology (SIR)
SNM
The Society for Pediatric Radiology (SPR)
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Target® Detachable Coil  

See package insert for complete indications, 
contraindications, warnings and instructions for use.

INTENDED USE / INDICATIONS FOR USE
Target Detachable Coils are intended to endovascularly obstruct or occlude 
blood flow in vascular abnormalities of the neurovascular and peripheral 
vessels.
Target Detachable Coils are indicated for endovascular embolization of:
• Intracranial aneurysms
• Other neurovascular abnormalities such as arteriovenous malformations 

and arteriovenous fistulae
• Arterial and venous embolizations in the peripheral vasculature

CONTRAINDICATIONS
None known.

POTENTIAL ADVERSE EVENTS
Potential complications include, but are not limited to: allergic reaction, 
aneurysm perforation and rupture, arrhythmia, death, edema, embolus, 
headache, hemorrhage, infection, ischemia, neurological/intracranial 
sequelae, post-embolization syndrome (fever, increased white blood cell 
count, discomfort), TIA/stroke, vasospasm, vessel occlusion or closure, 
vessel perforation, dissection, trauma or damage, vessel rupture, vessel 
thrombosis.  Other procedural complications including but not limited to: 
anesthetic and contrast media risks, hypotension, hypertension, access 
site complications.

WARNINGS
• Contents supplied STERILE using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. Do not 

use if sterile barrier is damaged. If damage is found, call your Stryker 
Neurovascular representative.

• For single use only. Do not reuse, reprocess or resterilize. Reuse, 
reprocessing or resterilization may compromise the structural integrity 
of the device and/or lead to device failure which, in turn, may result in 
patient injury, illness or death. Reuse, reprocessing or resterilization 
may also create a risk of contamination of the device and/or cause 
patient infection or cross-infection, including, but not limited to, the 
transmission of infectious disease(s) from one patient to another. 
Contamination of the device may lead to injury, illness or death of the 
patient.

• After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, 
administrative and/or local government policy.

• This device should only be used by physicians who have 
received appropriate training in interventional neuroradiology or 
interventional radiology and preclinical training on the use of this 
device as established by Stryker Neurovascular.

• Patients with hypersensitivity to 316LVM stainless steel may suffer an 
allergic reaction to this implant.

• MR temperature testing was not conducted in peripheral vasculature, 
arteriovenous malformations or fistulae models.

• The safety and performance characteristics of the Target Detachable 
Coil System (Target Detachable Coils, InZone Detachment Systems, 

delivery systems and accessories) have not been demonstrated with 
other manufacturer’s devices (whether coils, coil delivery devices, coil 
detachment systems, catheters, guidewires, and/or other accessories). 
Due to the potential incompatibility of non Stryker Neurovascular 
devices with the Target Detachable Coil System, the use of other 
manufacturer’s device(s) with the Target Detachable Coil System is not 
recommended.

• To reduce risk of coil migration, the diameter of the first and second coil 
should never be less than the width of the ostium.

• In order to achieve optimal performance of the Target Detachable Coil 
System and to reduce the risk of thromboembolic complications, it 
is critical that a continuous infusion of appropriate flush solution be 
maintained between a) the femoral sheath and guiding catheter, b) the 
2-tip microcatheter and guiding catheters, and c) the 2-tip microcatheter 
and Stryker Neurovascular guidewire and delivery wire. Continuous flush 
also reduces the potential for thrombus formation on, and crystallization 
of infusate around, the detachment zone of the Target Detachable Coil.

• Do not use the product after the “Use By” date specified on the package.
• Reuse of the flush port/dispenser coil or use with any coil other than the 

original coil may result in contamination of, or damage to, the coil.
• Utilization of damaged coils may affect coil delivery to, and stability 

inside, the vessel or aneurysm, possibly resulting in coil migration and/
or stretching.

• The fluoro-saver marker is designed for use with a Rotating Hemostatic 
Valve (RHV). If used without an RHV, the distal end of the coil may be 
beyond the alignment marker when the fluoro-saver marker reaches the 
microcatheter hub.

• If the fluoro-saver marker is not visible, do not advance the coil without 
fluoroscopy.

• Do not rotate delivery wire during or after delivery of the coil. Rotating 
the Target Detachable Coil delivery wire may result in a stretched coil 
or premature detachment of the coil from the delivery wire, which could 
result in coil migration.

• Verify there is no coil loop protrusion into the parent vessel after coil 
placement and prior to coil detachment. Coil loop protrusion after coil 
placement may result in thromboembolic events if the coil is detached.

• Verify there is no movement of the coil after coil placement and prior to 
coil detachment. Movement of the coil after coil placement may indicate 
that the coil could migrate once it is detached.

• Failure to properly close the RHV compression fitting over the delivery 
wire before attaching the InZone® Detachment System could result in 
coil movement, aneurysm rupture or vessel perforation.

• Verify repeatedly that the distal shaft of the catheter is not under stress 
before detaching the Target Detachable Coil. Axial compression or 
tension forces could be stored in the 2-tip microcatheter causing the tip 
to move during coil delivery. Microcatheter tip movement could cause 
the aneurysm or vessel to rupture.

• Advancing the delivery wire beyond the microcatheter tip once the coil 
has been detached involves risk of aneurysm or vessel perforation.

• The long term effect of this product on extravascular tissues has not 
been established so care should be taken to retain this device in the 
intravascular space.

Damaged delivery wires may cause detachment failures, vessel injury or 
unpredictable distal tip response during coil deployment. If a delivery wire 
is damaged at any point during the procedure, do not attempt to straighten 
or otherwise repair it. Do not proceed with deployment or detachment. 
Remove the entire coil and replace with undamaged product.

• After use, dispose of product and packaging in accordance with hospital, 
administrative and/or local government policy.

CAUTIONS / PRECAUTIONS
• Federal Law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a 

physician.
• Besides the number of InZone Detachment System units needed to 

complete the case, there must be an extra InZone Detachment System 
unit as back up.

• Removing the delivery wire without grasping the introducer sheath and 
delivery wire together may result in the detachable coil sliding out of the 
introducer sheath.

• Failure to remove the introducer sheath after inserting the delivery wire 
into the RHV of the microcatheter will interrupt normal infusion of flush 
solution and allow back flow of blood into the microcatheter.

• Some low level overhead light near or adjacent to the patient is required 
to visualize the fluoro-saver marker; monitor light alone will not allow 
sufficient visualization of the fluoro-saver marker.

• Advance and retract the Target Detachable Coil carefully and smoothly 
without excessive force. If unusual friction is noticed, slowly withdraw 
the Target Detachable Coil and examine for damage. If damage is 
present, remove and use a new Target Detachable Coil. If friction or 
resistance is still noted, carefully remove the Target Detachable Coil and 
microcatheter and examine the microcatheter for damage.

• If it is necessary to reposition the Target Detachable Coil, verify under 
fluoroscopy that the coil moves with a one-to-one motion. If the coil does 
not move with a one-to-one motion or movement is difficult, the coil may 
have stretched and could possibly migrate or break. Gently remove both 
the coil and microcatheter and replace with new devices.

• Increased detachment times may occur when:
 – Other embolic agents are present.
 – Delivery wire and microcatheter markers are not properly aligned.
 – Thrombus is present on the coil detachment zone.

• Do not use detachment systems other than the InZone Detachment 
System.

• Increased detachment times may occur when delivery wire and 
microcatheter markers are not properly aligned.

• Do not use detachment systems other than the InZone Detachment 
System.

Stryker Neurovascular
47900 Bayside Parkway
Fremont, CA 94538-6515

stryker.com/neurovascular

Date of Release: FEB/2014
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Trevo® XP ProVue Retrievers 
See package insert for complete indications, 
complications, warnings, and instructions for use.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
The Trevo Retriever is intended to restore blood flow in the 
neurovasculature by removing thrombus in patients experiencing ischemic 
stroke within 8 hours of symptom onset. Patients who are ineligible for 
intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (IV t-PA) or who fail IV t-PA 
therapy are candidates for treatment. 

COMPLICATIONS
Procedures requiring percutaneous catheter introduction should not be 
attempted by physicians unfamiliar with possible complications which may 
occur during or after the procedure. Possible complications include, but are 
not limited to, the following: air embolism; hematoma or hemorrhage at 
puncture site; infection; distal embolization; pain/headache; vessel spasm, 
thrombosis, dissection, or perforation; emboli; acute occlusion; ischemia; 
intracranial hemorrhage; false aneurysm formation; neurological deficits 
including stroke; and death.

COMPATIBILITY
3x20 mm retrievers are compatible with Trevo® Pro 14 Microcatheters 
(REF 90231) and Trevo® Pro 18 Microcatheters (REF 90238).  4x20 mm 
retrievers are compatible with Trevo® Pro 18 Microcatheters (REF 90238). 
Compatibility of the Retriever with other microcatheters has not been 
established. Performance of the Retriever device may be impacted if a 
different microcatheter is used. The Merci® Balloon Guide Catheters are 
recommended for use during thrombus removal procedures. Retrievers 
are compatible with the Abbott Vascular DOC® Guide Wire Extension 
(REF 22260).

WARNINGS
• Contents supplied STERILE, using an ethylene oxide (EO) process. 

Nonpyrogenic.
• To reduce risk of vessel damage, adhere to the following recommendations:

 – Take care to appropriately size Retriever to vessel diameter at 

intended site of deployment. 
 – Do not perform more than six (6) retrieval attempts in same vessel 

using Retriever devices.
 – Maintain Retriever position in vessel when removing or exchanging 

Microcatheter.
• To reduce risk of kinking/fracture, adhere to the following 

recommendations:
 – Immediately after unsheathing Retriever, position Microcatheter 

tip marker just proximal to shaped section. Maintain Microcatheter 
tip marker just proximal to shaped section of Retriever during 
manipulation and withdrawal.

 – Do not rotate or torque Retriever.
 – Use caution when passing Retriever through stented arteries.

• Do not resterilize and reuse. Structural integrity and/or function may be 
impaired by reuse or cleaning.

• The Retriever is a delicate instrument and should be handled carefully. 
Before use and when possible during procedure, inspect device carefully 
for damage. Do not use a device that shows signs of damage. Damage 
may prevent device from functioning and may cause complications.

• Do not advance or withdraw Retriever against resistance or significant 
vasospasm. Moving or torquing device against resistance or significant 
vasospasm may result in damage to vessel or device. Assess cause 
of resistance using fluoroscopy and if needed resheath the device to 
withdraw. 

• If Retriever is difficult to withdraw from the vessel, do not torque 
Retriever. Advance Microcatheter distally, gently pull Retriever back into 
Microcatheter, and remove Retriever and Microcatheter as a unit. If undue 
resistance is met when withdrawing the Retriever into the Microcatheter, 
consider extending the Retriever using the Abbott Vascular DOC 
guidewire extension (REF 22260) so that the Microcatheter can be 
exchanged for a larger diameter catheter such as a DAC® catheter. 
Gently withdraw the Retriever into the larger diameter catheter.

• Administer anti-coagulation and anti-platelet medications per standard 
institutional guidelines.

PRECAUTIONS
• Prescription only – device restricted to use by or on order of a physician.
• Store in cool, dry, dark place.
• Do not use open or damaged packages.
• Use by “Use By” date.
• Exposure to temperatures above 54°C (130°F) may damage device and 

accessories. Do not autoclave.
• Do not expose Retriever to solvents.
• Use Retriever in conjunction with fluoroscopic visualization and proper 

anti-coagulation agents.
• To prevent thrombus formation and contrast media crystal formation, 

maintain a constant infusion of appropriate flush solution between guide 
catheter and Microcatheter and between Microcatheter and Retriever 
or guidewire.

• Do not attach a torque device to the shaped proximal end of DOC® 
Compatible Retriever. Damage may occur, preventing ability to attach 
DOC® Guide Wire Extension.
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1  O.A. Berkhemer et al. A Randomized Trial for Intra-arterial Treatment for Acute Ischemic Stroke. N Eng J Med December 2014. 
2  MR CLEAN is the largest AIS Trial in which stent retrievers were used.

  http://www.mrclean-trial.org/

Stroke: Our Only Focus. Our Ongoing Promise.

of Patients in MR CLEAN 
Were Treated with a 
Trevo® Stent Retriever

First clinical evidence for intra-arterial 
treatment with stent retrievers

•  Largest of the randomized AIS trials2, with over 500 patients enrolled

•  The Trevo Retriever was the #1 device used in the MR CLEAN Trial

Copyright © 2015 Stryker
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Extremely soft profi le of The Barricade Finishing 

coil now in a complex shape

Excellent microcatheter stability for confi dent 

coil placement

Available in a size range of 1mm-5mm

MKTG-031    Rev. A

WWW.BLOCKADEMEDICAL.COM

MADE IN AMERICA

18 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE #169, IRVINE CA 92618
p: 949.788.1443  |  f: 949.788.1444

The Barricade Coil System is intended for the endovascular embolization of intracranial aneurysms and other neurovascular 
abnormalities such as arteriovenous malformations and arteriovenous fi stulae. The System is also intended for vascular occlusion of 
blood vessels within the neurovascular system to permanently obstruct blood fl ow to an aneurysm or other vascular malformation and 
for arterial and venous embolizations in the peripheral vasculature. Refer to the instructions for use for complete product information.
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PERSPECTIVES

This is a false-color view of the so-called Bean Nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud in the southern hemisphere. The N11 nebula complex contains a mixture of gaseous
nebulae and open clusters. NGC1763 (also -69 and -73) provides the name for the group. This image was obtained as a series of 300-second filtered exposures in H-alpha,
OIII, and SII and acquired on a Planewave 510-mm CDK telescope from Australia. The image was processed in Pixinsight and Photoshop with red � H-alpha, green � OIII,
and blue � SII. Total imaging time was 1h, 45min. Data were acquired in January 2015.

Jeffrey S. Ross, Mayo Clinic, Phoenix, Arizona
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Carotid Near-Occlusion: A Comprehensive Review, Part 1—
Definition, Terminology, and Diagnosis

E. Johansson and A.J. Fox

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Carotid near-occlusion is distal ICA luminal collapse beyond a tight stenosis, where the distal lumen should not be used for
calculating percentage stenosis. Near-occlusion with full ICA collapse is well-known, with a threadlike lumen. However, near-occlusion
without collapse is often subtle and can be overlooked as a usual severe stenosis. More than 10 different terms have been used to describe
near-occlusion, sometimes causing confusion. This systematic review presents what is known about carotid near-occlusion. In this first
part, the foci are definition, terminology, and diagnosis.

ABBREVIATION: ECA � external carotid artery

Carotid near-occlusion is distal luminal collapse of the internal

carotid artery beyond a tight stenosis.1 Various terms have

been used to describe near-occlusion, which can mislead students

or those doing literature searches: near-occlusion1-44 (or “near

total occlusion”45-51), pseudo-occlusion,1-20,43,45,47,48,50-70 string

sign,1-5,7,9-13,16,18-20,22,24,26,30,40,42,43,45,47-50,52,56,60-62,65,66,68-74 slim

sign,1,2,4,6,9-20,28,31,45,47-51,55,59,60,62,64,68,69,71,72,75 critical steno-

sis,50,70 small or narrow distal internal carotid artery (with varia-

tions),1,11,28,36,39-42 preocclusive stenosis,5,46,50,62,64,67 subtotal

stenosis,67,76,77 subtotal occlusion,1,9,40,72 functional occlusion,40

subocclusion,50 hypoplasia,11,12,18,45 99% stenosis,66 hairline re-

sidual lumen,20,43 and incomplete occlusion.1

Calculating percentage stenosis for carotid near-occlusion

is fallacious, and near-occlusion assessment is advised before

measuring for percentage stenosis.1,2,32,34 Near-occlusion with

full collapse is well-recognized as a threadlike distal lumen.

However, partial distal collapse is subtle—near-occlusion

without full collapse is sometimes overlooked as stenosis. Ca-

rotid near-occlusion was described in 1970 as the carotid slim

sign, a severe collapse, and today as near-occlusion with full

collapse (Figs 1–5).75 The near-occlusion definition was wid-

ened to recognize partial collapse (near-occlusion without full

collapse) (Figs 1–5).1,2

The aim of this review was to present the definition, termi-

nology, diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and pathophysiology

of carotid near-occlusion; highlight areas of confusion; and

highlight areas in need of future improvement. In this first

part, the foci are definition, terminology, and diagnosis.

Articles
A PubMed search was performed in December 2014 with the

terms “carotid near-occlusion,” “carotid pseudo-occlusion,”

“carotid string sign,” “carotid slim sign,” “carotid critical ste-

nosis,” “small distal carotid artery,” “narrow distal carotid ar-

tery,” “carotid preocclusive stenosis,” “carotid pre occlusive

stenosis,” “carotid subtotal stenosis,” “carotid sub total steno-

sis,” “carotid subtotal occlusion,” “carotid sub total occlusion,”

“carotid functional occlusion,” “carotid sub-occlusion,” “carotid

hypoplasia,” “carotid incomplete occlusion,” and “carotid hair-

line,” without search restrictions. This yielded 1076 articles. Title

review selected 115 articles of greatest interest. Excluded were

articles not in English (n � 14) and those with inaccessible ab-

stracts or full articles (n � 4). Excluded were 26 articles with �5

cases (n � 8), not carotid near-occlusion (n � 16), in a non-peer-

reviewed journal (n � 1), and not analyzing humans (n � 1).

Seventy-one articles were audited. All reference lists were exam-

ined, rendering an additional 17 articles. Two key articles1,22 were

deemed likely to be cited; we examined all articles that had cited

these articles by using the Web of Science data base, yielding 3

additional articles. In total, 91 articles were reviewed.
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Definition of Near-Occlusion
A carotid near-occlusion is a very tight atherosclerotic stenosis in

which the artery beyond the stenosis is collapsed.1 The remaining

patency differs from that in total occlusions and is separate from

that in conventional carotid stenoses because of this collapse.1

Near-occlusion can be with and without full collapse: Near-occlu-

sion with full collapse shows pronounced distal collapse with a

threadlike lumen.1,21 Near-occlusion without full collapse shows

a less pronounced distal collapse with a more normal-appearing

distal artery.1,21

Previous Definition of Near-Occlusion. To the best of our knowl-

edge, near-occlusion and its synonym terms are limited in publi-

cations to “near-occlusion with full collapse” between 1970 and

1997, with only 1 exception (presented below).1,2 Before 1997,

partial near-occlusion was largely unrecognized, and such cases

were likely considered usual stenoses. In 1997, NASCET collabo-

rators redefined near-occlusion, including less complete collapse,

more subtle than that previously known,2 effectively presuming

that ICAs beyond severe stenosis would progressively decrease

from their normal caliber to fully collapsed as a critical degree is

reached rather than experiencing sudden collapse. Near-occlu-

sions were then subdivided into those with or without pro-

nounced collapse, also called near-occlusion with and without the

“string sign” (here called “near-occlusion with and without full

collapse”).2

Terminology

First Descriptions Found in our Article Search. A collapsed ICA

on cervical angiography was described by Riishede and Ethel-

berg78 in 1953, caused by raised intracranial pressure in brain

death. A case of possible near-occlusion was described as “teil-

weisem verschluss” (roughly “partial closure”) in German by Mu-

menthaler et al79 in 1961, though without special attention to

distal collapse compared with conventional stenosis or occlusion.

Lippman et al75 clearly described distal collapse from atheroscle-

rosis in 1970.

Slim Sign. Lippman et al75 also called distal collapse the “postste-

notic carotid slim sign” (later simply “slim sign”) and “spurious

hypoplasia” (false hypoplasia).75 Several subsequent authors in-

appropriately dropped “spurious” when referencing this article

(“hypoplasia” instead of “false hypoplasia”).11,12,18,45 Radio-

graphs published by Lippman et al today fit near-occlusion

with full collapse. However, the “slim sign” has not been used

FIG 1. A case with near-occlusion with full collapse, reprinted with
permission from Fox et al.1 Lateral common carotid angiogram shows
the thin, threadlike, collapsed lumen (arrows) of the ICA above a
prominent ICA stenosis at the bulb (not shown).

FIG 2. A case with near-occlusion without full collapse, reprinted
with permission from Fox et al.1 Lateral carotid angiogram shows a
reduced ICA lumen distal to the stenosis (larger arrow); the diameter
is slightly less than the ECA diameter (smaller arrow). The distal ICA
lumen is normal-appearing (not threadlike).

AJNR Am J Neuroradiol 37:2–10 Jan 2016 www.ajnr.org 3



as the main term in any near-occlusion article after that of

Lippman et al; it has been used as a synonym of the main

term.1,2,4,6,9-20,28,31,45,47-51,55,59,60,62,64,68,69,71,72

Pseudo-Occlusion. The term “pseudo-occlusion” was used for

cases with raised intracranial pressure by Newton and Couch in

1960.80 In 1978, Macpherson54 suggested pseudo-occlusions as

possibly caused by “thrombosis or embolus.” In 1980, Sekhar et

al51 suggested “atheromatous pseudo-occlusion” to separate ath-

erosclerotic causes from similar findings caused by raised intra-

cranial pressure, intracranial occlusion, dissection, and hyp-

oplasia. Images from Sekhar et al can be called “near-occlusion

with full collapse.” “Pseudo-occlusion” has been used for the

appearance of a collapsed artery,1-9,11,13-20,45-48,56-62,65-70

but also quite literally when diagnosis changed from occlusion

to patent after re-review (not necessarily with distal

collapse.10,12,55,63,64,81

String Sign. The “string sign” was first used for distal ICA collapse

in spontaneous dissection as coined by Ojemann et al in 1972.82 In

1980, Mehigan and Olcott71 used the “string sign” term to de-

scribe the appearance of a distal artery collapse and presented

several cases with different causes: dissection, postradiation ca-

rotid disease, and various forms of atherosclerosis or thrombosis.

Since then, “string sign” has often described near-occlusion with

full collapse (excluding nonatherosclerotic causes). Those who

recognized near-occlusion as with and without full collapse have

often used with and without the “string sign” to describe

this.2,7,22,24,26

Near-Occlusion. “Nearly occluded” was used by Gabrielsen et

al31 in 1981 to describe a tight carotid stenoses with distal collapse.

They noted that the reduced caliber usually (not always) was se-

vere, though they featured a case of near-occlusion without full

collapse; this is the first instance we found in our article search.

However, Gabrielsen et al did not suggest that “near-occlusion”

should mean something other than “slim sign.”

Narrowing of the Internal Carotid Artery (ICA/Common Carotid
Artery Ratio). Not recognizing narrowing of the distal artery as

near-occlusion was not considered problematic for the European

Carotid Surgery Trial because it calculated stenosis degree by

measuring the diameter at maximal stenosis compared with the

unseen original ICA bulb diameter (European Carotid Surgery

Trial grading system).36 As a secondary analysis, the authors iden-

tified patients with a collapsed distal artery by examining a ratio

between the distal ICA and common carotid artery (ICA/com-

mon carotid artery ratio)42 (different from their grading of steno-

sis by using the common carotid artery method83). The collabo-

rators examined neck sides with �50% European Carotid Surgery

Trial–type stenosis (similar to �30% NASCET-type stenosis83)

and derived a threshold of �0.42 for ICA narrowing (mean � 2

SDs).42

Recommendation. Regardless of which

term one chooses, it is important to rec-

ognize that near-occlusions with and

without full collapse exist. We recom-

mend the term “near-occlusion” be-

cause it was used in large clinical trials to

describe atherosclerotic stenosis with a
distal collapse.1,2,32 We suggest not us-
ing “pseudo-occlusion” or “string sign”
because of their use for other entities.
“Slim sign” was used to describe near-
occlusions with full collapse, but not for
near-occlusion without full collapse; the
use of “slim sign” might cause confu-
sion. Therefore, when we discussed the
terminology to use in a recent arti-
cle,21 near-occlusion with and without
full collapse was introduced and we
recommended it for consistent use

henceforth.

FIG 3. A case with a conventional carotid stenosis and no distal col-
lapse. Axial CTA at the level of the distal extracranial ICA. The distal
ICA (white arrow) is similar to, though slightly smaller than, the con-
tralateral ICA (black arrow) and is wider than the right ECA
(arrowhead).

FIG 4. A case with near-occlusion without full collapse. A, Axial CTA at the level of the distal
extracranial ICA. B, Sagittal reformat of A. The distal right ICA (white arrow) is narrower than the
contralateral ICA (black arrow) and similar to the right ECA (arrowhead) but otherwise is normal-
appearing (not threadlike).
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Diagnosis
Near-occlusion with full collapse above a prominent ICA bulb

stenosis is easy enough to recognize. However, occlusion can be

misdiagnosed with suboptimal imaging and interpretation (Table

1). An ICA occlusion definition requires identification of the as-

cending pharyngeal artery as a tiny artery ascending adjacent to

the expected course of the unseen ICA, but with typical branches

just below the skull base. Collapsed near-occlusion smoothly con-

tinues into the carotid canal of the temporal bone; the ascending

pharyngeal artery is a second nearby vessel. True ICA hypoplasia

or long distal ICA tapering of dissection does not show a promi-

nent ICA bulb stenosis. Quality interpretation separates athero-

sclerosis from high intracranial pressure and postradiation ca-

rotid disease. It is also important to consider distal stenoses/

occlusions by assessing the main cervical and intracranial arteries

for the rare ICA hypoplasia, which shows a tiny bony carotid

canal.

Near-occlusion without full collapse can be mistaken for con-

ventional stenosis if one does not constantly search for subtle

distal collapse. The NASCET collaborators recognized that if a

collapsed distal ICA is used for percentage caluculation, the ste-

nosis will be underrated. The NASCET method uses the normal

distal ICA for percentage1,84 and requires near-occlusion assess-

ment first. If you do not seek it, you will not find it.

One should also not overcall near-occlusion without full col-

lapse. The relative small size of a distal ICA with a larger contralat-

eral ICA can be an anatomic variation. Other causes of asymmetry

exist: intracranial occlusion/stenosis and variance of ICA size de-

pending on circle of Willis variations, such as a fetal posterior

cerebral artery or a single ICA supplying both anterior cerebral

arteries. Artery diameter can fluctuate slightly: It is important to

apply the best diagnostic judgment for reasons of variance. In case

of contralateral disease, emphasis should shift toward the com-

parison of the distal ICA and ipsilateral external carotid artery

(ECA).22 Consistent diagnostic judgment is needed regarding

true distal collapse as reduced: Diagnostic criteria presented be-

low are aids for that. NASCET suggested early on not to calculate

percentage stenosis if near-occlusion could be interpreted,84 yet it

seems that not all who assess percentage stenosis look for subtle

near-occlusion.34

Sometimes a nearly occluded stenosis is associated with in-

traluminal thrombus,85 a near-occlusion variant. Because the

prognosis likely differs, it is reasonable that the presence of a

thrombus be mentioned specifically in both clinical and scientific

articles.

Most articles on near-occlusion were based on conventional

angiography, so we present diagnostic issues based on that tech-

nique, with some added aspects of other modalities. Diagnostic

studies of near-occlusion need interpretation with caution be-

cause there can be misdiagnoses of near-occlusion as occlusion

due inadequate angiography findings if a long-enough delay was

not allowed, further adding skepticism to occlusion diagnosed

with screening tests. The use of conventional angiography is no

guarantee of a criterion standard study.

Separating Near-Occlusion from Occlusion. Some suggested

“occlusions” are indeed patent, needing angiography time to de-

tect delayed contrast through a severely collapsed artery.23 Con-

trast remaining through the venous phase has been reported.23

The ascending pharyngeal artery should be seen as a tiny artery

separate from and running parallel to an occluded or nearly oc-

cluded ICA. The ascending pharyngeal artery can be overlooked

FIG 5. A case with near-occlusion with full collapse. Axial CTA at the
level of the distal extracranial ICA. The distal right ICA (white arrow) is
clearly collapsed with a threadlike appearance, clearly narrower than
the contralateral ICA (black arrow) and the right ECA (white arrow-
head). The black arrowhead points to the left ascending pharyngeal
artery, ensuring that this is not an ICA occlusion.

Table 1: Mimics of near-occlusion on conventional angiography and CTA
Cause Mimic Way to Separate/Reason for Mimic

Similar appearance, but not
atherosclerosis

Dissection Cervical ICA lesion without severe bulb stenosis, possibly
patient history

High ICP Patient history, likely no focal stenosis
Postradiation disease Patient history, possibly no focal stenosis
Hypoplasia No prominent bulb stenosis, narrow bony canal

Imaging protocol NrOc mistaken for occlusion Delayed images reveal patent lumen
Interpretation Occlusion mistaken for NrOc Ascending pharyngeal artery mistaken for ICA

Stenosis mistaken for NrOc Larger opposite ICA from anatomic variations:
opposite ICA supplies fetal PCA and/or both ACAs

NrOc mistaken for stenosis Partially collapsed NrOc overlooked as a
normal lumen when it is not threadlike

Intracranial disease mistaken for NrOc Exclude distal disease as cause for the collapse

Note:—PCA indicates posterior cerebral artery; ICP, intracranial pressure; NrOc, near-occlusion; ACA, anterior cerebral artery.
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as a collapsed ICA in cases of ICA occlusion (“pseudostring

sign”11).

Separating Near-Occlusion from Conventional Stenosis. NASCET

used descriptive criteria to distinguish near-occlusion (with and

without full collapse) from conventional stenosis: 1) delayed fill-

ing, 2) intracranial collaterals, 3) ipsilateral distal ICA less than the

contralateral distal ICA, and 4) ipsilateral distal ICA equal to or

less than the ipsilateral ECA (the ICA normally is substantially

larger than the ECA) (Fig 6). Two of the 4 criteria were required

for diagnosis.1 Separating near-occlusion is justifiable from its

observed lower stroke risk compared with severe stenosis, and the

potential fallacious calculation of percentage stenosis if not rec-

ognized, yielding incorrect percentages as low as 50%– 60%, po-

tentially managed differently.1

Separating Near-Occlusion with Full Collapse from Near-Occlu-
sion without Full Collapse. Near-occlusion can be fully collapsed

or without full collapse. The current diagnostic criterion for near-

occlusion with full collapse is a “threadlike” distal lumen (with

variations).1 The transition between near-occlusion with and

without full collapse is not distinct. Even so, 90% agreement was

reported in a small study (n � 21) between blinded reviewers

separating near-occlusions with and without full collapse by using

descriptive criteria alone.21 Fully collapsed near-occlusion shows

striking ICA collapse and can be overlooked as complete occlu-

sion if images or interpretation are suboptimal. All cases of pre-

sumed occlusion need delayed study to seek a late, slow-flowing

collapsed lumen. With CTA, ICA occlusion diagnosis may be in-

correct without a delayed CTA phase or a routine postcontrast

head CT for possible ICA filling-in at the skull base or carotid

canal to identify near-occlusion. The incidence of delayed studies

with CTA changing the diagnosis from occlusion to near-occlu-

sion is not well-known; certainly near-occlusions with full col-

lapse are seen with CTA, even without delayed studies.70

Diagnosis with Sonography. There are several mimics of near-

occlusion for sonography (Table 2). Sonography aspires to

distinguish near-occlusion and occlusion by the presence or

absence of flow. Accuracy depends on the sonographic meth-

odology with more accurate distinctions by using Color Dopp-

ler with pulsed wave velocity measurements and Power Dopp-

ler than the outdated continuous wave technique.8,17,23,45,67,69

Color Doppler with pulsed wave velocity measurements has

been reported as separating near-occlusion from occlusion

with good accuracy.8,17,23,45,67 Presumably, the small error rate

includes very slow and collapsed near-occlusion cases with

nondetectable flow. Perhaps the commonly used additional

method, power Doppler, may better detect slow flow, but only

2 small studies analyzed this.5,17 Adding transoral sonography

to also assess distal artery patency at the level of the pharynx

FIG 6. Schematic drawing of the 4 criteria for near-occlusion on conventional angiography. Delayed filling (A), evidence of intracranial collat-
erals when the contralateral side is examined (B), ipsilateral distal ICA less than the contralateral distal ICA (C), and ipsilateral distal ICA equal to
or less than the ipsilateral ECA (D). In all figures, the contrast is gray.
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shows promising initial findings.8 Contrast-enhanced sonog-

raphy might also increase the accuracy, but this has not been

evaluated.

Near-occlusion with full collapse can be seen on sonography

with very low flow velocity. The typical recognized sonography

appearance is a very tight stenosis with a minimal flow channel,

slow flow velocities, and a grossly pathologic flow profile (Fig 7).

This finding is 71% (42/59) sensitive5,45,67 and 98.8% (932/943)

specific45,67 for near-occlusion with full collapse. Dampened,

pseudovenous flow with low pulsatility is highly specific as pub-

lished in Mansour et al,45 with only 1 false-positive with distal

occlusion. A flow profile with systolic triangular spikes and no

diastolic flow can be either distal occlusion or stenosis5,18,45,47 or

near-occlusion with full collapse12,18,67,76; the sonography report

should reflect this uncertainty. Systolic spikes with reversed dia-

stolic flow have been reported in a small series.8 False-negatives

were either mistaken occlusions or mistaken conventional steno-

sis with high flow velocity. Rarely, an important pitfall is when

velocity drops to the range of normal flow; a peak systolic velocity

of 140 cm/s was presented by Bowman et al.18 As such, the ap-

pearance with 2D B-mode of a very tight stenosis and “normal”

flow velocities does not add up, requiring suspicion of near-oc-

clusion. However, if the stenosis appearance on B-mode is ig-

nored, the near-occlusion can be mistakenly reported as “no sig-

nificant stenosis.”

Near-occlusions without full collapse seems indistinguishable

from conventional stenosis because both have high flow veloci-

ties.5,21 However, near-occlusion without full collapse has only

been analyzed for peak systolic velocity
in 2 studies totalling 30 patients,5,21 and

one of these studies did not clearly de-

fine near-occlusion without full col-
lapse.5 Thus, more than peak systolic

velocity is needed to distinguish near-

occlusion without full collapse from

conventional stenoses.
Thus, when very tight stenosis with

low flow is detected, it is often near-

occlusion with full collapse, though

possibly distal disease. Angiographic

confirmation (with CTA including de-

layed images) is reasonable. A finding

of a suggested �70% carotid stenosis

with velocity on sonography can be

�70% stenosis or a near-occlusion.

Thus, virtually all near-occlusions

without full collapse and some near-

occlusions with full collapse can be

overlooked if sonography is used

alone.

Diagnosis with CTA. CTA diagnostic accuracy to separate near-

occlusion from occlusion has been moderately studied. In 2

studies, 30/30 near-occlusions and 33/33 occlusions were cor-

rectly identified.33,37 Separating near-occlusions (mostly par-

tial near-occlusion) from conventional stenosis has been less

analyzed. In 1 study, 4/4 near-occlusion (at least 1 was without

full collapse) and 22/22 30%–99% stenoses were correctly dis-

tinguished.33 Further studies that include delayed imaging are

needed.

With a consistent expert observer as the criterion standard,

Bartlett et al22 presented CTA-specific diameter-measurement

criteria for separating near-occlusion (with and without full col-

lapse) from conventional stenoses: 1) stenosis diameter of �1.3

mm, 2) ipsilateral distal ICA diameter of �3.5 mm, 3) ipsilateral

distal ICA/contralateral distal ICA ratio of �0.87, and 4) ipsilat-

eral distal ICA/ipsilateral ECA of �1.27. These criteria were not

compared with those of conventional angiography.

MRA Diagnosis. MRA literature for near-occlusion is limited. To

diagnose near-occlusion versus occlusion, TOF MRA is limited

because slow-flow signal likely is below the visibility threshold; 2D

TOF may be superior to 3D TOF.5,17 Approximately 75% (14/19)

of all near-occlusions show a flow gap on 2D TOF.5 A flow gap

seems similarly common for near-occlusion both with full col-

lapse and without full collapse, though that study did not clearly

separate the near-occlusion types.5 Segmental flow gaps suggest

vessel patency because occlusions are more likely to show full-

length signal absence.5 While it was suggested that the clinical

FIG 7. Sonographic findings of near-occlusion with full collapse. It is difficult to discern the
narrow flow channel despite the low-flow setting and very low-flow velocities with systolic
spikes without diastolic flow. CTA confirmed the diagnosis with a patent fully collapsed distal ICA
(not shown).

Table 2: Ultrasound-specific mimics of near-occlusion
Cause Mimic Reason for Mimic

Imaging protocol NrOc mistaken for occlusion Small low-flow channel not visualized
Interpretation NrOc mistaken for intracranial disease Low flow with systolic spikes could be either

NrOc mistaken for no stenosis Normal velocities with tight stenosis on B-mode
Limitation of ultrasound NrOc mistaken for stenosis NrOc without full collapse has high flow velocities

Note:—NrOc indicates near-occlusion.
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usefulness of TOF MRA is limited because distal occlusions can

present with flow gaps,5 it is uncertain that these were truly distal

occlusions. No study sought to separate near-occlusions from

conventional stenosis. Contrast-enhanced MRA for near-occlu-

sion is scarcely studied.5

Alternative Diagnostic Criteria. After publication of the 2005

NASCET/European Carotid Surgery Trial near-occlusion criteria

with conventional angiography in 2005,1 modifications were sug-

gested. A numeric ipsilateral distal ICA/contralateral distal ICA

ratio of �0.5 was sought from one report,28 and �0.2,35 from

another. With CTA criteria for near-occlusion, a side-to-side ra-

tio of only �0.87 suggested near-occlusion (with and without full

collapse), though the authors concluded that an overall interpre-

tation be used rather than measurements because of the variabil-

ity of disease and anatomic variants to diagnose partial near-oc-

clusion.22 However, the �0.87 ratio was derived from diagnostic

analyses,22 whereas the other 2 ratios were presented without ref-

erence to how they were derived.28,35 It seems that these measured

criteria transfer the diagnosis of near-occlusion from a skilled

interpretation to synthesized numbers applied without the same

skill.

The minimal diameter of maximal stenosis on CTA is an al-

ternative way to grade stenoses, replacing percentage calculations

to avoid measuring the distal artery.86 This would remove incon-

sistencies and ambiguities of creating percentage stenosis. If that

method is used, the presence or absence of near-occlusions may

still need to be assessed to list near-occlusions separately.

Recommendation
CTA is suggested for current near-occlusion diagnosis. CTA is

very accurate in separating near-occlusion from occlusion with

delayed imaging, and criteria exist to separate near-occlusion

(with and without full collapse) from conventional stenoses. The

usual technical concerns with CTA, contrast and radiation, apply.

In comparison with conventional angiography, the criteria can be

more specific with absolute measurements, with no procedural

stroke risk.

The diagnosis of complete ICA occlusion needs delayed imag-

ing to exclude the slowly filling distal ICA of near-occlusion with

full collapse. That can be a routine postcontrast head CT after

CTA (which also evaluates enhancing brain lesions and delayed

collateral pial arteries not shown on initial “snapshot” CTA) or

multiphased CTA. While enhanced MRA could show some slow

distal ICAs, with acquisition longer than that in the subsecond

scan of CTA at each level, MRA, however, has inherent lower

spatial resolution.

For sonography, emphasis has often been on the separation of

near-occlusion and occlusion; possibly this can be further im-

proved with power Doppler and/or contrast enhancement. More

important, it is impossible to separate near-occlusion without full

collapse from conventional stenoses with sonography. This lack

of sensitivity is a relatively recent finding (from 201421), and

many recommendations for diagnostic work-up predated this

finding. Recommendations for the diagnostic work-up should be

revised accordingly. It seems appropriate to always perform CTA

in addition because near-occlusions can be missed with sonogra-

phy, and those that are detected might be caused by distal occlu-

sion or stenosis.

MRA with 2D TOF or contrast enhancement can separate

some near-occlusions from occlusion, but not all. It is uncertain

whether MRA can consistently separate near-occlusion from con-

ventional stenosis.

Confusion and Need for Further Improvement
Please refer to Part 2 of this review for the confusion and need for

further improvement regarding the definition, terminology, and

diagnosis of near-occlusion.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
PATIENT SAFETY

Minimizing Radiation Exposure in Evaluation of Pediatric Head
Trauma: Use of Rapid MR Imaging

H. Mehta, J. Acharya, A.L. Mohan, M.E. Tobias, L. LeCompte, and D. Jeevan

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: With �473,000 annual emergency department visits for children with traumatic brain injuries in the
United States, the risk of ionizing radiation exposure during CT examinations is a real concern. The purpose of this study was to assess the
validity of rapid MR imaging to replace CT in the follow-up imaging of patients with head trauma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A retrospective review of 103 pediatric patients who underwent initial head CT and subsequent follow-up
rapid MR imaging between January 2010 and July 2013 was performed. Patients had minor head injuries (Glasgow Coma Scale, �13) that
required imaging. Initial head CT was performed, with follow-up rapid MR imaging completed within 48 hours. A board-certified neuro-
radiologist, blinded to patient information and scan parameters, then independently interpreted the randomized cases.

RESULTS: There was almost perfect agreement in the ability to detect extra-axial hemorrhage on rapid MR imaging and CT (� � 0.84,
P � .001). Evaluation of hemorrhagic contusion/intraparenchymal hemorrhage demonstrated a moderate level of agreement between MR
imaging and CT (� � 0.61, P � .001). The ability of MR imaging to detect a skull fracture also showed a substantial level of agreement with
CT (� � 0.71, P � .001). Detection of diffuse axonal injury demonstrated a slight level of agreement between MR imaging and CT (� � 0.154,
P � .04). However, the overall predictive agreement for the detection of an axonal injury was 91%.

CONCLUSIONS: Rapid MR imaging is a valid technique for detecting traumatic cranial injuries and an adequate examination for follow-up
imaging in lieu of repeat CT.

ABBREVIATION: rMRI � rapid MR imaging

Head trauma continues to be a leading cause of death and

disability in children in the United States.1 Every year,

�473,000 visits to the emergency department are related to brain

injury,2 most resulting from minor injuries or falls. Although

most head injuries are classified as mild, approximately 10%–15%

of children sustain a severe one. The incidence of intracranial

injury following minor head trauma is unknown; however, with

increasing public awareness of traumatic brain injury and concus-

sion, there has been a rise in research of minor head injuries.

Methods of diagnosis,3,4 hospital admission criteria,5,6 and re-

turn-to-play criteria7,8 are a few of the active areas of research.

Children with head trauma, at risk for intracranial injury,

should be initially imaged with CT9 because it remains the crite-

rion standard technique for the evaluation of head trauma.10 Al-

though the incidence of injuries requiring neurosurgical interven-

tion in children with minor head injuries is low, the use of CT for

evaluation has been increasing. The use of CT increased from 13%

to 22% from 1995 to 2003, with a peak of 29% in 2000.11 The

decision to obtain neuroimaging for children with minor head

trauma must balance the importance of identifying head injuries

with the risks of CT. There is growing awareness in the medical

community and public of increased cancer risk caused by ionizing

radiation.12 Brenner et al13 estimated that 170 additional fatal

cancers will develop due to head CT examinations performed in

children younger than 15 years of age in the United States in a

single year. In addition, some children may require sedation to

obtain an adequate CT examination, which can be associated with

as high as a 20.1% chance of an adverse event.14

MR imaging is an alternative technique that avoids ionizing

radiation exposure altogether and produces high-quality images.

A study with conventional sequences requires long acquisition

times and is susceptible to motion artifacts. The need for sedation

increases the risk to the patient, lengthens the time needed to
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acquire patient images, and further increases the cost of standard

MR imaging.14,15

Modified MR imaging protocols with reduced acquisition

times have been used successfully in non-neurosurgical pa-

tients,16,17 and rapid MR imaging (rMRI) or “quick-brain” MR

imaging protocols have become an accepted technique to evaluate

and follow patients with hydrocephalus.18-20 Missios et al21 inves-

tigated the use of rMRI in patients without hydrocephalus and

concluded that it was an adequate neuroimaging tool for evalua-

tion and follow-up. The use of rMRI protocols in evaluating pe-

diatric patients with minor head injuries remains to be validated.

As far as we are aware, a systematic search of current literature

did not yield a previous study examining the validity of rMRI in

the imaging of pediatric patients with head trauma. The purpose

of our study was to demonstrate the efficacy of replacing ionizing

CT imaging with nonionizing rMRI for follow-up of patients with

minor head trauma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our institutional review board approved this study, with a waiver

of informed consent. All CT and MR imaging examinations were

performed as a standard of care; the results were retrospectively

reviewed. The study protocol complied with the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act.

Patient Group
Patients evaluated at Westchester Medical Center, a level 1 pedi-

atric trauma center, between January 2010 and July 3013 were

screened for eligibility; inclusion criteria were patients presenting

with minor head injury (Glasgow Coma Scale, �13) who were

evaluated with rMRI performed within 48 hours following an

initial CT. Patients were selected for CT on the basis of regional

emergency department criteria for imaging, and rMRI was com-

pleted at our institution regardless of CT findings.

Imaging Protocol
CT studies performed at our institution used a Brilliance 64 –

detector row CT scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Nether-

lands); images were acquired helically and reconstructed into a

contiguous 3-mm axial dataset acquired from the base of the skull

to the vertex. Images obtained at an outside institution were up-

loaded to our system as per our protocol for interpretation of

outside imaging studies. Images obtained from outside institu-

tions used their own protocol for image acquisition; minimum

imaging requirements for outside studies included datasets ac-

quired from the base of the skull to the vertex with contiguous

axial images of �5 mm.

rMRI examinations were performed by using 1.5T (Achieva

1.5T; Philips Healthcare) and 3T (Achieva 3T X; Philips Health-

care) scanners. rMRI sequences included the following: axial sin-

gle-shot T2 fast-field echo EPI: 5-second scanning time; TR, 2000

ms; TE, 25 ms; axial single-shot diffusion-weighted imaging: 35-

second scanning time; TR, 3000 ms; TE, 65 ms; axial single-shot

FLAIR: 45-second scanning time; TR, 12,000 ms; TI, 2850 ms; TE,

135 ms; axial T2 fast-field echo: 35-second scanning time; TR, 550

ms; TE, 15 ms; coronal T2 turbo spin-echo: 35-second scanning

time; TR, 3500 ms; TE, 80 ms. Axial T2 turbo spin-echo (30-

second scanning time; TR, 3000 ms; TE, 80 ms) may be performed

if desired by the radiologist or MR imaging technologist, with a

total scanning time of 2.5–3 minutes (Fig 1: rMRI sequences

obtained).

Image Interpretation
CT and rMRI studies that met the inclusion criteria were random-

ized, then independently and retrospectively evaluated by a

board-certified radiologist, with added board certification in neu-

roradiology, on a digital PACS workstation. The studies were ret-

rospectively reviewed during a 3-month period from October

2013 to January 2014. The reader was blinded to patient-identify-

ing information and imaging parameters. Furthermore, all CT

and rMRI studies were reviewed independent of one another.

During interpretation, the radiologist evaluated the presence

or absence of the following findings: extra-axial hemorrhage

(subdural, epidural, or subarachnoid hemorrhage), hemorrhagic

contusion/intraparenchymal hemorrhage, calvarial fracture,

and/or diffuse axonal injury. The radiologist was also asked to

comment on the presence of motion degradation.

Statistical Evaluation
We performed statistical evaluation of the data by using commer-

cially available statistical software (SPSS; IBM, Armonk, New

York). Cohen � statistics22 were performed to determine whether

there was agreement between the 2 imaging modalities as to the

presence or absence of extra-axial hemorrhage, hemorrhagic con-

tusion/intraparenchymal hemorrhage, fracture, and/or diffuse

axonal injury. Positive and negative percentage agreement and

overall percentage agreement of the findings on CT and rMRI

were also analyzed.

RESULTS
A total of 103 pediatric patients presenting with minor head

trauma (presenting Glasgow Coma Scale, �13) underwent rMRI

following initial CT as per regional head trauma injury criteria.

Two patients were excluded because the rMRI was performed

following surgical intervention for intracranial hemorrhage. The

mean age of the 101 subjects was 6 years (range, 0 –19 years); there

were 57 males (55%) and 46 females (45%). The most common

mechanism of injury was a fall. rMRI was performed within 48

hours of arrival at our institution and CT imaging; the average

time between initial CT and follow-up rMRI was 19 hours. No

patient received anesthesia for the study.

On review of the imaging, 24 patients had some degree of

motion degradation on rMRI compared with only 7 patients on

CT. Only 4 patients had evidence of motion degradation on both

CT and rMRI. The degree of motion artifacts on the examinations

was mild to moderate and not enough to require exclusion from

the study because the studies were deemed diagnostic. Overall, the

correlation of traumatic findings between initial CT and rMRI

was � � 0.73 (P � .001; 95% CI, 0.88 – 0.94). This indicates a

substantial agreement in findings between imaging modalities

(Table 1). An overall percentage agreement of 92%, positive per-

centage accuracy of 91%, and negative predictive accuracy of 94%

further demonstrated this agreement.

When one looks at subtypes of injuries, the ability to detect
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extra-axial hemorrhage (epidural, subdural, subarachnoid hem-

orrhage) on CT and rMRI was comparable, with a � � 0.84

(P � .001; 95% CI, 0.74 – 0.95). With an overall percentage agree-

ment of 92% and a positive percentage agreement of 91% and a

negative percentage agreement of 94%, the ability to detect extra-

axial hemorrhage on rMRI was almost in perfect agreement with

findings on CT (Table 2).

Although there was substantial agreement between rMRI and

CT on the presence of hemorrhagic contusion/intraparenchymal

hemorrhage (Table 3), the correlation was not as great as that for

the presence of extra-axial hemorrhage, with � � 0.61 (P � .001;

95% CI, 0.42– 0.80). However, when we looked at the results,

there was a high positive predictive agreement of findings on

rMRI (93%), with a high overall percentage agreement (87%).

The negative percentage agreement was also high at 86%. It ap-

pears that rMRI detects more contusive changes than initially seen

on CT and may be more sensitive in detecting intraparenchymal

blood.

FIG 1. Sample images from a routine rMRI examination. Axial single-shot T2 fast-field echo echo-planar (A), axial single-shot diffusion-weighted
(B), axial single-shot FLAIR (C), axial T2 fast-field echo (T2*) (D), coronal T2 TSE (E), and axial T2 TSE (F) images.

Table 1: Presence of a positive image finding following minor
head injurya

Positive
Scan

Findings

CT

TotalNegative Positive
rMRI

Negative 22 10 32
Positive 1 68 69
Total 23 78 101

a � measure of agreement, 0.728; P � .001; standard error, 0.075; overall percentage
agreement, 92%; positive percentage agreement, 91%; negative percentage agree-
ment, 94%.

Table 2: Presence of extra-axial hemorrhage following minor
head injurya

Extra-Axial
Hemorrhage

CT

TotalNegative Positive
rMRI

Negative 44 5 49
Positive 3 49 52
Total 47 54 101

a � measure of agreement, 0.841; P �0 .001; standard error, 0.054; overall percentage
agreement, 92%; positive percentage agreement, 91%; negative percentage agree-
ment, 94%.

Table 3: Presence of a contusion/intraparenchymal hemorrhage
following minor head injurya

Contusion

CT

TotalNegative Positive
rMRI

Negative 74 1 75
Positive 12 14 26
Total 86 15 101

a � measure of agreement, 0.609; P � .001; standard error, 0.095; overall percentage
agreement, 87%; positive percentage agreement, 93%; negative percentage agree-
ment, 86%.
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A similar finding was noted when looking at the presence of

diffuse axonal injury (Table 4). There was only slight agreement

for the presence of axonal injury between rMRI and CT with ��

0.15 (P � .04; 95% CI, �0.15– 0.45). However, the overall per-

centage agreement was 91%, and the negative percentage agree-

ment was 92%. The positive percentage agreement was only 50%,

with 8 cases in which rMRI-suspected axonal injury was not seen

on CT. The relatively low positive percentage agreement may be

secondary to increased sensitivity to this injury type with the use

of rMRI, especially because only a single case had a description of

positive axonal injury seen on CT that was not seen on rMRI.

Even though it was predicted that CT would be more reliable

in detecting skull fractures compared with rMRI, this reliability

was not demonstrated (Table 5). The reliability of rMRI to detect

skull fractures was found to be � � 0.71 (P � .001; 95% CI,

0.56 – 0.84), indicating substantial agreement. The overall per-

centage agreement was 85%, with a negative percentage agree-

ment of 94% and a positive percentage agreement of 78%. In 12

cases, rMRI failed to detect a skull fracture seen on CT. None of

these cases necessitated neurosurgical intervention.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study demonstrate that rMRI can detect trau-

matic injuries with a similar sensitivity and specificity compared

with CT in the setting of minor head injuries. This finding was

particularly true in the detection of extra-axial hemorrhage and

intraparenchymal contusion (Fig 2; extra-axial hemorrhage). In

the case of intraparenchymal hemorrhage, only a single patient

had a positive finding that was not detected on rMRI. Conversely,

however, 12 patients had contusive changes identified on rMRI,

which were not seen on CT. This finding may simply be a reflec-

tion of the ability of the rMRI sequences to detect the presence of

blood with increased sensitivity (Fig 3; left temporal lobe contu-

sion not seen on CT but visualized on follow-up rMRI). We found

that the T2 fast-field echo EPI sequence was most useful in appre-

ciating acute blood products due to the susceptibility effects from

deoxyhemoglobin. The coronal T2 TSE was also particularly use-

ful for detecting smaller convexity blood products and traumatic

brain injury at the inferior frontal lobes.

While it had been previously thought that rMRI would be

insensitive for detecting skull fracture,23 our study did not reflect

that supposition. Of the 101 patients, only 12 had a skull fracture

found on CT that was not identified on rMRI. However, as with

other clinical studies, none of these skull fractures required surgi-

cal intervention (Fig 4; fracture, CT and rMRI).24 The fractures

not identified on rMRI typically were nondepressed skull frac-

tures. Although these fractures were not identified on rMRI

when the reader was blinded to the initial CT, when they were

retrospectively reviewed with the initial head CT, most fractures

were identified as in the case shown in Fig 4F, -G.

FIG 2. An 8-year-old child who fell from a bike. Initial noncontrast head CT shows a left epidural hemorrhage (A). Follow-up rMRI axial T2 TSE
shows interval-increased size of the left epidural hemorrhage (B). Follow-up rMRI axial T2 TSE shows interval craniotomy and evacuation of the
left epidural hemorrhage (C).

Table 4: Presence of diffuse axonal injury following minor head
injurya

Diffuse
Axonal
Injury

CT

TotalNegative Positive
rMRI

Negative 91 1 92
Positive 8 1 9
Total 99 2 101

a � measure of agreement, 0.154; P � .039; standard error, 0.153; overall percentage agree-
ment, 91%; positive percentage agreement, 50%; negative percentage agreement, 92%.

Table 5: Presence of a skull fracture following minor head injurya

Skull
Fracture

CT

TotalNegative Positive
rMRI

Negative 44 12 56
Positive 3 42 45
Total 47 54 101

a � measure of agreement, 0.705; P � .001; standard error, 0.069; overall percentage
agreement, 85%; positive percentage agreement, 78%; negative percentage agreement, 94%.
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In the detection of diffuse axonal injury/shear injuries, there

was a very clear difference between rMRI and CT. Although a

significant correlation and a high negative percentage agreement

were found, there was a comparatively low positive percentage

agreement, with 8 cases having a positive rMRI interpretation

compared with CT. This finding as in the case of detection of

contusive injuries, may simply reflect the higher sensitivity of MR

imaging to these injuries, as previously demonstrated in other

studies.25-29 The time delay between initial CT and follow-up

rMRI could also result in increased conspicuity of axonal injury

due to interval blossoming. Additionally, DWI and FLAIR imag-

ing may be more sensitive for the detection of diffuse axonal in-

FIG 3. A 16-year-old pedestrian struck by an automobile. Negative noncontrast CT of the head (A), axial single-shot FLAIR (B), and coronal T2 TSE
(C) demonstrate a small left temporal lobe contusion.

FIG 4. Axial noncontrast head CT (A) demonstrates a right frontal bone fracture. On the same patient, a right frontal extra-axial hemorrhage
with fracture is present on the axial T2 TSE (B) and coronal T2 TSE (C). Axial noncontrast head CT (D) shows an occipital fracture with a
corresponding fracture seen on the axial T2 TSE sequence (E). Axial noncontrast head CT (F) shows the right occipital fracture. The fracture was
not identified prospectively on rMRI; however, it can be identified retrospectively on rMRI (G) when read in conjunction with the initial head CT.
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jury and parenchymal contusion compared with CT. An example

of the increased sensitivity of FLAIR imaging to detect diffuse

axonal injury is demonstrated in the case example shown in Fig 5,

in which a pediatric patient with a minor head injury demon-

strated multiple FLAIR signal changes not detected on CT (Fig 5;

axonal injury, CT and rMRI).

Most reports have focused on the use of rMRI in the evaluation

of hydrocephalus; however, other disorders may also be success-

fully imaged with this technology. CT has increasingly become

part of the routine algorithm in the setting of trauma, particularly

given its speed of acquisition. In this population, rMRI has been

primarily used for follow-up imaging,21 even though the sensitiv-

ity and specificity of rMRI for various findings that influence the

medical and surgical management of cranial trauma have yet to be

firmly established. Previous studies that have looked at the use of

MR imaging in patients with trauma have focused on prognosti-

cation30 and, as such, have included full-sequence studies, often

completed several weeks after the injury. A strength of our study is

the short duration between the 2 modalities, with an average time

between the acquisition of CT and rMRI of 19 hours, with the

longest duration �48 hours.

Only one other study has attempted to validate the use of rap-

id-sequence MR imaging techniques as an alternative to CT in

select patients with traumatic brain injury.23 However, this study

was limited to 30 patients, often with worse presenting levels of

injury, in whom the authors admit that an MR imaging may have

been performed to allow prognostication or to find injuries not

seen on CT that could explain the severity of neurologic injury.

However, similar to our findings, MR imaging seemed to detect

intracranial injuries with similar accuracy compared with CT and

had a higher accuracy in detecting diffuse axonal injuries.

No consensus exists on the clinical relevance of focal post-

traumatic findings on neuroimaging studies in minor head

trauma; most studies have demonstrated a correlation between

intracranial hemorrhage on admission head CT with acute and

long-term neuropsychiatric deficits.31-33 The disadvantages of

CT, including degradation of image quality due to beam-harden-

ing effects and displacement of the CT signal near metal objects,

bone, calcifications, and high concentrations of contrast, limit the

accurate assessment of brain injury. Furthermore, CT examina-

tions performed within 3 hours of trauma may not show mature

intracranial damage, thus underestimating the extent of injury.34

Full-sequence MR imaging at both 1.5T and 3T has shown a

higher sensitivity for focal, small traumatic intracranial lesions

and diffuse axonal injury. More recently, these injuries have been

shown to improve outcome prediction following minor head in-

jury.35 In a similar manner, higher sensitivity to detect these inju-

ries in rMRI studies may allow better outcome prediction.

rMRI brain imaging allows acquisition times around 2–3 min-

utes, which obviates sedation or anesthesia in the pediatric pa-

tient. Motion degradation is of obvious concern when obtaining

full-sequence MR imaging: In rMRI sequences in our series, 24

patients had some degree of motion artifacts on their imaging

studies, compared with only 7 such cases on CT. However, despite

this finding, imaging quality was adequate to reach the high level

of percentage agreement seen in our study. The fastest rMRI se-

FIG 5. A 15-year-old adolescent involved in an all-terrain vehicle rollover. Axial noncontrast head CT images (A–D) demonstrate no abnormal
finding. The axial single-shot FLAIR images (E–H) demonstrate multiple foci of abnormal signal in the frontal white matter and genu of the corpus
callosum, compatible with diffuse axonal injury.
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quence, the single-shot T2 fast-field echo EPI acquired in �5

seconds, is almost never degraded by motion artifacts.

Decreasing the peak voltage and effective milliampere-second

settings, using iterative reconstruction algorithms, and limiting

the imaging area can reduce the radiation dose of a single CT

examination. However, avoiding ionizing radiation altogether in

the pediatric population is ideal. Many institutions across the

United States have an rMRI protocol in place to image patients

with shunted hydrocephalus. However, this technology is likely

underused. The lack of emergency access to MR imaging facilities,

lack of staffing during nights and weekends, and the inability to

obtain reimbursement from third-party payers are some of the

common reasons given for its underuse.20 Despite these obstacles,

we have demonstrated that images can be obtained in a timely

manner, and no patient had a missed lesion requiring emergency

intervention. This finding is similar to that in a previous study in

which 64 patients with minor head injury underwent initial eval-

uation with rMRI and had no clinically significant missed le-

sion.21 In our study, approximately 85% of head CTs were per-

formed between 6 AM and 10 PM, when an in-house MR imaging

technician is available. Thus, on the basis of this study of validity,

a significant dose reduction in ionizing radiation could be

achieved.

Our study has limitations. Initial CT scans of many patients

were performed at an outside facility, with variable imaging tech-

niques. One of the outside CTs, limited by motion artifacts, had

no evidence of hemorrhage; however, hemorrhage was present on

the subsequent rMRI performed at our institution. The time in-

terval between imaging modalities may have also allowed evolu-

tion and increased conspicuity of contusions and shear injuries

and an increased amount of bias. However, compared with other

series, the time interval between modalities was significantly

shorter.

Although only a history of trauma was provided to the inter-

preter in our study, the reader could assume that the studies in-

cluded within the criteria had a high probability of positive find-

ings given that a follow-up rMRI examination was indeed

performed. However, for researching the validity of rMRI as an

imaging technique, our institutional policy was to image all pa-

tients presenting primarily to our institution with minor head

injuries with both CT and rMRI regardless of CT findings, assum-

ing the patient met the criteria for imaging. This policy was not

necessarily followed for those individuals transferred from re-

gional institutions, who were transferred because of a positive CT

finding. The radiologist interpreting the rMRI was blinded to im-

ages and the final report of the corresponding initial CT. How-

ever, in actual clinical practice, the initial CT scans are used for

direct comparison during interpretation of rMRI. The availability

of a comparison CT may further improve the diagnostic yield of

the rMRI examination in actual clinical workflow.

CONCLUSIONS
rMRI is an adequate imaging technique for the follow-up of pe-

diatric patients with minor head trauma. The use of rMRI could

significantly reduce radiation exposure in the pediatric

population.
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METHODOLOGIC PERSPECTIVES

A New Aneurysm Occlusion Classification after the Impact of
Flow Modification

H.S. Cekirge and I. Saatci

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: A new classification is proposed for cerebral aneurysms treated with any endovascular technique, for example, coiling with
or without adjunctive devices, flow diversion, intrasaccular flow modifiers, or any combination of the above. Raymond-Roy Occlusion
Classification is expanded with novel subgroups such as class 1 represents complete occlusion and is subdivided if a branch is integrated to,
or originated from, the aneurysm sac; class 2 represents neck filling; class 3 represents incomplete occlusion with aneurysm filling as in the
previous classification; and class 4 describes the immediate postoperative status after extra- or intrasaccular flow modification treatment.
A new concept, “stable remodeling,” is included as class 5, which represents filling in the neck region that stays unchanged or reduced, as
shown with at least 2 consecutive control angiographies, at least 6 months apart, for not �1 year, or the remodeled appearance of a dilated
and/or tortuous vessel in continuation with the parent artery without sac filling.

ABBREVIATION: FM � flow modifier

Although endovascular cerebral aneurysm treatment has al-

ready been established,1,2 there is still controversy in regard

to the possibility of not always providing complete occlusion or

showing recanalization. However, it has also been shown that only

a small group of incomplete occlusions or aneurysm remnants

have clinical relevance.3,4 However, the Cerebral Aneurysm Re-

rupture After Treatment study5 reported that the degree of aneu-

rysm occlusion after treatment was strongly associated with risk

of rerupture. Aneurysm re-treatment may or may not carry a

higher risk than the stable incomplete occlusion or recanaliza-

tion.6,7 Unfortunately, the relevant information mostly originates

from coiled aneurysms and, therefore, may not be generalized to

the entire population of cerebral aneurysms, particularly those

aneurysms treated with new devices that modify flow from inside

or outside of the aneurysm sac.

Flow modifiers (FMs) (dedicated extrasaccular flow divert-

ers, multiple stent-in-stent applications, and intrasaccular

flow disrupters) have been introduced as a new concept for

treatment of cerebral aneurysms; FMs cause, over time, cura-

tive reconstruction of the aneurysm neck. The reconstruction

after extrasaccular FMs (ie, flow diverters) starts immediately

after the construct is in place and then evolves over a period of

weeks to months.8 Intrasaccular FMs (ie, flow disrupters) may

result in instantaneous occlusion after placement or may re-

quire some time for final effect.9 The delay in aneurysm occlu-

sion with FMs occurs consistently if the flow through the sac

continues due to flow demand through a branch coming off or

integrated into the sac. Hence, in most cases, the initial result

immediately after treatment does not represent the ultimate

goal, and reconstruction proceeds after surgery over time.8,9

Overall, it is evident that evolution of aneurysm management

necessitates development of unified terminology to describe

both initial and delayed procedural efficacies, regardless of

treatment technique.

In the literature, there have been several classifications pub-

lished to describe the appearance of aneurysm and/or remnant

filling. The Raymond-Roy Occlusion Classification, also known

as the Montreal scale10 has been the most widely used, and it

classifies the results after aneurysm coiling, which can be applied

immediately after the treatment as well as during the follow-

up.10,11 In the literature, there exist some articles about the impli-

cations on future management of aneurysm and/or neck

remnants that state class 3 aneurysm remnants, according to Ray-

mond-Roy Occlusion Classification, are more likely to be re-

treated than class 2 neck remnants, which are most often followed

up.12,13
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The introduction of extrasaccular flow diverters created a

need for different classifications, not only to describe the initial

results but also to anticipate the outcome, including the risk of

infrequent but severe complications of postoperative rup-

ture.14-16 However, these classifications are exclusively for the

extrasaccular FMs, and, yet, none has gained common

acceptance.

Subsequently, with the use of intrasaccular FMs, the control

angiographic findings become even more controversial. Lubicz

et al17 described 4 patterns in the follow-up of intrasaccular FM

treatment, namely, complete occlusion, filling of the proximal

recess of the device, neck remnant, and aneurysm remnant. Based

on their follow-up experience, the investigators suggested a dif-

ferent definition, that is, “adequate occlusion,” which includes the

first 3 patterns.

So far in the literature, none of the classifications address the

entire spectrum of current endovascular aneurysm treatment, ir-

respective to treatment technique. To solve this problem of am-

biguity and to exclude the need for the use of different classifica-

tions for different modalities, we propose a new classification

system, by expanding on the widely used Raymond-Roy Occlu-

sion Classification scale, that describes results with current and

evolving treatment techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The proposed classification is presented in the Table, and the

schematic drawing (Fig 1) highlights the newly added class 1 A, B,

and C as well as class 5 in different case settings. Class 1 calls for

complete occlusion of an aneurysm when a branch is not directly

involved, and the subgroups of class 1—A, B, C—are to be used

when a branch is originating directly from a sidewall aneurysm

(Figs 2 and 3) or filling from a bifurcation aneurysm (Fig 4). To

assign class 5 (Figs 4B and 5–7; On-line Figs 1 and 2), at least 2

angiographic controls, at least 6 months apart, and expanding for

a period of not �1 year are required to demonstrate the stability.

DSA is the criterion standard at the moment, although CTA may

serve the purpose for the aneurysms treated with FMs. However,

with the evolving technology, noninvasive angiographic imaging

may replace this in the future. The remodeling concept18 was first

defined in a more restricted concept that referred to 1 as “in-

fundibulum like” enlargement of the branch coming off the an-

eurysm sac after the shrinkage of the aneurysm after flow diverter

treatment (Fig 5) and 2, as a tortuous course of the branch (which

is coming off the aneurysm sac) at its proximal segment after flow

diverter treatment of the sac and the sac not filling (Figs 4 and

7).19 These 2 situations, in which the branch that originates from

Classification of angiographic results after endovascular treatment with any technique
Classification

Class 1: Complete occlusion of the aneurysm sac. When there is a branch integrated with the aneurysm sac, ie, coming off the aneurysm,
at any point of the sac, further analysis is carried out with subgroups

1A: Complete occlusion with the full patency of the integrated branch
1B: Complete occlusion with the branch reduced in caliber
1C: Complete occlusion with no antegrade filling of the branch

Class 2: Neck filling
Class 3: Incomplete occlusion with aneurysm filling
Class 4: Aneurysm filling. This class is reserved for an immediate postoperative result based on end-of-treatment DSA; after extra-

and/or intrasaccular flow modification treatment
4A: With contrast stagnation—contrast stagnation is referred to when there happens to be any change in the duration of the contrast

stay within
the aneurysm sac after treatment

4B: Without contrast stagnation
Class 5: Stable remodeling with flow modification. Filling in the neck region, which stays unchanged or reduced; to be included in this

group, there have to be at least 2 consecutive control angiographies, by definition, at least 6 months apart, and expanding for a
period of not �1 year; exceptionally, 1 control angiography could be sufficient for definition of class 5, only in selected cases of
contrast filling the branch coming off the sac, with an appearance of a different vessel course than the original, eg, tortuous or
dilated, given that it is in continuation with the parent artery with no sac filling

FIG 1. Schematic drawing of class 1 subgroups and class 5 in different
case settings. The last column shows the control angiographic appear-
ance. The first example of class 5 represents the control result after
intrasaccular FM placement, given that the control appearance re-
mains unchanged, as required. The second and third examples of class
5 represent the remodeling after extrasaccular flow diverter
treatment.
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the aneurysm sac is in continuation with the parent artery with no

filling of the sac any more, are the only exceptions for which we do

not require a second angiography to grade as class 5 occlusion

(On-line Fig 1 for class 5 after intrasaccular FM). In the other

situations, remodeling is called for after confirmation of the sta-

bility (as described above) when 3, the bifurcation appears

enlarged after the intrasaccular FM obliterates the sac, which

stays stable in the controls (Fig 6), and 4, when there is an

unchanged focal bulging at the neck region (On-line Fig 2).

Therefore, in such cases, the first control result would be clas-

sified as class 2 (neck remnant) by definition; then, after con-

firmation of stability, it can be changed to class 5 (Fig 6 and

On-line Fig 2).

DISCUSSION
The healing process or so-called reconstruction of the vessel wall

at the aneurysm neck after FM and/or flow diverter treatment is

different from that after endosaccular coiling,18,20-22 and aneu-

rysms may behave differently when treated with flow modifica-

tion treatments versus endosaccular coiling.23,24 Therefore, the

previous classifications, particularly Raymond-Roy Occlusion

Classification, described for coiled aneurysms could not address

the results of flow modification treatments. Several new classifi-

cations14,17 have been introduced. In these previous classifica-

tions for extrasaccular flow diverter treatment, flow stagnation is

defined as a determining feature.14-16 However, the flow stagna-

tion does not necessarily have a direct implication regarding the

future or final treatment result. That is, flow stagnation within the

aneurysm may or may not result in total occlusion of the aneu-

rysm sac. On the contrary, an aneurysm that shows no or little, if

any, postoperative contrast stagnation may end up in complete

occlusion in the follow-up. Yet, the presumed importance of the

contrast stagnation is whether or not it has any predictive value in

regard to postoperative rupture of the index (treated) aneurysm.

This is a controversial issue, with no proven data to date. Our

classification system does not emphasize the degree of contrast

filling (eg, the pattern, timing) immediately after the FM treat-

ment, not only for these reasons but also because it may be rela-

tively subjective or may vary in regard to technical parameters,

such as contrast injection power, acquisition parameters, and

so forth. Contrast stagnation is referred to in the immediate

postoperative DSA findings (class 4) after FM treatment to

differentiate that grade from the aneurysm filling after aneu-

rysm packing (class 3).

In some grading scales previously described exclusively for use

after flow diverter treatment,15,16 parent artery size is taken into

FIG 2. Class 1A. A and B, Preoperative images show the ICA aneurysm in which the anterior choroidal artery (arrow) is originating from the
aneurysm at the neck. C, Six-month control angiography after single Pipeline device (Covidien, Irvine, California) placement demonstrates total
occlusion of the aneurysm with the anterior choroidal artery preserved (arrow). Reprinted from Saatci et al.18

FIG 3. Class 1C. A, Preoperative angiography shows right vertebral
artery aneurysm with the posterior inferior cerebellar artery originat-
ing from the sac. B, Single Pipeline device was placed, and a 6-month
control angiography demonstrates complete occlusion of the aneu-
rysm sac, along with the posterior inferior cerebellar artery. The pa-
tient was asymptomatic.
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consideration. Parent artery occlusion may occur, at least in some

cases, related to the inefficiency of antiaggregating medication,

but, the rate of in-stent stenosis is reported to be not any higher

than that of conventional stents18,22 and in-stent stenosis is not a

part of this classification.

The patency of the branch that originates from, or is integrated

to, the aneurysm is assessed in this classification, which has not

been included in previous classifications. The flow demand

through the relevant branch is important in its patency after the

treatment.18-20 Although the aneurysm is getting occluded, the

branch originating from the aneurysm may remain the same, re-

duce in caliber, or may not be filling antegrade. This classification

can apply to the results of flow diverter treatment not only in

sidewall aneurysms but also in bifurcation aneurysms19; the series

of exclusive MCA bifurcation aneurysms treated with flow di-

verter placement demonstrated 84% of class 1 occlusions with a

variety of occlusion patterns, including branch occlusion in 12%.

Another 8% showed class 5 occlusion. In addition, transition be-

tween classes is also possible (Fig 4) in the group of aneurysms

with integrated branches, whether located at the side wall or the

bifurcation.

This classification is also well grounded for the intrasaccu-

lar FM treatments in that it takes not only the involving

branches into consideration but also the interval change in

regard to stability. With these features, this classification is

differentiated from the classification for intrasaccular FMs

previously described.17

Another advantage of this proposed classification is that it can

be applied by single angiographic images, in several planes, and

does not necessitate seeing the entire series of the angiographic

run to evaluate the flow pattern within the aneurysm. Therefore,

objective findings on the angiographic image are enough for clas-

sification, with no further subjective interpretation. However, ro-

tational angiography may be a requisite, particularly in the defi-

nition of class 5 in some cases.

CONCLUSIONS
With preventing rupture as the ultimate goal of cerebral aneu-

rysm treatment, if the treatment serves this purpose and the an-

eurysm is secured, then the treatment can be called “successful”

and the angiographic appearance of the vascular reconstruction

can be considered irrelevant. Long-term stability of remodeling is

to be determined and not free of concern until that time. How-

FIG 4. Class 5 evolving into class 1B eventually. A, Preoperative angiography shows right MCA aneurysm with a branch coming off from the sac.
B, A 3D image from a 6-month control angiography after treatment with single Pipeline device shows remodeling of the flow with a tortuous
appearance of the branch proximally at its direct continuation with the parent artery, and no sac filling. This appearance is referred to as class
5. C, An 18-month control angiography shows complete occlusion of the aneurysm with the originating branch in reduced caliber, that is, class
1B. Reprinted from Yavuz et al.19

FIG 5. Class 5. A, Right internal carotid angiogram shows a posterior
communicating artery aneurysm (the ipsilateral P1 is aplastic, not
shown). B, A 2-year angiography after a single Pipeline device place-
ment shows that the aneurysm sac is not filling and the origin of the
posterior communicating artery is remodeled. Reprinted from Saatci
et al.18
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ever, in complex aneurysms where “perfect” anatomic results

may not be possible or at least have increased risks, then, “re-

modeling” may be acceptable, given that it is stable. This clas-

sification not only addresses the new concept of remodeling

that emerged after the use of extra- and intrasaccular flow

modifications but also covers the entire spectrum of result

possibilities with any current technique.

We acknowledge that this classification should be validated in

regard to the interobserver agreement to test its reproducibility.

In addition, we also plan to extract a random sample of credible

size among our entire aneurysm population to review the stability

in long-term follow-up (eg, 5 years) to investigate the outcome of

“designated” classes. This classification may then be ready to es-

tablish a clinical algorithm for follow-up, including the risk of

bleeding after endovascular treatment.

Disclosures: H. Saruhan Cekirge—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Covidien/Medtronic,
MicroVention, Sequent. Isil Saatci—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Covidien,
Medtronic.
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SOCIAL MEDIA VIGNETTE

Social Media and Scientific Meetings: An Analysis of Twitter
Use at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of

Neuroradiology
X A. Radmanesh and A.L. Kotsenas

Given the enormous potential and easy access by using mobile

devices, social media are being increasingly used during ra-

diology and other medical specialty meetings (Figure).1-5 Social

media use during scientific meetings allows attendees to post

commentaries on sessions, questions about conference logistics,

calls for casual meetings (“tweet-ups”), or even tips for a good

dinner. It also allows meeting organizers to make announcements

and nonattendees to participate in the conference virtually.

Twitter users can embed metadata “tags” in their posts to

make them searchable by using hashtags, a word or acronym pre-

ceded by the # character. Given the 140-character limit for each

tweet, brief or abbreviated hashtags are usually favored. Many

specialty meeting organizers now publish a meeting-specific

hashtag such as #ASNR14 used at the 52nd annual meeting of the

American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR).

In many professional meetings currently, hallways and foyers

are equipped with large screens displaying all meeting-related

tweets posted from inside or outside the venue. These make it easy

for attendees to have a glance at the latest posts during scheduled

breaks or as they walk from one session to another. In large meet-

ings where many tweets are posted, each session may be assigned

a specific hashtag so that people can follow the streams related to

their session of interest and post questions to presenters and mod-

erators. Users can also “reply” to others’ posts to start a conversa-

tion on the topic. People who share interests can “follow” each

other’s posts, arrange to meet in person, and stay in touch even

after the conference is over. Sometimes, these professional con-

nections last for years.

Recognizing the current pattern of social media use in our

subspecialty society can guide planning for future societal meet-

ings to take advantage of the existing potentials. In this article, we

will analyze Twitter use during the 2014 annual meeting of the

American Society of Neuroradiology (May 17–22, 2014, Mon-

tréal, Quebec, Canada).

We reviewed all Twitter posts (Twitter.com, San Francisco,

California) that included the meeting hashtag #ASNR14 and were

posted from May 7, 2014 (the date the hashtag was registered with

Symplur) to May 22, 2014 (midnight following the final day of the

conference). The transcripts of the tweets were obtained from

Symplur (Symplur, Upland, California; Symplur.com), a health

care social media analytics organization.

The number of participants (microbloggers) and the number

of tweets posted by each were recorded. On the basis of the infor-

mation on Twitter account profiles, the microbloggers were cat-

egorized into radiologists, nonradiologist physicians/postdoc-

toral researchers, radiology technologists, nurses, vendors, social

media professionals, journals, imaging societies, and the host city.

The content of each tweet was categorized into commentary on

meeting sessions, questions directed to presenters/moderators,

meeting-related announcements, questions about meeting logis-

tics, commentary about the use of social media for health care/

meeting-related purposes, arranging tweet-ups, status updates,

journal promotions, vendor marketing promotions, and not oth-

erwise categorized. We analyzed the original tweets and those that

were reposted by other users as “retweets” or “favorites.” For our

analysis, retweets and favorites were grouped together. The lan-

guage in which tweets were posted was also recorded. Analysis was

performed by using the statistical tools of Excel (Microsoft, Red-

mond, Washington).

Fifty-four microbloggers posted 410 tweets with the #ASNR14

hashtag during May 7–22, 2014. The breakdown of the microb-

loggers can be seen in Table 1. Of 410 total tweets, 238 tweets

(68%) were original posts, and the rest were retweets or favorites.

The posted tweets resulted in 415,102 total views or impressions.

Nine tweets (2.2%) were posted in Spanish. A few posts contained

phrases in French, the official language of the host city, but none

were posted predominantly using that language. The remainder

of the tweets were posted in English.

A mean of 8 tweets per participant was generated (range,

1–119; SD, 19; median, 2). The top 3 tweeters, all neuroradiolo-

gists, generated 223 (54.4% of all) tweets.

The most common tweet content was related to commentary

on sessions, which encompassed 202 (49% of all) tweets. Social

tweets, including those related to the use of social media, arrang-

ing tweet-ups, and participant status updates accounted for 176
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(42.9% of all) tweets. See Table 2 for a complete breakdown of

tweet content. No questions were posted to the presenters or

moderators.

The session that generated the great-

est number of tweets was “The Founda-

tion of the ASNR Special Session on

Traumatic Brain Injury: Is DTI Ready

for Prime Time?” (44 tweets accounting

for 21.8% of the tweets related to session

content) followed by Dr Stanely Prusin-

er’s keynote address “A Unifying Role

for Prions in Neurodegenerative Dis-

eases” (13 tweets accounting for 6.4% of

the tweets related to session content).

Social tweets were most likely to be

retweeted (84 of 176 tweets in that cate-

gory, 47.7%), followed by tweets re-

lated to session content (78 of 202

tweets in that category, 49.2%). Ven-

dor marketing tweets were least likely

to be retweeted (1 of 9 tweets, 11.1%).

Our analysis shows that Twitter use

by radiologists at the annual meeting of

the ASNR is still in its infancy. Given

that there were only 20 radiologist mi-

crobloggers using the hashtag #ASNR14,

it is clear that the neuroradiology com-

munity has not yet fully embraced the

use of social media for this purpose. This

lack of participation likely contributes to the paucity of content

related to meeting logistics and questions directed to meeting or-

ganizers. This scenario may be because of insufficient knowledge

of the potentials for professional use of social media at medical

conferences and scientific meetings. Although the @ASNRStaff

Twitter handle has indeed been inactive, organizers of the ASNR

meeting have attempted to promote Twitter use at each of the

prior two meetings by building a Twitter feature into the meeting

Guidebook mobile application.

To our knowledge, our analysis is the first to look at specific

meeting-related tweet content for a radiology meeting. Most of

the posts at the annual meeting were related to session content. Of

particular interest was the debate session on the use of diffusion

tensor imaging for traumatic brain injury, which prompted com-

ments by many postdoctoral researchers and members of the neu-

roimaging community who virtually participated in the discus-

sion. Not surprisingly, this was followed by social content relating

to the use of social media for meeting-related purposes, planning

tweet-ups with other users, and alerting followers to the current

“status” of the user or his or her presence at the meeting. Vendor

marketing content made up a distinct minority of posts and was

least likely to be retweeted or marked as favorite by microbloggers.

Although some have argued that live-tweeting lectures is a

form of “neoliberalism” and is more an attempt at personal

branding than at scholarship,6 “live-tweeting encouraged” has be-

come the default mode for many scientific meetings. Presenters

are encouraged to share their Twitter handles with the audience

during opening remarks so that the handle can be used to quote,

paraphrase, or discuss the work. Some meeting organizers have

established optional inclusion of Twitter handles on attendee

identification badges.

FIG. Average number of tweets per day and total number of microbloggers for the duration of
conferences at some most recent societal conferences in radiology. The difference in the num-
ber of tweets or microbloggers among different radiology societal meetings is at least in part
related to the difference in the number of attendees. Of note, some of the tweets related to each
meeting were posted by microbloggers who were not attending the venue. ASNR14 indicates
American Society of Neuroradiology, May 17–22, 2014, Montréal, Quebec, Canada; AUR14, Asso-
ciation of University Radiologists, April 1– 4, 2014, Baltimore, Maryland; ISMRM14, International
Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine, May 10 –16, 2014, Milan, Italy; ECR2014, European
Congress of Radiology, March 6 –10, 2014, Vienna, Austria; RSNA13, Radiological Society of North
America, November 30 –December 5, 2013, Chicago, Illinois. Data were obtained from
Symplur.com.

Table 1: Analysis of microbloggers posting tweets with #ASNR14
hashtag during May 7–22, 2014

Microblogger Category
No. (% of All

Microbloggers)
Radiologist 20 (37.0%)
Vendors 11 (20.1%)
Radiology/imaging departments 7 (13%)
Other physicians/postdoctoral researchers 5 (9.3%)
Social media professionals 4 (7.4%)
Radiology journals 3 (5.6%)
Technologists 1 (1.9%)
Nurses 1 (1.9%)
Host city 1 (1.9%)
Unidentifiable 1 (1.9%)
Total 54

Table 2: Analysis of content for tweets with #ASNR14 hashtag
posted during May 7–22, 2014

Content Category

Total No.
(% of Total

Tweets)

Original Posts
(% of Total

Original Tweets)

Reposts
(% of Original

Posts in
That Category)

Commentary on sessions 202 (49%) 124 (60.5%) 78 (38.6%)
Social posts 176 (42.9%) 92 (44%) 84 (47.7%)

Use of social media 76 (18.5%) 33 (16.1%) 43 (56.6%)
Tweet-up arrangement 61 (14.8%) 33 (16.1%) 28 (45.9%)
Participant status update 39 (9.5%) 26 (12.7%) 13 (33.3%)

Journal promotion 10 (2,4%) 5 (2,4%) 5 (50%)
Vendor marketing 9 (2.2%) 8 (3.9%) 1 (11.1%)
Meeting announcement 6 (1.5%) 3 (1.5%) 3 (50%)
Meeting logistics 1 (�1%) 1 (�1%) 0
Others 6 (1.5%) 5 (2.4%) 1 (16.7%)
Total 410 (100%) 238 (58%) 172 (42%)
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Social media channels open up convention floors to members

and scholars from around the world who have been unable to

physically attend, while rendering attendees’ academic accom-

plishments more visible to the public.7 In a study of social media

participation at an international emergency medicine conference,

more than 60% of individuals posting tweets were not physically

present at the meeting.3 During the 2014 ASNR meeting, approx-

imately 50% of radiologists posting with the #ASNR14 hashtag

attended the meeting virtually.8

Some attendees have found live-tweeting to be a great way to

take notes and remain focused on what is being presented,9 while

others may find it a source of distraction. As more and more

conferences adopt a parallel-session format, social media users

can virtually attend more than one session at the same time by

reading the posts from other sessions, either as they come in

or—if distraction is a concern—later by searching the posts or

reviewing a transcript created by an enabler such as Symplur.

During the 2014 meeting of the International Society for Mag-

netic Resonance in Medicine (#ISMRM14), audience members

were given the opportunity to pose their questions to the present-

ers and moderators by using session-specific hashtags, and mod-

erators were instructed to monitor the session-specific feeds for

questions and comments (C.P. Hess, MD, PhD, personal e-mail

communication, July 18, 2014). This option can be explored at

future ASNR meetings.

Social media platforms are considered public domains. Some

presenters or panelists may feel uncomfortable about having their

findings mentioned on social media before having them pub-

lished as a journal article. In such cases, presenters or panelists are

strongly encouraged to make an announcement to that effect to

the audience at the beginning of the presentation. In the near

future, organizers of scientific meetings may ask presenters to

reveal their wishes in regard to social media coverage at the time of

submission or final acceptance of their abstracts, similar to the

existing policy in regard to photography during poster sessions. It

is considered professional etiquette to respect the presenter’s

wishes on data sharing.

In summary, tweeting during scientific meetings promotes

discussion on topics of interest among those who attend either in

person or virtually. It provides a way to find out about upcoming

or ongoing popular sessions and helps expand professional net-

works through connecting with people whom we otherwise might

not meet.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Differentiating Tumor Progression from Pseudoprogression in
Patients with Glioblastomas Using Diffusion Tensor Imaging

and Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast MRI
S. Wang, M. Martinez-Lage, Y. Sakai, S. Chawla, S.G. Kim, M. Alonso-Basanta, R.A. Lustig, S. Brem, S. Mohan, R.L. Wolf, A. Desai, and

H. Poptani

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Early assessment of treatment response is critical in patients with glioblastomas. A combination of DTI
and DSC perfusion imaging parameters was evaluated to distinguish glioblastomas with true progression from mixed response and
pseudoprogression.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Forty-one patients with glioblastomas exhibiting enhancing lesions within 6 months after completion of
chemoradiation therapy were retrospectively studied. All patients underwent surgery after MR imaging and were histologically classified
as having true progression (�75% tumor), mixed response (25%–75% tumor), or pseudoprogression (�25% tumor). Mean diffusivity,
fractional anisotropy, linear anisotropy coefficient, planar anisotropy coefficient, spheric anisotropy coefficient, and maximum relative
cerebral blood volume values were measured from the enhancing tissue. A multivariate logistic regression analysis was used to determine
the best model for classification of true progression from mixed response or pseudoprogression.

RESULTS: Significantly elevated maximum relative cerebral blood volume, fractional anisotropy, linear anisotropy coefficient, and planar
anisotropy coefficient and decreased spheric anisotropy coefficient were observed in true progression compared with pseudoprogression
(P � .05). There were also significant differences in maximum relative cerebral blood volume, fractional anisotropy, planar anisotropy coefficient,
and spheric anisotropy coefficient measurements between mixed response and true progression groups. The best model to distinguish true
progression from non–true progression (pseudoprogression and mixed) consisted of fractional anisotropy, linear anisotropy coefficient, and
maximum relative cerebral blood volume, resulting in an area under the curve of 0.905. This model also differentiated true progression from
mixed response with an area under the curve of 0.901. A combination of fractional anisotropy and maximum relative cerebral blood volume
differentiated pseudoprogression from nonpseudoprogression (true progression and mixed) with an area under the curve of 0.807.

CONCLUSIONS: DTI and DSC perfusion imaging can improve accuracy in assessing treatment response and may aid in individualized
treatment of patients with glioblastomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; CL � linear anisotropy coefficient; CP � planar anisotropy coefficient; CS � spheric anisotropy coefficient; FA �
fractional anisotropy; LRM � logistic regression model; max � maximum; MD � mean diffusivity; PsP � pseudoprogression; rCBV � relative cerebral blood volume;
TP � true progression

The current standard of care for newly diagnosed glioblastomas

is surgical resection and concurrent temozolomide radiation

therapy, followed by at least 6 months of adjuvant temozolomide.

Treatment outcome is generally monitored by using standard

clinical MR imaging based on accepted guidelines such as the

updated Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology criteria.1,2

However, the appearance of enhancing lesions on MR imaging

within the first 6 months after completion of chemoradiation

therapy poses a challenge because it can reflect true progression (TP)

or treatment-related changes known as pseudoprogression (PsP).

PsP occurs in approximately a third of all patients with glioblas-

toma,3 in which lesions often decrease in size or stabilize without

further treatment, resulting in a longer survival. Accurate identifica-Received March 10, 2015; accepted after revision June 2.
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tion of PsP and TP is critical because patients with TP may require a

change in therapeutic strategy while those with PsP may not. While

published reports have attempted to differentiate PsP from TP,4-7

these studies did not account for the common finding of a mixture of

treatment-related changes and recurrent tumor. Management of

these partial responders may be challenging, with short-interval im-

aging studies often required to determine clinical course. If identified

early, these patients may benefit from novel therapeutics.

Mean diffusivity (MD), measured from diffusion imaging, has

been used to diagnose and monitor treatment response in brain

tumors.8,9 Both mean and minimum MD values have been used

in differentiating PsP from TP.4-6,10 However, due to the hetero-

geneity of treatment response, MD may have a limited role be-

cause reduced diffusion could represent not only highly cellular

tumor areas but also inflammatory processes.9 DTI is increasingly

being used in the characterization of glioblastomas9,11; anisotropy

measures, including fractional anisotropy (FA), linear anisotropy

(CL), planar anisotropy (CP), and spheric anisotropy (CS), have

been used to differentiate glioblastomas from metastasis11-13 and

primary cerebral lymphomas.12,14 However, only 1 study has used

DTI for differentiation of PsP and TP.15

Relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) obtained from DSC

perfusion imaging has been widely used for tumor grading,16 dis-

tinguishing recurrent tumor from radiation necrosis,17 and dif-

ferentiating PsP from TP.18,19 Some studies have suggested that

median rCBV and histogram analysis of rCBV can help differen-

tiate PsP from TP.18,20-22 However, rCBV has not been used to

identify a mixed or partial response.

The clinical management of patients with recurrent glioblastoma

is rapidly changing because several alternative therapeutic options

are being investigated, including bevacizumab,23 tumor treating

fields,24 and immunotherapy.25 Increased incidence of PsP poses a

dilemma for the treating physicians because determining the optimal

therapeutic approach relies on a definitive diagnosis of TP, PsP, or

mixed response. We hypothesize that DTI and DSC parameters have

added value in making this differentiation and thus evaluated them

for differentiating these 3 categories of treatment response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This study was approved by the institutional review board and was

compliant with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act. MR imaging data from 41 patients with glioblastomas (14 wom-

en/27 men; 55.71 � 11.83 years of age; age range, 23–80 years), who

had initially undergone gross total resection of the tumor followed by

standard radiation therapy and temozolomide chemotherapy and

exhibited new enhancing lesions on follow-up MR imaging within 6

months after completion of radiation therapy, were retrieved from

the University of Pennsylvania data base from May 2011 to May 2014

and retrospectively analyzed. All patients underwent repeat surgery

within 2 weeks after the MR imaging study in which the new enhanc-

ing lesions were first observed.

MR Imaging Data Acquisition
MR imaging studies were performed on a Tim Trio 3T whole-

body scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a 12-chan-

nel phased array head coil. Routine sequences included axial T1-

weighted 3D MPRAGE (TR/TE/TI � 1760/3.1/950 ms, 192 � 256

matrix size, 1-mm section thickness) and axial FLAIR (TR/TE/

TI � 9420/141/2500 ms, 3-mm section thickness). DTI data were

acquired by using a single-shot spin-echo EPI sequence with par-

allel imaging by using generalized autocalibrating partially paral-

lel acquisition and an acceleration factor of 2. Diffusion weighting

was applied in 30 isotropically distributed directions by using a

b-value of 1000 s/mm2, with a total acquisition time of 8 minutes.

For DSC imaging, a bolus of gadobenate dimeglumine (Multi-

Hance; Bracco Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey) was injected

with a preloading dose of 0.07 mmol/kg, which was used to reduce

the effect of contrast agent leakage on CBV measurements.26 DSC

imaging was performed by using a gradient-echo echo-planar im-

aging sequence during a second 0.07-mmol/kg bolus of contrast

agent (TR/TE � 2000/45 ms, FOV � 22 � 22 cm2, resolution �

1.72 � 1.72 � 3 mm3, 20 sections, 45 measurements with at least

10 image volumes before bolus arrival, acquisition time � 1 min-

ute 38 seconds). The injection rate was 5 mL/s for all patients and

was immediately followed by a bolus injection of saline (total of 20

mL at the same rate). Postcontrast T1-weighted 3D MPRAGE

images were acquired after completion of the DSC sequence.

Image Processing
The diffusion tensor datasets were coregistered to the b�0 s/mm2

images by using a 3D affine transformation estimated by maximizing

the mutual information between the images.13 The corrected raw

images were combined to estimate the DTI parametric maps by using

in-house software (IDL; ITT Visual Information Solutions, Boulder,

Colorado). Pixel-wise MD, FA, CL, CP, and CS maps were computed

by using the methods described earlier.11,12 Leakage-corrected CBV

maps using the � variate function were generated by using

NordicICE software (NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway).

The DTI, CBV maps, and FLAIR images were coregistered to

contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images. The CBV maps were nor-

malized to the contralateral normal white matter to generate rCBV. A

semiautomatic segmentation approach was used to generate a mask

from the enhancing region by using the methods described

earlier.11-13 The median DTI metrics and rCBV values from the en-

hancing region were measured. In addition, the lower 10th percentile

MD values were measured from the enhancing region and reported

as minimum MD.27 The top 90th percentile rCBV values were mea-

sured from the enhancing region and reported as rCBVmax.12 Data

analysis tools, including DTI computing, image coregistration, and

segmentation, were implemented by using IDL routines. The total

time for postprocessing was approximately 2 hours.

Histologic Analysis
Pathologic samples were originally cut, mounted, and stained

with hematoxylin-eosin by standard methods. Immunohistochem-

istry for Ki-67 (mouse monoclonal, MIB-1, IR62661; Dako, Carpin-

teria, California) and p53 (mouse monoclonal, 1:60; DO-7, M7001;

Dako) was performed by using a Bond III automated system (Leica

Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, Illinois). The entirety of submitted mate-

rial for each case was examined by a board-certified neuropathologist

(M.M.-L.) who was blinded to the results of the MR imaging studies.

The slides were examined to determine the relative degree of recur-

rent glioma and treatment-related changes. The percentage of geo-
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graphic tissue necrosis across the specimen was assessed in an initial

approach, excluding normal or quasinormal brain parenchyma. His-

tologic features associated with treatment, including vascular necro-

sis, hyalinization, hemosiderin, lymphocyte and macrophage infil-

trates, gliosis, fibrosis, and dystrophic calcification, were also

documented. Tumor-specific characteristics within the specimen,

including neoplastic high cellularity, the presence of pseudopalisad-

ing necrosis, endothelial cell proliferation, and increased mitotic ac-

tivity were additionally used to either increase or decrease the weight-

age for the presence of overall malignant features. The patients were

grouped in 3 categories: �25% malignant features, PsP (8 patients; 3

women/5 men; 48.5 � 12.72 years of age); 25%–75% malignant fea-

tures, mixed tumor with treatment response (12 patients; 5 women/7

men; 58.25 � 7.47 years of age); and �75% malignant features, TP

(21 patients; 6 women/15 men; 57.0 � 12.9 years of age). Strong and

diffuse nuclear staining for p53 was used as supportive evidence of

the presence of tumor, but the lack of staining did not reject the

presence of recurrent glioma. We calculated the proliferative index

with Ki-67 for each case as a percentage of positive tumor cells, avoid-

ing areas of inflammatory infiltrates.

Statistical Analysis
A Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the difference in the

median MD, FA, CL, CP, CS, and rCBV values and minimum MD

and rCBVmax among PsP, mixed, and TP groups. Bonferroni correc-

tion was used to adjust for multiple comparisons, and a P value � .05

was considered significant. A multivariate logistic regression model

(LRM) was used to determine the best classification model, and a

leave-one-out cross-validation approach was applied to estimate the

accuracy of the LRM. Areas under the receiver operating character-

istic curves (AUCs) were computed by using the selected parameters

and the LRM output. A cutoff value for each parameter was deter-

mined by maximizing the sum of sensitivity and specificity. All sta-

tistical analyses were conducted by using PASW Statistics, Version 18

(IBM, Armonk, New York).

RESULTS
Representative MR images and histologic photomicrographs from

patients with PsP, mixed, and TP features are shown in Figs 1–3,

respectively. MD maps demonstrate variable degrees of diffusivity

from the enhancing parts of the tumor. Anisotropy and rCBV maps

also show variability. However, quantitative analysis revealed signif-

icantly higher median FA, CL, and CP values and higher rCBV in

patients with TP compared with PsP and mixed response (Fig 4).

A pair-wise comparison of DTI and DSC parameters from

enhancing tissue is shown in Fig 4. While median MD values did

not show significant differences between groups (P � .05), signif-

icantly higher rCBVmax (4.75 versus 2.90, P � .007), FA (0.14

versus 0.11, P � .008), CL (0.05 versus 0.04, P � .04), and CP

(0.08 versus 0.06, P � .002), and decreased CS (0.87 versus 0.90,

P � .004) were observed in TP compared with PsP. There were

also significant differences between mixed and TP groups in rCB-

Vmax (4.75 versus 3.31, P � .02), FA (0.14 versus 0.11, P � .01),

CP (0.08 versus 0.06, P � .001), and CS (0.87 versus 0.89, P � .02)

measurements. None of the parameters demonstrated a signifi-

cant difference between PsP and mixed response. Of all the pa-

rameters, CP and CS showed a significant difference between PsP

FIG 1. Axial MR images of a 44-year-old man with PsP. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image (A) shows a new enhancing lesion in the left parietal lobe.
CBV map (B) shows moderately increased CBV from the lesion. MD (C) looks similar to the normal white matter. Decreased FA (D), CL (E), and CP (F) and
increased CS (G) are observed from the enhancing part compared with normal white matter. Photomicrograph of a histologic section (H, hematoxylin-
eosin stain, 50� magnification) reveals most of the tissue with treatment-related changes, including extensive geographic necrosis and vascular
fibrinoid necrosis (90%).
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FIG 2. Axial images from the brain of a 59-year-old woman with mixed features of response, including areas of treatment-related changes and
TP. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image (A) shows a new enhancing lesion in the left parietal lobe. The lesion shows slightly elevated perfusion
on the CBV map (B) and lower MD (C). Lower FA (D), CL (E), CP (F), and higher CS (G) values from the enhancing part are noticed relative to the
normal white matter. The imaging appearance looks similar to that of PsP (Fig 1). Photomicrograph of a histologic section (H, hematoxylin-eosin
stain, 50� magnification) has similar amounts of treatment-related changes (50%) and viable tumor (50%).

FIG 3. Axial brain images from a 54-year-old man showing TP. Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image (A) shows a ring-enhancing lesion in
the left parietal lobe. High rCBV (B) and increased MD (C) are observed from the lesion. The enhancing part of the lesion demonstrates
decreased FA (D), CL (E), and CP (F) and increased CS (G). Findings in a photomicrograph of a histologic section (H, hematoxylin-eosin stain,
50� magnification) are similar to the patient’s de novo glioblastoma, with areas of high tumor cellularity, pseudopalisading necrosis
(asterisks), and endothelial proliferation (arrow) and increased mitotic activity.
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and TP, and CP showed a significant difference between mixed

and TP after Bonferroni correction (P � .006).

Discrimination of TP versus PsP and Mixed Response
The discrimination analysis was first performed to distinguish TP

from PsP and mixed response. CP was the single best predictor for

classification (AUC � 0.84), followed by FA and rCBVmax

(AUC � 0.78, Table). The imaging parameters were then used for

a multivariate logistic regression analysis with backward stepwise

selection, which indicated that the best classification of TP from

non-TPs, including PsP and mixed, was achieved with 3 parame-

ters, FA, CL, and rCBVmax, as follows:

f�FA,CL,rCBVmax�

�
1

1 � exp	
��0 � �1FA � �2CL � �3rCBVmax��
,

where �0 � 
16.17, �1 � 194.01, �2 �


285.65, and �3 � 1.21. Figure 5A shows

the receiver operating characteristic

curves for the best LRM and selected pa-

rameters. The cutoff value for the LRM

was 0.55 with a sensitivity � 76%, speci-

ficity � 95%, and AUC � 0.905 (Table).

Leave-one-out cross-validation analysis

revealed that 78% of cases were correctly

classified by using the LRM. Although CP

was the single best predictor, it was not se-

lected by the statistical model for highest

sensitivity. Using forward stepwise selec-

tion, the best model included CP and

rCBVmax, resulting in an AUC of 0.89,

similar to the model FA, CL, and rCBVmax.

In addition, there was a high correlation

(r � 0.84) between FA and CP (On-line

Figure), suggesting that the results from

either model were similar.

Discrimination of PsP versus TP and
Mixed Response
The single best predictor for classification

was CP (AUC � 0.74), followed by

rCBVmax (AUC � 0.73) and FA (AUC �

0.70, Table). The best LRM for classification

of PsP from non-PsPs, including TP and

mixed response, was achieved with 2 pa-

rameters, FA and rCBVmax, as follows:

f�FA,rCBVmax�

�
1

1 � exp	
��0 � �1FA
� �2rCBVmax��

,

where �0 � 
3.59, �1 � 23.52, and

�2 � 0.62. Figure 5B shows the receiver

operating characteristic curves for the best

LRM and selected parameters. The cutoff

value for the LRM was 0.77 with sensitiv-

ity � 79%, specificity � 75%, and AUC �

0.807 (Table). Leave-one-out cross-validation analysis revealed that

63.4% of cases were correctly classified by using the LRM.

Discrimination between TP and Mixed Response
A subanalysis was performed to differentiate TP from mixed re-

sponse so that the patients with mixed response could be closely

monitored with short-interval imaging scans or enrolled in novel

therapeutic trials. CP was again the single best predictor for classi-

fication (AUC � 0.83), followed by FA (AUC � 0.76) and rCBVmax

(AUC � 0.74, Table). The LRM for classification of TP from mixed

response was achieved with 3 parameters, including FA, CL, and

rCBVmax, as follows:

f�FA,CL,rCBVmax�

�
1

1 � exp	
��0 � �1FA � �2CL � �3rCBVmax��
,

FIG 4. Boxplots of diffusion (minimum MD, FA, CL, CP, and CS) and perfusion (maximum rCBV)
characteristics for patients with posttreatment glioblastomas in TP (gray), PsP (white), and mixed
tumor (dotted). The solid line inside each box represents the median value, while the edges
represent the 25th and 75th percentiles. The straight line (bars) on each box indicates the range
of data distribution. Circles represent outliers (values �1.5 box length from the 75th/25th per-
centiles). The asterisk indicates a significant difference (P � .05) for group comparison.
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where �0 � 
15.43, �1 � 202.14, �2 � 
313.99, and �3 � 1.20.

Figure 5C shows the receiver operating characteristic curves for the

best LRM and selected parameters. The cutoff value for the LRM was

0.65 with sensitivity � 76%, specificity � 100%, and AUC � 0.901

(Table). Leave-one-out cross-validation analysis revealed that 72.7%

of cases were correctly classified by using the LRM.

Discrimination of PsP from Mixed Response
A final analysis to differentiate patients with PsP from those with

mixed response showed a significant overlap between the 2

groups, with only MD having some predictive value with an

AUC � 0.62 followed by rCBVmax (AUC � 0.57).

DISCUSSION
The heterogeneity and variability in response did not allow differ-

entiating TP from PsP simply by visual inspection of the paramet-

ric maps. However, a quantitative analysis of DTI parameters and

rCBVmax from the enhancing regions of the lesion demonstrated

better assessment of treatment response in patients with glioblas-

tomas. Such a categorization is clinically feasible because the post-

processing time was only approximately 2 hours, indicating that

our proposed analytic approach may aid in individualized treat-

ment management and better clinical decision-making.

Identification of TP
Early identification of TP could prevent further delays in repeat

surgery or enrollment in alternative clinical trials. The LRM anal-

ysis indicated that the best model to distinguish TP from PsP or

mixed responses was based on FA, CL, and rCBVmax. Higher an-

isotropy values have been reported in glioblastomas compared

with brain metastases and primary cerebral lymphomas.11-13

High FA in glioblastomas is probably related to the orientation of

overproduced extracellular matrix.11,28 Glioblastoma tumor cells

produce large amounts of tumor-specific extracellular matrix

components, which can serve as a substrate for adhesion and sub-

sequent migration of the tumor cells through the enlarged extra-

cellular space,28 which may explain the elevated anisotropy ob-

served in patients with TP. However, a previous study reported no

difference in anisotropy measures between PsP and TP.15 Poten-

tial reasons for this discrepancy may be because we divided the

patients on the basis of the histologic features as opposed to

grouping on the basis of follow-up imaging used in the previous

study.15 In addition, we assessed 3 categories, including mixed

response, instead of just separating PsP and TP.

DSC imaging can be helpful in differentiating tumor recur-

rence from radiation necrosis.17,29 Recent studies have also used

DSC imaging18,19,21 to detect TP from PsP. Kong et al18 reported

that a mean rCBV value of 1.47 had 81.5% sensitivity and

77.8% specificity in differentiating PsP from TP, while Kim et

al20 reported a histogram analysis of rCBV, in which a peak

height position of 1.7 showed 90.2% sensitivity and 91.1%

specificity for differentiating tumor recurrence from treatment

changes. In comparison, we used rCBVmax and observed that a

threshold rCBVmax value of 4.06 led to a sensitivity of 62% and

specificity of 80% in differentiating TP from PsP and mixed

tumors.

Identification of PsP
Accurate identification of PsP is critical for patient manage-

ment because unnecessary repeat surgery/biopsy can be

avoided in these patients and they can continue on an effective

temozolomide regimen with standard imaging follow-up of

3– 6 months, thereby reducing patient care costs. Logistic re-

gression analysis showed that the best model to differentiate

PsP from TP and mixed response included FA and rCBVmax.

Pseudoprogression is predominantly a subacute treatment-re-

lated reaction. Pathologically, it corresponds to gliosis and radia-

tion-induced reactive changes including disruption of the BBB,

inflammation, increased permeability, and edema. These changes

cause increased enhancement on MR imaging and can mimic

TP.9 Several studies have reported that PsP exhibits higher MD

values from the enhancing region than TP, partly due to the extent

of cellular death and vascular changes in PsP.4,6 Minimum MD

values have been reported to be prognostic of outcomes in glio-

mas.30 Chu et al5 reported that the fifth percentile of the cumula-

tive MD histogram was the most promising parameter in the dif-

ferentiation of TP and PsP. Although we found a similar trend for

minimum MD, calculated from the 10th percentile of the MD

value, it did not reach statistical significance. There are a limited

number of studies regarding the role of FA in the evaluation of

treatment response.15,31 Xu et al31 reported a low FA ratio in

radiation necrosis compared with recurrent tumor. rCBV mea-

surements have also been used in identifying PsP.9,32 The inflam-

mation/necrotic processes involved in PsP result in lower rCBV

values,9,32 and our results confirm this hypothesis. In addition,

our study showed that a combination of FA and rCBVmax can help

in identifying PsP from TP or mixed response.

Identification of Mixed Response
On a practical level, posttreatment new enhancing lesions usually

contain a mixture of viable neoplasm and treatment-induced

changes, and a more accurate assessment of the relative contribu-

tion of each entity can guide clinical decision-making. However,

Sensitivity, specificity, and cutoff values of best models for
classificationa

Model Sensitivity Specificity
Cutoff
Values AUC 95% CI

TP vs PsP � mixed
CP 0.71 0.90 0.07 0.84 0.72–0.96
FA 0.71 0.75 0.13 0.78 0.64–0.93
CL 0.71 0.75 0.04 0.72 0.56–0.88
rCBVmax 0.62 0.80 4.06 0.77 0.63–0.92
FA � CL � rCBVmax 0.76 0.95 0.55 0.90 0.81–1.00

PsP vs TP � mixed
CP 0.57 1.00 0.07 0.74 0.59–0.89
FA 0.40 1.00 0.13 0.70 0.52–0.87
rCBVmax 0.82 0.63 2.77 0.73 0.54–0.91
FA � rCBVmax 0.79 0.75 0.77 0.81 0.66–0.95

TP vs mixed
CP 0.71 0.83 0.07 0.83 0.69–0.97
FA 0.71 0.75 0.13 0.76 0.56–0.95
CL 0.71 0.75 0.04 0.69 0.49–0.90
rCBVmax 0.62 0.83 4.06 0.74 0.57–0.92
FA � CL � rCBVmax 0.76 1.00 0.65 0.90 0.78–1.00

PsP vs mixed
MDmin 0.50 0.88 0.98 0.62 0.34–0.89

Note:—MDmin indicates minimum MD.
a The unit for MD is �10
3mm2/s.
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most previous studies have attempted to only differentiate be-

tween PsP and TP.4,6,15,19 DTI and DSC imaging findings between

viable neoplasm and treatment-induced changes are variable and

difficult to synthesize on routine visual inspection. We believe the

quantitative analysis of imaging parameters8,33 should yield a bet-

ter estimate of each component. Our findings indicate that DTI

and perfusion may have a complementary predictive value for

the evaluation of treatment response and demonstrate that a

combination of FA, CL and rCBVmax can differentiate mixed

response from TP with high sensitivity. Although similar

trends were observed between PsP and mixed response, DTI

and DSC parameters had relatively modest utility in distin-

FIG 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the imaging parameters for identifying different groups. The numbers in the paren-
theses show AUC values. The logistic regression model of FA, CL, and rCBVmax from the enhancing part of the tumor was the best
predictor for differentiation of TP from non-TP, including PsP and mixed response with an AUC � 0.905 (A). This model can also
distinguish TP from mixed tumor with an AUC � 0.901 (C). A combination of FA and rCBVmax differentiates PsP from non-PsP (TP and
mixed) with an AUC of 0.807 (B). There is a significant overlap between the PsP and the mixed group, and only MD is shown to have some
predictive value with an AUC � 0.615 (D).
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guishing mixed response from PsP. Because dynamic contrast-

enhanced MR imaging is increasingly being used to assess

brain tumors, we believe future studies including quantitative

dynamic contrast-enhanced– based parameters may further

enhance the sensitivity of our method in differentiating PsP

from mixed response.

While these results are promising, the study has some limita-

tions, including a retrospective analysis design and a relatively

smaller sample size. In addition, image-guided biopsy may be

necessary to evaluate the pathophysiologic basis of higher CP and

FA in TP. A clinical follow-up study by using progression-free or

overall analysis as end points for determination of PsP and TP at

the time of initial MR imaging is desirable because not all patients

will undergo repeat surgery for confirmation of imaging findings.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows that a combination of DTI and DSC perfusion

parameters can help in the evaluation of treatment response in

glioblastomas and may aid in the optimal management of these

patients.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Texture Feature Ratios from Relative CBV Maps of Perfusion
MRI Are Associated with Patient Survival in Glioblastoma

J. Lee, X R. Jain, K. Khalil, B. Griffith, R. Bosca, G. Rao, and A. Rao

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Texture analysis has been applied to medical images to assist in tumor tissue classification and charac-
terization. In this study, we obtained textural features from parametric (relative CBV) maps of dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced
MR images in glioblastoma and assessed their relationship with patient survival.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: MR perfusion data of 24 patients with glioblastoma from The Cancer Genome Atlas were analyzed in this
study. One- and 2D texture feature ratios and kinetic textural features based on relative CBV values in the contrast-enhancing and
nonenhancing lesions of the tumor were obtained. Receiver operating characteristic, Kaplan-Meier, and multivariate Cox proportional
hazards regression analyses were used to assess the relationship between texture feature ratios and overall survival.

RESULTS: Several feature ratios are capable of stratifying survival in a statistically significant manner. These feature ratios correspond to
homogeneity (P � .008, based on the log-rank test), angular second moment (P � .003), inverse difference moment (P � .013), and entropy
(P � .008). Multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analysis showed that homogeneity, angular second moment, inverse differ-
ence moment, and entropy from the contrast-enhancing lesion were significantly associated with overall survival. For the nonenhancing
lesion, skewness and variance ratios of relative CBV texture were associated with overall survival in a statistically significant manner. For the
kinetic texture analysis, the Haralick correlation feature showed a P value close to .05.

CONCLUSIONS: Our study revealed that texture feature ratios from contrast-enhancing and nonenhancing lesions and kinetic texture
analysis obtained from perfusion parametric maps provide useful information for predicting survival in patients with glioblastoma.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASM � angular second moment; CEL � contrast-enhancing lesion; GBM � glioblastoma multiforme; GLCM � gray-level co-occurrence matrix;
IDM � inverse difference moment; LoG � Laplacian of Gaussian; NEL � nonenhancing lesion; rCBV � relative CBV; ROC � receiver operating characteristic

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is one of the most common

and aggressive types of malignant brain tumors. The prog-

nosis for patients with GBM remains very poor with median sur-

vival rates between 12 and 15 months.1,2 Several computer-based

analyses, including image texture analysis, have been proposed to

improve the diagnostic performance of imaging-derived mea-

surements in cancer studies including GBM.3 Image texture anal-

ysis measures the local characteristic pattern of image intensity

and has been applied to different image-processing domains, such

as texture classification and texture segmentation, to identify dis-

tinct textural regions in an image.4 In recent studies, texture anal-

ysis has been applied to medical images to assist in tumor tissue

classification and characterization. One study of PET and CT

showed that the features for tumor heterogeneity extracted from

the normalized gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) could

represent an independent prognostic predictor in patients.5 An-

other texture study in PET/CT suggested that regional and local

characterization of the PET tracer heterogeneity in tumors is

more powerful than global measurements currently used in clin-

ical practice.6 Also, a textural feature study in non-small cell lung

cancer showed that baseline fluorine 18 fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-

FDG) PET scan uptake values are associated with nonresponse to

chemoradiotherapy.7 Recently, a novel method defined, as tex-
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tural kinetics, was studied with breast dynamic contrast-en-

hanced MR imaging by Agner et al.8 This method attempted to

capture spatiotemporal changes in breast lesion texture for clas-

sifying malignant and benign lesions.

In this work, we investigated tumor-derived texture feature

ratios from relative CBV (rCBV) values (derived from dynamic

contrast-enhanced MR imaging) of 2 different tumor regions: the

contrast-enhancing lesion (CEL) region and the nonenhancing

lesion (NEL) region. We extracted first-order statistics, such as

homogeneity, mean, SD, skewness, and kurtosis from the inten-

sity histogram, as well as Haralick texture features obtained from

the intensity GLCM.9 Subsequently, ratios of these texture fea-

tures between Laplacian-of-Gaussian (LoG) filtered and unfil-

tered versions of the rCBV map were also derived. Basically, the

Laplacian-of-Gaussian filters are useful for detecting edges in im-

ages, and the feature ratio can give us quantitative relations of

features between filtered and unfiltered versions of the rCBV

map, which would provide an effective normalization to mini-

mize the effects of any potential variations in MR images from

different patients.10 In addition, we obtained textural kinetic fea-

tures of brain tumor dynamic suscepti-

bility contrast MR imaging data

within these CEL/NEL ROIs. The pur-

pose of this study was to determine the

association of these DSC-MR imaging

textural feature ratios with the overall

survival status of GBM.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data
We identified 24 patients with GMB

from The Cancer Genome Atlas based

on the availability of companion perfu-

sion DSC-MR imaging data in The Can-

cer Imaging Archive. One of the patients

had tumors in both the left occipital re-

gion and left frontal region. These 2 tu-

mors are treated distinctly. Previously,

these data were assessed for genomic re-

lationships with rCBV values.11 In this

study, we performed 1D and 2D tex-

ture analysis and kinetic texture anal-

ysis of rCBV values within CEL and

NEL regions for survival prediction.

The clinical data were obtained from

the cBioPortal for Cancer Genomics

(http://www.cbioportal.org) (Table 1). In

addition, a survival class variable was

created by dichotomizing the overall

survival value at 12 months based on the

typical median survival time (�15

months) in GBM.2,12

Relative cerebral blood volume values were calculated from

ROIs within the CEL, the NEL, and the normal-appearing

white matter, respectively, on the basis of rCBV maps obtained

previously.11 The methods for this processing are explained in

more detail in Jain et al.11 The rCBV intensities for the CEL and

NEL were normalized with the mean value of the rCBV inten-

sities for the unaffected normal-appearing white matter re-

gion.13 The ROIs of the CEL, NEL, and normal-appearing

white matter were segmented by experts manually after co-

registering rCBV parametric maps with T1 postcontrast and

T2 FLAIR images, respectively. The NEL ROIs were placed

adjacent to the CEL margin in the white matter within the

FLAIR signal-abnormality region. Figure 1 shows an example

of an rCBV map from the tumor in a female patient.

Image Texture Feature Ratio Computation
Textural feature ratios were computed from the normalized rCBV

data in 2 steps. First, we applied a Laplacian-of-Gaussian Equa-

tion 1, �2G, LoG filter to a normalized rCBV ROI to obtain fil-

tered images.

FIG 1. A, T1 postcontrast image. B, T2 FLAIR image. C, rCBV map of the brain in a female patient.
D, The CEL and NEL ROIs on the rCBV map.

Table 1: Patient demographics
Age at First Diagnosis

(yr) (range) (mean)
Overall Survival

(mo) (range) (mean)
Disease-Free Survival
(mo) (range) (mean) Sex Overall Status

40�77 3.4�56.9 2.6�46.9 17 Males, 7 females 22 Deceased, 2 living
60.0 19.5 10.8
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1) �2G�x,y� �
�1

��4 �1 �
x2 � y2

2�2 � e�� x2 � y2�/ 2 �2
,

where � corresponds to the SD of the LoG filter (here we use a

medium level of coarseness, � � 1.8).10,14 The filter size chosen is

11 � 11, which was determined from the SD value. The LoG filter

derives edge-like features from the local-intensity variations in

images. Gray-level co-occurrence matrices were derived from

both unfiltered and filtered images. Next, 1D and 2D textural

features were computed from the GLCMs of the unfiltered and

filtered images.14 Finally, ratios of filtered texture descriptors to

the unfiltered texture descriptors were calculated to yield texture

feature ratios.

1D and 2D Texture Features
Image gray-level heterogeneity was quantified by using first-order

statistics such as mean, SD, skewness, and kurtosis of the pixel-

intensity distribution. Skewness and kurtosis are measures of the

asymmetry and peakedness of the distri-

bution, respectively. For the 2D texture

features, to quantify the spatial distribu-

tion of the pixel values (rCBV values)

within the ROI, we derived the GLCMs

from the unfiltered and filtered images.

The GLCM measures the probability of

the occurrence of a specific gray-level

value pair as a function of distance and

direction. We used 8 gray levels, com-

monly used in these types of studies15

with 1 pixel offset to compute the

GLCMs from the filtered and original

images. We then computed 13 different

second-order Haralick statistical mea-

sures from the GLCMs.16 The detailed equations for the second-

order texture features are described in the Appendix.

Kinetic Texture
For the kinetic texture analysis, the gadolinium concentration

time-series of the DSC perfusion data in both CEL and NEL re-

gions were extracted by using an open-source software package:

Quantitative Utility for Assessing TreatmenT RespOnse (https://

github.com/rjbosca/QUATTRO).17 Each ROI voxel from the dy-

namic perfusion dataset was normalized by the corresponding

mean normal-appearing white matter intensity, and all 18 fea-

tures discussed above were calculated for each time point in the

DSC series. Thus, we have 18 kinetic texture features for each

perfusion dataset. Each time-series texture feature was then fitted

to a third-order polynomial model (Equation 2) to yield 4 coeffi-

cients (b0, b1, b2, b3).

2) f�t� � b0 � b1t � b2t2 � b3t3.

This 4D coefficient vector was then projected to 1D by using met-

ric multidimensional scaling.16

Statistical Analysis
Eighteen texture feature ratios were obtained and compared be-

tween the overall survival groups (	12 or �12 months). The

predictive accuracy of the CEL and NEL texture feature ratios for

survival status was assessed by using the receiver operating char-

acteristic (ROC) curve.

Correlations between 18 texture feature ratios and 18 kinetic

texture features with P values were assessed via the Spearman rank

correlation, which is a nonparametric measure of statistical de-

pendence between 2 variables. Statistical significance was defined

as a P value 
 .05. The Kruskal-Wallis test, a nonparametric

method for testing the equality of population medians among

groups, was used to determine whether the median feature value

differed significantly between survival groups. Texture feature ra-

tios were assessed with Kaplan-Meier and ROC analyses to mea-

sure their associations with overall survival. Each feature ratio was

dichotomized on the basis of an optimum cutoff value derived

from ROC analysis. Survival difference between the groups was

assessed via a log-rank test. Multivariate Cox proportional haz-

ards regression analysis was performed to assess the texture fea-

ture ratios as predictors, independent of volume, age, and Karnof-

Table 2: Spearman rank correlation and associated P values from the following feature
ratios for the CEL region

Homogeneity ASM IDM Entropy
Homogeneity – 0.83 (
.001) 0.99 (
.001) �0.84 (
.001)
ASM 0.83 (
.001) – 0.84 (
.001) �0.94 (
.001)
IDM 0.99 (
.001) 0.84 (
.001) – �0.85 (
.001)
Entropy �0.84 (
.001) �0.94 (
.001) �0.85 (
.001) –

Note:— – indicates not applicable.

Table 3: The rank correlation and P values within the NEL region
Skewness Variance Sum Average Sum Variance

Skewness – �0.47 (.022) �0.51 (.010) �0.52 (.008)
Variance �0.47 (.022) – 0.94 (
.001) 0.95 (
.001)
Sum average �0.51 (.010) 0.94 (
.001) – 0.99 (
.001)
Sum variance �0.52 (.008) 0.95 (
.001) 0.99 (
.001) –

Note:— – indicates not applicable.

Table 4: Range in texture feature ratios with and without LoG
filtration for CEL

Homogeneity ASM IDM Entropy
LoG/unfiltered 1.08 � 0.18 1.11 � 0.74 1.10 � 0.24 1.02 � 0.18

a Data are means.

Table 5: Range in texture feature ratios with and without LoG
filtration for NEL

Skewness Variance
Sum

Average
Sum

Variance
LoG/unfiltered 3.57 � 11.83 2.30 � 3.77 1.37 � 0.83 2.84 � 5.50

a Data are means.

Table 6: Areas under ROC curves (for prediction of 12-month
survival status) from the CEL and NEL texture feature ratiosa

AUC 95% CI P Value
CEL

Homogeneity 0.826 0.542–0.986 .003
ASM 0.757 0.500–0.951 .019
IDM 0.806 0.562–0.972 .006
Entropy 0.799 0.556–0.972 .007

NEL
Skewness 0.799 0.549–0.944 .007
Variance 0.715 0.465–0.896 .042
Sum average 0.715 0.465–0.889 .042
Sum variance 0.708 0.438–0.847 .048

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve.
a Only features with statistically significant AUCs are shown.
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sky Performance Status, for overall survival.18 In this study,

MATLAB Version 8.0 (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) and

R software (R Project for Statistical Computing, http://www

.r-project.org) were used for statistical analyses.

RESULTS
The texture features with and without Laplacian-of-Gaussian fil-

tration were obtained, and the ratios between the Laplacian-of-

Gaussian filtered and unfiltered features were calculated for

the CEL and NEL regions, respectively. For the CEL, there were

strong positive correlations between homogeneity and inverse
difference moment (IDM) (r � 0.99, P 
 .001), and there were
strong negative correlations between angular second moment
(ASM) and entropy (r � �0.94, P 
 .001). For the NEL, there
were strong positive correlations between the variance and sum
average (r � 0.94, P 
 .001) and between the variance and sum
variance (r � 0.95, P 
 .001) and between the sum average and
sum variance (r � 0.99, P 
 .001). The summaries of the Spear-
man rank correlations and P values for the CEL and NEL are listed
in Tables 2 and 3. Information about the 4 most significant feature
ratios, such as homogeneity, ASM, IDM, and entropy for the CEL
and skewness, variance, sum average, and sum variance for the
NEL, are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

The areas under the ROC curve for each significant predictor
of 12-month survival status (survival class) and corresponding P
values were assessed and are summarized in Table 6. The areas

under the curve for the CEL-derived fea-
ture ratios were 0.83 for homogeneity,
0.76 for ASM, 0.81 for IDM, and 0.80 for
entropy. The areas under the curve for
the NEL-derived feature ratios were 0.80
for skewness, 0.72 for variance, 0.72 for
sum average, and 0.71 for sum variance.
There was also a significant difference
between survival classes for homogene-
ity (P � .008), ASM (P � .036), IDM
(P � .013), and entropy (P � .015) from
the CEL. However, no significant differ-
ence was found for the NEL-derived tex-
ture feature ratios (Tables 7 and 8).

Kaplan-Meier survival curves for
groups induced by the ROC-optimized
cutoffs for the CEL-derived homogene-
ity, ASM, IDM, and entropy feature ra-
tios were significantly different (P 
 .05)
(Fig 2). The optimal cutoff points were
1.118 (P � .008) for homogeneity, 0.971
(P � .003) for ASM, 1.085 (P � .013) for
IDM, and 1.00 (P � .008) for entropy.
The median survival (in months) for
each of the groups induced by the cutoff
is listed in Table 9 for the CEL. Multivar-
iate Cox proportional hazards regres-
sion analysis (including clinical vari-
ables such as volume, age, Karnofsky
Performance Status) showed that CEL-
derived homogeneity, ASM, IDM, and
entropy feature ratios had P values of
.004, .012, .006, and .001, respectively,
indicating that these feature ratios were
independent predictors of overall sur-
vival. For the NEL, only skewness and
variance feature ratios had P values 
 .05
(Table 10). From the kinetic texture
analysis, only the Haralick correlation
feature showed a P value close to .05. All

FIG 2. Kaplan-Meier survival curves from ROC-induced cutoffs for CEL-derived feature ratios:
homogeneity (A), ASM (B), IDM (C), and entropy (D).

Table 7: Kruskal-Wallis test for the CEL texture feature ratios
(across survival classes)

Homogeneity ASM IDM Entropy
P value .008 .036 .013 .015

Table 8: Kruskal-Wallis test for the NEL texture feature ratios
(across survival classes)

Skewness Variance Sum Average Sum Variance
P value .13 .19 .26 .21
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other features were not statistically significant (P 	 .1). Figure 3
shows the ROC curve for the kinetic Haralick correlation fea-
ture, with an area under the curve of 0.849 and a P value of .003
(Table 11).

DISCUSSION
Several studies have shown that the hemodynamic parameter

rCBV from DSC-MR imaging is an important prognostic imaging

biomarker that provides useful prognostic information in pa-

tients with GBM.11,19 Boxerman et al13 have shown that the rCBV

measurement is significantly correlated with GBM grade and can

be used to predict time to progression and clinical outcome. Jain

et al20 showed that increased maximum rCBV in CEL is associated

with an increased risk of death and that high rCBV in NEL and

wild-type epidermal growth factor receptor mutation are associ-

ated with poor survival. In our study, we applied texture analysis

to the normalized hemodynamic parameter rCBV values from the

ROIs of the CEL and NEL in the rCBV map to investigate the

association of the perfusion MR imaging– derived image textural

feature ratios with overall survival in GBM.

Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter is a precalculated filter obtained

from combining the Gaussian and Laplacian filters and is useful

for detecting edges in images.10 The texture feature ratios in our

study represent the quantitative relationship of features between

the Laplacian-of-Gaussian filtered images and the unfiltered im-

ages.14 In a preliminary study, these feature ratios demonstrated

lower dependence on scanner type compared with the original

features. The purpose of the use of feature ratios (aside from fol-

lowing previous literature, such as Ganeshan et al21) is to mini-

mize the effects of any potential systematic variations in MR im-

ages from various patients across different scanning or acquisition

protocols. With these texture feature ratios, statistically signifi-

cant differences were found for CEL-derived homogeneity, ASM,

IDM, and entropy feature ratios between survival classes that di-

chotomized survival at 12 months. This finding implies that these

feature ratios are associated with overall survival rates of GBM.

First-order statistics such as SD, skewness, and kurtosis de-

scribe the probability distributions of the pixel intensities; and

second-order statistics, such as Haralick features, describe the

spatial relationship between pairs of pixels. Tumor-derived pixel-

based heterogeneity can be measured by using first- and second-

order statistics. Many researchers have sought to determine

whether such heterogeneity is associated with malignancy.22 Sev-

eral studies of 18F-FDG PET/CT have suggested that tumor het-

erogeneity might provide better prognostic information, tissue

characterization, and tumor segmentation.23

Our results from the Kruskal-Wallis test indicate that the tex-

ture feature ratios for homogeneity (P � .008), ASM (P � .036),

IDM (P � .013), and entropy (P � .015) from the CEL had a

strong correlation with the survival group, suggesting that these

texture feature ratios are associated with overall survival and

could provide additional prognostic information. In addition, the

results of kinetic texture analysis showed that the correlation fea-

ture from kinetic texture analysis had a high predictive (area un-

der the curve) value (0.85). Conversely, the texture feature ratios

for the NEL exhibited no significant correlation with overall

survival.

There were several limitations in our study. First, this was a

retrospective study performed on a publicly available patient sub-

set, consisting of data acquired on multiple MR imaging systems

with varying protocols. A study that evaluates the robustness of

these feature ratios for the survival prediction task across scanning

protocols, scanner resolutions, and a larger sample size is essential

to establishing their predictive value. A large-sample-size study

will also enable the application of appropriate multiple testing

corrections to identify reliably predictive features (there is no cor-

FIG 3. ROC curve for prediction of survival status based on correla-
tion features from kinetic texture analysis. The area under the curve
value was 0.849 and the 2.5% and 97.5% confidence intervals for the
Mann-Whitney statistic were 0.667 and 0.952.

Table 9: Kaplan-Meier analysis based on ROCs for the CEL
texture feature ratios (only significant features are shown)

Threshold

Median (mo)
(No. of Cases)

P Value
Above

Threshold
Below

Threshold
Homogeneity 1.118 23 (9) 12 (16) .008
ASM 0.971 23 (11) 12 (14) .003
IDM 1.085 22 (14) 12 (11) .013
Entropy 1.001 11 (10) 23 (15) .008

Table 10: Multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression
analysis (in a model that includes volume, age, KPS) for the
CEL- and NEL-derived rCBV texture feature ratios

Hazard Ratio
95% Confidential

Interval P Value
CEL

Homogeneity 0.019 0.001 0.272 .004
ASM 0.121 0.023 0.632 .012
IDM 0.068 0.010 0.457 .006
Entropy 96.895 7.179 1307.8 
.001

NEL
Skewness 0.79 0.638 0.977 .029
Variance 1.507 1.011 2.245 .044
Sum average 2.203 0.996 5.024 .060
Sum variance 1.207 0.929 1.568 .159

Note:—KPS indicates Karnofsky Performance Status.

Table 11: AUC for the correlation feature from kinetic texture
analysis

AUC P Value

Confidence
Interval

2.5% 97.5%
Mann-Whitney 0.849 .003 0.667 0.952

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve.
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rection for multiple testing in the current study because of its

exploratory nature). In addition, variable treatment regimens

with surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy may have a confound-

ing effect on the survival rates of patients. A separate dataset with

uniformity of treatment regimens is the next step to validating the

predictive value of these feature ratios. Furthermore, incorporat-

ing molecular markers like IDH mutation status or molecular

subtype can be useful to assess the additional predictive value of

imaging-based measurements to existing molecular markers. The

inclusion of other modalities or contrasts such as T1 postcontrast

or FLAIR MR imaging is a great area for future work as well.

Previous studies have suggested that textural features can be

used in several areas of image analysis, such as segmentation, clas-

sification, and prediction of tissue abnormality. In this study, we

found that several feature ratios obtained from the rCBV map, in

addition to kinetic textures, provided useful information for pre-

dicting the 12-month survival status from the CEL and NEL re-

gions of patients with GBM.

CONCLUSIONS
The methods developed in this work are sufficiently general and

might be applicable to other disease processes and sites where

perfusion MR imaging is used for assessment of disease or treat-

ment response. Our study presents the results of an exploratory

study demonstrating the relationship of texture feature ratios

(from 1D and 2D texture features and kinetic texture features)

with survival in patients with GBM. These findings suggest that

texture feature ratios from perfusion MR imaging data are prom-

ising as a clinical prognostic tool.

APPENDIX
We provide detailed equations for 2D texture features such as 13

Haralick texture features and homogeneity features in equations

A1 to A14.

The angular second moment measures the homogeneity of an

image. A more homogeneous image has fewer gray levels with

higher pixel elements of the GLCM and sum of square values:

A1) f1 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p�i, j�2,

where Ng is the number of gray levels present in an image and

p(i, j) corresponds to the (i, j)th element of the GLCM.

Contrast measures the luminance (differences in gray-level in-

tensity values) present in an image:

A2) f2 � �
k � 0

Ng�1

k2 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p�i, j�� , k � �i � j�.

Correlation measures the gray-level linear dependence of pixels at

specified positions:

A3) f3 �
1

�x�y
�

i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

�ij� p�i, j� � �x�y

Variance differentially weighs the gray levels that significantly de-

viate from the mean value of p(i, j):

A4) f4 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

�i � ��2 p�i, j�.

The local homogeneity or inverse difference moment enhances

local homogeneous regions by reducing the weight of inhomoge-

neous regions where i � j:

A5) f5 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng 1

1 � �i � j�2 p�i, j�.

The sum and difference histograms form the principal axes of

the second-order probability attenuation function. The sum av-

erage (A6) and variance (A7) quantify the mean and extent of the

sum histogram, respectively. The sum entropy (A8) and differ-

ence entropy (A11) measure the homogeneity of the sum and

difference histograms, respectively.

Sum average:

A6) f6 � �
k � 0

2Ng�2

k 	 px � y �k�,

Sum variance:

A7) f7 � �
k � 0

2Ng�2

�k � f8�
2 px � y �k�.

Sum entropy:

A8) f8 � ��
k � 0

2Ng�2

px � y �k� log(Px � y �k�).

Entropy quantifies the homogeneity of the image, suggesting

that homogeneous regions have lower entropy values:

A9) f9 � ��
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p�i, j� log(p�i, j�).

Difference variance:

A10) f10 � �
k � 0

Ng�1 �� k � �
l � 0

Ng�1

l 	 Px � y �k�� 2� px � y.

Difference entropy:

A11) f11 � � �
k � 0

Ng�1

px � y �k� log (Px � y �k�).

Information measure of correlation I and II:

A12) f12 �

� f9 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

P(i,j) log � p(i) p(j)� �
�

g � 1

Ng

p(g) log [p(g)]

,

A13)

f13 � �1 � exp��2	��
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p(i) p(j) log � p(i) p(j)� � f9	� .

In addition to the Haralick texture features, we added a homo-

geneity feature that measures the closeness of the distribution of

elements in the GLCM to the GLCM diagonal.
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A14) f14 � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng 1

1 � �i � j�
p�i, j�.

The definitions for px � y�k� and p�x � y��k� are given in Equations

A15 and A16, respectively:

A15) px � y�k� � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p�i, j�, k � i � j,

A16) px � y�k� � �
i � 1

Ng �
j � 1

Ng

p�i, j�, k � �i � j�.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Diagnostic and Prognostic Value of 11C-Methionine PET for
Nonenhancing Gliomas

K. Takano, M. Kinoshita, H. Arita, Y. Okita, Y. Chiba, N. Kagawa, Y. Fujimoto, H. Kishima, Y. Kanemura, M. Nonaka, S. Nakajima,
E. Shimosegawa, J. Hatazawa, N. Hashimoto, and T. Yoshimine

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Noninvasive radiologic evaluation of glioma can facilitate correct diagnosis and detection of malignant
transformation. Although positron-emission tomography is considered valuable in the care of patients with gliomas, 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose and
11C-methionine have reportedly shown ambiguous results in terms of grading and prognostication. The present study compared the diagnostic
and prognostic capabilities of diffusion tensor imaging, FDG, and 11C-methionine PET in nonenhancing gliomas.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-five consecutive newly diagnosed, histologically confirmed nonenhancing gliomas that underwent
both FDG and 11C-methionine PET were retrospectively investigated (23 grade II and 12 grade III gliomas). Apparent diffusion coefficient,
fractional anisotropy, and tumor-to-normal tissue ratios of both FDG and 11C-methionine PET were compared between grade II and III
gliomas. Prognostic values of these parameters were also tested by using progression-free survival.

RESULTS: Grade III gliomas showed significantly higher average tumor-to-normal tissue and maximum tumor-to-normal tissue than grade II
gliomas in 11C-methionine (P � .013, P � .0017, respectively), but not in FDG-PET imaging. There was no significant difference in average ADC,
minimum ADC, average fractional anisotropy, and maximum fractional anisotropy. 11C-methionine PET maximum tumor-to-normal tissue ratio of
2.0 was most suitable for detecting grade III gliomas among nonenhancing gliomas (sensitivity, 83.3%; specificity, 73.9%). Among patients not
receiving any adjuvant therapy, median progression-free survival was 64.2 � 7.2 months in patients with maximum tumor-to-normal tissue ratio
of �2.0 for 11C-methionine PET and 18.6 � 6.9 months in patients with maximum tumor-to-normal tissue ratio of �2.0 (P � .0044).

CONCLUSIONS: 11C-methionine PET holds promise for World Health Organization grading and could offer a prognostic imaging bio-
marker for nonenhancing gliomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: MET � 11C-methionine; PFS � progression-free survival; T/N � tumor-to-normal tissue; T/Nave � average tumor-to-normal tissue; T/Nmax �

maximum tumor-to-normal tissue

Gliomas are categorized from grade I to IV according to the

World Health Organization classification, which is based on

histopathologic findings.1 Although molecular and genetic infor-

mation is gaining importance,2 therapeutic strategy is still heavily

based on World Health Organization grading. Biopsy is occasion-

ally chosen instead of surgical resection due to various factors

such as tumor location, and the heterogeneous features of the

tumor often complicate accurate diagnosis, leading to undergrad-

ing of the tumor.3,4

MR imaging is one of the noninvasive methods for tumor

grading and is now considered the criterion standard imaging

procedure for glioma.5 Although contrast enhancement of the

tumor is regarded as a hallmark of high-grade glioma, anaplastic

tumors and even glioblastoma can lack contrast enhancement.

Previous reports have shown that 32%– 42% of nonenhancing

gliomas are high-grade. In other words, as many as 92%–100% of
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nonenhancing gliomas are grade II or III gliomas.6-11 As a result,

nonenhancing glioma contains various tumor grades ranging

from grade II to IV. In the context of nonenhancing tumor, accu-

rate preoperative diagnosis may change the initial management of

the tumor, and if grade III is suspected, a more aggressive surgical

resection, rather than biopsy, may be pursued. This treatment

strategy poses a challenge to physicians to achieve a correct pre-

operative diagnosis and leads to a need for additional imaging

modalities to visualize tumor characteristics. Although previous

investigations have attempted to solve this problem by using var-

ious advanced MR imaging techniques such as diffusion tensor

imaging, perfusion-weighted imaging, and MR spectros-

copy,6,7,9,12 the clinical significance of these methods remains

controversial. In this context, positron-emission tomography is

considered a promising imaging technique supplementing MR

imaging in the care of patients with gliomas. Past investigations,

however, have analyzed mixtures of both high- and low-grade

gliomas for their analyses, leading to inconclusive results in terms

of its usefulness in clinical practice. The most important question

to be answered is the clinical impact of PET on nonenhancing

gliomas, in which tumor grading is difficult using conventional

MR imaging alone. Hence, the current investigation was con-

ducted to test the hypothesis that PET could be useful for both

radiologic tumor grading and prognostication of nonenhancing

gliomas. More specifically, our aim was to test the hypothesis that
11C-methionine (MET) PET not only has greater specificity and

positive predictive power than 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose-PET for

determination of grade in nonenhancing gliomas but also pre-

dicts progression-free survival in newly diagnosed nonenhancing

gliomas receiving standard therapy. The results obtained from

PET were further compared with apparent diffusion coefficient

obtained by DTI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Thirty-five patients with newly diagnosed, histologically con-

firmed nonenhancing supratentorial gliomas were retrospectively

collected (18 men, 17 women; mean age, 39.9 � 15.8 years; World

Health Organization grade II, n � 23; grade III, n � 12). Four of

the 23 grade II gliomas and 3 of the 12 grade III gliomas showed

oligodendrocytic components. Histologic grading was performed

according to the World Health Organization criteria after partial

(�95% tumor removal) or total (�95% tumor removal) resec-

tion of the lesion or stereotactic biopsy (total resection, n � 11;

partial resection, n � 21; stereotactic biopsy, n � 3). Three pa-

tients with grade II gliomas and all patients with grade III gliomas

received adjuvant therapy postoperatively, such as radiation ther-

apy alone, radiation therapy with chemotherapy, or chemother-

apy alone. Both FDG and MET PET were performed preopera-

tively except in 1 case, in which PET was performed 69 days after

stereotactic biopsy. The mean duration of follow-up was 29.6 �

18.1 months. “Tumor progression” was defined as either distinct

enlargement of high-intensity lesions on T2 or fluid-attenuated

inversion recovery imaging or the appearance of a contrast-en-

hancing lesion. “Progression-free survival” was defined as the du-

ration between surgery and tumor progression. Detailed charac-

teristics of patients are given in On-line Table 1. Use of clinical

data was approved for research purposes by the local institutional

review board.

PET Methods
PET studies were performed by using an Eminence-G (Shimadzu,

Kyoto, Japan). Synthesis of MET was performed according to the

method described by Berger et al,13 and MET was injected intra-

venously at a dose of 3 MBq/kg. Tracer accumulation was re-

corded for 12 minutes in 59 or 99 transaxial sections over the

entire brain. Summed activity from 20 to 32 minutes after tracer

injection was used for image reconstruction. For FDG-PET, after

a 10-minute transmission scan, an amount of FDG determined in

proportion to weight was injected intravenously (3.7 MBq/kg).

Tracer accumulation was recorded in 3D mode for 12 minutes in

59 or 99 transaxial sections from the entire brain. Total activity

from 45 to 57 minutes after tracer injection was used for image

reconstruction. Both images were stored in 256 � 256 � 59 or 99

anisotropic voxels, with each voxel being 1 � 1 � 2.6 mm. The

mean interval between preceding PET and an operation was

60.4 � 68.8 days (range, �69 to 347 days).

MR Imaging
All patients were studied by using either a 1.5T or 3T MR imaging

scanner within a week before the operation. T1-weighted imaging

with gadolinium enhancement was used to select patients with

nonenhancing gliomas. T2-weighted or FLAIR images were ac-

quired in all cases for delineation of tumors. Diffusion tensor

imaging was performed in all except 4 patients (21 with grade II

glioma and 10 with grade III glioma) by using a 3T MR imaging

scanner (Signa; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). Images

were acquired by using a single-shot echo-planar imaging tech-

nique with TE � 80 and TR � 10,000. Diffusion gradient encod-

ing in 25 directions with b�2000 s/mm2 and an additional mea-

surement without the diffusion gradient (b�0 s/mm2) were

performed.14 A parallel imaging technique was used to record

data with a 128 � 128 spatial resolution for a 260 � 260 mm FOV.

Fifty sections were obtained, with a section thickness of 3 mm

and no intersection gap. Apparent diffusion coefficient was

processed by using the Diffusion Toolkit (TrackVis; http://

www.trackvis.org/dtk/).

Image Fusion and Analysis
After all images had been obtained, PET images, ADC, and FA

maps were all registered to T2 or FLAIR images by using VINCI

image analysis software (http://www.nf.mpg.de/vinci/). Correct

coregistration of images was visually confirmed. After image reg-

istration was complete, all image sets were converted to anisotro-

pic images (256 � 256 � 59 or 99, 1 � 1 � 2.6 mm), enabling

further analysis. For PET images, the standard uptake value of the

contralateral tumor-unaffected gray matter in the axial plane at

the level of the thalamus was averaged, and the derived value was

used to normalize standard uptake value in a voxelwise manner,

enabling reconstruction of tumor-to-normal tissue (T/N) ratio

images. All datasets were exported to in-house software written in

Matlab 7.14 (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) for further

analysis. High-intensity lesions delineated in T2 or FLAIR images
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were semiautomatically segmented in 3D by image-intensity

threshold as voxels of interest. Average tumor-to-normal tissue

(T/Nave) and maximum tumor-to-normal tissue values (T/Nmax)

of FDG and MET PET, average ADC, and minimum ADC within

the VOI were calculated (Fig 1 and On-line Fig 1). In particular, the

same VOIs were applied to all 4 images. All values are reported as

mean � SD.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using JMP Version 10 soft-

ware (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). A threshold level of

.05 was established for statistical significance. The Mann-Whitney

U test was used for group comparisons. Receiver operating char-

acteristic analysis was performed to

compare the performance of each imag-

ing parameter in distinguishing grade III

from grade II gliomas. The duration of

progression-free survival (PFS; reported

as median � standard error) was ana-

lyzed by Kaplan-Meier curves, and log-

rank testing was performed to deter-

mine the statistical significance of any

observed differences in PFS between

groups. Overall survival was not ana-

lyzed because most patients have not yet

reached this end point.

RESULTS
FDG Uptake is Not Statistically
Different between Grade II and III
Nonenhancing Gliomas

The T/Nave of FDG-PET for grade II and III gliomas was 0.68 �

0.28 and 0.69 � 0.06, and T/Nmax was 1.28 � 0.33 and 1.25 �

0.15, respectively (Fig 2 and Table 1). These differences were not

significant (P � .11 and P � .72, respectively). Receiver oper-

ating characteristic analysis showed that the T/Nave of FDG-

PET performed best at a cutoff value of 0.61, with an area

under the curve of 0.67 for discriminating grade III from grade

II gliomas (Table 2).

MET Uptake Was Statistically Significantly Higher in
Grade III Nonenhancing Gliomas Than in Grade II
Nonenhancing Gliomas
The T/Nave of MET PET for grade II and III gliomas was 1.12 �

0.18 and 1.31 � 0.21, and T/Nmax was 1.91 � 0.62 and 2.69 �

0.66, respectively (Fig 3 and Table 1). Grade III gliomas

showed significantly higher MET T/Nave and T/Nmax than

grade II gliomas (P � .013, P � .0017, respectively). Receiver

operating characteristic analysis showed that the T/Nmax of

MET PET performed best at a cutoff value of 2.0, with an area

under the curve of 0.83 for discriminating grade III from grade

II gliomas (Fig 4 and Table 2).

ADC Did Not Show a Statistically Significant Difference
between Grade II and III Nonenhancing Gliomas
Average ADCs for grade II and III gliomas were 1.09 � 0.25 and

0.92 � 0.22, and minimum ADCs were 0.18 � 0.26 and 0.18 �

0.23, respectively (Table 1). These differences were not statisti-

cally significant (P � .13 and P � .82, respectively). Receiver

operating characteristic analysis based on ADC further supported

these findings (Table 2).

MET PET Is Prognostic for PFS in Nonenhancing Gliomas
The median PFS for patients with grade II gliomas was 64.2 � 6.0

months (95% CI, 20.6 – 64.2 months), while the median PFS for

patients with grade III glioma was 36.3 � 4.9 months (95% CI, 4.5

months not available). No difference in PFS was evident between

grade II and III gliomas (P � .32) (Fig 5A).

On the other hand, median PFS was 64.2 � 6.3 months (95%

CI, 34.0 – 64.2 months) for patients with T/Nmax of �2.0 for MET

PET (n � 19) and 18.8 � 4.0 months (95% CI, 7.4 –37.0 months)

FIG 1. Schematic overview of the image-analysis process. High-intensity lesions on T2/FLAIR
imaging were semiautomatically segmented in 3D by an image-intensity threshold. The seg-
mented voxels of interest were applied to registered PET images and ADC fractional anisotropy
maps, followed by calculation of the average and maximum or minimal values of each parameter
within the VOI.

FIG 2. T/Nave (A) and T/Nmax (B) of FDG-PET in patients with grade II
and III gliomas. No significant difference was seen between grade II
and III gliomas (P � .11 and 0.72, respectively).

Table 1: Various imaging modalities and tumor grade
Imaging Parameters Grade II Grade III P Value

T/Nave of FDG 0.68 � 0.28 0.69 � 0.06 .11
T/Nmax of FDG 1.28 � 0.33 1.25 � 0.15 .72
T/Nave of MET 1.12 � 0.18 1.31 � 0.21 .013a

T/Nmax of MET 1.91 � 0.62 2.69 � 0.66 .0017a

ADCave (�10�3mm2/s) 1.09 � 0.25 0.92 � 0.22 .13
ADCmin (�10�3mm2/s) 0.18 � 0.26 0.18 � 0.23 .82

Note:—ADCave indicates average ADC; ADCmin, minimum ADC.
a P � .05.
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for patients with T/Nmax of �2.0 (n � 16). There was a statistically

significant difference for the PFS between these groups (P � .006)

(Fig 5B).

Because some patients underwent adjuvant therapy, which

could affect PFS, such as radiation therapy alone, radiation ther-

apy with chemotherapy, or chemotherapy alone, further analysis

was performed for patients who did not receive any adjuvant ther-

apy (n � 20, all grade II gliomas). Median PFS was 64.2 � 7.2

months (95% CI, 34.0 – 64.2 months) for patients with T/Nmax of

�2.0 for MET PET (n � 15) and 18.6 � 6.9 months (95% CI,

7.4 –37.0 months) for patients with T/Nmax of �2.0 (n � 5). This

difference was statistically significant (P � .0044) (Fig 5C). On the

other hand, MET PET was not prognostic among patients who

received adjuvant therapy (P � .37). The above findings were

confirmed even when PFS was calculated as the duration between

PET examination and tumor progression (On-line Fig 2). Finally,

MET PET was prognostic among patients with grade II gliomas

but not among patients with grade III gliomas (P � .016 and P �

.22, respectively). Detailed data are shown in On-line Table 2.

DISCUSSION
The utility of FDG-PET in glioma was reported in 1982 by Di

Chiro et al,15 followed by many reports confirming that FDG-PET

is indeed useful for detection, grading, and prognostication for

gliomas.8,16-23 On the other hand, MET PET was first reported in

1983 by Bergström et al24 as a useful imaging technique to delin-

eate glioma. Because MET PET has a low normal cortical uptake

and high uptake in gliomas, this method has been considered

superior to FDG-PET for delineation of the lesion.25-27

However, reports on grading and prognostication of gliomas

by MET PET have been conflicting. Some reports have claimed

that FDG-PET is better for grading and prognostication than

MET PET,26,28-30 while others have claimed otherwise.27,31-33 In

theory, accumulation of MET is influenced not only by specific

carrier-mediated uptake but also by passive diffusion in areas with

a disrupted blood-brain barrier,34-36 while background normal

cortical uptake of the tracer markedly interferes with accumula-

tion of FDG in brain tumors. One possible reason for the above-

mentioned controversy could be the patient populations analyzed

in those studies, in which both enhancing and nonenhancing tu-

mors were analyzed together.26-33 Moreover, from a clinical point

of view, because contrast enhancement is one of the hallmarks of

high-grade tumor, the most important clinical question to be an-

swered would be the tumor grade in nonenhancing tumors, in

which tumor grading is difficult by using conventional MR imag-

ing alone.

When analysis was restricted to nonenhancing glioma by us-

ing a semiautomatic T2/FLAIR-based VOI segmentation, the pre-

sented results clearly proved the superb performance of MET PET

for tumor grading (Figs 2– 4 and Tables 1 and 2). Receiver oper-

ating characteristic analysis further revealed that T/Nmax of MET

PET was most efficient in extracting grade III gliomas among

nonenhancing gliomas, with an area under the curve of 0.83 (Fig

4 and Table 2). These findings imply that MET PET could be a

valuable noninvasive radiologic tool for making significant clini-

cal judgments for nonenhancing gliomas because preoperative

identification of grade III gliomas would justify clinicians putting

those patients into radical treatment rather than biopsy or obser-

vation of the tumor. The considerable overlap of MET T/N be-

tween grade II and III gliomas (Fig 3), however, mandates cau-

tious interpretation of MET PET to supplement conventional MR

Table 2: ROC analysis to discriminate tumor grade
Imaging Parameters No. Cutoff Value AUC Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Accuracy

T/Nave of FDG 35 0.611 0.67 1.000 0.435 0.480 1.000 0.629
T/Nmax of FDG 35 1.54 0.46 1.000 0.087 0.364 1.000 0.400
T/Nave of MET 35 1.10 0.76 1.000 0.565 0.545 1.000 0.714
T/Nmax of MET 35 2.01 0.83 0.833 0.739 0.625 0.895 0.771
ADCave (�10�3mm2/s) 31 0.928 0.67 0.600 0.714 0.500 0.789 0.677
ADCmin (�10�3mm2/s) 31 0.057 0.47 0.500 0.667 0.417 0.737 0.613

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; ROC, receiver operating characteristic.

FIG 3. T/Nave (A) and T/Nmax (B) of MET PET in patients with grade II
and III gliomas. Grade III gliomas show significantly higher T/Nave and
T/Nmax than grade II gliomas (P � .013, P � .0017, respectively).

FIG 4. Receiver operating characteristic analysis of MET PET and FDG-
PET T/Nmax was used for discriminating grade III from grade II gliomas.
The area under the curve was 0.83, and the sensitivity and specificity were
83.3% and 73.9% at a cutoff T/Nmax of 2.0 for MET PET. FDG-PET was
unable to discriminate grade III glioma from grade II.
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imaging for grading of nonenhancing gliomas. On the other hand,

FDG-PET was not useful in this respect (Figs 2– 4 and Tables 1

and 2).

Similar to FDG-PET, ADC obtained from DTI was also in-

competent to distinguish both grade II and III nonenhancing

gliomas (Tables 1 and 2). Because glioma grading by using DTI

can be heavily affected by the method used for VOI or ROI de-

sign,7,9,37,38 it could be that T2/FLAIR-based semiautomatic MR

imaging intensity-based VOI segmentation was not sensitive for

this purpose. Further investigation is indeed necessary to clarify

the impact of the method used for VOI segmentation on analysis

of both PET and MR imaging.

Finally, no significant difference in PFS was seen between

grade II and III gliomas in our cohort. In the Long-Term Efficacy

of Early versus Delayed Radiotherapy for Low-Grade Astrocy-

toma and Oligodendroglioma in Adults trial, a randomized con-

trolled trial comparing early-versus-delayed radiation therapy for

low-grade gliomas, median PFS was 5.3 years in the early radia-

tion therapy group and 3.4 years in the delayed group.39 Among

grade III gliomas, on the other hand, median PFS was reported as

7.6 –36 months for patients treated by radiation therapy and che-

motherapy and 13–18 months for patients treated by using radi-

ation therapy alone.40-45 Considering that all except 3 patients

with grade II gliomas were followed postoperatively with careful

observation alone and that all except 1 patient with a grade III

glioma were treated by using both radiation therapy and chemo-

therapy, PFS of our cohort for grade II and III gliomas seems to be

in range with past studies. Early intervention by adjuvant therapy

against grade III gliomas could have prolonged PFS of patients

with grade III gliomas to a similar level of grade II gliomas. More

important, MET PET was prognostic of PFS not only in all pa-

tients with nonenhancing gliomas but also in patients without

adjuvant therapy; this outcome makes MET PET a potential prog-

nostic imaging biomarker for nonenhancing gliomas.

Limitations of our study should also be noted. The present

study compared radiologic with pathologic tumor grading under

the assumption that correct pathologic diagnosis was obtained.

Because there was only 1 patient in this cohort who was diagnosed

as having grade II glioma by biopsy, it is highly unlikely that tis-

sue-sampling error has occurred in our analysis. Possible patho-

logic undergrading, however, should always be considered, even if

the tumor has been largely resected. Another limitation is in PFS

analysis. Many potentially confounding factors influence PFS,

such as age, extent of removal, histopathologic subtype, and mo-

lecular prognostic biomarkers, as well as adjuvant therapy. Be-

cause it has become clear that grade II and grade III gliomas ex-

hibit different clinical courses according to their molecular

subtypes,46,47 future studies should incorporate this information

when conducting survival analysis on the basis of radiologic find-

ings. Finally, prognostic values of imaging parameters should be

analyzed not only with PFS but also with overall survival, which

requires further future investigation.

CONCLUSIONS
MET PET holds promise as a noninvasive World Health Organi-

zation grading technique and prognostic imaging biomarker, of-

fering valuable information in determining treatment strategy for

nonenhancing gliomas, while FDG-PET or ADC offer little diag-

nostic and prognostic value.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Comparison of the Effect of Vessel Size Imaging and Cerebral
Blood Volume Derived from Perfusion MR Imaging on

Glioma Grading
H.-Y. Kang, H.-L. Xiao, J.-H. Chen, Y. Tan, X. Chen, T. Xie, J.-Q. Fang, S. Wang, Y. Yang, and W.-G. Zhang

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Vascular proliferation is a major criterion for grading gliomas on the basis of histology. Relative cerebral
blood volume can provide pathophysiologic information about glioma grading. Vessel size imaging, in some animals, can be used to
estimate the microvascular caliber of a glioma, but its clinical use remains unclear. Herein, we aimed to compare the predictive power of
relative cerebral blood volume and vessel size imaging in glioma grading, with grading based on histology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Seventy patients with glioma participated in the study; 30 patients underwent MR perfusion imaging with a
spin-echo sequence and vessel size imaging with a gradient-echo and spin-echo sequence successively at 24-hour intervals before surgery. We
analyzed the vessel size imaging values and relative cerebral blood volume of differently graded gliomas. The microvessel parameters were
histologically evaluated and compared with those on MR imaging. The cutoff values of vessel size imaging and relative cerebral blood volume
obtained from receiver operating characteristic curve analyses were used to predict glioma grading in another 40 patients.

RESULTS: Vessel size imaging values and relative cerebral blood volume were both increased in high-grade gliomas compared with
low-grade gliomas (P � .01). Moreover, vessel size imaging values had higher specificity and sensitivity in differentiating high-grade from
low-grade gliomas compared with relative cerebral blood volume. In addition, a significant correlation was observed between vessel size
imaging values and microvessel diameters (r � 0.8, P � .05) and between relative cerebral blood volume and microvessel area (r � 0.6579,
P � .05). Most important, the use of vessel size imaging cutoff values to predict glioma grading was more accurate (100%) than use of
relative cerebral blood volume (85%) values.

CONCLUSIONS: Vessel size imaging can provide more accurate information on glioma grading and may serve as an effective biomarker
for the prognosis of patients with gliomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: HGG � high-grade glioma; LGG � low-grade glioma; max � maximum; MVA � microvessel area; MVD � microvessel density; rCBV � relative
cerebral blood volume; SE � spin-echo; VSI � vessel size imaging

Gliomas with different grades have different clinical behaviors

that determine treatment planning and patient prognosis in

clinical practice.1,2 Biopsy or examination of tumor tissues from

surgical resection specimens is the only method available to

establish the final diagnosis of tumor grading in cases of ma-

lignancy; however, this procedure is invasive.3 With regard to

gliomas, tumor heterogeneity limits the ability of biopsies to

accurately grade glioma tumors.

Functional MR imaging can provide quantitative or semi-

quantitative hemodynamic parameters, thereby allowing preop-

erative evaluation of the status of tumor angiogenesis, an impor-

tant index in evaluating the grade of tumors and patient

prognosis.4 CBV maps, derived from MR imaging during the ap-

plication of first-pass bolus-tracking analysis, provide comple-

mentary information in the diagnosis of tumor grade and the

extent of malignancy. Several authors have found that maximal

relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) correlates with glioma

grading.5-7 However, studies have shown that there were no sig-

nificant differences in rCBV values between grade II and III glio-
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mas8 or between grade III and IV gliomas.9 Moreover, a growing

body of research has demonstrated the limited predictive power

of rCBV to grade oligodendrogliomas, which tend to have high

rCBVs regardless of glioma grade. Furthermore, oligodendroglio-

mas exhibit greater microvascular proliferation than astrocyto-

mas8,10-12; thus, rCBV may not be an ideal diagnostic tool for

oligodendroglioma.8,13,14 Therefore, it is essential to explore an

effective index for glioma grading that is independent of blood

volume.

Vessel size imaging (VSI), which is obtained from the ratio of

gradient-echo and spin-echo (SE) relaxation rate changes (‚R2*/

‚R2) induced by intravascular superparamagnetic contrast

agents, provides information on the average vessel size under cer-

tain conditions, such as the concentration of contrast agent, the

main magnetic field, and TE.15 Recently, an increasing number of

articles have reported that VSI can reflect the microvascular struc-

tures of tumors in animal models and strongly correlates with

brain tumor grade.16,17 For example, Kiselev et al18 reported that

VSI increased the information value on brain histopathology ob-

tained during dynamic perfusion measurements and that the

mean vessel size correlated with the tumor type. Lemasson et al

indicated that VSI in MR imaging estimates was closest to histol-

ogy and provided complementary information on characterizing

angiogenesis beyond fractioned blood volume in the rat brain

tumor model.4 Although several studies have indicated that VSI

had a high accuracy rate for the diagnosis of the degree of tumor

malignancy in animal models, the predictive power of VSI in hu-

man gliomas remains largely unknown.16,18,19 To our knowledge,

the comparison of VSI and rCBV in human glioma grading has

not been addressed previously.

We designed this prospective study, in which the sensitivities

and specificities of rCBV and VSI in distinguishing low-grade

glioma (LGG) from high-grade glioma (HGG) were compared,

and the final diagnosis of the grades of gliomas and the measure-

ment of microvessel parameters were performed histologically on

the basis of surgical resection specimens. The optimal cutoff val-

ues of rCBV and VSI were used to evaluate their diagnostic accu-

racy rates for predicting glioma grading.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients and Samples
We selected patients with suspected primary gliomas followed by

undergoing prospective perfusion-weighted imaging between

March 2013 and August 2014. Then, tumors were diagnosed and

classified according to World Health Organization 2007 criteria as

confirmed by surgery. Among the selected patients, at least 30 had

undergone both SE-perfusion and VSI at 24- to 48-hour intervals;

these patients were assigned to group 1, from which the optimal

cutoff value of VSI and rCBV to distinguish HGG from LGG

would be generated, respectively. Once the optimal cutoff values

were obtained, we needed to evaluate their diagnostic accuracy

rates in the grading of gliomas. Thus, we designed protocols for

the enrollment of, at minimum, 40 patients with suspected pri-

mary gliomas, followed by those who underwent SE-perfusion

(20 patients), assigned to group 2, or VSI (20 patients), assigned to

group 3 (On-line Table 1). In our next step, we used the optimal

cutoff values of rCBV and VSI to predict the glioma grading of

patients in groups 2 and 3, prospectively. Finally, diagnostic ac-

curacy was calculated by comparing calculated values with patho-

logic results.

The inclusion criteria were the following: 1) MR imaging ex-

amination before the histologic examination; 2) no therapy be-

fore the MR imaging examination; 3) gliomas confirmed histo-

logically; and 4) patients in group 1, whose clinical symptoms

occurred in lesser degrees, able to undergo both SE perfusion and

VSI and agreeing to undergo perfusion twice. The exclusion

criteria were the following: 1) patients older than 80 years of

age; 2) gliomas with grade I and histologic results showing no

gliomas or rare gliomas; 3) in group 1, patients not having

enough time (�24 hours) to have both SE perfusion and VSI

before undergoing their operation; 4) contraindications to MR

imaging; and 5) patients having false teeth, which would result

in poor image quality. The study was approved by the local

ethics committee at our institution, and all patients completed

a written consent form.

MR Imaging
A 3T scanner (Magnetom Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany)

was used to acquire conventional MR imaging and DWI (details

shown in the On-line Appendix) and spin-echo echo-planar per-

fusion scans. VSI was performed by using a 1.5T imager (Sigma

HDx; GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, Wisconsin). The location line

for all axial MR imaging was the central intercommissural (ante-

rior/posterior commissure) line as previously described13,20 or

parallel to this line.

Dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced perfusion MR im-

aging was performed by using the SE-EPI technique during ad-

ministration of Gd-DTPA (Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Phar-

maceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey). The imaging parameters were

as follows: TR/TE, 1500/30 ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix size, 128 �

128; NEX, 1.0; FOV, 23 � 23 cm. We selected 20 sections for

perfusion imaging, in accordance with the T2-weighted imaging;

at each section, 60 images were obtained. After 8 acquisitions, a

bolus of gadobutrol (0.2 mmol per kilogram of body weight) was

injected at a rate of 3 mL/s, immediately followed by a 20-mL

bolus of saline at the same rate.

MR imaging data for VSI were acquired followed by intrave-

nous injection of Gd-DTPA by using a gradient-echo and spin-

echo sequence, with the following acquisition parameters: TR,

1500 ms; TE (gradient echo), 30 ms; TE (SE), 100 ms; flip angle,

90°; matrix size, 64 � 64; NEX, 1; FOV, 24 � 24 cm. Seven sec-

tions were selected across the tumor, with 120 images obtained at

each section. In addition, VSI was obtained during injection of a

bolus of 0.2 mmol/kg body weight of gadopentetate dimeglumine

contrast agent at a rate of 3.5 mL/s with a time delay of 18 seconds,

followed by a 20-mL bolus of saline.

VSI Measurements
The VSI images were analyzed by using an Advantage Worksta-

tion (Version 4.9; GE Healthcare) equipped with a dedicated soft-

ware package (VSI; GE Healthcare). Using wide-bound or whole-

observed brain as the input function and the generation of

contrast-enhancement time–signal intensity curves for the input

function, we calculated ‚R2*/‚R2 according to the decay curve.
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On the basis of the known observation that ‚R2*/‚R2 is a func-

tion of vessel size,21 VSI can be computed from this ratio accord-

ing to the equation4,19: VSI � 0.425(ADC/�‚ � B0)1/2� (�R2*/

�R2)3/2, where ADC is the diffusion coefficient, by using 0.8

�m2/ms as analog data18; � is the gyromagnetic ratio, the gyro-

magnetic ratio of hydrogen proton being 42.58 MHz/T; �� is the

change values in magnetization rate; and B0 is the stationary

field, 1.5T. The software (VSI) generated color-coded VSI im-

ages, the threshold of which was adjusted to 0 – 80 �m or 0 –120

�m.

The preoperative and postoperative MR images were com-

pared to outline the extent of surgery to increase the consistency

between the regions of MR imaging and pathology measure-

ments. A hand-drawn ROI of constant size (56 mm2) correspond-

ing to the greatest visualized regions of perfusion was achieved by

repeatedly moving the region in adjacent parts at least 5 times

until the highest value was determined. We obtained approxi-

mately 10 values from at least 3 regions of the different cross-

sectional images, while avoiding the vessels and necrotic tissue,

recording the mean and maximal (max) values of all data as the

VSImean and VSImax values for each patient. Measurements were

performed by 2 neuroradiologists (H.-Y.K. and J.-Q.F, with 7 and

6 years of experience, respectively). Each observer, who was

blinded to the histopathologic diagnosis, conducted each mea-

surement twice and independently.

rCBV Measurements
The original SE images were processed with a commercial soft-

ware package (SyngoMMWP VE36A; Siemens) and were used to

generate color-coded CBV maps.3,22,23 The enhanced T1-

weighted images were used as a guide for the location of the tu-

mors to avoid the large vessels and necrotic tissue. The highest

CBV values were obtained, and the rCBVmax normalization to the

contralateral unaffected white matter CBV value was based on

previously published methods.1,23,24 Measurements were per-

formed by 2 neuroradiologists (H.-Y.K. and J.-Q.F). Each ROI

was independently checked for accuracy by another observer, and

any changes were made by joint agreement. The size of the ROIs

was kept constant (radius � 2.6 mm). All analyses were per-

formed without knowledge of tissue analyses.

Immunohistology Analysis
Each paraffin block from the 30 patients of group 1 was processed

into a 4-�m-thick section, with 2– 6 paraffin sections produced

per patient. To measure the diameter of microvessels, microvessel

area (MVA), and microvessel density (MVD) for grades II, III, or

IV gliomas, we performed a histologic evaluation by immunohis-

tochemistry for the CD34 antigen, which identified vascular en-

dothelial cells as previously described.3,25 The reagent PV-6000-G

Polymer Detection System for Immuno-Histologic Staining was

bought from Beijing Zhong Shan-Golden Bridge Biologic Tech-

nology Company (Beijing, China). All tissue sections were digi-

tized by using a fluorescence microscope (BX41; Olympus, Run-

gis, France) and the CellSens Standard software (http://www.

scientific-computing.com/press-releases/product_details.php?

product_id�809).

We examined entire sections at �40 magnification, covering

an area of 1.308 � 1.757 mm/field, to identify “hot spot” regions

of microvascular diameter, MVA, and MVD, from which 5–10

hot spots were selected for imaging.26 By definition, the smallest

countable blood vessels were used to estimate microvessel param-

eters.27 Microvascular diameter and MVA were measured at

�200 magnification, and MVD, at �100 magnification.28 Quan-

titative microvascular analysis was performed by using Image-Pro

Plus 5.0 software (http://www.mediacy.com/index.aspx?page�

IPP), the microvessel diameter and MVA were determined by

using the feret (min) and area (polygon) function,3 but the vessels

with thick walls and lumens �72 �m were excluded.27 To mini-

mize bias in the correlation between MR imaging and the histo-

logic estimates, we analyzed the average diameter of all microves-

sels, MVD, and total area of all hot spot regions of each tissue

section, and we compared sections from each patient to identify

the highest values. Two experienced neuropathologists (H.-L.X

and S.-G.F., with �10 years of experience) were blinded to the

MR imaging results and completed the histologic measurements.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed by using commercially avail-

able software (SPSS, Version 19.0; IBM, Armonk, New York) to

compare the MR imaging and pathologic data of different grades

of glioma from patient group 1. Due to part of the data not being

well-represented by a normal distribution, the results have been

expressed as mean � SD or median � quartile range. The

Kruskal-Wallis H test was used to evaluate differences in the

VSImean values, microvascular diameter, MVA, and MVD in pa-

tients with glioma of different grades, and the Nemenyi method of

the multiple comparison was performed. Multiple comparisons

between groups were corrected by using the Bonferroni method.

The ANOVA and the Least Significant Difference test were used to

analyze differences in VSImax and rCBVmax values in patients

with glioma of different grades. P values � .05 were statistically

significant. Pearson correlation analysis was used to evaluate

the relationship among VSI values, rCBVmax values, microvas-

cular diameter, MVA, and MVD. Receiver operating charac-

teristic curves were used to assess the specificity and sensitivity

of the VSImax, VSImean, and rCBVmax values in distinguishing

LGG from HGG. Interrater reliability between the 2 indepen-

dent VSI observers and the two measurements of interobserver

was assessed by using an intraclass correlation coefficient.

RESULTS
Patient Population
Overall, 70 of 117 patients participated in our study. Thirty pa-

tients (15 women and 15 men; median age, 42 years; age range,

18 –79 years) met the inclusion criteria of group 1, in which there

were 9 low-grade (3 diffuse astrocytomas, grade II; 5 oligodendro-

gliomas, grade II; 1 oligoastrocytoma, grade II) and 21 HGGs.

Among the high-grade tumors, 8 were diagnosed as grade III (3

anaplastic oligodendrogliomas, 2 anaplastic oligoastrocytomas, 3

anaplastic astrocytomas), and 13, as grade IV. In addition, we

enrolled 20 patients into groups 2 and 3, respectively (On-line

Table 1).
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Characteristics of VSI and rCBV in Gliomas with Different
Grades
Based on the reference standard, there was excellent intraobserver

and interobserver agreement for VSImean (intraclass correlation

coefficient � 0.879) and VSImax (intraclass correlation coeffi-

cient � 0.809).1 The final step was a calculation of the mean values

generated from the 4 measurements made by the 2 independent

observers. The VSI color map of grade II gliomas is represented in

blue-green, denoting low VSI values (VSImean and VSImax values,

42.96 � 26.43 �m and 79.10 � 29.17 �m, respectively); however,

the CBV maps of the 2 cases of grade II oligodendrogliomas are

represented in red (Fig 1). The VSI and CBV colors maps of grade

III and IV gliomas were inhomogeneous and are represented in

red, denoting high VSImean values (glioma grade III, 130.89 �

54.74 �m, and glioblastoma, 154.72 � 13.64 �m), VSImax values

(glioma grade III, 187.44 � 43.63 �m, and glioblastoma,

212.26 � 19.69 �m), and rCBV (glioma grade III, 9.15 � 5.11,

and glioblastoma, 10.78 � 3.66). Although the high perfusion

region of CBV partially overlapped that of VSI, the highest perfu-

sion region did not match entirely (Fig 2).

Role of VSI and rCBV in Grading
Gliomas and Receiver Operating
Characteristic Analysis
We found that the VSImean and VSImax

values and rCBV of grade III or IV gliomas

were significantly higher than those of

grade II gliomas (P � .01), whereas no sig-

nificant differences were found in rCBV

and the VSImean and VSImax values be-

tween gliomas with grades III and IV (On-

line Fig 1A–C). To further explore the role

of VSI values and rCBV in distinguishing

LGG (grade II) from HGG (grade III and

IV), we analyzed the sensitivity and speci-

ficity of the VSImean and VSImax values

and rCBV by using receiver operating

characteristic analysis. At the optimal cut-

off VSImean values of 99.93 �m with the

value of sensitivity � specificity-1 consid-

ered maximal, the sensitivity and specific-

ity were both 100%. When the VSImax val-

ues were at the optimal cutoff of 138.3 �m,

the sensitivity and specificity were 95.24%

and 100%, and the AUC value was 0.9947

(On-line Fig 1D, -E). However, rCBV val-

ues at an optimal cutoff of 5.73, with just

85.71% sensitivity and 88.89% specificity,

differentiated grade II gliomas from grade

III or IV gliomas (On-line Fig 1F).

Histopathologic Characteristics
From the 30 subjects we enrolled, we

collected a total of 75 paraffin blocks,

which were used for both histopatho-

logic diagnosis and microvascular quan-

tification. The results revealed that the

microvascular diameters and MVA of

grade II gliomas were smaller (9.74 �

6.17 �m and 3365.00 � 3287.34 �m2)

than those of grade III gliomas (23.93 � 9.90 �m and 18,236.00 �

7543.25 �m2) and grade IV gliomas (40.48 � 18.30 �m and

18,196.00 � 7534.50 �m2). The microvessel diameter and MVA

of grade III and IV gliomas were significantly higher than those in

grade II gliomas (P � .01). The MVD values of grade IV gliomas

were significantly higher than those of grade II gliomas (P � .01);

however, no significant differences were observed between grade

II and III gliomas or grade III and IV gliomas (On-line Fig 2).

Furthermore, the microvascular diameters of several grade II oli-

godendrogliomas were generally smaller than those of diffuse as-

trocytomas. However, the MVD and MVA of grade II oligoden-

drogliomas were larger than those of astrocytomas (data not

shown).

Correlation between MR Imaging and Microvessel
Parameters in Gliomas
Correlations between MVA and VSImean values, MVA and VSImax

values, MVA and rCBV, microvessel diameter and VSImean val-

ues, microvessel diameter and VSImax values, and microvessel di-

FIG 1. A 25-year-old woman with an oligodendroglioma (World Health Organization grade II). A, Axial
T2-weighted MR imaging demonstrates a right frontal and temporal lobe lesion with mass effect, a
small amount of edema, and signal-intensity heterogeneity. B, Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted imag-
ing demonstrates mild enhancement. C, The VSI map shows homogeneous low VSI values and is repre-
sented in blue-green. D, CBV map demonstrates clearly elevated perfusion in the tumor parenchyma.
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ameter and rCBV were all statistically significant (P � .01). Com-

paring MR imaging and microvessel parameters, we observed the

strongest correlation between VSImax values and microvascular

diameter (r � 0.831), followed by VSImean values and microvas-

cular diameter (r � 0.824). Moreover, no clear correlation could

be identified between rCBV and MVD or between MVD and VSI

values (On-line Fig 3).

VSI and rCBV Values as Predictive Factors for Glioma
Grading
The results revealed that the VSImean values in 14 patients were

higher than the cutoff value (99.93 �m), whereas those in 6

patients were lower. The rCBV values in 13 patients were

higher than the cutoff value (5.73), whereas those in 7 patients

were lower. Compared with diagnosis by histology (On-line

Table 1), as expected, the prediction of VSI for glioma grade

had a 100% accuracy, whereas the accuracy of rCBV was 85%,

in which 2 low-grade oligodendrogliomas had rCBV values

higher than the cutoff value and 1 ana-

plastic astrocytoma was lower than the

cutoff value (Fig 3).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we evaluated the sensitivi-

ties and specificities of rCBV and VSI in

distinguishing LGGs from HGGs, and

we obtained the optimal cutoff values

of rCBV and VSI for glioma grading.

We found that VSI had a higher accu-

racy rate in predicting glioma grading

compared with rCBV. In addition, we

measured microvascular diameter,

MVD, and MVA by using CD34 to

stain vascular endothelial cells. We

found that microvascular diameters and

MVA were strongly correlated with the

glioma grade compared with MVD.

Histopathologically, endothelial pro-

liferation is an important factor in deter-

mining the grades of gliomas.28 In re-

cent years, several studies have indicated

that tumor grades were strongly corre-

lated with microvessel caliber and MVA,

but MVD revealed a poor association

with tumor grades.25 Consistent with

this evidence, our results confirm that

microvascular diameters and MVA

could differentiate LGGs from HGGs,

but MVD only distinguished grade II

from grade IV gliomas. These findings

suggest that microvessel structure has

better efficacy in the grading of gliomas.

Furthermore, the comparisons among

rCBV, VSI, and histologic results were

performed together in the same patients,

and the results showed that VSI had bet-

ter efficacy in reflecting the histologic

features of glioma microvessels.

Although an increasing number of articles have shown that

rCBV has a high accuracy rate in predicting glioma grades,3,29

oligodendrogliomas were shown to have preferentially high rCBV

values regardless of glioma grade.6 In our study, we misdiagnosed

2 cases of low-grade oligodendrogliomas by using the rCBV cutoff

value, suggesting that rCBV has limitations in the grading of glio-

mas. Most interesting, we found that the VSImean cutoff value had

100% accuracy in differentiating LGG and HGG, suggesting that

VSI can be used to predict the oligodendroglioma grade. In addi-

tion, we found that grade II oligodendrogliomas had shorter mi-

crovessel diameters and higher MVD compared with diffuse

astrocytomas, possibly resulting in high rCBV arising from

oligodendrogliomas.

VSI was considered to noninvasively describe the pathologic

changes of vessels in quantitative terms.17 In recent years, for VSI

investigation, a large number of studies mainly focused on animal

models. For example, Troprès et al17 found that VSI positively

FIG 2. A 42-year-old woman with glioblastoma (World Health Organization grade IV). A, Axial
T2-weighted MR imaging reveals a left temporal and occipital lobe lesion with mass effect, a
moderate amount of edema, and homogeneous signal intensity. B, Contrast-enhanced T1-
weighted imaging reveals marked enhancement. C, VSI map shows high VSI values. D, CBV map
reveals the elevated perfusion more extensively. The highest perfusion region of CBV does not
match entirely that of VSI.
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correlated with the pathologic diagnosis, a Spearman coefficient

of 0.74. Lemasson et al reported that MR imaging and histologic

estimates of VSI correlated well and may be used to characterize

angiogenesis in vivo beyond CBV, as determined in 27 rats with

intracranial gliomas.4 Recently, Emblem et al16 indicated that ves-

sel architectural imaging had the potential to identify patients

who might benefit from certain therapies. However, the applica-

tion of VSI in human glioma grading remains unclear. In our

study, we showed that the VSI values were positively correlated

with the histologic results, with a correlation coefficient of �0.80,

and VSI had a high accuracy rate in predicting glioma grades. In

addition, we found that VSImean values had higher AUC, sensitiv-

ity, and specificity for glioma diagnosis than VSImax values; this

outcome may have been the result of the following 2 points: 1)

VSImean values better reflect the status of whole tumors; and 2) the

signal-to-noise ratio of VSI is poor, resulting in a higher rate of

errors in the measurement of VSImax values.

Our study had limitations. First, the number of the glioma

samples, especially grade II and III gliomas, was modest. Second,

robust VSI estimates should be obtained from patients at 3T or

higher magnetic fields by using the DSC approach.30 Third, we

used the “hot-spot” method, which cannot ensure the consistency

between MR imaging regions and pathology measurements.

Fourth, the time and space resolution of VSI was not as good as

that of CBV; the signal-to-noise ratio of VSI images required en-

hancing to demonstrate regions of scattered perfusion in the ce-

rebral tissue or lateral cerebral ventricles. Fifth, the lack of a uni-

fied approach to performing VSI measurement may result in

unstable VSI cutoff values. In future studies, we will search for

more objective and effective methods for VSI measurement.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we compared VSI, rCBV, and histologic results in

grading gliomas and showed that VSI has greater accuracy at pre-

dicting glioma grading than rCBV, suggesting that VSI may serve

as an effective tool for the diagnosis of patients with gliomas and

for guiding the clinical therapeutic strategy.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

MR Imaging–Based Analysis of Glioblastoma Multiforme:
Estimation of IDH1 Mutation Status

X K. Yamashita, X A. Hiwatashi, X O. Togao, X K. Kikuchi, R. Hatae, K. Yoshimoto, M. Mizoguchi, S.O. Suzuki, T. Yoshiura, and
X H. Honda

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Glioblastoma multiforme is highly aggressive and the most common type of primary malignant brain
tumor in adults. Imaging biomarkers may provide prognostic information for patients with this condition. Patients with glioma with
isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) mutations have a better clinical outcome than those without such mutations. Our purpose was to
investigate whether the IDH1 mutation status in glioblastoma multiforme can be predicted by using MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively studied 55 patients with glioblastoma multiforme with wild type IDH1 and 11 patients
with mutant IDH1. Absolute tumor blood flow and relative tumor blood flow within the enhancing portion of each tumor were measured
by using arterial spin-labeling data. In addition, the maximum necrosis area, the percentage of cross-sectional necrosis area inside the
enhancing lesions, and the minimum and mean apparent diffusion coefficients were obtained from contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images
and diffusion-weighted imaging data. Each of the 6 parameters was compared between patients with wild type IDH1 and mutant IDH1 by
using the Mann-Whitney U test. The performance in discriminating between the 2 entities was evaluated by using receiver operating
characteristic analysis.

RESULTS: Absolute tumor blood flow, relative tumor blood flow, necrosis area, and percentage of cross-sectional necrosis area inside the
enhancing lesion were significantly higher in patients with wild type IDH1 than in those with mutant IDH1 (P � .05 each). In contrast, no
significant difference was found in the ADCminimum and ADCmean. The area under the curve for absolute tumor blood flow, relative tumor
blood flow, percentage of cross-sectional necrosis area inside the enhancing lesion, and necrosis area were 0.850, 0.873, 0.739, and 0.772,
respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: Tumor blood flow and necrosis area calculated from MR imaging are useful for predicting the IDH1 mutation status.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASL � arterial spin-labeling; aTBF � absolute tumor blood flow; AUC � area under the curve; GBM � glioblastoma multiforme; IDH1 � isocitrate
dehydrogenase 1; IDH1m � mutant IDH1; IDH1w � wild type IDH1; MGMT � O6-methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase; %NEC � percentage of cross-sectional
necrosis area inside the enhancing lesion; NECarea � necrosis area; rTBF � relative tumor blood flow; TBF � tumor blood flow

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is highly aggressive and the

most common type of primary malignant brain tumor in

adults. The characteristic histologic appearance of GBM includes

hypercellularity, nuclear polymorphism, high mitotic activity,

prominent microvascular proliferation, and/or necrosis. MR im-

aging is the main noninvasive technique for diagnosing GBM.

Conventional MR imaging techniques including pre- and post-

contrast T1WI show precise anatomic localization and/or cen-

trally nonenhancing regions, which are typically related histolog-

ically to necrotic areas. Diehn et al1 provided evidence that the

amount of necrosis correlated with outcome in patients with

GBM. In addition, correlations were recently identified between

the prognosis of patients with GBM and several functional imag-

ing parameters, including ADC derived from DWI, tumor blood

volume calculated from DSC, and tumor blood flow (TBF) calcu-

lated from arterial spin-labeling (ASL) perfusion MR imaging.2-7

ASL is a recently developed MR perfusion imaging technique that

has advantages of being noninvasive, not requiring an extrinsic

tracer, and allowing reliable absolute quantification, which is not

affected by a disrupted blood-brain barrier.8 ASL is increasingly
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recognized as a noninvasive method for quantitative CBF mea-

surement for assessing stroke, neurodegenerative diseases, and

brain tumors.8-14 ADC measurement is a widely used method.

Good correlations have been reported between ADC and tumor

cellularity, and its utility for application in glioma grading has

been addressed in many studies.15-19

GBMs are classified into primary and secondary GBMs. Pri-

mary GBMs develop rapidly de novo, without clinical or histo-

logic evidence of a less malignant precursor lesion.20 In contrast,

secondary GBMs develop by progressing from a low-grade diffuse

astrocytoma or anaplastic astrocytoma.20 These GBM subtypes

are usually indistinguishable histologically. However, genetic

evidence suggests that mutations in isocitrate dehydrogenase

(IDH1) can be used to identify most secondary GBMs. The IDH1

mutation status is an independent prognostic factor in patients

with gliomas.21-23 In previous reports, patients with gliomas with

IDH1 mutations had a better clinical outcome (median overall

survival � 2.0 –3.8 years) than those without such mutations (me-

dian overall survival � 0.8 –1.1 years).24,25 In addition, a specific

compound impairs the growth of mutant IDH1 but not wild type

IDH1 glioma cells.26 These approaches may offer new possibilities

for targeted therapy. The status of O6-methylguanine-DNA meth-

yltransferase (MGMT) promotor methylation is also an important

factor for the prognosis of patients with GBM. Patients with GBM

with MGMT promotor methylation are more responsive to temo-

zolomide therapy and have better clinical outcome than those

without it.27-29 Therefore, the detection of IDH1 mutations and

MGMT promotor methylation is of great importance for patients

with GBM. Carrillo et al29 suggested that patients with mutant

IDH1 have low vascular endothelial growth factor levels, which

are associated with contrast enhancement. These findings led to

the hypothesis that measurement of tumor vascularity and the

necrosis area would be helpful to differentiate IDH1 mutation

status.

Our purpose was to investigate whether the IDH1 mutation

and MGMT methylation status in GBM can be predicted by using

MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was approved by the institutional review board of Ky-

ushu University Hospital. Informed consent for study participa-

tion was waived due to the retrospective nature of this study.

MR imaging data of consecutive patients between May 2007

and August 2013 were obtained and retrospectively analyzed.

Considering the effect of perfusion parameters, we excluded en-

rolled patients who received bevacizumab. Consequently, we ex-

amined data for 55 patients with GBM (54 primary and 1 recur-

rent) with wild type IDH1 (IDH1w: mean age, 54.8 � 18.6 years;

range, 5– 83 years) and 11 patients with GBM (5 primary and 6

recurrent) with mutant IDH1 (IDH1m: mean age, 39.9 � 11.8

years; range, 26 – 62 years). Among them, ASL was performed in

61.8% (34/55) of patients with IDH1w and 81.8% (9/11) of those

with IDH1m. DWI was performed in 98.1% (54/55) of those with

IDH1w and 100% (11/11) of those with IDH1m, and conven-

tional MR imaging was performed in 100% (55/55) of those with

IDH1w and 100% (11/11) of those with IDH1m. All primary and

recurrent GBMs were histopathologically diagnosed by board-

certified neuropathologists. The average interval between MR im-

aging and the operation was 7.1 days (range, 0 –15 days).

MR Imaging
All images were obtained by using a 3T MR imaging unit (Achieva

3T TX; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) and an 8-chan-

nel head array receiving coil for sensitivity encoding parallel

imaging.

ASL
ASL was performed by using quantitative signal targeting

with alternating radiofrequency labeling of the arterial region,

a pulsed ASL technique developed by Petersen et al.30 The

details of the sequence have been described elsewhere.7 Our

quantitative signal targeting with alternating radiofrequency la-

beling of the arterial region protocol consisted of 84 dynamic or

42 pairs of labeled and nonlabeled image acquisitions. Of these, 24

pairs were acquired with crusher gradients (velocity-encoding

threshold � 4 cm/s) and 12 pairs were acquired without crushers.

These 36 pairs were acquired at a flip angle of 35°. An additional 6

pairs were acquired at a lower flip angle (11.7°) without crushers

to estimate the actual flip angle that might vary across the brain

due to inhomogeneity of B1. Other imaging parameters were as

follows: labeling slab thickness � 150 mm, gap between the label-

ing and imaging slabs � 15 mm, sensitivity encoding factor � 2.5,

TR/TE � 4000/ 22 ms, sampling interval � 300 ms, sampling time

points � 13, FOV � 240 mm, matrix size � 64 � 64, imaging

time � 5 minutes 52 seconds. Seven 6-mm-thick transverse sec-

tions (gap � 2 mm) were placed to cover the tumor.

DWI
DWI was performed by using a single-shot spin-echo echo-planar

sequence with the following parameters: TR/TE � 3421/62 ms,

90° flip angle, NEX � 1, 22 transverse sections, sensitivity encod-

ing factor � 2.5, section thickness/gap � 5/1 mm, FOV � 230

mm, 126 � 160 matrix, imaging time � 44.5 seconds. Diffusion

sensitizing gradients were applied sequentially in the x, y, and z

directions with b factors of 0 and 1000 s/mm2.

Conventional MR Imaging
Postcontrast transverse T1-weighted spin-echo images (TR/TE �

400/10 ms, flip angle � 75°, NEX � 1, 22 sections, section thick-

ness/gap � 5/1 mm, FOV � 230 mm, 256 � 173 matrix, imaging

time � 2 minutes 43 seconds) were obtained. A standard dose (0.1

mmol/kg body weight) of a gadolinium-based contrast agent,

gadopentate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Phar-

maceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey), gadoteridol (ProHance; Bracco

Diagnostics, Princeton, New Jersey), or gadodiamide (Omniscan;

GE Healthcare, Piscataway, New Jersey) was injected intrave-

nously. Precontrast T1-weighted spin-echo, T2-weighted turbo

spin-echo, and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery images were

also obtained.

Detection of IDH1 Mutations and MGMT Promotor
Methylation in Glioblastoma Tissues
GBM samples were obtained from each patient during the oper-

ation at our hospital. A portion of the tumor tissue was snap-
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frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at �80°C. Tumor DNA was

isolated from the frozen blocks by using a QIAamp DNA Blood

Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Tokyo, Japan). A 129-bp fragment spanning

the catalytic domain of IDH1 including codon 132 was amplified

by using the sense primer IDH1f 5�-CGGTCTTCAGAGAAGC-

CATT-3� and the antisense primer IDH1r 5�-GCAAAATC-

ACATTATTGCCAAC-3�, as described previously.31,32 Se-

quences were determined by using an ABI 3100 Genetic Analyzer

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California).

DNA methylation status of the MGMT promotor was deter-

mined by bisulfite modification and subsequent methylation-spe-

cific polymerase chain reactions. Methylation-specific polymer-

ase chain reactions were performed by using the primers

previously reported by Esteller et al33 and 50-ng bisulfite-modi-

fied tumor DNA, in addition to both methylated and unmethyl-

ated control samples (CpGenome Universal Methylated and Un-

methylated DNA; EMD Millipore, Billerica, Massachusetts). The

polymerase chain reaction conditions included 35 cycles of 30

seconds each at 95°C, 60°C, and 72°C. The polymerase chain re-

action products were electrophoresed on 3% agarose gels. The

method has been described in detail before.34

Image Analysis
The ASL data were analyzed on a desktop computer (Let’s note,

Panasonic Corporation, Osaka, Japan). Maps of CBF were ob-

tained by using dedicated software running on Interactive Data

Language (Research Systems, Boulder, Colorado), which was de-

veloped and provided by Petersen et al (National Neuroscience

Institute, Singapore). Measurement of blood flow was performed

by using ROI analysis by 2 independent neuroradiologists (K.

Yamashita and O.T.), who were blinded to the clinical and patho-

logic information. A free software package (MRIcro, http://www.

mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricro/mricro.html) was used

to draw ROIs on the CBF maps. For each tumor, mean absolute

(aTBF) and relative tumor blood flow (rTBF) were measured in

each ROI (Fig 1A).35-38 Interrater agreement was evaluated by the

FIG 1. Images showing an example of determination of the TBF (A), ADC (B and C), and necrosis area (D and E). To determine absolute tumor
blood flow, we placed the ROI in the enhancing lesion (A, black circle). Relative TBF was obtained by normalizing the aTBF by a blood flow
measurement from the reference region (white circle). For ADC measurements, circular ROIs (C, black circles) were placed on ADC maps within
the area that corresponded to the enhancing area on postcontrast T1WI, and the mean ADC value was obtained for each ROI. The lowest mean
ADC value within all ROIs was determined as the minimum ADC. Regions with relatively low ADC were targeted. D and E, The largest
cross-sectional necrosis area (red) and the percentage of the nonenhancing area inside the largest cross-sectional enhancing lesion were
identified by manually outlining both the inside (red) and outside (yellow) enhancing contour to determine the NECarea. The enhancing area was
carefully determined with reference to both pre- and postcontrast T1WI.
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Bland-Altman analysis, the intraclass correlation coefficient, and

the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.

Maps of ADC were calculated by using the following formula:

ln(S/S0) � �b � ADC, where S0 and S are the signal intensities

when the b values are 0 and 1000 s/mm2, respectively, and b itself

is 1000 s/mm2. For ADC measurements, 1 author (K. Yamashita

performed the ROI analysis by using a PACS system. Four or

more circular ROIs (area, �10 mm2) were placed on ADC maps

within the area that corresponded to the enhancing area on post-

contrast T1WI, and the mean ADC value was obtained for each

ROI (Fig 1B, -C).4,19,39 Regions with relatively low ADC were

targeted, whereas blood vessels, calcifications, necrosis, and hem-

orrhages were strictly avoided for ROI placement. The lowest and

the average mean ADC values within all ROIs were determined as

the minimum ADC and the mean ADC.

In addition, the largest cross-sectional necrosis area (NECarea)

and the percentage of nonenhancing area inside the largest cross-

sectional enhancing lesion (%NEC) were identified by manually

outlining both the inside and outside enhancing contour to de-

termine the necrosis area. The enhancing area was carefully deter-

mined with reference to both pre- and postcontrast T1WI (Fig

1D, -E). These determinations were performed by 1 author (K.

Yamashita), followed by visual inspection by another neuroradi-

ologist (O.T.). When multifocal lesions were noted, the maxi-

mum enhancing lesion was targeted.

Each of the 6 parameters (aTBF,

rTBF, ADCminimum, ADCmean, NECarea,

and %NEC) was compared between pa-

tients with IDH1w and IDH1m and

between patients with a methylated

MGMT promoter and those with an un-

methylated MGMT promoter by using

the Student t test. A P value � .05 was

statistically significant. The perfor-

mance in discriminating between pa-

tients with IDH1w and IDH1m was eval-

uated by using receiver operating

characteristic analysis. Area under the

curve (AUC) values for the discrimina-

tion were calculated for parameters that

were statistically significant. Multivari-

ate logistic regression analysis was per-

formed to evaluate the combination of

the parameters. AUC values were com-

pared with each other by using a non-

parametric approach.40 All statistical

analyses were performed by using JMP

11 Pro software (SAS Institute, Cary,

North Carolina).

RESULTS
aTBF, rTBF, NECarea, and %NEC were

significantly higher in patients with

IDH1w (mean aTBF � 107.2 � 58.7

mL/100 g/min, mean rTBF � 2.53 �

1.05, mean NECarea � 557 � 508 mm2,

and mean %NEC � 35.9% � 21.2%)

than in those with IDHm (mean aTBF �

53.7 � 24.8 mL/100 g/min, mean rTBF � 1.29 � 0.51, mean

NECarea � 138 � 218 mm2, and mean %NEC � 17.4% � 20.2%)

(P � .05 each, Fig 2). In contrast, no significant differences were

found in ADCminimum (ADCminimum � 0.86 � 0.18 �

10�3mm2/s; range, 0.54 –1.33 � 10�3mm2/s in IDH1w, 0.92 �

0.24 � 10�3mm2/s; range, 0.61–1.30 � 10�3mm2/s in IDH1m)

and ADCmean (ADCmean � 0.97 � 0.20 � 10�3mm2/s; range,

0.59 –1.46 � 10�3mm2/s in IDH1w, 0.96 � 0.21 � 10�3mm2/s;

range, 0.69 –1.30 � 10�3mm2/s in IDH1m) (P � .05 each).

No significant differences were observed in any parameters

between patients with a methylated MGMT promoter and those

with an unmethylated MGMT promoter (Table).

The optimal cutoff value was 70.0 mL/100 g/min for aTBF

with 76.5% sensitivity, 88.9% specificity, and 79.1% accuracy. For

rTBF, the optimal cutoff value was 1.55 with 88.2% sensitivity,

77.8% specificity, and 86.0% accuracy. For %NEC, the optimal

cutoff value was 22.5 with 72.7% sensitivity, 81.8% specificity,

and 74.2% accuracy. For NECarea, the optimal cutoff value was

151 mm2 with 72.7% sensitivity, 81.8% specificity, and 74.2%

accuracy. The AUCs for aTBF, rTBF, %NEC, and NECarea were

0.850, 0.873, 0.739, and 0.772, respectively (Fig 3). No significant

difference in AUC values was found among aTBF, rTBF, %NEC,

and NECarea. The combination of the 4 parameters increased the

diagnostic performance (AUC � 0.915). The AUC value was sig-

FIG 2. Plots of aTBF (A), rTBF (B), ADCminimum (C), ADCmean (D), NECarea (E), and %NEC (F) in patients
with IDH1w and IDH1m. The aTBF, rTBF, NECarea, and %NEC were significantly higher in patients
with IDH1w compared with those with IDH1m (P � .05 each). In contrast, no significant difference
was found in the ADCminimum and ADCmean.
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nificantly higher with the combination of all parameters than with

NECarea or %NEC alone (P � .05).

Bland-Altman analysis resulted in a mean bias of 33.4 with

95% limits of agreement in differences versus the average of the

aTBF values, which ranged from �50.7 to 117.6, and 0.03 with

95% limits of agreement in differences

versus the average of the rTBF values,

which ranged from �2.12 to 2.18 (Fig

4). The intraclass correlation coefficient

was 0.861 (95% confidence interval,

0.743– 0.925) for aTBF and 0.745 (95%

confidence interval, 0.530 – 0.862) for

rTBF, which indicated a high correla-

tion. For the Spearman rank correlation

coefficient, good correlation was shown for both aTBF (� � 0.774,

P � .01) and rTBF (� � 0.709, P � .01) for the values between the

2 neuroradiologists.

Figures 5 and 6 show representative cases of IDH1w and

IDH1m, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrated that both aTBF and rTBF were signifi-

cantly higher in patients with IDH1w than in those with IDH1m.

Microvascular proliferation is induced by the vascular endothelial

growth factor, which shows markedly higher expression in pri-

mary than secondary GBMs.41 Diehn et al1 suggested that vascu-

lar endothelial growth factor production is associated with angio-

genesis and contrast enhancement. The relationship between

vascular endothelial growth factor and IDH1 remains uncertain.

However, these results suggested that a correlation may exist be-

tween tumor vascularity and IDH1 mutation status. In addition, a

previous study by using ASL showed that high TBF in GBM is

associated with poor overall survival.42 ASL measurements may

provide additional prognostic information.

In this study, both NECarea and %NEC were significantly

higher in patients with IDH1w than in those with IDH1m. In

GBM, hypoxia-mediated activation of the coagulation system

causes intravascular thrombosis, which further increases intratu-

moral hypoxia and leads to abnormal endothelial cell prolifera-

tion and tumor necrosis.43 Previous studies demonstrated that

large areas of ischemic and/or pseudopalisading necrosis are more

frequent in primary than in secondary GBMs,44 and in patients

with IDH1w than in those with IDH1m.25 Carlson et al45 indi-

cated that necrosis is associated with higher levels of vascular en-

dothelial growth factor. Our results are in line with these previous

reports.

We found that both TBF and the necrosis area in patients with

IDH1w were significantly higher than in those with IDH1m. The

AUC value was significantly higher with the combination of all 4

parameters (aTBF, rTBF, NECarea, and %NEC) than with NECarea

or %NEC alone. This is the first report to compare the perfor-

mance of ASL, DWI, and gadolinium T1WI for predicting the

IDH1 mutation status in GBM, to our knowledge. Our results

suggested that the combination of TBF derived from ASL and

measurement of the necrosis area may be a surrogate marker for

predicting the IDH1 mutation status. Noninvasive estimates of

tumor vascularity (aTBF, rTBF) and necrosis (NECarea, %NEC)

may be useful for evaluating the prognosis of patients with GBM

and their IDH1 mutation status. Patients with IDH1w and IDH1m

follow different clinical courses, and GBMs with these mutations

are considered to be 2 distinct disease entities.46 TBF and tumor

necrosis area measurements play supportive roles as predictors of

FIG 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves for discrimination be-
tween patients with IDH1w and those with IDH1m with the parameters
aTBF, rTBF, NECarea, and %NEC. The AUC was significantly higher with
the combination of all parameters than with NECarea or %NEC alone
(P � .05).

FIG 4. Bland-Altman plots showing the interobserver variability of
the differences versus average of aTBF (A) and rTBF (B) values. Dashed
lines represent the 95% limits of agreement.

Comparison between 6 parameters and MGMT methylation status
Methylated Unmethylated P Value

aTBF (mL/100 g/min) 100.4 � 1.13 (n � 19) 99.4 � 55.4 (n � 15) .96
rTBF 2.54 � 1.31 (n � 19) 2.35 � 0.81 (n � 15) .62
ADCminimum (�103mm2/s) 0.88 � 0.19 (n � 24) 0.84 � 0.20 (n � 21) .57
ADCmean (�103mm2/s) 0.97 � 0.19 (n � 24) 0.96 � 0.21 (n � 21) .92
NECarea (mm2) 503 � 424 (n � 25) 621 � 430 (n � 21) .36
%NEC 37.3 � 21.1 (n � 25) 38.6 � 22.7 (n � 21) .85
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the response to current treatment and tumor aggressiveness.

These measurements may provide important information for se-

lecting more or less intensive treatment.

With ADC measurement, no significant difference was found

between patients with IDH1w and those with IDH1m in our

study. Lee et al47 showed that the mean ADC value in patients with

IDH1m was significantly higher than that in those with IDH1w.

This difference may be attributed to patient selection. The IDH1m

group had a significantly higher proportion of anaplastic astrocy-

toma than the IDH1w group in their study. In our study, only

patients with GBM were included. Lazovic et al48 found no signif-

icant differences in ADC in nonnecrotic tumor regions between

patients with IDH1w and those with IDH1m. On the basis of a

radiologic-pathologic correlation study, no significant correla-

tion between the Ki-67 labeling index and minimum ADC was

noted for the GBM group.19 Our results are consistent with those

in the literature.

IDH1m and MGMT promotor methylation are related to a

better clinical prognosis.21-23,27-29 A selective inhibitor of mutant

IDH1 has been proved to delay glioma growth.26 Patients with

GBM with MGMT promotor methylation are more sensitive to

temozolomide therapy and are associated with a favorable out-

come.27-29 Noninvasive prediction of IDH1 mutation and

MGMT promotor methylation could contribute to the develop-

ment of treatment strategies such as further targeted therapy. No

significant differences were observed in any parameters derived

from MR imaging between patients with a methylated MGMT

promoter and those with an unmethylated MGMT promoter.

Carrillo et al29 indicated that the methylation status does not cor-

relate with any imaging features (size, enhancement, noncontrast

enhancing tumor, necrosis, edema, cysts, and location). The

group of patients with an unmethylated MGMT promoter

showed a significant difference in mean rCBV between pseudo-

progression and real progression, though the group with a meth-

ylated MGMT promoter showed no significant difference in an-

other study.49 These results suggest that predicting MGMT

promoter methylation status from MR imaging may be

challenging.29

FIG 5. Contrast-enhanced T1WI (A), ADC map derived from DWI (B), and TBF map derived from ASL (C) of a 73-year-old woman with IDH1w. High
aTBF (96.2 mL/100 g/min) and rTBF (2.78) were demonstrated in the enhancing tumor. The tumor also showed a high NECarea (518 mm2) and %NEC
(44.2).

FIG 6. Contrast-enhanced T1WI (A), ADC map derived from DWI (B), and TBF map derived from ASL (C) of a 62-year-old woman with IDH1m. ASL
perfusion demonstrated a relatively low aTBF (31.6 mL/100 g/min) and rTBF (1.05) in the enhancing tumor. The tumor also showed a low NECarea
(30 mm2) and %NEC (4.14).
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Our study has some limitations. First, as mentioned earlier,

not all patients were studied with all 3 imaging modalities (ASL,

DWI, and postcontrast T1WI). Some recurrent cases of IDH1w

and IDH1m were included in our study. The tumor sample was

not acquired stereotactically before resection. However, a 3D MR

image overlay navigation system and 5-aminolevulinic acid fluo-

rescence-guided surgery were used to avoid necrotic or nonen-

hancing tumor regions when obtaining the GBM sample. Finally,

automated MR imaging volumetric quantification of tumor ne-

crosis was not applied because we believe that both pre- and post-

contrast T1WI are required to correctly determine the enhancing

area.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggested that TBF calculated from ASL and tumor

necrosis area derived from conventional MR imaging are useful

for predicting the IDH1 mutation status.
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Improved Brain Tumor Classification by Sodium MR Imaging:
Prediction of IDH Mutation Status and Tumor Progression

A. Biller, S. Badde, A. Nagel, J.-O. Neumann, X W. Wick, A. Hertenstein, X M. Bendszus, F. Sahm, N. Benkhedah, and J. Kleesiek

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: MR imaging in neuro-oncology is challenging due to inherent ambiguities in proton signal behavior.
Sodium-MR imaging may substantially contribute to the characterization of tumors because it reflects the functional status of the
sodium-potassium pump and sodium channels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Sodium-MR imaging data of patients with treatment-naïve glioma WHO grades I–IV (n � 34; mean age,
51.29 � 17.77 years) were acquired by using a 7T MR system. For acquisition of sodium-MR images, we applied density-adapted 3D radial
projection reconstruction pulse sequences. Proton-MR imaging data were acquired by using a 3T whole-body system.

RESULTS: We demonstrated that the initial sodium signal of a treatment-naïve brain tumor is a significant predictor of isocitrate
dehydrogenase (IDH) mutation status (P � .001). Moreover, independent of this correlation, the Cox proportional hazards model con-
firmed the sodium signal of treatment-naïve brain tumors as a predictor of progression (P � .003). Compared with the molecular signature
of IDH mutation status, information criteria of model comparison revealed that the sodium signal is even superior to IDH in progression
prediction. In addition, sodium-MR imaging provides a new approach to noninvasive tumor classification. The sodium signal of contrast-
enhancing tumor portions facilitates differentiation among most glioma types (P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: The information of sodium-MR imaging may help to classify neoplasias at an early stage, to reduce invasive tissue
characterization such as stereotactic biopsy specimens, and overall to promote improved and individualized patient management in
neuro-oncology by novel imaging signatures of brain tumors.

ABBREVIATIONS: AA � anaplastic astrocytoma; CE � contrast-enhancing; GB � glioblastoma; GG � ganglioglioma; IDH � isocitrate dehydrogenase; NaR �
relaxation-weighted sodium signal; NaT � total sodium signal; PA � pilocytic astrocytoma; PFS � progression-free survival; PH � proportional hazard; WHO � World
Health Organization

Gliomas are the most common type of primary brain tumor.1

They are classified on the basis of MR imaging, histopatho-

logic, and clinical criteria. However, MR imaging in neuro-oncol-

ogy is challenging due to inherent ambiguities in proton (1H)

signal behavior. Contrast-enhancing (CE) tumor portions in

T1WI do not necessarily represent a malignant tumor.2 For ex-

ample, gangliogliomas (GGs) and pilocytic astrocytomas (PAs),

both low-grade gliomas, demonstrate vivid contrast enhance-

ment.3 In turn, tissue that appears normal without contrast en-

hancement or physiologic T2 signal may be tumorous tissue.4,5

The evolving method of sodium (Na) MR imaging may substan-

tially contribute to the characterization of tumors by neuro-on-

cologic imaging because it reflects the functional status of the

sodium-potassium pump and Na channels. It allows 2 signals to

be determined, which reflect the total amount of tissue Na

(NaT)6,7 as well as the amount of ions with short relaxation times

(NaR).7,8 The NaR signal is dependent on the microstructural
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environment, and, mainly, intracellular Na ions contribute to it.

It correlates with the Ki-67 proliferation index of tumor cells.7 To

evaluate the implications of Na-MR imaging for neuro-oncologic

patient management, we analyzed Na-MR imaging data of treat-

ment-naïve gliomas in correlation with progression-free survival

(PFS) and tumor classification. We propose that the Na signal

ratio NaR:NaT is a predictor for PFS and show that NaR:NaT is

superior even to the prognostic information of the isocitrate de-

hydrogenase (IDH) mutational status. In contrast to the genetic

characterization of IDH, Na-MR imaging is noninvasive and no

contrast medium is needed. Moreover, Na-MR imaging yields

highly relevant information that promotes tumor classification.

Overall, our observations underline that Na-MR imaging is a

valuable noninvasive tool for prognostic and diagnostic assess-

ment in neuro-oncology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethics Statement
The study was approved by the local medical ethics committee

(Faculty of Clinical Medicine, University of Heidelberg), and all

the participants gave written informed consent before enroll-

ment. The procedures that followed were in accordance with the

Declaration of Helsinki.

Patient Cohort
Inclusion criteria were 1) the suspected diagnosis of a glioma, 2)

in patients �18 years, and 3) without neurologic or psychiatric

illness or head trauma in their history; furthermore, 4) neoplasias

had to be treatment naïve, that is, no chemotherapy, radiation or

surgery was performed. We measured 34 patients whose 1H-MR

imaging was suggestive of a glioma by using Na-MR imaging.

Epidemiologic data and tumor characteristics are presented in

On-line Table 1. Diagnoses of our patient population included

PA, astrocytoma World Health Organization (WHO) grade II,

anaplastic astrocytoma (AA), glioblastoma (GB), oligodendrogli-

oma WHO grade II, anaplastic oligodendroglioma, anaplastic

ependymoma, and gliomatosis cerebri. In addition, histopatho-

logic analyses diagnosed 2 cerebral metastases (breast and pros-

tate cancer), which mimicked GB on 1H-MR images.

Histopathologic Analysis
Tissue was evaluated according to the current WHO classifica-

tion.1 Ki-67 index and IDH status were evaluated as described

previously by Sahm et al.9,10

MR Imaging
Na-MR imaging was performed by using a 7T whole-body MR

system (Magnetom 7T; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using

a double-resonant (1H/23Na) quadrature birdcage coil with an

inner coil diameter of 26 cm (Rapid Biomed, Rimpar, Ger-

many). All Na-MR images were based on a 3D attenuation-

adapted projection reconstruction technique (see On-line Ta-

ble 2 for details).11 1H-MR data were acquired by using a 3T

whole-body system (Tim Trio 3T; Siemens) with T2-TSE, T2-

FLAIR, native and contrast-enhanced T1–3D ultrafast gradient

sequences.

Image Processing
Na image reconstruction was performed off-line; Na and ana-

tomic 1H data were coregistered into the individual standard

space (for details see On-line Appendix, Methods). We defined

the tumor volumes of interest by their global T2 signal altera-

tions (whole tumor VOI) and, where applicable, by their T1

signal of CE portions (CE tumor VOI) (Fig 1). In addition, we

segmented healthy gray and white matter, CSF, and vessels.

Segmentation was performed by using the Interactive Learning

and Segmentation Toolkit (ilastik)12 (see On-line Appendix,

Methods). Data were normalized to CSF as multimodally de-

fined by the ilastik segmentation. We integrated the informa-

tion from the NaR and the NaT signal into a single quantity

(arbitrary units), the NaR:NaT signal ratio, which can be un-

derstood as normalizing the NaR signal with NaT. For an illus-

tration of this quantity, we plotted the average NaR:NaT dis-

tributions of healthy gray matter, white matter, CSF, and GB

(On-line Fig 1). The NaR and NaT signal behavior in both

low-grade glioma and high-grade glioma is exemplarily shown

in On-line Fig 2.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed by using R statistical computing

software (version 3.0.3; http://www.r-project.org/).13

Prediction of IDH Mutation Status from NaR:NaT
A logistic regression model was fitted to evaluate the predictive

value of NaR:NaT for IDH mutation status. Based on the re-

sulting receiver operating characteristic curve, an NaR:NaT

threshold was determined, which simultaneously optimized

sensitivity and specificity of the prediction (On-line Fig 3).

FIG 1. Tumor masking. The T2 signal of tumor and perifocal edema is
shown on an exemplary T2-FLAIR image (A) of a patient with GG (ID
no. 2, On-line Table 1); it is the basis of the whole tumor VOI (A and B,
blue). CE tumor portions (C) define the CE tumor VOI (C and D, red).
All tumor VOIs were created by using ilastik (see Materials and Meth-
ods; Image Processing; and On-line Appendix, Methods).
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PFS Hazards Based on NaR:NaT
Based on the NaR:NaT threshold ob-

tained via the IDH mutation status, we

computed the Kaplan-Meier estimate

of the resulting 2 groups. Further, to

estimate the predictive properties of

NaR:NaT for PFS, a Cox proportional

hazard (PH) model was fitted to the

right-censored survival data of the pa-

tient cohort (On-line Fig 4). The good-

ness of fit of this model was compared

with a Cox PH model with IDH muta-

tion status as a predictor (On-line Fig

5). Due to the relationship between the

magnitude of NaR:NaT and IDH mu-

tation status (as shown with the logis-

tic regression), separate models, rather

than a combined model, were fitted

and compared based on the Akaike in-

formation criterion. To be able to

compare both models, the models

were constructed by using only data in

which IDH mutation status was

available.

NaR:NaT Differences among
Tumor Classes
By using analysis of variance NaR:NaT

from 1) whole tumor VOIs were com-

pared among PA, astrocytoma, AA,

GB, oligodendroglioma WHO grade

II, anaplastic oligodendroglioma, and

metastasis; and NaR:NaT from 2) CE

tumor VOIs were compared among

PA, AA, GB, and metastasis. Anaplas-

tic ependymoma and gliomatosis cere-

bri were excluded from whole tumor

VOI analysis because each group contained only a single patient.

Similarly, CE tumor VOI analysis was restricted to tumors with a

group size of at least 2. Post hoc analysis of significant effects was

conducted with pair-wise t tests, corrected for multiple compari-

sons after Benjamini-Hochberg. All analyses used the mean NaR:

NaT values of the VOI.

To determine the predictive discriminability of GB and metas-

tasis from the remaining histopathologic classes (REST) based on

NaR:NaT, we computed a logistic regression model for the whole

tumor VOI and evaluated the receiver operating characteristic

curve (On-line Fig 6). Next, to discriminate GB from metastasis

and from PA plus AA, 2 logistic regressions were calculated for

NaR:NaT values from CE VOI.

RESULTS
Prediction of IDH Mutation from NaR:NaT
Analysis of a logistic regression model revealed that NaR:NaT of the

whole tumor VOI is a significant predictor of IDH mutation status

(�2[1] � 14.47, P � .001) (Fig 2A). With an increase in NaR:NaT by

0.1, the odds ratio of an IDH mutation grows by 21.7 (�0 � 7.00, SE

FIG 2. A, Prediction of IDH mutation status from NaR:NaT. Each circular marker indicates 1
tumor’s mean NaR:NaT value and its IDH mutation status. These values were entered into a
logistic regression model, and the resulting probabilities of IDH wild type based on NaR:NaT
are depicted in red (the gray area shows the 95% CI of the predictions). B, IDH mutation status.
With a combined optimization of sensitivity and specificity, the logistic regression model
yielded an NaR:NaT threshold of 1.35 (Fig 2A and On-line Fig 3; area under the curve � 0.87). IDH
mutations were found in 71% of tumors with an NaR:NaT below threshold and in 18% of tumors
with an NaR:NaT above threshold. C, Kaplan-Meier estimates of PFS. The estimated percentage
of progression-free patients is shown in dependence on time. Patients were divided into 2
groups, having an NaR:NaT value either below or above 1.35. The threshold of 1.35 was derived
based on the prediction of IDH mutation status from NaR:NaT (Fig 2A). D, The Cox PH regres-
sion model for NaT:NaR. Predicted hazard ratios in dependence on NaR:NaT mean values from
the whole tumor VOI are shown. Long gray marks indicate single patient values. A positive
hazard ratio indicates an increase in hazard rate that can be attributed to an increase in
NaT:NaR. Practically, it describes the relative risk at the instantaneous moment, which is
assumed to be constant across time.

FIG 3. NaR:NaT values of different tumor classes. The boxplots visu-
alize the mean NaR:NaT of the whole tumor VOI (A) and the CE tumor
VOI (B) for different tumor classes. Because of the low sample size,
gliomatosis cerebri (n � 1), anaplastic ependymoma (n � 1), and ana-
plastic oligodendroglioma (n � 1) are not depicted. For NaR:NaT of
the whole tumor VOI, GB could be separated from all other gliomas
(REST) but not from metastasis. NaR:NaT of the CE tumor VOI en-
abled all (CE) gliomas to be separated from each other except for PA
versus AA (REST). Moreover, GB can be differentiated from metasta-
sis. The box extends from the lower to upper quartile values of the
data; lines represent the median; and colored filled circles depict the
modal. Vertical axes indicate the range of the data; flier points are
shown as black filled circles. O indicates oligodendroglioma; AO, ana-
plastic oligodendroglioma; AE, anaplastic ependymoma; GC, glioma-
tosis cerebri; A, astrocytoma; M, metastasis.
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[�0] � 2.67; �NaR:NaT � �5.38, SE [�NaR:NaT] � 1.96). With a com-

bined optimization of sensitivity and specificity, the model yielded an

NaR:NaT threshold of 1.35 (On-line Fig 3; area under the curve �

0.87), which corresponds to an odds ratio of IDH mutation of 0.57.

IDH mutations were found in 71% of tumors with an NaR:NaT

below threshold and in 18% of tumors with an NaR:NaT above

threshold (Fig 2B).

Progression-Free Survival

Kaplan-Meier Estimates Based on NaR:NaT. To use the prognos-

tic information of the IDH mutation status, we used the NaR:NaT

threshold of 1.35 to separate tumors into a group below threshold

(mean, 1.05) and a group above threshold (mean, 1.72 [95% CI,

0.47– 0.86]). Based on the NaR:NaT signal threshold of 1.35, the

Kaplan-Meier estimates revealed differences in the time from MR

measurement to the time of disease progression (PFS) (�2[1] �

8.2, P � .004). Tumors below the threshold demonstrated a sub-

stantially longer PFS than those above the threshold (Fig 2C).

Cox Proportional Hazard PFS Based on NaR:NaT. Analysis of a

Cox PH model confirmed that NaR:NaT was a significant predictor

of PFS (�2[1] � 8.77, P � .003; for an analysis of the residuals see

On-line Fig 4). An increase in NaR:NaT

by 0.1 is associated with an increase in

progression hazard rate of 340% (�NaR:

NaT � 3.53, SE [�NaR:NaT] � 1.34) (Fig

2D). The 95% CI of the logarithmic haz-

ard ratio �NaR:NaT, 2.50–271.70, indi-

cated that, for different patient cohorts,

the associated increases in hazard will,

though a mild overestimation is princi-

pally possible, most probably lead to a

considerable underestimation of pro-

gression rate.

In addition, the hazard ratio, that is,

the change of hazard rate, of IDH muta-

tion and wild type was estimated by us-

ing a Cox PH model (On-line Fig 5).

Hazard rates were reliably predicted by

IDH mutation status (�2[1] � 7.76, P �

.005). The hazard of progression is 9.9

times larger in the wild-type group than

in the mutation group (�IDH � 2.30, SE

[�IDH] � 0.10). A comparison of both

Cox PH models revealed that NaR:NaT

is a better predictor of PFS (Akaike in-

formation criterionNaR:NaT � 36.48 �

Akaike information criterionIDH �

37.49) than the IDH mutational status.

Tumor Classification
When examining NaR:NaT data of the

whole tumor VOI, an ANOVA with

Benjamini-Hochberg corrected P val-

ues of post hoc pair-wise t tests re-

vealed that all brain tumors enrolled

showed significantly lower NaR:NaT

compared with GB and M (F[6,25] �

5.03, P � .002; no violation of homogeneity of variances assump-

tion (Levene test F[6,25] � 0.76, P � .605); Fig 3A and On-line

Table 3). An ANOVA on NaR:NaT from the CE tumor VOI (Fig

3B) revealed a significant NaR:NaT difference between GB, me-

tastasis, and PA plus AA (F[3,14] � 11.84, P � .001; no violation

of homogeneity of variances assumption [Levene test F{3,14} �

0.45, P � .718]; see On-line Table 4 for Benjamini-Hochberg

corrected pair-wise t tests). A significant difference in NaR:NaT

between PA and AA did not emerge. To examine the prediction

quality of these significant differences in mean NaR:NaT, logistic

regression models were established. The first logistic regression

confirmed that NaR:NaT mean values from the whole tumor VOI

are a significant predictor for the binary classification of GB plus

metastasis versus REST (�2[1] � 28.96, P � .001). With an in-

crease in NaR:NaT of 0.001, the odds ratio of a tumor being either

GB or metastasis grows by 968.77 (�0 � �20.44, SE[�0] � 8.79;

�NaR:NaT � 13.78, SE[�NaR:NaT] � 5.90). At an NaR:NaT thresh-

old of 1.50, a specificity of 94% and a sensitivity of 86% are

achieved, whereas the corresponding area under the curve is 96%

(On-line Fig 6). Further logistic regression models confirmed that

NaR:NaT mean values from the CE tumor VOI are significant

FIG 4. Ganglioglioma. The neoplasia of a 49-year-old patient (ID no. 2, On-line Table 1) affects the
left thalamus, pallidum, and putamen, and is characterized by a largely homogeneous elevated
T2-FLAIR signal (A) and somewhat rim-like contrast enhancement (B). Based on 1H-MR imaging,
differential diagnostic considerations included low-grade tumors such as GG and PA but also
malignant neoplasias such as GB and cerebral metastasis. Na-MR imaging reveals a mean NaR:NaT of
1.39 (whole tumor VOI) and 1.26 (CE tumor VOI) (C and D) compatible with a low-grade tumor (Fig 3A,
-B; On-line Fig 2E, -F; On-line Table 1). Thus, the differential diagnoses of GB and M could be ruled
out. This result was confirmed by histopathology (On-line Fig 8). Na images are overlaid on T1-
weighted postcontrast images; color mesh grid: whole tumor VOI, solid color: CE tumor VOI.
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predictors for the classification of GB versus AA plus PA (�2[1] �

4.20, P � .050) and for the classification of GB versus metastasis

(�2[1] � 4.28, P � .039).

DISCUSSION
The current study identifies NaR:NaT as a noninvasive predictor

of PFS. Furthermore, we observed a strong relationship between

NaR:NaT and IDH mutation status. An NaR:NaT threshold is

provided for the prediction of IDH mutation status by logistic

regression. Model comparison showed that NaR:NaT was even

better at predicting PFS than the genetic analyses of IDH based on

MR imaging data. Moreover, NaR:NaT reflects relevant tissue

characteristics that provide valuable information for improved

tumor classification.

Gliomas are classified on the basis of MR imaging, histopatho-

logic, and clinical criteria. In addition, molecular abnormalities in

gliomas such as IDH mutations, O6-methylguanine methyltrans-

ferase promoter methylation status,14,15 or 1p/19q co-deletions

have moved into the focus of scientific interest. They are increas-

ingly considered as supportive markers to assist diagnosis and

patient management.16 The IDH mutational status of a glioma is

a strong prognostic marker of outcome.17-19 Patients with WHO

grades II–IV gliomas with IDH mutation have a better overall

survival and PFS than those with wild-

type IDH.16,20-23 Here, we found that

NaR:NaT is a significant predictor of

IDH mutations. Based on this predic-

tion, the logistic regression model es-

tablished a threshold that made pa-

tient stratification possible. The

frequency of IDH mutations in the

group above and below this threshold

was in accordance with the literature

data for high- and low-grade tu-

mors,24,25 respectively, underlining

that the threshold is not only sensible

in theory but also when used in physi-

ologic context. Kaplan-Meier esti-

mates demonstrated a significantly

longer PFS in patients with NaR:NaT

below threshold. The established asso-

ciation does not necessarily imply cau-

sality. Still, Cox PH fits independently

confirmed that both NaR:NaT and

IDH were predictors of PFS. More-

over, model comparison based on the

Akaike information criterion revealed

that NaR:NaT is even superior to IDH

in predicting PFS. Our observations

are compatible with a genomic analy-

sis of GB that revealed mutations in

Na channel genes.26 These mutations

were associated with shorter survival

compared with tumors with wild-type

Na channels.27 Interestingly, none of

the tumors with IDH gene mutation

had a Na channel gene mutation. The

potential of NaR:NaT to predict IDH mutation status, as well as

PFS, grants access to information that is usually restricted to ge-

netic analyses. Hence, it extends the scope of Na-MR imaging

from mere diagnosis to both diagnosis and prognosis.

Contrast-enhanced routine 1H-MR imaging contributes to

glioma classification through anatomic information and indi-

cation of areas with blood-brain barrier disruption. However,

due to the limited specificity of T2- and T1-weighted imag-

ing,3,4 a nonenhancing glioma, is not always low grade (eg,

AA), and a CE glioma is not necessarily malignant (eg, PA/

GG). As a consequence, often only histopathologic analysis of

tumor specimens provides the diagnosis. Na-MR imaging,

however, yields significant information in unraveling this di-

agnostic dilemma. The pathophysiologic correlate is a strong

relation between NaR:NaT and the tumor proliferation index

Ki-67 (On-line Fig 7) on the one hand and the significant role

of Na channels in tumor cell division and migration27-31 on the

other hand. NaR:NaT of the CE tumor VOI enabled differen-

tiation of all CE tumors in our patient population except for

PA versus AA. Moreover, cerebral metastases, which were ini-

tially accidentally considered to be a high-grade glioma based

on 1H-MR images and thus included in our study, were cor-

FIG 5. Glioblastoma. The left-temporal tumor of a 71-year-old male patient (ID no. 21, On-line
Table 1) shows inhomogeneous central and large homogeneous perifocal T2-FLAIR hyperinten-
sities (A). There is a rim-like contrast enhancement of the central tumor portion, as seen on
T2-FLAIR (A) and T1-weighted images (B). Na-MR imaging demonstrates a mean NaR:NaT of 1.65
(whole tumor VOI) and 2.02 (CE tumor VOI) (C and D) compatible with GB (Fig 3A, -B; On-line Fig
2G, -H; On-line Table 1). The diagnosis was histopathologically proved (On-line Fig 8). Na-MR
images are overlaid onto T1-weighted postcontrast images; color mesh grid: whole tumor VOI,
solid color: CE tumor VOI.
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rectly attributed to a separate class by NaR:NaT (Fig 3B). To

translate these findings into clinical application, we present a

49-year-old patient (ID no. 2, On-line Table 1) with a supra-

tentorial tumor of the left thalamus, internal capsule, and pal-

lidum. The neoplasia revealed elevated T2 signals and bulky

contrast enhancement with central T1 signal reduction. Based

on 1H-MR imaging (Fig 4A, -B), the spectrum of differential

diagnoses includes PA/GG, GB, and metastasis, and thus no

reliable tumor classification could be provided. However,

Na-MR imaging yielded additional information for tumor clas-

sification. NaR:NaT indicated the diagnosis of PA/GG (Fig 3 and Fig

4C, -D) and discarded the differential diagnoses of GB and M (On-

line Table 1). This finding is contrasted to a case of GB in a 71-year-

old patient (ID no. 21; Fig 5) which demonstrated NaR:NaT values

that are indicative of GB and exclude the diagnosis of PA/GG (and

metastasis) (Fig 3). Our classifications were confirmed by the histo-

pathologic examination of the biopsy specimens (On-line Fig 8).

This exemplary clinical application underlines that the Na sig-

nal yielded significant prognostic and diagnostic information on

PFS and tumor classification that will be able to guide clinical

decision making in neuro-oncology in the future. Advanced phys-

iologic 1H-MR imaging techniques such as perfusion-weighted

imaging, diffusion-weighted imaging, and spectroscopy (1H-MR

spectroscopy) provide relevant information for tumor character-

ization as well. For example, tumor grade is associated with rela-

tive cerebral blood volume32-34; volume transfer coefficient35-38;

apparent diffusion coefficient39,40; and cerebral metabolite ratios,

for example, the choline to N-acetylaspartate33 and the choline to

creatine ratios.33,41 Also, relative cerebral blood volume,34,42-48

volume transfer coefficient,35,49 apparent diffusion coeffi-

cient,50-52 and metabolite ratios, for example, the choline to N-

acetylaspartate ratio,53 aid prediction of PFS. Moreover, 1H-MR

spectroscopy of 2-hydroxyglutarate enables the detection of IDH

mutations.54 Future studies are needed to integrate the specific

contribution of advanced 1H-MR imaging and X-nuclei-MR im-

aging techniques, respectively, to tumor grading as well as predic-

tion of IDH mutation status and PFS.

Na-MR imaging struggles to differentiate CE PA/GG from AA.

This is mainly due to the large standard deviation of NaR:NaT in

AA. One cause for the large standard deviation in the Na signal

ratios may be the limited spatial resolution. Larger voxel sizes

intrinsically smooth local signal differences to a certain extent.

Another cause of this variability in NaR:NaT may be the substan-

tial overlap in tumor cell proliferation between astrocytoma

(WHO grade II), AA (WHO grade III), and GB (WHO grade IV).1

This means that AA, which recently developed from astrocytoma,

would exhibit lower NaR:NaT than AA in malignant transforma-

tion to GB. The proposed relationship between NaR:NaT and the

developmental state of the tumor is supported by the strong cor-

relation between NaR:NaT and the tumor proliferation index

Ki-67 (On-line Appendix, Results; On-line Fig 7). Analysis of our

data indeed indicate that NaR:NaT of AA may reflect the state of

malignant transformation and that NaR:NaT as well as corre-

sponding Ki-67 may range from values compatible with low-

grade gliomas (eg, ID no. 9, On-line Table 1) to those of high-

grade gliomas (eg, ID no. 10, On-line Table 1). If that is true, then

future analyses of the same dataset with updated data on outcome

will indicate a correlation between NaR:NaT data and the time to

malignant transformation.

A future challenge in Na-MR imaging is improvement of

the spatial resolution, which would, for example, enable a

more-precise characterization and might allow for defining

subclones of varying malignancies in high-grade tumors.55 Be-

sides the application of high magnetic field strengths, an in-

creased spatial resolution can be achieved by using iterative

image reconstruction techniques or multichannel receiver

coils. One approach incorporates a priori information from
1H-MR imaging into the image reconstruction of Na-MR data.

Thereby, intensity variations in the Na image are promoted at

the position of known tissue boundaries, which translate into

an improved spatial resolution and enable quantification with

higher accuracy.56

One limitation of this study is the low sample size, which was

partly due to the inclusion criteria. Patients with a brain tumor

had to be treatment naïve and be in a medical condition that

permitted an additional MR imaging for scientific purposes. Clin-

ical studies with larger patient populations are needed to prospec-

tively test our prediction models and to analyze the interdepen-

dencies of the measures NaR:NaT and IDH as well as the effect of

influencing parameters such as radiation or chemotherapy, a task

that is beyond the scope of this pilot study.

CONCLUSIONS
Na-MR imaging allows for PFS prediction, which we showed is

superior even to the IDH mutation status and improves the accu-

racy of brain tumor classification. Hence, Na-MR imaging is a

promising candidate for noninvasive outcome prediction and tu-

mor diagnosis, which may help to classify neoplasias at an early

stage, to reduce invasive tissue characterization such as stereotac-

tic biopsy specimens, and, overall, to promote improved patient

management in neuro-oncology.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

The Combined Performance of ADC, CSF CXC Chemokine
Ligand 13, and CSF Interleukin 10 in the Diagnosis of Central

Nervous System Lymphoma
M.C. Mabray, R.F. Barajas, J.E. Villanueva-Meyer, C.A. Zhang, F.E. Valles, J.L. Rubenstein, and S. Cha

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: CXC chemokine ligand 13 and interleukin 10 have emerged as CSF biomarkers for the diagnosis of CNS
lymphoma. Our hypothesis is that the combined use of ADC, CXC chemokine ligand 13, and interleukin 10 will result in increased diagnostic
performance compared with the use of ADC values alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighty-seven patients were included in this study, including 43 with CNS lymphoma and 44 without
CNS lymphoma (21 metastases, 14 high-grade gliomas, 9 tumefactive demyelinating lesions) who had undergone CSF proteomic
analysis and had a new enhancing mass on brain MR imaging. Average ADC was derived by contouring the contrast-enhancing tumor
volume. Group means were compared via t tests for average ADC, CXC chemokine ligand 13, and interleukin 10. Receiver operating
characteristic analysis was performed for each individual variable. Multiple-variable logistic regression with receiver operating
characteristic analysis was performed, and the multiple-variable receiver operating characteristic was compared with single-variable
receiver operating characteristics.

RESULTS: The average ADC was lower and CSF CXC chemokine ligand 13 and interleukin 10 values were higher in CNS lymphoma (P � .001).
Areas under the curve ranged from 0.739 to 0.832 for single-variable ROC. Multiple-variable logistic regression yielded statistically
significant individual effects for all 3 variables in a combined model. Multiple-variable receiver operating characteristics (area under the
curve, 0.928) demonstrated statistically significantly superior diagnostic performance compared with the use of single variables alone.

CONCLUSIONS: The combined use of ADC, CSF CXC chemokine ligand 13, and interleukin 10 results in increased diagnostic performance for the
diagnosis of CNS lymphoma. This finding highlights the importance of CSF analysis when the diagnosis of CNS lymphoma is considered on the basis
of MR imaging.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADCavg � average ADC; CNSL � central nervous system lymphoma; CXCL-13 � CXC chemokine ligand 13; IL-10 � interleukin 10; ROC � receiver
operating characteristic; AUC � area under the curve

Central nervous system lymphoma (CNSL) may be primary

CNSL when isolated to the central nervous system or second-

ary CNSL in the setting of systemic lymphoma.1-3 Patients who

are immunocompromised are at an increased risk of develop-

ing CNSL (primary or secondary); however, the rates of pri-

mary CNSL are increasing among immunocompetent pa-

tients.4-8 CNSL now accounts for approximately 1%–5% of all

brain tumors and thus should be considered in the differential

diagnosis of a patient with a new brain mass lesion.4,6,7

Arriving at a consistently accurate preoperative diagnosis for a

patient with a brain mass lesion encountered on MR imaging

remains an overall difficult task.9 There is considerable overlap in

the clinical presentation and appearance of brain mass lesions on

MR imaging, including CNSL, and there is much research into

using advanced imaging techniques to arrive at a diagnosis.9-13

Ultimately, most patients with a newly encountered brain mass

lesion will undergo stereotactic brain biopsy to arrive at a diagno-

sis, an invasive procedure with a rate of diagnostic failure that may

be as high as 35%.14,15 The diagnosis of CNSL may be further

complicated by its response to glucocorticoids, which may com-
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plicate diagnosis by both MR imaging and stereotactic biopsy.16,17

tk;4Ideally, an accurate diagnosis of a new brain mass lesion could

be offered before brain biopsy to facilitate treatment planning and

surgical triage, and potentially even obviate biopsy in some

cases.

Multiple MR imaging features have been reported useful for

distinguishing CNSL from the more common high-grade gli-

oma, including relatively low ADC values on DWI, relatively

low cerebral blood volume and high permeability on MR per-

fusion, lipid peaks and high choline-to-creatinine ratios on

MR spectroscopy, and the absence of foci of susceptibility on

high-resolution susceptibility imaging.10-13,18,19 ADC derived

from DWI is of particular interest because this sequence is

routinely performed on all brain MRI. Low ADC values in

CNSL are related to high cellularity, which theoretically inter-

feres with the diffusion of water within the tumor.20,21 These

MR imaging findings may be helpful but are also present in

numerous other conditions and are ultimately nonspecific.

CXC chemokine ligand 13 (CXCL-13), a mediator of B-cell

migration, and interleukin 10 (IL-10), an anti-inflammatory cy-

tokine, are produced by lymphocytes in CNSL, can be detected in

the CSF, and have emerged as CSF biomarkers for the diagnosis of

CNSL.22-25 These CSF biomarkers should be considered in the eval-

uation of a brain mass detected on MR imaging. The aim of our study

was to investigate the performance of the combined use of ADC

derived from the preoperative clinical MR imaging and CSF

CXCL-13 and IL-10 concentrations for the diagnosis of CNSL. Our

hypothesis is that the combined use of ADC, CSF CXCL-13, and CSF

IL-10 will result in increased diagnostic performance compared with

the diagnostic performance of ADC values alone.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Subjects
Eighty-seven patients were included in this cohort study compli-

ant with the institutional review board and Health Insurance Por-

tability and Accountability Act. We performed a retrospective re-
view of a prospectively built cohort data base of patients who had

undergone CSF sampling from 2003 to
2011 at our institution as part of a multi-
institutional study.22,24 We cross-refer-

enced this data base with MR imaging.
Inclusion criteria for our study were CSF
sampling with CXCL-13 and IL-10 and a

preoperative brain MR imaging showing
an enhancing mass lesion. Exclusion crite-

ria were age younger than 12 years, trau-
matic CSF collection, or therapeutic inter-

vention within 3 weeks. Eighty-seven

patients were included in this study, in-

cluding 43 with CNSL (38 primary CNSL,

5 secondary CNSL) and 44 without CNSL

(21 metastases, 14 high-grade gliomas, 9

tumefactive demyelinating lesions). All di-

agnoses were pathologically confirmed

following surgical biopsy. None of the

patients were HIV-positive. The medical

record was retrospectively reviewed to

determine whether patients received

corticosteroids before CSF sampling.

CSF Proteomic Analysis
These methods have been previously described.22,24 Briefly, CSF

samples were frozen within 2 hours of collection and stored at �70°C

until analysis, at which point they were thawed and CSF concentra-

tions of CXCL-13 and IL-10 were determined in duplicate by using

an enzyme-linked immunoabsorbent assay. All CSF CXCL-13 and

IL-10 concentrations are reported in picograms per milliliter.

MR Imaging and ADC Measurements
Standard clinical MR imaging was performed at 1.5T (n � 68) or 3T

(n � 19). Axial DWI (TR/TE, 10,000/99 ms; section thickness/inter-

section gap, 5/0 mm; matrix size, 256 � 256; FOV, 24 cm � 24 cm; 3

orthogonal diffusion gradient directions; b-values, 0 and 1000

s/mm2) was performed in the transverse plane covering the whole

brain. Contrast-enhanced 3D spoiled gradient-recalled T1-weighted

imaging (TR/TE, 34/8 ms; section thickness/intersection gap, 1.5/0

mm) was performed in the axial plane. Slight variations in the scan-

ning protocol were allowed as changes were made in the departmen-

tal protocol with time, as long as the patients had diffusion-weighted

imaging performed at b�0 and 1000 s/mm2.

All MR images were initially reviewed on the clinical PACS.

We performed additional image processing and analysis in a

blinded fashion off-line from the clinical PACS workstation using

the FuncTool application (Version 9.4.05a; GE Healthcare, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin) of an Advantage Workstation (Version 4.5;

GE Healthcare). ADC maps were constructed from the diffusion-

weighted images and coregistered to the postcontrast T1-

weighted images. Each lesion was manually segmented on each

section of the ADC map by contouring the contrast-enhancing

lesion on the postcontrast T1-weighted images (Fig 1) by using

established methods.21,26 Manual adjustments were made on the

ADC map if there was any misregistration. Average ADC

(ADCavg) was calculated for each lesion volume in units of 10�6

mm2/s (all ADC values in this article are reported in units of 10�6

mm2/s). All ROIs were performed by a neuroradiology trainee

FIG 1. An axial postgadolinium T1-weighted MR image (A) and a coregistered axial ADC map (B) dem-
onstrate manual contouring of the contrast-enhancing CNSL on this section, which allows the mea-
surement of ADCavg. This is performed on every section of the contrast-enhancing tumor.
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(R.F.B.) and secondarily approved by an attending neuroradiolo-

gist (S.C.) certified by the American Board of Radiology with a

Certificate of Added Qualification in neuroradiology.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis and line art production were performed by

using MedCalc for Windows, Version 14.8.1 (MedCalc Software,

Mariakerke, Belgium) and the R statistical computing software

(http://www.r-project.org). The mean and SD of age were calcu-

lated for all patients and for the 2 patient groups, which were

compared with a Welch 2-tailed t test. Corticosteroid administra-

tion was compared between the 2 patient groups with a Fisher

exact test. Mean and 95% confidence intervals for the CNSL and

non-CNSL groups were calculated for ADCavg, CXCL-13, and

IL-10, and means were compared with Welch 2-tailed t tests. Sin-

gle-variable receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was

then conducted for each variable for the diagnosis of CNSL. Mul-

tiple-variable logistic regression with ROC was then performed

for the identification of CNSL by using the predictive variables

ADCavg, CXCL-13, and IL-10. Optimized sensitivities and spec-

ificities were identified by using the maximum Youden J Index

(maximum vertical distance to the null hypothesis AUC � 0.5 line

or sensitivity [1-specificity]). Additionally, thresholds required

for 95% specificity were calculated along with the sensitivity at

this threshold. Pair-wise comparisons of the multiple-variable

ROC curve AUCs were made to the single-variable ROC curves by

using the ROC compare function of MedCalc, which uses the

method of Delong et al,27 accounting for correlated variables. A

two-tailed P � .05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Patient characteristics are reported in Table 1. The CNSL group

(mean age, 61.84 years) was statistically significantly older than

the non-CNSL group (mean age, 49.95 years) (P � .001). Corti-

costeroid administration information before CSF sampling was

FIG 2. Boxplots of ADCavg, CSF CXCL-13, and CSF IL-10. ADCavg is statistically significantly lower, and CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10 are statistically
significantly higher in patients with CNSL (P � .001).

Table 1: Patient characteristicsa

Overall
(n = 87)

CNSL
(n = 43)

Non-CNSL
(n = 44)

Mean age (yr) (SD) 56.03 (16.97) 61.84 (15.20) 49.95 (16.57)
Age range (yr) 15–85 24–84 15–85
Male/female ratio 43:44 20:23 23:21

a The patients with CNSL were statistically significantly older than the patients with-
out CNSL (P � .001).

Table 2: Variables for the CNSL and non-CNSL groups with P
valuesa

Factor

Variable Means by Patient Group

CNSL (n = 43) Non-CNSL (n = 44) P Value
ADCavg 864.81 1071.65 �.001

95% CI (832.50–897.13) (981.23–1162.04)
CXCL-13 2960.49 72.54 �.001

95% CI (1124.96–4796.01) (9.02–136.05)
IL-10 557.48 5.93 �.001

95% CI (167.49–947.47) (3.42–8.43)
a The patients with CNSL had lower ADC values and higher CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10
values than those without CNSL.
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retrospectively available for 64/87 patients (30/43 patients with

CNSL and 34/44 without it). More patients with CNSL were con-

firmed to have received corticosteroids (n � 24) before CSF

sampling than those in the non-CNSL group (n � 14, P � .005).

The corticosteroid administered was dexamethasone in 22 and

hydrocortisone in 2 of the patients with CNSL and dexametha-

sone in 11, methylprednisolone in 2, and prednisone in 1 of the

patients without CNSL.

ADCavg and CSF Values by Group
ADCavg, CSF CXCL-13, and CSF IL-10 values are reported in

Table 2 and depicted in Fig 2. ADCavg was statistically signifi-

cantly lower and CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10 values were higher in

CNSL than in non-CNSL (P � .001).

Single-Variable ROC for the
Identification of CNSL
ROC curves for all 3 variables analyzed

were statistically significant for the iden-

tification of CNSL (P � .001). Results

with AUC and optimized thresholds

with the maximum Youden Index J, sen-

sitivities, specificities, likelihood ratios,

and predictive values are reported in Table

3 and depicted in Fig 3. AUCs ranged from

0.739 (ADCavg) to 0.832 (CXCL-13), and

maximum Youden Index J values ranged

from 0.521 (ADCavg) to 0.677 (CXCL-

13). Threshold values for 95% specificity

with associated sensitivity are reported in

Table 4. Sensitivity at 95% specificity

ranged from 0.00% (ADCavg, �598.2) to

62.79% (IL-10 � 20.65).

Multiple Variable Logistic
Regression for the Identification
of CNSL
The results of multiple-variable logis-
tic regression are presented in Table 5.
The model was overall statistically sig-
nificant (P � .001), and the 3 individ-
ual variables were each individually
statistically significant. The logistic re-
gression equation can be represented
as: probability of CNSL � 1/[1 �

e
(2.617 � 0.0048 (ADCavg) � 0.0024 (CXCL-13) � 0.0626 (IL-10)

].The
multiple-variable ROC results are pre-
sented in Table 3, and the curve is de-

picted in Fig 3. The AUC was 0.928, and the maximum Youden
Index J was 0.723, with sensitivity and specificity of 81.40% and
90.91% at a probability threshold of �0.527. Results at set 95%
specificity are reported in Table 4. Sensitivity at set 95% specificity
was 76.74 at a probability threshold of �.639.

ROC Comparisons
Results of ROC curve comparisons are reported in Table 6. The

multiple-variable ROC demonstrated statistically significantly

better diagnostic performance than the single-variable AUCs.

DISCUSSION
While the diagnosis of CNSL can be suggested on the basis of MR

imaging findings, arriving at a consistently accurate preoperative

FIG 3. ROC curves of ADCavg (A), CXCL-13 (B), IL-10 (C), and ADCavg with CXCL-13 and IL-10 (D). All
ROCs are statistically significant (P � .001). Diagnostic performance measured by AUC is statisti-
cally significantly superior in the multiple-variable model (D) compared with the single-variable
models (A–C).

Table 3: Results of individual and multiple-variable ROCs for the diagnosis of CNSLa

Factor and P Value

ROC Results with Optimized Thresholds

AUC (95% CI)
Maximum Youden

Index J
Threshold

Sensitivity/Specificity
Threshold � Likelihood

Ratios
Threshold
PPV/NPV

ADCavg (P � .001) 0.739 (0.634–0.827) 0.521 at �971 90.70/61.36 2.35/0.15 69.64/87.10
CXCL-13 (P � .001) 0.832 (0.737–0.904) 0.677 at �106.0 76.74/90.91 8.44/0.26 89.19/80.00
IL-10 (P � .001) 0.792 (0.692–0.872) 0.583 at �21.77 62.79/95.45 13.81/0.39 93.10/72.41
ADCavg, CXCL-13, IL-10

(P � .001)
0.928 (0.851–0.972) 0.723 at probability of

�0.527
81.40/90.91 11.26/0.25 89.74/83.33

Note:—NPV indicates negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value.
a All ROC curves were statistically significant. Optimized thresholds were selected by using the maximum Youden Index J, the maximum vertical distance from the AUC � 0.5
null hypothesis line (sensitivity [1-specificity]). PPV and NPV should be interpreted with caution because they are highly dependent on the prevalence of the disease in the tested
population, and as CSF testing becomes more common, this may not be reflective of our study population.
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diagnosis for a patient with a brain mass lesion encountered on

MR imaging remains an overall difficult task and an active area of

research.9-13,18-20 Considerable advances, however, have been

made in the field of CSF proteomics that have yielded 2 CSF bio-

markers for CNSL, CXCL-13 and IL-10.22-25 In this study, we

have examined the individual diagnostic performances of ADC,

CSF CXCL-13, and IL-10 and the combined diagnostic perfor-

mances in a multiple-variable model considering ADC, CSF

CXCL-13, and CSF IL-10 in cohorts of patients with and without

CNSL. We found that the combined use of ADC, CSF CXCL-13,

and CSF IL-10 results in a statistically significantly increased di-

agnostic performance for the diagnosis of CNSL and that each

variable has a statistically significant individual effect. CSF

CXCL-13 and CSF IL-10 values should be considered when a

brain mass with reduced ADC values is encountered and when the

diagnosis of CNSL is considered. This study provides the statisti-

cal basis for considering all 3 variables in clinical practice. Con-

sideration of these factors could potentially be used in the future

to make the diagnosis of CNSL without the need for stereotactic

biopsy.

Our study supports the observations in the literature that ADC

values are decreased and CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10 values are

increased in CNSL, while demonstrating the combined use of

these variables in multiple-variable diagnostic models.9-13,18-26

ADCavg demonstrated a moderate diagnostic performance for

CNSL in ROC analysis with an AUC of 0.739 (Fig 3) and was

relatively sensitive compared with specificity, with an optimized

sensitivity/specificity pair of 90.70/61.36 at a threshold of �971.

CSF CXCL-13 and CSF IL-10 also demonstrated moderate diag-

nostic performance as previously shown for CNSL in ROC anal-

ysis with AUCs of 0.832 for CXCL-13 and 0.792 for IL-10 (Fig 3).

In agreement with our prior analysis and the literature, these CSF

biomarkers (particularly IL-10) were found to be more specific

than sensitive, with optimized sensitivity/specificity pairs of

76.74/90.91 for CXCL-13 (at �106) and 62.79/95.45 for IL-10 (at

�21.77).22-25

Our multiple-variable model takes advantage of the different

sensitivity/specificity profiles offered by each variable with result-

ing improved and optimized diagnostic performance demon-

strated by a statistically significantly larger AUC (0.928) on ROC

analysis (Tables 3 and 6). The logistic regression results demon-

strated that each of these variables had a statistically significant

individual effect in the model and thus contributed to the proba-

bility of CNSL after the other variables had been taken into ac-

count. Our logistic regression equation can thus be used to calcu-

late the probability of CNSL, given IL-10, CXCL-13, and ADCavg,

and demonstrates that higher IL-10 and CXCL-13 values and

lower ADC values should increase the diagnostic confidence for

CNSL. Conversely, lower CXCL-13 and IL-10 values and higher

ADC values should decrease diagnostic confidence for CNSL.

These results statistically demonstrate the importance of consid-

ering CSF analysis in these patients and not relying solely on the

presence of a mass with reduced diffusion in making the diagnosis

of CNSL.

Our study contains several important limitations. The size of

our study is relatively modest, and it was performed at only 1

institution. Clinical factors such as corticosteroid administration

were not controlled, and more of the patients with CNSL received

corticosteroids before CSF sampling than the patients without

CNSL, the effect of which is unknown. A larger, prospective,

multi-institutional study could be considered to further evaluate

the results of this study. The quantitative measurement of ADC

values as performed in this study may pose a limitation to adop-

tion into clinical workflow; however, we routinely use a similar

processing method on the same platform for perfusion analysis.

Possible future directions to address this limitation could include

evaluating the performance of subjectively “restricted diffusion”

with CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10. Our multiple-variable models are

limited by the variables that we included. With the CNSL group

being older that the non-CNSL group, age could have been added

to the model and likely would have had an effect; age was, how-

ever, omitted for simplicity in comparison of the ROC curves with

the corresponding single-variable ROCs. Likewise, additional im-

aging features could have also been investigated but were omitted

for model simplicity. Furthermore, the predictive model that we

present is unlikely to be easily adopted in clinical practice; how-

ever, a version of the regression equation could conceivably be

combined with automatic lesion segmentation to measure ADC

and automated data extraction from the medical record for use in

computer-aided diagnosis and decision support in the future. We

likely have the computing power to accomplish this automated

Table 4: Sensitivities and corresponding threshold values from
the ROC analysis for a set specificity of 95%a

Factor
Sensitivity at Set 95%

Specificity (95% CI)
Threshold Value for

95% Specificity
ADCavg 0.00 (0.00–2.33) �598.2
CXCL-13 51.16 (18.60–79.07) �262.82
IL-10 62.79 (48.84–79.07) �20.65
ADCavg, CXCL-13,

IL-10
72.09 (55.81–86.05) Probability of �.616

a ADCavg alone was essentially unable to reach a specificity of 95% (the sensitivity at
the calculated threshold is 0%); however, with the addition of the CSF variables in the
combined model, we can reach a specificity of 95% with a sensitivity of 72.09%. The
highest sensitivity at 95% specificity is reached in the multiple-variable model.

Table 5: Results of multiple-variable logistic regression with the ADCavg and CSF CXCL-13 and IL-10a

Model Overall P Intercept ADCavg Effect and (OR) CXCL-13 Effect and (OR) IL-10 Effect and (OR)
ADCavg, CXCL-13, IL-10 �001 2.617 �0.0048 0.0024 0.0626

P � .012 P � .022 P � .017
(0.995) (1.002) (1.065)

a The model was overall statistically significant, and all individual variables were individually statistically significant. This result demonstrates that all 3 variables should be factored
into the diagnostic confidence that a lesion is a CNSL.

Table 6: Comparisons of the multiple-variable ROC with the
single-variable ROCsa

Model ADCavg CXCL-13 IL-10
ADCavg, CXCL-13, IL-10 P � .001 P � .016 P � .002

a The multiple-variable ROC demonstrated a statistically significantly larger AUC than
the corresponding single-variable AUCs, signifying statistically significantly superior
diagnostic performance.
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analysis, though these features are not currently incorporated into

clinical PACS workstations.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have demonstrated that the combined use of

ADC, CSF CXCL-13, and CSF IL-10 results in statistically signif-

icantly increased diagnostic performance for the diagnosis of

CNSL compared with the diagnostic performance of ADC alone.

Our multiple-variable diagnostic model demonstrated excellent

diagnostic performance (AUC of 0.928 and optimized sensitivity/

specificity of 81.40/90.91), which was statistically significantly su-

perior to the diagnostic performance of the individual variable

models. Within this multiple-variable model, we found statisti-

cally significant individual effects for ADCavg (OR, 0.995; P �

.012), CXCL-13 (OR, 1.002; P � .022), and IL-10 (OR, 1.065; P �

.017) demonstrating that each variable contributed individually

to the probability of CNSL. This study statistically demonstrates

the importance of corroborating with CSF CXCL-13 and CSF

IL-10 values (or suggesting they be obtained) when a brain mass

with reduced ADC values is encountered and when the diagnosis

of CNSL is considered. Higher CXCL-13 and IL-10 values and

lower ADC values should all individually increase the diagnostic

confidence that a lesion is a CNSL. A combined diagnostic model

incorporating ADCavg, CSF CXL-13, and CSF IL-10 could poten-

tially be used in the future to make the diagnosis of CNSL without

the need for stereotactic biopsy.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

On the Use of DSC-MRI for Measuring Vascular Permeability
J.T. Skinner, P.L. Moots, G.D. Ayers, and C.C. Quarles

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Contrast agent extravasation has been shown to confound brain tumor perfusion measurements with
DSC–MR imaging, necessitating the use of correction techniques (eg, Weisskoff, Bjornerud). Leakage parameters (K2 and Ka) postulated to
reflect vessel permeability can be extracted from these correction methods; however, the biophysical interpretation of these parameters
and their relationship to commonly used MR imaging measures of vascular permeability (eg, contrast agent volume transfer constant,
[Ktrans]) remain unclear. Given that vascular density, as assessed by blood volume, and vascular permeability, as reflected by Ktrans (and
potentially K2 or Ka), report on unique and clinically informative vascular characteristics, there is a compelling interest to simultaneously
assess these features.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We acquired multiecho DSC–MR imaging data, allowing the simultaneous computation and voxelwise
comparison of single- and dual-echo derived measures of K2, Ka and Ktrans in patients with glioma. This acquisition enabled the investigation
of competing T1 and T2* leakage effects and TE dependency on these parameters.

RESULTS: K2 and Ka displayed nonsignificant (P � .150 and P � .060, respectively) voxelwise linear correlations with Ktrans, while a
significant (P � .001) inverse relationship was observed between K2 and Ka (coefficient of determination [r2] � 0.466 – 0.984). Significantly
different (P � .005) mean estimates were found between voxels exhibiting predominately T1 and T2* effects for K2 and Ka. Ktrans, however,
was observed to be similar between these voxels (0.109 versus 0.092 minutes�1). Significant differences (P � .001) in extracellular-
extravascular volume fraction (ve) (0.285 versus 0.167) were also observed between cohorts. Additionally, K2 and Ka were found to have a
significant quadratic relationship (P � .031 and P � .005, respectively) with ve.

CONCLUSIONS: Estimates of vascular permeability in brain tumors may be simultaneously acquired from multiple-echo DSC–MR imaging
via Ktrans; however, caution should be used in assuming a similar relationship for K2 and Ka.

ABBREVIATIONS: CA � contrast agent; DCE � dynamic contrast-enhanced; Gd � gadolinium; Ka � apparent transfer constant; K2 � leakage parameter; Ktrans �
volume transfer constant; R1 � longitudinal relaxation rate; R2 � transverse relaxation rate; ve � extracellular extravascular volume fraction; R2

* � effective transverse
relaxation rate

Brain tumors are characterized by abnormal, poorly con-

structed vasculature that is often permeable,1 making them

identifiable on contrast-enhanced MR images. With dynamic

contrast-enhanced (DCE)–MR imaging methods, contrast agent

(CA) wash-in and extravasation alter the tissue T1 relaxation

time, and kinetic analysis of the associated signal change permits

the computation of the CA volume transfer constant (Ktrans),

which reflects vascular permeability and perfusion. In dynamic

susceptibility contrast MR imaging studies, CA flowing through

blood vessels decreases tissue T2*, and the acquired signal changes

can be used to estimate tumor blood volume. However, CA ex-

travasation has been shown to confound measurements of tissue

perfusion (eg, underestimation of blood volume), particularly in

high-grade brain tumors.2-4 When corrected for CA leakage ef-

fects, DSC–MR imaging measures of blood volume correlate with

brain tumor grade and may be useful for monitoring treatment

response.2,5

CA extravasation leads to simultaneous and competing T1 and
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T2* effects that can substantially alter the temporal dynamics of

DSC–MR imaging signals2,6 and necessitate the use of correction

techniques. One such technique, developed by Weisskoff et al7

and Boxerman et al,2 incorporates knowledge of the average sig-

nal time course across the brain in nonenhancing voxels to model

and correct time courses in tumor voxels. As a result, a leakage
parameter termed “K2” can be extracted and reflects the degree of

CA extravasation. Although initially developed to correct T1 leak-

age effects, the Weisskoff method has been adapted to also ac-

count for T2* leakage effects.8 A known limitation of this method,

however, is that it assumes that the mean transit times of both

healthy and diseased tissue are equal; this has been observed to not

be true in gliomas.9 To address this issue, Bjornerud et al10 re-

cently developed an MTT-insensitive approach for correcting

both T1 and T2* leakage effects on DSC–MR imaging signals.11 In

this method, the tissue residue function, which describes the CA

passage through a voxel, is separated into an intravascular and an

extravascular component, from which an apparent transfer con-

stant “Ka” (similar to K2) can be estimated. A third technique aims

to remove T1-based CA leakage effects through the use of multi-

ple gradient-echo acquisitions.3,12-14 A feature of this approach is

that dynamic T1-weighted information can be separated and

quantified.15-17 Traditional pharmacokinetic modeling18,19 can

then be applied to these data to extract a measure of Ktrans in a

manner similar to that in DCE–MR imaging. This approach has

been validated in animal brain tumor models and has been re-

cently applied in patients with high-grade gliomas.16,17,20 For one

to collect both DCE–MR imaging and DSC–MR imaging datasets,

an alternative strategy is to acquire traditional DCE–MR imaging

data during a preload injection of contrast agent, which is a tech-

nique also commonly used to reduce T1 leakage effects in single-

echo-based DSC–MR imaging data.3

In the case of brain tumors, Ktrans is largely considered to re-

flect vascular permeability19 and has demonstrated promise in

tumor grading21,22 and identifying disease progression and treat-

ment response.23-26 It has been postulated that measures of K2

and Ka may also directly report on vascular permeability; how-

ever, their relationship with imaging biomarkers such as Ktrans is

not entirely clear and may be dependent on CA kinetics, tissue

microstructure, and imaging parameters. Preliminary studies

have also investigated the use of K2 and Ka for assessing tumor

type,27 grade,28,29 and treatment response.11

Inherent to the aforementioned DSC–MR imaging correction

techniques, estimates of K2 and Ka may assume positive or nega-

tive values depending on whether T1 (�K2, �Ka) or T2* (�K2,

�Ka) leakage effects are the dominating source of signal error.

Unlike K2 and Ka, estimates of Ktrans assume the use of a “purely”

T1-weighted signal and, therefore, pre-
sume insensitivity to competing T1 and
T2* leakage effects. In this regard, a pre-
vious simulation study reported a non-
linear relationship between Ka and Ktrans

when large flip angles (�70°) were
used.10 In a follow-up in vivo study,11 a
positive quadratic relationship between
Ka and Ktrans was observed. A more re-
cent study found a positive linear corre-
lation between K2 and Ktrans when com-

paring maximum whole-tumor values across patients.30 These

studies, however, were limited to ROI-based estimates and mea-

sures of Ktrans acquired from separate DCE–MR imaging acquisi-

tion and did not take into consideration the dominating CA leak-

age effect.

As suggested by previous works, the presence of simultaneous

T1 and T2* leakage effects within a tumor may influence the mag-

nitude and interpretation of K2 and Ka. The overarching goal of

this study, therefore, was to investigate the contribution of both

T1 and T2* effects on K2 and Ka, while evaluating these parame-

ters as imaging biomarkers of vascular permeability in brain tu-

mors. This goal was achieved through voxelwise comparisons of

DSC–MR imaging– derived measures of K2, Ka, and Ktrans using

the previously described methods. The multiecho nature of this

study allowed simultaneous measurement of these parameters

from the same dataset, permitting a more accurate comparison

free of registration errors and/or sequence-specific differences. In

addition, the multiecho data allowed further exploration of po-

tential TE dependencies of both Weisskoff and Bjornerud correc-

tion techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
MR imaging data were acquired in patients with high-grade glio-

mas (n � 7, Table 1) under Vanderbilt University Institutional

Review Board guidelines at 3T (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best,

the Netherlands) using a 32-channel head coil. Multiple flip angle

data (TR � 7.6 ms, TE � 4.6 ms, flip angle � 2°–20° in 2° incre-

ments) were acquired to compute precontrast longitudinal relax-

ation rate (R10) maps. Dual-echo DSC–MR imaging data were

then acquired by using either a dual gradient-echo EPI or spin-

and gradient-echo EPI protocol17,31 with the following parame-

ters: TR � 1.5 seconds (dual gradient-echo) or 1.8 seconds

(spin- and gradient-echo), TE1/TE2 � 7.0/31.0 ms (dual gradi-

ent-echo) or 8.3/25 ms (spin- and gradient-echo), sensitivity en-

coding � 2, FOV � 240 � 240 mm2, reconstructed voxel size �

2.5 � 2.5 � 5.0 mm3, and sections � 15. For spin- and gradient-

echo data, only the first 2 echoes were used in the analysis. Mea-

surements were made before, during, and after administration of

Gd-DTPA (0.1 mmol/kg, 4-mL/s infusion rate followed by a

20-mL saline flush). The scan duration was 7.5 minutes, including

80 seconds of prebolus baseline data. A high-resolution T1-

weighted dataset was collected following the DSC–MR imaging

experiment. Dynamic estimates of �R2
* were computed for each

echo (�R2,TE1
* and �R2,TE2

* ) and for the dual-echo data (�R2,DE
* ) as

previously described.12,13

Table 1: Patient demographics

Patient
Age
(yr) Sex

Prior
Resection Pathology

OS
(mo)

1 61 Female Yes Grade IV glioblastoma 17.9
2 66 Male Yes Grade IV glioblastoma 18.2
3 65 Male Yes Grade III anaplastic astrocytoma NA
4 51 Male Yes Grade IV glioblastoma 4.3
5 55 Male No Grade III oligodendroglioma 13.1
6 40 Male Yes Grade IV glioblastoma 11.0
7 42 Female Yes Grade IV glioblastoma NA

Note:—OS indicates overall survival after radiologically confirmed tumor recurrence/progression; NA, not applicable.
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K2 Computation
The method proposed by Weisskoff et al7 allows the extraction of

K2 from Equation 1,

1) �R2
*̃	t
 � K1 � �R2

*	t
 � K2�
0

t

�R2
*	t�
dt�,

where �R2
* is the average �R2

* from a mask of nonenhancing

brain voxels and �R2
*̃ is the leakage affected estimate of �R2

*. A

voxelwise least squares fit to Equation 1 was performed to extract K2

by using 80 seconds of prebolus baseline data and 70 seconds of

postbolus data (2.5 minutes total), consistent with previous reports.2,3,29

Ka Computation
In the presence of CA extravasation, the tissue concentration time

course, Ct(t), can be represented as

2) Ct	t
 � f�
0

t

R	t
 � Cp	t � �
d� � Ka�
Tc

t�

Cp	t� � �


� exp(�Ka	� � Tc
/ve)d�,

where f is proportional to tissue blood flow, R(t) is defined as the

tissue-specific residue function, Tc is the capillary transit time of

the CA, ve is the extracellular extravascular volume fraction (ve),

and Cp is the CA concentration in plasma (computed from an

arterial input function extracted from the dual-echo data by using

an automated selection process32,33). In DSC–MR imaging, Ct(t)

is estimated in relative terms through measurements of

�R2,t
*(t),10 where �R2,t

*(t)� r2
* � Ct(t) and r2

* is the effective

transverse relaxivity. Circular deconvolution of Equation 2 with

the arterial input function34 (during the same time course used

in the Weisskoff correction) results in a composite residue

function H(t) described by an early vascular phase (0 � t � Tc)

and an extravasation phase (t 	 Tc)
10:

3)
H	t
 � f � R	t
 0 � t 
 Tc

H	t
 � Ka � exp(�Ka	t � Tc
/ve) t 	 Tc
.

In the context of a single-echo DSC–MR imaging acquisition, H(t) �

Ka for t �� Tc. In this study, Ka was estimated as the mean value from

H(t � Tc), where Tc is equal to 1.5 � the mean transit time, to H(t �

60 seconds).

Ktrans Computation
To compute an estimate of Ktrans from

multiecho DSC–MR imaging data, a T1-

weighted signal time course [ST1w(t)]

was first extracted from dual-echo data

via Equation 4.15,16,35

4) ST1W	t
 � STE1	t


� eln� STE1	t


STE2	t
� � � TE1

TE2 � TE1
� .

A R10 map was combined with the

ST1w(t) data to produce dynamic longi-

tudinal relaxation rate time courses

[R1t(t)] for each voxel.36,37 Ktrans and ve

were estimated by fitting R1t(t) and Cp(t)

(arterial input function) with the standard Tofts model.18,19

Voxel Selection
Voxels selected for this analysis were obtained from enhancing

regions on the postgadolinium (Gd) T1-weighted images, deter-

mined using a 50% signal threshold (based on the maximum sig-

nal intensity in tumor-containing sections) over a manually

drawn tumor ROI. These voxels were further categorized by the

predominate leakage effect (T1 or T2*) exhibited in their dynamic

�R2
* time course. In this study, “T2* voxels” were defined by a

positive mean �R2
* during the last 20 seconds of the time course

used for computation of Ka and K2. “T1 voxels” were defined as

those in which this estimate was negative.

Statistical Analysis
Voxelwise measures of K2 and Ka were compared with Ktrans and

ve to examine the relationship between these parameters. Associ-

ations between the aforementioned parameters were first ana-

lyzed on an individual basis by using simple linear regression and

reported using the r2 statistic (coefficient of determination). Un-

less otherwise noted, group voxelwise comparisons were con-

ducted using analysis of covariance in a generalized linear model

for repeated measures. Generalized estimating equations were

used with an exchangeable covariance structure to model the cor-

relation among voxels across patients.

RESULTS
Figure 1A shows a representative uncorrected tumor �R2

* time

course for each TE and the dual-echo signal, along with the asso-

ciated Weisskoff model fit. Figure 1B shows the corresponding

tissue residue functions used to compute Ka from the same pa-

tient. The computed Ktrans, K2, and Ka maps (overlaid on post-Gd

T1-weighted images) for this patient (at TE2) can be seen in Fig

2B–D, respectively, along with the corresponding post-Gd T1-

weighted image (Fig 2A). Figure 3A, -B shows a sample voxelwise

comparison of K2 and Ka (computed at TE2) with the parameter

Ktrans. The range of correlations at TE2 were r2 � 0.014 – 0.430 for

K2 and r2 � 0.0001– 0.403 for Ka. Across patients, both K2 and Ka

were found to have nonsignificant (P � .150 and P � .060, respec-

tively) linear correlations with Ktrans. A significant (P � .001)

inverse relationship was observed (Fig 3C), however, between K2
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model fit (solid) used to compute K2 at TE1 (square), TE2 (dot), and dual-echo (diamond). B,
Corresponding tissue residue functions used to compute Ka at TE1, TE2, and dual-echo.
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and Ka (r2 � 0.466 – 0.984). To help elucidate these observed re-

lationships, further analysis was performed.

With the availability of multiecho data, the effect of TE on K2

and Ka was investigated. Figure 4 shows boxplots using the me-

dian values of K2 and Ka across all patients. A statistically signif-

icant difference (Mann-Whitney U test) was observed between

K2 at TE1 and TE2 (P � .001), K2 at TE1 and dual-echo

(P � .001), and K2 at TE2 and dual-echo (P � .01) acquisi-

tions. Similar differences were observed for Ka. For TE2, vox-

elwise estimates of K2 were observed to be predominately pos-

itive for high-grade gliomas, whereas Ka was predominately

negative. A decrease in TE1 resulted in a broader voxelwise

distribution of values across patients, with estimates of K2 be-

coming increasingly positive and Ka becoming increasingly

negative. The computation of K2 using the �R2,DE
* time course

resulted in a negative shift in the distribution of values, with an

increase in the number of voxels near K2 � 0. A similar shift in

the distribution toward positive values was observed for Ka.

Figure 5 shows the contribution of both T1 and T2* leakage

effects on the relaxation rate time courses. Figure 5A shows the

mean �R2
* time course (TE2) for a tumor ROI from patient 2. The

resulting �R1 time course from the same tumor can be seen in Fig

5B. Although the �R2
* time course appears to show no apprecia-

ble signs of CA leakage, the �R1 time course exhibits large changes

in R1 with bolus passage. This indicates CA extravasation and

results in a moderate estimate of Ktrans. Similarly, focusing on the

smallest 10% of all voxels (based on the magnitude of Ka) in a given

patient results in Ka � �0.043  0.050 minutes�1, K2 � 0.113 

0.553 minutes�1, and Ktrans � 0.060  0.099 minutes�1 (weighted

mean  pooled standard deviation). Figure 5C, -D shows mean �R2
*

and �R1 time courses from the same tu-

mor with voxels separated by predomi-

nate T1 or T2* leakage effects. Note that

in Fig 5C, -D, voxels from the same tu-

mor exhibited positive and negative val-

ues of K2 and Ka, while Ktrans was ob-

served to be almost identical between

the 2 cohorts.

Table 2 displays the mean estimates

of K2, Ka, and Ktrans (separated by T1

and T2* voxels) across all patients. On

average, 63% of voxels in the high-grade

gliomas were found to predominately ex-

hibit T1 leakage effects. In addition, a sig-

nificant difference (P � .005, paired t test)

was observed across patients between

mean estimates from T1 and T2* voxel co-

horts for both K2 and Ka. While the differ-

ence between T1 and T2* cohorts for Ktrans

trended toward significance (P � .05), the

weighted mean for each cohort across pa-

tients was similar (0.109 minutes�1 versus

0.092 minutes�1). In all voxels across pa-

tients, we observed ve � 0.241  0.207.

When separated by leakage effect, a signif-

icant difference (P � .001, paired t test) in

mean estimates of ve was also observed.

Additionally, both K2 and Ka were found
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to have a significant quadratic relationship (P � .031 and P � .005,

respectively) with ve.

DISCUSSION
DCE–MR imaging estimates of vascular permeability, often re-

ported via Ktrans, have been shown to be helpful in deciphering

brain tumor grade21 and in predicting disease prognosis.25,38 Un-
like DCE–MR imaging, DSC–MR imaging acquisitions can actu-
ally be confounded by the increased vascular permeability present
in brain tumors, requiring strategies for leakage correction of the
MR imaging signal time courses. Rate constants (K2 and Ka) com-
puted from these correction techniques have been suggested to

reflect vessel permeability.7,28 To evalu-
ate this relationship, we performed a si-
multaneous comparison between Ktrans

and the parameters K2 and Ka using
multiecho DSC–MR imaging. In gen-
eral, the range of K2 and Ka estimates in
this study was observed to be larger than
that of Ktrans, though they were consis-
tent with previous measures in brain tu-
mors.8,10,28 Voxelwise linear relation-
ships between K2 and Ka and the
parameter Ktrans were found to be non-
significant when computed from the
same dataset. Although a nonlinear rela-
tionship between Ka and Ktrans was pre-
viously presented in simulations,10 this
work provides additional in vivo confir-
mation. The individual correlations ob-
served here between K2 and Ktrans in
gliomas were similar to those observed
by Bonekamp et al30 using maximum
Ktrans and K2 values from whole-tumor
ROIs. Although the lack of a strong lin-
ear correlation with Ktrans suggests po-
tential limitations with extracting per-
meability estimates from DSC–MR
imaging correction methods them-
selves, it should not, however, be inter-
preted as a failure of these techniques to
reliably correct CBV measures for CA
leakage.

The effect of TE on K2 and Ka was
also studied. From Fig 4, we observed a
significant increase (decrease) in esti-
mates of K2 (Ka) with a shorter TE. This
is due, in part, to the decrease in T2*

weighting with decreasing TE and sub-
sequent dominance of T1 leakage ef-
fects. Liu et al8 previously explored the
effect of TE on K2 in numeric simula-
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Table 2: Patient-specific estimates of DSC-MRI and DCE-MRI parameters separated by the predominant leakage effect

Patient No.

No. of Voxels (%) K2 (min−1) Ka (min−1) Ktrans (min−1) ve

T1 T2* T1 T2* T1 T2* T1 T2* T1 T2*
1 44 (79%) 12 (21%) 1.807 1.205 �0.373 �0.250 0.223 0.066 0.221 0.072
2 214 (45%) 265 (55%) 1.229 �0.815 �0.342 0.026 0.169 0.163 0.359 0.258
3 126 (61%) 79 (39%) 2.374 0.822 �0.372 �0.117 0.089 0.038 0.328 0.150
4 368 (47%) 417 (53%) 1.767 0.700 �0.536 �0.469 0.104 0.078 0.228 0.140
5 187 (56%) 147 (44%) 1.975 0.787 �0.149 �0.025 0.069 0.044 0.284 0.107
6 734 (93%) 52 (7%) 3.726 0.240 �0.256 0.004 0.099 0.050 0.290 0.138
7 16 (64%) 9 (36%) 2.591 0.025 �0.418 0.024 0.200 0.179 0.203 0.107
Meanw 2.627 0.289 �0.329 �0.208 0.109 0.092 0.285 0.167

Note:—Meanw indicates weighted mean.
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tions and noted that changes in the actual vascular permeability
should not affect the polarity of K2, though changes in imaging
parameters (eg, TE) could. Before the current study, a similar
analysis with Ka had not yet been performed, to our knowledge.

In addition to TE, the intrinsic presence of competing and
simultaneous T1 and T2* leakage effects, within a given voxel,
were integral in determining the value of K2 and Ka. As shown in
Fig 5, competing T1 and T2* leakage effects can produce a �R2

*

time course that paradoxically appears to be free of CA extravasa-
tion effects. This is misleading because the dynamic �R1 informa-
tion reveals appreciable CA leakage, resulting in moderate esti-
mates of Ktrans. As noted by Bjornerud et al,10 the presence of both
T1 and T2* relaxation effects in the extracellular extravascular
space may drive Ka (and K2) toward zero, resulting in artifactually
low estimates. As an example, in the smallest 10% of all voxels
(based on the magnitude of Ka), the mean Ktrans was observed to
be 50% larger than �Ka�. Conversely, the magnitude of the mean
Ka was �3� larger than Ktrans when computed using all voxels.
Additionally, the mean value of K2 and Ka, computed from the
aforementioned subset of voxels (smallest 10%), was almost an
order of magnitude smaller than the respective mean K2 and Ka

computed using all voxels. These findings clearly have implica-
tions for the reliability of these parameters as measures of vascular
permeability.

In general, the relationship of K2 and Ka with Ktrans may indi-
cate an inaccurate assumption that these parameters solely reflect
vessel permeability in brain tumors. When separated into T1 and
T2* voxel cohorts, the mean values of K2 and Ka across patients
were found to be significantly different from one another (Table
2). The same was true for ve. Similar to the previous observation
between Ka and Ktrans in vivo,11 a significant quadratic relation-
ship was observed between K2 and Ka and ve across all patients. To
this end, a recent theoretic study by Liu et al39 demonstrated a
potential relationship between ve and the ratio of the parameters
K1 and K2 from the Weisskoff correction method. These results
indicate that K2 and Ka may also be influenced by the extravasa-
tion space of the CA.

The data in Table 2 also revealed that T1 voxels demonstrated
larger ve values than those found in T2* voxels. This result likely
originates from the underlying biophysical basis of T1 and T2*

leakage effects. As in DCE–MR imaging, T1 leakage effects result
from the direct interaction of CA with the extracellular extravas-
cular water. Accordingly, the physiologic factors that drive the
tissue CA concentration (compartmental volume fractions, per-
fusion, and vascular permeability) and physical properties (CA T1
relaxivity, precontrast T1) and pulse sequence parameters (TR,
flip angle) all influence the shape and magnitude of T1 leakage
effects on DSC–MR imaging signals. In addition to physiologic
factors and imaging parameters, T2* leakage effects are influenced
by intravoxel susceptibility differences created by the spatial dis-
tribution of the CA within a voxel. Recently, Semmineh et al40

demonstrated that these effects are predominantly influenced by
cellular properties, including density, size, distribution, and
shape. Consistent with the results presented herein, stronger T2*

leakage effects were observed for tissues with higher cell density
(or lower ve). In general, the dependency of T2* leakage effects on
tumor cellularity manifests as changes in the effective T2* relax-
ivity of the CA. So unlike T1 leakage effects, where the T1 relax-

ivity of the CA is essentially constant within and across tumors,
the T2* relaxivity may vary from voxel to voxel as the cellular
properties change.41

The variable CA T2* relaxivity also has important implications
for the interpretation of the extracted K2 and Ka parameters. Al-
though voxels were designated as predominantly exhibiting either
T1 or T2* leakage effects, the signal of each voxel is the summation
of these competing effects, as previously discussed. In the limiting
case in which T2* leakage effects are absent and the signals only
reflect T1 leakage effects, the K2 and Ka parameters are primarily
driven by the underlying CA kinetics and the assumptions built
into the correction models and can be understood accordingly.
However, when there are competing T1 and T2* effects, K2 and Ka

represent a complex balance between the CA kinetics and the
tissue microstructure. Practically, this implies that a positive and
negative estimate of K2 or Ka of the same absolute value may not
reflect the same combination of vascular permeability, tissue
compartment size, or microstructural geometry. Similarly, K2 and
Ka values that are equivalent within or across tumors may not
reflect the same underlying physiologic environment because
they could originate from unique combinations of competing T1
and T2* effects. This observation may help further explain the
discrepancies in using K2 and Ka to evaluate tumor grade and to
assess treatment response.11,28,29 Computational studies that ac-
count for the underlying biophysical basis of the DSC–MR imag-
ing signal could be used to systematically investigate and provide
insight into the complex interaction between T1 and T2* leakage
effects and the derived K2 and Ka values.

The use of multiecho DSC–MR imaging in this study enabled
measures of DCE–MR imaging signals and, subsequently, com-
putation of the associated Ktrans maps. As mentioned above, an
alternative approach to collect both datasets in the same exami-
nation is to acquire DCE–MR imaging data during a preload of
CA. This step enables the use of traditional DCE–MR imaging
pulse sequences, ones that typically have higher spatial (and lower
temporal) resolution. For the purpose of the study, this approach
would have enabled the comparison of more conventionally de-
rived Ktrans values with K2 and Ka. However, the addition of a
preload to this study would have reduced T1 leakage effects and
increased T2* leakage effects. It is unclear how this change would
influence the correlation among Ktrans, K2, and Ka. Another lim-
itation of this study is the small sample size. While the findings are
likely to hold in a larger population of patients with gliomas, it
would be valuable to expand the tumor types considered (eg, pri-
mary central nervous system lymphoma and brain metastasis) as
different histologic subtypes have been shown to express varying
degrees of T1 and T2* leakage effects.

CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the use of DSC–MR imaging for estimat-

ing vascular permeability in brain tumors. Implementation of

common DSC–MR imaging leakage-correction techniques af-

forded the computation of rate constants (K2 and Ka) postulated

to report on vessel permeability. Additionally, the acquisition of

multiecho data allowed the computation of the DCE–MR imag-

ing pharmacokinetic parameter Ktrans. A voxelwise comparison

among the parameters K2, Ka, and Ktrans revealed nonsignificant

linear correlations that may be attributed, in part, to competing
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T1 and T2* leakage effects and the effect of TE on K2 and Ka.

Further investigation also revealed a significant quadratic rela-

tionship between K2 and Ka and the DCE–MR imaging parameter

ve. On the basis of these findings, caution should be used in as-

suming a direct relationship between K2 and Ka and vascular per-

meability in brain tumors. Furthermore, the acquisition of Ktrans

from multiecho DSC–MR imaging data may provide a conve-

nient method for simultaneously measuring vascular permeabil-

ity and perfusion in brain tumors.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Favorable Bridging Therapy Based on DWI-FLAIR Mismatch in
Patients with Unclear-Onset Stroke

X I. Mourand, D. Milhaud, X C. Arquizan, X K. Lobotesis, R. Schaub, X P. Machi, X X. Ayrignac, X O.F. Eker, X A. Bonafé,
and X V. Costalat

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Standard selection criteria for revascularization therapy usually exclude patients with unclear-onset
stroke. Our aim was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of revascularization therapy in patients with unclear-onset stroke in the anterior
circulation and to identify the predictive factors for favorable clinical outcome.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively analyzed 41 consecutive patients presenting with acute stroke with unknown time of
onset treated by intravenous thrombolysis and/or mechanical thrombectomy. Only patients without well-developed fluid-attenuated
inversion recovery changes of acute diffusion lesions on MR imaging were enrolled. Twenty-one patients were treated by intravenous
thrombolysis; 19 received, simultaneously, intravenous thrombolysis and mechanical thrombectomy (as a bridging therapy); and 1 patient,
endovascular therapy alone. Clinical outcome was evaluated at 90 days by using the mRS. Mortality and symptomatic intracranial
hemorrhage were also reported.

RESULTS: Median patient age was 72 years (range, 17– 89 years). Mean initial NIHSS score was 14.5 � 5.7. Successful recanalization (TICI
2b–3) was assessed in 61% of patients presenting with an arterial occlusion, symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage occurred in 2 patients
(4.9%), and 3 (7.3%) patients died. After 90 days, favorable outcome (mRS 0 –2) was observed in 25 (61%) patients. Following multivariate
analysis, initial NIHSS score (OR, 1.43; 95% CI, 1.13–1.82; P � .003) and bridging therapy (OR, 37.92; 95% CI, 2.43–591.35; P � .009) were
independently associated with a favorable outcome at 3 months.

CONCLUSIONS: The study demonstrates the safety and good clinical outcome of acute recanalization therapy in patients with acute
stroke in the anterior circulation and an unknown time of onset and a DWI/FLAIR mismatch on imaging. Moreover, bridging therapy versus
intravenous thrombolysis alone was independently associated with favorable outcome at 3 months.

ABBREVIATIONS: FAT � first found abnormal time; GRAPPA � generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition; IVT � intravenous thrombolysis; sICH �
symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage

Acute ischemic strokes with an unknown time of symptom

onset occur in approximately 25% of patients.1 Hence, these

patients are usually excluded from intravenous thrombolysis

(IVT).2 However, many patients with an unknown stroke onset

could also benefit from this treatment. In a subset of these pa-

tients, it has been shown that the clinical features and imaging

characteristics do not differ significantly from those in patients

with a known time of onset.1 MR imaging could be helpful if it is

used as a “clock” for stroke of unknown time onset; indeed, in a

recent multicenter observational study of patients with stroke

with known time of symptom onset, the DWI-FLAIR mismatch,

defined by positive findings on DWI and negative findings on

FLAIR, was effective in identifying patients within 4.5 hours of

symptom onset.3

To date, limited studies have focused on the safety and effec-

tiveness of IVT in patients with a stroke of unknown onset time,

especially by using MR imaging–specific eligibility criteria.4-9

Only a few reports have evaluated the feasibility of endovascular

therapies in patients with wake-up stroke.10-12 Recently, random-

ized studies have demonstrated that mechanical thrombectomy is

an alternative and synergistic method of treatment to IVT in acute

ischemic stroke, with a higher recanalization rate (66%–100%)

and a more favorable outcome (32.6%–71%).13-17

The aim of this study was to describe the experience of our
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center with 41 patients presenting with a stroke of an unknown

time of symptom onset in the anterior circulation, who were

treated by using a coalescent stroke-management protocol with

IVT, mechanical thrombectomy, or bridging therapy based on

DWI/FLAIR mismatch. We also assessed predictive factors for

favorable outcome at 3 months and evaluated the feasibility,

safety, and efficacy of revascularization therapy in these patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
All consecutive patients admitted in our stroke unit with a stroke

of unknown time of onset and treated by reperfusion therapy

between October 2010 and October 2013 were included in this

study. The patient demographics, risk factors, and clinical and

imaging data were prospectively registered in our stroke data-

bank. The NIHSS score was systematically assessed by a stroke

neurologist on admission. This study was approved by the local

ethics committee. Consent for treatment was obtained from the

patients or their family before the endovascular procedure.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) patients with acute

stroke without a known time of symptom onset, presenting to our

emergency department within 4 hours after the first found abnor-

mal time (FAT); 2) acute ischemic lesions within the anterior

circulation on DWI; 3) an ASPECTS of �5; 4) the presence of a

DWI/FLAIR mismatch according to Thomalla et al3; 5) the pres-

ence of a clinically relevant impairment in social, occupational, or

other important areas of functioning following a physician eval-

uation; and 6) the presence of clinical-diffusion mismatch be-

tween stroke severity and volume of DWI lesions assessed by vi-

sual inspection. For mechanical thrombectomy, patients were

selected if they had the following additional criteria: 1) the pres-

ence of a proximal intracranial artery occlusion in the stroke ter-

ritory; 2) an NIHSS score of �8; 3) a premorbid mRS of �1; and

4) initiation of endovascular treatment within 6 hours of FAT.

In cases of anterior cerebral artery stroke, the MR imaging

eligibility criterion was an infarct volume �50% of the arterial

territory.

MR Imaging Protocol
Multimodal MR imaging was performed in all patients by using a

1.5T magnet (Gyroscan Intera, Release 10; Philips Healthcare,

Best, the Netherlands; 33-mT/m hypergradients). The MR imag-

ing protocol included the following sequences: T2 gradient echo

(TR/TE � 900/27 ms; flip angle � 15°; 1 repetition; generalized

autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition [GRAPPA] � 2;

5.0-mm section thickness with no intersection gap; voxel size �

1.3 � 0.9 � 5 mm); DWI (TR/TE � 3600/83 ms; b-values � 0 and

1000 s/mm2; 2 repetitions; GRAPPA � 2; 5.0-mm section thick-

ness with no intersection gap; voxel size � 1.8 � 1.8 � 5 mm); an

ADC map; FLAIR (TR/TE � 8000/94 ms; TI � 2500 ms; turbo

factor � 15; GRAPPA � 2; 5.0-mm section thickness with no

intersection gap; voxel size � 0.6 � 0.6 � 5 mm); and T1 con-

trast-enhanced MRA (3D coronal gradient echo: TR/TE � 3.45/

1.28 ms; flip angle � 25°; GRAPPA � 2; 144 sections; voxel size �

0.7 � 0.7 � 0.7 mm; gadolinium contrast agent, 0.5 mmol/mL,

0.2 mL/kg; flow rate � 2 mL/sec) of the supra-aortic trunks and

intracranial vessels.

The DWI/FLAIR mismatch was defined according to Thom-

alla et al.3 It was diagnosed when a visible acute ischemic lesion

was present on DWI with no traceable parenchymal hyperinten-

sity in the corresponding region on FLAIR imaging. Collateral

blood flow in the distal cerebral artery territory was defined on

FLAIR by linear or serpentine vascular hyperintensities relative to

gray matter in the MCA territory subarachnoid space. It was

graded as “present” if vascular hyperintensities in the sulci were

seen on FLAIR images or as “absent” if they were not detectable.

Revascularization Protocol
IVT (0.9 mg/kg) was administered to patients within a maximum

of 4.5 hours of FAT. Conventional clinical and laboratory inclu-

sion and exclusion criteria for IVT were applied.2 In cases of

bridging therapy, patients were transferred to the angiographic

suite for thrombectomy as soon as possible. Among patients with

contraindications to IVT, thrombectomy alone was performed.

Mechanical thrombectomy was performed via a femoral ar-

tery approach with the patient under general anesthesia with the

Solitaire FR device (Covidien, Irvine, California). General anes-

thesia included urinary bladder catheterization and endotracheal

intubation without neuromuscular blockade.

An 8F or 9F Merci balloon-guide catheter (Concentric Medi-

cal, Mountain View, California) was inserted through a sheath. A

0.21-inch-internal-diameter microcatheter (Prowler Select Plus;

Codman & Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts; or Vasco 21; Balt,

Montmorency, France) was navigated distal to the occlusion over

a 0.014-inch steerable guidewire, which was then exchanged with

the thrombectomy device. During the retrieval, the balloon-guide

catheter was inflated to interrupt anterograde flow. Manual aspi-

ration with a 50-mL syringe was performed through the hemo-

static valve during the retrieval, to reverse the flow and aspirate

clot debris possibly lost in the guide catheter lumen. The number

of attempts to retrieve the thrombus was limited to 5 passes by the

occluded vessel. Neither IV heparin nor intra-arterial fibrinolytics

were administered at any time during the procedure. Blood pres-

sure was carefully monitored during anesthetic induction and

during the procedure, with a minimal threshold set at 90 mm Hg

(mean arterial pressure). Hypotension was rapidly corrected if

needed. Following any complications, extubation was planned at

the end of the procedure and the patient was transferred to the

intensive care unit.

Follow-up CT or MR imaging was performed 24 hours after

the acute therapy to assess the extent of the infarction and/or

hemorrhagic complications. If no hemorrhage was present, anti-

platelet drugs were administered.

Outcome Measures
Successful recanalization, defined as TICI 2b or 3, was assessed at

the end of the procedure in patients treated with thrombectomy.

In patients treated with IVT, recanalization at 1 day was consid-

ered successful if follow-up MRA or angio-CT demonstrated

complete visualization of the occluded artery, without residual

stenosis of �50%.

“Symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage” (sICH) was defined

as a documented hemorrhage on CT or MR imaging with a de-

cline of �4 points in the NIHSS score. Device-related complica-

tions were also reported. Clinical outcome was quantified by mRS
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and mortality at day 90. Favorable outcome at 90 days was defined

as an mRS score of �2.

Statistical Analysis
Patients with a favorable or poor outcome were compared by

using the Student t or Mann-Whitney test for continuous vari-

ables and the �2 or Fisher test for categoric variables. Bivariate

logistic regressions were used to identify predictors of favorable

outcome. Potential independent predictors (P � .25 in bivariate

logistic regressions) were included in a multivariate logistic re-

gression, built by stepwise procedure. Adjusted odds ratios and

their 95% confidence intervals were calculated. The statistical sig-

nificance threshold was set at 5%. Statistical analyses were con-

ducted by using SAS software 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North

Carolina).

RESULTS
Population Data
Overall, 41 patients with unclear-onset stroke in the anterior

circulation (median age, 72 years; range, 17– 89 years; female/

male ratio, 26:15) were included. Baseline clinical and radio-

logic features and main clinical outcomes at day 90 are pre-

sented in the Online Table.

The median time interval between last-seen-normal time and

hospital admission was 490 minutes (interquartile range, 255–

641 minutes). The mean NIHSS score was 14.5 � 5.7. The median

time interval from FAT to MR imaging was 135 minutes (inter-

quartile range, 109 –158 minutes) and 517 minutes (interquartile

range, 314 – 678 minutes) from last-seen-normal time. The me-

dian DWI ASPECTS was 8 (range, 5–10). Thirty-six patients

(88%) showed an arterial occlusion in the anterior circulation.

Occlusion sites were the proximal MCA (M1) in 28 cases (68.3%),

the distal MCA (M2, M3) in 5 cases (12.1%), and the anterior

cerebral artery in 3 cases (7.3%). The internal carotid artery was

occluded in 14 patients (34.1%), including 9 patients with tandem

cervical ICA and intracranial occlusions and 5 carotid bifurcation

occlusions.

Stroke-Management Protocol
Nineteen patients (46.3%) underwent bridging therapy, and 21

patients (51.2%), IVT alone. In these patients, the exclusion cri-

teria for thrombectomy included the following: no occluded in-

tracranial artery (5 patients), NIHSS score of �8 (4 patients),

distal cerebral artery occlusion (5 patients), premorbid mRS of

�1 (3 patients), fast recovery symptoms after IVT administration

(1 patient), and delay beyond 6 hours after FAT (3 patients). The

mean time from initial MR imaging to the start of IVT was 51 �

24 minutes. One patient with uncontrolled hypertension was

treated by mechanical thrombectomy alone.

For the 20 patients treated by mechanical thrombectomy, the

median number of passes with the thrombectomy device was 2

(range, 1–5). The thrombectomy procedure failed in 2 cases be-

cause of an inability to advance the microcatheter in the proximal

ICA. Immediate successful recanalization (TICI �2b) was

achieved in 15 patients (75%), and TICI 3 was achieved in 40%

(8/20). The mean time from MR imaging to groin puncture was

81 � 38 minutes. The median time from groin puncture to max-

imum final TICI was 60 minutes (range, 21–248 minutes). The

mean time from FAT to recanalization was 295 � 75 minutes and

686 � 196 minutes from last-seen-normal-time.

Outcome
Four device-related complications occurred without neurologic

deterioration or clinical sequelae, including 1 vessel perforation, 1

cervical ICA dissection, and 2 distal asymptomatic embolizations.

Two (4.9%) patients had sICH related to the acute therapy within

the first 24 hours with a favorable outcome. Three (7.3%) patients

died during their hospital stay. Favorable outcome (mRS �2) was

observed in 25 (61%) patients, including 14 (70%) patients of the

20 treated by mechanical thrombectomy and 11 (52%) of the 21

treated by IVT alone. A representative case is shown in Fig 1.

Predictive Factors for Clinical Outcome
Compared with patients treated by IVT alone, patients treated

with bridging therapy showed a statistically significant difference

in a number of parameters. Patients were younger (P � .041) with

a lower systolic blood pressure level at admission (P � .017), a

higher NIHSS score (P � .007), and a lower ASPECTS (P � .022).

Their recanalization rate (P � .023) was better (On-line Table).

The variables entered in the multivariate logistic regression

analysis exploring predictive factors associated with a favor-

able outcome at day 90 (mRS �2) were age, initial systolic

blood pressure, initial blood glucose level, initial NIHSS score,

IVT versus bridging therapy, and time interval from FAT to

treatment initiation. In the final adjusted model, each 1-point

decrease of the initial NIHSS score was independently associ-

ated with a favorable outcome at day 90 (OR, 1.43; 95% CI,

1.13–1.82; P � .003) in patients with unclear-onset stroke and

bridging therapy versus IV thrombolysis (OR, 37.92; 95% CI,

2.43–591.35; P � .009) (Table).

DISCUSSION
Our study provided 2 important findings: 1) Reperfusion therapy

based on DWI/FLAIR mismatch in patients with unclear-onset

stroke seems to be efficient and safe, and 2) bridging therapy

versus IVT alone is independently associated with favorable out-

come at 3 months.

Our results are comparable with those of studies of IVT by

using MR imaging variables (DWI/PWI, DWI/FLAIR mismatch)

for patient selection, which showed favorable clinical outcome

(40%–56.3% for mRS 0 –2) and acceptable mortality (0%–

10.3%) and sICH (0%–10.3%) rates.6-9 In contrast, CT-based

thrombolysis in patients with wake-up stroke showed variable

results. The only randomized controlled trial with thrombolytic

treatment based on CT selection was stopped early because the

rate of sICH was significantly higher in patients with wake-up

stroke (13.6%) than in the other patients with stroke (4.0%).18

Barreto et al,4 by using noncontrast cranial CT, found, retrospec-

tively, that 46 patients with intravenous thrombolysis and

wake-up stroke had a significantly higher rate of favorable out-

come (28% versus 13%; P � .006) but a higher mortality rate

(15% versus 0%) than 34 patients with wake-up stroke treated

without thrombolysis.

In the literature, there are only a few reports of patients with an
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acute stroke of unknown time of onset who underwent multi-

modal reperfusion therapy or endovascular therapy. In the Rep-

erfusion Therapy in Unclear-Onset Stroke Based on MRI Evalu-

ation trial, a prospective study using MR imaging criteria in 83

patients with an unknown time of onset,19 more than two-thirds

of patients received endovascular treatment and approximately

10% received IVT alone. Favorable outcome (mRS 0 –2) was

achieved in 44.6%, and sICH was seen in 3.6%. Natarajan et al11

performed a retrospective review of 30 patients with significant

salvageable brain tissue identified on CT perfusion who under-

went endovascular recanalization (intra-arterial thrombolysis,

mechanical thrombectomy, or angioplasty) �8 hours after last-

seen-normal time, including those with wake-up stroke; partial/

complete recanalization was achieved in 66.7% of patients, with

20% presenting with mRS 0 –2 at 3 months. Overall mortality was

33.3%, and sICH was 10%.

FIG 1. A 49-year-old woman presented with right hemiplegia and dysarthria (NIHSS score, 13). The patient arrived at the emergency department
72 minutes after symptom detection. MR imaging showed an acute ischemic lesion in the left MCA territory on DWI (A and B) without
parenchymal signal changes on FLAIR (C and D) and occlusion of the left MCA (M1 segment) with collateral blood flow in the distal cerebral artery
territory on MRA (E). Intravenous thrombolysis was started (0.9 mg/kg) 140 minutes after symptom detection. On DSA, the left MCA was still
occluded on the M1 segment (F) and was recanalized after mechanical thrombectomy (TICI 3) (G). Time from symptom detection to recanali-
zation was 189 minutes (3 hours 9 minutes). The mRS score at 3 months was zero.

Predictive factors associated with favorable outcome at day 90 (mRS <2)

Variable

Bivariate Logistic Regression Multivariate Logistic Regression

OR 95% CI P OR 95% CI P
Initial NIHSS For each 1-point

decrease
1.19 1.03 1.37 .017 1.43 1.13 1.82 .003

Treatment group Bridging versus
thrombolysis

2.95 0.72 12.11 .132 37.91 2.43 591.35 .009

Blood glucose For each 0.5-mmol/L
increase

0.82 0.66 1.02 .081

Age For each 5-year increase 0.79 0.60 1.04 .094
Systolic blood

pressure
For each 10-mm

Hg increase
0.80 0.59 1.09 .160

FAT-to-treatment
delay

For each 30-minute
increase

0.81 0.50 1.30 .377
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Recently, Stampfl et al12 retrospectively analyzed clinical and

angiographic data in 19 patients with wake-up stroke and diffu-

sion/perfusion mismatch on MR or CT imaging treated with

stent-retriever devices. Despite successful and rapid recanaliza-

tion (94.7% of TICI �2), clinical outcome remained poor (10.5%

of mRS 0 –2; 36.8% died), and sICH occurred in 21.1% of pa-

tients. The authors underlined the difficulty of patient selection

for endovascular therapy. Despite a lower recanalization rate, our

results are better than those previously published for multimodal

reperfusion therapy11,19 or endovascular treatment12 in terms of

the frequency of good outcome (61% versus 10.5%– 44.6%),

mortality (7.3% versus 33.3%–36.8%), and sICH (4.9% versus

3.6%–21.1%) rates.

Recently 3 randomized studies13-17 reported the superiority of

rapid thrombectomy, compared with IVT alone, in patients with

acute ischemic stroke with a proximal intracranial occlusion and

improving reperfusion (66%–100% for intervention versus

31.2%–37% for controls) and functional outcome at 90 days

(32.6%–71% for intervention versus 19.1%– 40% for controls).

There were no significant differences in mortality (9%–18.9% for

intervention versus 12%–20% for controls) or the occurrence of

symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage (0%–7.7% for interven-

tion versus 1.9%– 6.4% for controls).

In our study, patients treated with bridging therapy had more

favorable outcome compared with patients treated with IVT

alone. These results were shown despite the conditions of patients

treated with bridging being more severe (worst NIHSS and

ASPECTS at admission). Indeed, after adjusting for the initial

NIHSS score, bridging therapy versus IVT alone was indepen-

dently associated with favorable outcome at 3 months in patients

with unclear-onset stroke. Even if there is a statistically significant

difference between these 2 groups of patients, our results suggest

that IVT followed by endovascular therapy combines the advan-

tages of a rapid start of treatment with IVT2 and a greater likeli-

hood of early recanalization.

Recently, several trials emphasized the importance of patient

selection for reperfusion therapy, with the tissue clock shown by

multiparametric MR imaging techniques.6-9,12 We selected, in

our study, patients using DWI/FLAIR mismatch and clinical-dif-

fusion mismatch among MR imaging criteria. As reported by

Thomalla et al,3 a patient with an acute ischemic lesion detected

with DWI but not with FLAIR imaging is likely to be within 4.5

hours of symptom onset with high specificity (78%; 95% CI,

72%– 84%) and high positive predict value (83%; 95% CI, 79%–

88%). Moreover, clinical-diffusion mismatch, which predicts the

presence of PWI-DWI mismatch, may be associated with neuro-

logic improvement in patients treated with IVT as reported by

Terasawa et al.20 Indeed, a number of studies have provided sup-

port for penumbral-imaging selection, by using the perfusion-

diffusion mismatch criteria for the treatment of acute ischemic

stroke7-9,12 because salvage of the ischemic penumbra has formed

the theoretic basis of recanalization therapies. This criterion may

be particularly helpful in late time windows, when the proportion

of patients with penumbral tissue steadily decreases. Last, the re-

sults of Diffusion and Perfusion Imaging Evaluation for Under-

standing Stroke Evolution Study 2 demonstrated that reperfusion

was associated with increased good functional outcome at day 9 in

a defined target mismatch profile.21

Obvious limitations of our monocentric observational

study were the small number of patients, a retrospective anal-

ysis of our prospective dataset performed, and no control

group. Using predefined imaging criteria, several ongoing pro-

spective clinical trials are testing the safety and efficiency of

thrombolytic treatment in patients with stroke with an un-

known time of onset.22

CONCLUSIONS
Our preliminary results suggest that MR imaging– based reperfu-

sion therapy can safely and efficiently be applied to patients with

acute stroke with an unknown time of onset (based on DWI/

FLAIR mismatch). Moreover, this study underlines the fact that

IVT combined with endovascular mechanical thrombectomy

seems to be associated with favorable clinical outcome when pa-

tients are carefully selected. Nevertheless, multicenter random-

ized trials are required to confirm these results and to determine

the optimal multimodal MR imaging criteria for patient selection

and the optimal treatment strategies.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Quantitative MRI for Analysis of Active Multiple Sclerosis
Lesions without Gadolinium-Based Contrast Agent
X I. Blystad, X I. Håkansson, X A. Tisell, X J. Ernerudh, X Ö. Smedby, X P. Lundberg, and X E.-M. Larsson

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Contrast-enhancing MS lesions are important markers of active inflammation in the diagnostic work-up
of MS and in disease monitoring with MR imaging. Because intravenous contrast agents involve an expense and a potential risk of adverse
events, it would be desirable to identify active lesions without using a contrast agent. The purpose of this study was to evaluate whether
pre-contrast injection tissue-relaxation rates and proton density of MS lesions, by using a new quantitative MR imaging sequence, can
identify active lesions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Forty-four patients with a clinical suspicion of MS were studied. MR imaging with a standard clinical MS
protocol and a quantitative MR imaging sequence was performed at inclusion (baseline) and after 1 year. ROIs were placed in MS lesions,
classified as nonenhancing or enhancing. Longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates, as well as proton density were obtained from the
quantitative MR imaging sequence. Statistical analyses of ROI values were performed by using a mixed linear model, logistic regression, and
receiver operating characteristic analysis.

RESULTS: Enhancing lesions had a significantly (P � .001) higher mean longitudinal relaxation rate (1.22 � 0.36 versus 0.89 � 0.24), a higher
mean transverse relaxation rate (9.8 � 2.6 versus 7.4 � 1.9), and a lower mean proton density (77 � 11.2 versus 90 � 8.4) than nonenhancing
lesions. An area under the receiver operating characteristic curve value of 0.832 was obtained.

CONCLUSIONS: Contrast-enhancing MS lesions often have proton density and relaxation times that differ from those in nonenhancing
lesions, with lower proton density and shorter relaxation times in enhancing lesions compared with nonenhancing lesions.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC � area under the curve; Gd � gadolinium; NAWM � normal-appearing white matter; PD � proton density; qMRI � quantitative MRI;
ROC � receiver operating characteristic; R1 � longitudinal relaxation rate; R2 � transverse relaxation rate

MR imaging of the CNS is of great importance in the diagnos-

tic evaluation of multiple sclerosis and in the follow-up and

monitoring of disease activity and treatment response.1 With the

use of MR imaging, dissemination of lesions in time and space is

evaluated according to the revised McDonald criteria.2 New le-

sions at follow-up scans represent disease activity and may indi-

cate a need for a therapy switch.3 Even though patients with MS

are monitored with MR imaging, lesion load does not have a

strong predictive value for disability.4 Injection of a gadolinium

(Gd)-based contrast agent is included in routine MS MR imaging

protocols and is used to detect active MS lesions on the basis of a

local disruption of the blood-brain barrier due to acute inflam-

mation. Even though uncommon, Gd administration may be as-

sociated with nephrogenic systemic fibrosis5 in patients with re-

duced renal function, and there is a potential risk for immediate

adverse events.6 Furthermore, 2 recent studies reported signal

changes in the deep nuclei of the brain with a relationship to an

increasing cumulative dose of Gd-based contrast material,7,8

which has been shown to indicate deposition of Gd in the body.9

Apart from the potential adverse events, contrast agents also con-

stitute an additional expense (cost of contrast agent and prolon-

gation of scanning time). Intravenous injections of contrast

agents may also cause patient discomfort during MR imaging

examinations.

Overall, it would be desirable to develop a method to identify
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active MS lesions without the administration of contrast agents.

Previous studies have reported changes in acute MS lesions re-

garding MR imaging frequency shift,10 magnetization transfer ra-

tio,11 and relaxation values,12 suggesting the possibility of using

quantitative methods to distinguish and characterize the acute

lesions. However, so far no method has met the requirements

necessary to be considered fully clinically applicable. A new se-

quence for quantitative MR imaging, quantitative MRI (qMRI),

with a clinically acceptable scanning time of approximately 5 min-

utes has been developed.13,14 The qMRI sequence makes it possi-

ble to measure the longitudinal relaxation rate (R1), the trans-

verse relaxation rate (R2), and proton density (PD) from the

same scan and also takes the normalized radiofrequency B1

field into account.

This study was performed to compare the relaxation rates and

PD of active MS lesions before contrast agent injection with quan-

titative values from nonenhancing lesions to determine whether

active MS lesions can be identified by qMRI without the admin-

istration of a Gd-based contrast agent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Forty-six patients with a clinical suspicion of MS were consecu-

tively enrolled in a prospective longitudinal cohort study of early

MS at the Department of Neurology at the University Hospital in

Linköping, Sweden. Two patients were excluded, 1 due to with-

drawal of consent and 1 due to the finding of a trigeminal schwan-

noma, which explained the patient�s clinical findings. The pa-

tients were classified as having possible MS or MS according to the

revised McDonald criteria.2 Table 1 shows details of patient de-

mographics. MR imaging according to a standard clinical MS pro-

tocol with the addition of qMRI before and after administration

of a Gd-based contrast agent was performed at inclusion (base-

line) and after 1 year. In addition, 4 MR imaging examinations

were performed in relation to clinical relapses. Ninety-two MR

imaging examinations were performed. The local institutional re-

view board approved the study, and informed written consent was

obtained from all patients.

MR Imaging Acquisition
Images were acquired on a 1.5T MR imaging scanner (Achieva;

Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) by using an 8-channel

phased array head coil. The sequence parameters for conventional

images were as follows:

● T2-weighted fluid-attenuated inversion recovery: axial; FOV,

230 � 183 mm; 43 sections; voxel size, 0.9 � 1.14 � 3 mm; TE,

120 ms; TR, 6000 ms; TI, 2000 ms; scan time, 6 minutes

● T1-weighted spin-echo before and after Gd contrast agent in-

jection: axial; FOV, 230 � 183 mm; 43 sections; voxel size,

0.9 � 1.13 � 3 mm; TE, 15 ms; TR, 596 ms; scan time, 5:08

minutes

● T2-weighted spin-echo; axial; FOV, 230 � 184 mm; 43 sec-

tions; voxel size, 0.6 � 0.78 mm; TE, 100 ms; TR, 4452 ms; scan

time, 3:42 minutes.

The quantitative sequence, QMAP,13,14 is a multisection, multi-

echo, and multisaturation delay qMRI technique, with the following

parameters in this study:

● qMRI: axial; FOV, 230 � 182; 43 sections; voxel size, 1.5 � 1.5 mm;

TE, 14, 28, 42, 56, 70 ms; TR, 4244 ms; TI, 0.0974, 0.5846, 1.8511,

4.0919 seconds; saturation flip angle, 120°; scan time, 6:09 minutes.

All images had a section thickness of 3 mm without an intersection

gap. Postcontrast qMRI images were acquired approximately 15 min-

utes after intravenous injection of 0.2 mL/kg body weight of a 0.5-

mmol/mL Gd-based contrast agent (gadopentetate dimeglumine,

Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey).

Postprocessing and ROI Placement
The qMRI sequence yields quantitative maps of R1, R2, and PD

(Fig 1), which are used for measurements and to create synthetic

images matching the conventional ones (Fig 2). The postprocess-

ing time of the raw image dataset was approximately 1 minute on

an ordinary PC by using SyMRI Diagnostic software (SyntheticMR,

Linköping, Sweden) to create the synthetic images. Relaxation

time values (T-values) were obtained from R1 and R2 by calculat-

ing T � 1/R. Using the software MevisLab, Version 2.4 (MeVis

Medical Solutions, Bremen, Germany), we anonymized the syn-

thetic images with corresponding conventional images and pre-

sented them to a neuroradiologist in random order. For each

patient, synthetic T2-weighted, T2-FLAIR, T1-weighted, and T1-

weighted Gd images were displayed side by side. MS lesions were

identified by conventional neuroradiologic criteria, described in

the McDonald criteria for MS. The MS lesions were then classified

by visual assessment as enhancing or nonenhancing. The neuro-

radiologist had access to the conventional images for confirma-

tion of the findings (Fig 3A).

ROIs were placed in the synthetic images within MS lesions of

�3 mm in diameter, slightly inside the visual outer rim of the

lesion in order to avoid partial volume effects from surrounding

tissue. Thus ROI size varied depending on the size of the lesion.

ROIs in nonenhancing lesions were drawn in synthetic T2-

weighted images. ROIs in enhancing lesions were drawn on the

synthetic T1-weighted Gd images (Fig 3B). A transformation ma-

trix between the qMRI volume after contrast agent injection and

the qMRI volume before contrast agent injection was calculated.

This calculation was done by a registration of the synthetic T1-

weighted Gd imaging to the synthetic T1WI by using rigid body

registration with the image registration toolkit in MeVisLab. The

transformation matrix was then used to register the T1-weighted

Gd imaging ROIs of active lesions to the precontrast qMRI vol-

ume (Fig 3A).

Table 1: Patient demographics
Demographics

No. of subjects 44
Median age at inclusion (yr) 31 (range, 21–62)
Sex (M/F) 8:36
Diagnosis at inclusion (possible MS/MS) 23/21
Diagnosis at 1-year follow-up (possible MS/MS) 16/28
Relapsea at inclusion (yes/no) 22/22
Relapse at 1-year follow-up (yes/no) 4/40
Median EDSS at inclusion 2 (range, 0–5)
Median EDSS at 1-year follow-up 1.25 (range, 0–4)

Note:—EDSS indicates Expanded Disability Status Scale.
a A “relapse” was defined as new symptoms or worsening of previous symptoms,
lasting �24 hours and in the absence of increased body temperature and infection.
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In the same patients, ROIs were also placed in synthetic T2-

weighted images in the normal-appearing white matter (NAWM)

in an area in the contralateral hemisphere that corresponded as far

as possible to the location of the lesion. However, NAWM ROIs

tended to be located more subcortical in the hemisphere due to

diffuse signal changes in the periventricular white matter, “dirty

appearing white matter” (Fig 4).

Statistics
After forming mean values of R1, R2, and PD in each ROI, these

means were compared by using a mixed linear model. The fixed

effects were the type of ROI (NAWM, enhancing lesion, or non-

enhancing lesion) and the time (in years) from the first examina-

tion, whereas patient identity was a random effect. For compari-

sons between types of ROIs, we used the Tukey t test.

In addition, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis

was performed after aggregating data to the ROI level and exclud-

ing ROIs representing NAWM. Lesions were classified as nonen-

hancing or Gd-enhancing by using each of the measured entities

(R1, R2, and PD) and a linear combination of the 3, obtained with

a logistic regression model; the corresponding area under the

ROC curve (AUC) was reported.

All statistical calculations were performed in JMP 9.0 (SAS,

Cary, North Carolina).

RESULTS
Of the 92 examinations, 14 contained both contrast-enhancing

and nonenhancing MS lesions. Forty-four examinations had non-

enhancing MS lesions only. These 58 examinations were obtained

from 29 individuals. Thirty examinations had no lesions or MS

lesions that were �3 mm. Four examinations had white matter

FIG 1. An example of quantitative R1 (left), R2 (middle), and proton density (right) maps derived from the qMRI scan in a patient with MS.

FIG 2. Synthetic T1WI (left), T2WI (middle), and T2-weighted FLAIR (right) imaging, postsynthesized from the quantitative MR imaging scan in a
patient with MS.
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lesions assessed as not having a typical MS lesion appearance (un-

specific white matter lesions); thus, these examinations were not a

part of the quantitative analysis. Forty-three ROIs were drawn in

enhancing MS lesions, and 622 ROIs were drawn in nonenhanc-

ing MS lesions. In all, 102 ROIs were drawn in NAWM, approxi-

mately 2 ROIs per patient with certain MS lesions.

Enhancing MS lesions had significantly higher precontrast

mean R1, higher mean R2, and lower mean PD than nonenhanc-

ing lesions (Table 2). Precontrast relaxation times for the enhanc-

ing lesions were thus shorter than those for the nonenhancing

lesions. For enhancing lesions, the mean R1 value was 1.22 s�1

(T1 � 820 ms) and the mean R2 value was 9.8 s�1 (T2 � 102 ms).

For nonenhancing lesions, a mean R1 value of 0.89 s�1 (T1 � 1126

ms) and a mean R2 of 7.4 s�1 (T2 � 135 ms) were found. NAWM

had a mean R1 of 1.71 s�1 (T1 � 584 ms), and mean R2 was 13.1

s�1 (T2 � 76 ms).

Distributions of mean R1, mean R2, and mean PD for enhanc-

ing and nonenhancing lesions are shown in Fig 5. As can be seen in

Fig 5A, enhancement was rare in lesions with a mean R1 value

below 0.8 s�1 (sensitivity, 0.884). On the other hand, above this

threshold, enhancing lesions were still less frequent than nonen-

hancing ones, and the specificity was only 0.360. Very few enhanc-

ing lesions had a mean R2 value below 6 s�1 (sensitivity, 0.954),

whereas higher mean R2 values were not specific for enhancing

lesions (specificity, 0.249) (Fig 5B). Mean PD values above 95%

were very seldom found in enhancing lesions (sensitivity, 0.977),

but even below this threshold, the enhancing lesions made up a

minority of the findings (specificity, 0.317) (Fig 5C). Table 3

shows the sensitivity and specificity for a few different cutoff val-

ues in the same parameters for predicting enhancing MS lesions.

When sensitivity and specificity for all possible thresholds

were combined in a receiver operating characteristic analysis, the

area under the ROC curve was 0.764 for mean R1, 0.760 for mean

R2, and 0.811 for mean PD. For the optimal linear combination of

the 3 measurements obtained by logistic regression [�3.93 mean

(R1) 	 0.210 mean (R2) � 0.194 mean (PD)], the AUC was only

slightly higher (0.832).

DISCUSSION
There have been attempts to predict the breakdown of the BBB in

MS lesions without contrast agents by using conventional im-

ages,15,16 but the accuracy has not been satisfactory so far. Previ-

FIG 3. A, Conventional T1WI images corresponding to the synthetic
images in B. Postgadolinium imaging is on the left and native on the
right. B, An active lesion with ROI placement in the synthetic T1WI
after gadolinium-based contrast agent injection (left image). The ROI
was then registered onto the synthetic precontrast injection T1WI
(right image).

FIG 4. An example of a synthetic T2WI with an ROI placed in the
NAWM in the left hemisphere contralateral to a nonenhancing lesion
in the right hemisphere.

Table 2: Quantitative measurements of normal-appearing white
matter and enhancing and nonenhancing MS lesions before
gadolinium-based contrast agent injectiona

R1 (1/s) R2 (1/s) PD (%)
NAWM (n � 102) 1.71 � 0.09 13.1 � 0.67 62.4 � 1.9
Enhancing lesions (n � 43) 1.22 � 0.36 9.8 � 2.6 77.0 � 11.2
Nonenhancing lesions

(n � 622)
0.89 � 0.24 7.4 � 1.9 89.8 � 8.4

Difference between enhancing
and nonenhancing lesions

	0.33b 	2.43b �12.8b

a Data are means. Differences are estimated as least squares means and are tested
with the Tukey t test.
b P � .001.
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ous studies have used features of conventional images (eg, T2

peripheral rim hypointensities16) and mathematic modeling of

voxel-based T1 and T2 intensities15 in an attempt to identify ac-

tive lesions, but they did not attain the desired sensitivity and

specificity to fully identify active lesions without a contrast agent.

Quantification of diffusion characteristics of acute lesions by us-

ing ADC values was previously thought to be a discriminator of

acute-versus-chronic MS lesions, but a recent study showed vari-

able diffusion values in acute MS lesions.17 Most previous quan-

titative relaxation methods yielded measurements of either T1 or

T2 relaxation. Some methods do quantify T1 and T2, but they

have not been clinically applicable, due to either long scan times,

lack of robustness, or complicated and cumbersome postprocess-

ing procedures,18 and relaxation values are thus not part of the

clinical routine assessment of MR imaging examinations today.

Previous reports of relaxation time measurements in MS le-

sions have shown variable results. In the present study, with the

use of qMRI, we found significant differences between the quan-

titative values of enhancing lesions and nonenhancing lesions,

which is in line with other studies that have found a difference in

quantitative characteristics in acute MS lesions compared with

nonenhancing lesions.10-12. We found that enhancing lesions had

shorter T2 than nonenhancing lesions but longer T2 than

NAWM. This finding is consistent with those in other studies,11,19

whereas some early studies on relaxation times in MS lesions

showed a longer T2 in acute than in chronic lesions.20 However,

looking at the original studies, Larsson et al21 did not find a dif-

ference in T1 and T2 measurements between acute and chronic

plaques, but a tendency toward a slight increase in T1 and T2 in

the acute plaques and a very high T2 value in the center of the

plaque at a later stage. Ormerod et al22 reported a decrease in T1

and T2 relaxation times in serial studies of acute lesions; however

the classification of acute or chronic MS lesions of the brain stem

was based on the duration of symptoms, not on contrast enhance-

ment in lesions.

Our finding of a shorter T1 in enhancing lesions than in non-

enhancing lesions is not in line with the findings of Jurcoane et

al.12 However, they used a method for voxel-based automatic cal-

culation of T1 shortening after contrast agent administration, de-

fining all FLAIR hyperintense areas, including dirty-appearing

white matter, as lesions. Lesion voxels were then defined as con-

trast-enhancing if T1 shortening was 2 SDs above the T1 shorten-

ing in NAWM. Thus, dirty-appearing white matter would consti-

tute a great part of the nonenhancing lesions, explaining the

higher T1 values in enhancing lesions because the relaxation time

values of dirty-appearing white matter are lower than those in

lesions but higher than those in NAWM.23 In our study, the com-

parison was made between enhancing and nonenhancing lesions,

not including the dirty-appearing white matter.

The finding of shorter T1 and T2 in enhancing lesions than in

chronic lesions could be understood on the basis of the pathology

involved,24 with the acute lesions being hypercellular due to an

accumulation of inflammatory cells. The subsequent edema, in-

tra- and intercellular in origin, results in a slight increase in the

FIG 5. A, Histograms of mean R1 for enhancing and nonenhancing le-
sions. B, Histograms of mean R2 for enhancing and nonenhancing lesions.
C, Histograms of mean PD for enhancing and nonenhancing lesions.

Table 3: Sensitivity and specificity for different cutoffs for
relaxation values to predict enhancing MS lesions

Relaxation Value Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Youden Indexa

R1 measurement
1.28 47 95 42
1.17 58 90 48
1.10 60 82 42

R2 measurement
10 51 93 44
9.34 63 87 50
8.70 65 78 43

PD measurement
77.69 54 92 46
79.96 61 87 48
82.53 63 82 45

a Youden index � sensitivity 	 specificity � 100.
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relaxation values compared with normal tissue. In chronic le-

sions, there are hypocellularity, demyelination, and naked axons,

and the free water fraction increases, yielding a higher relaxation

time value. This is also reflected in the higher PD values in non-

enhancing lesions compared with the enhancing lesions.

Despite the significant differences demonstrated, the overlap

in T1-, T2-, and PD values between enhancing and nonenhancing

lesions results in an imperfect prediction of enhancement from

qMRI values. Even after forming an optimal linear combina-

tion of the 3 measurements, the AUC was only slightly higher

than that for PD, which yielded the best prediction out of the 3

measurements.

In this study, the relaxation measurements in the lesions were

made irrespective of their time point in the disease, which means

that the age of the lesion was not a factor in the analysis and the

dynamics of the evolution of the lesions were not considered.

However, Cotton et al25 showed that the acute phase with contrast

enhancement has a median duration of 1–2 weeks for most le-

sions. Patients in this cohort were newly diagnosed with possible

MS or MS, and most were in the early stages of the disease.

The ROC analysis gave a maximal AUC of 0.832, which is

comparable with that in other studies,15 but the result does not

support the use of relaxation time measurements alone for clinical

evaluation of the status of the BBB in MS lesions, because the

clinical setting requires a higher sensitivity and specificity. Never-

theless, qMRI is a potentially useful complement in the event of

contraindications to contrast agents and in combination with the

visual assessment of the images with regard to new lesions and in

association with clinical findings of a relapse. The quantitative

measurement of lesions is clearly a more objective tool than the

visual assessment of a radiologist and could be of value in the

longitudinal monitoring of patients with MS.

Because the qMRI sequence enables quantitative assessment of

tissue relaxation values,26 other uses for this sequence are per-

forming segmentation and volumetric measurements.27,28 The

automated volumetric technique could also be an objective tool

for the evaluation of brain atrophy development in patients with

MS,29 which today is usually performed by visual assessment by

the neuroradiologist in the clinical setting. qMRI could therefore

complement conventional MR images in the examination of pa-

tients with MS regarding brain volume measurements.

This study was performed on a 1.5T scanner, and a previous

study27 has shown that the results of tissue segmentation from the

qMRI sequence may differ between 1.5T and 3T. This means that

the relaxation values of this study cannot be extrapolated to a 3T

MR imaging setting. However, the higher field strength at 3T gives

a higher signal-to-noise ratio. This enables a higher resolution

that potentially could decrease the partial volume effect, which

would be beneficial for quantitative measurements. Even if care

was taken to place ROIs within the MS lesions to avoid partial

volume effects, this study would have been strengthened by an

MR imaging protocol with isotropic voxels and even thinner sec-

tions for higher accuracy of ROI placement.

In this work, the number of contrast-enhancing lesions was

limited, and future work will include follow-up MR imaging at 2

and 4 years, including scans from relapses, which will yield larger

subject matter for analysis, looking at the quantitative properties

of the brain after Gd-based contrast agent injection, in lesions and

in the gray and white matter. In addition, a long-term prospective

study could evaluate the predictive prognostic value of qMRI

compared with traditional contrast-based assessment. One possi-

bility would be that changes in the quantitative characteristics in

acute MS lesions might better represent the pathologic process

than visual assessment of contrast enhancement, which merely

reflects the damaged BBB. Quantitative MR imaging with relax-

ation measurements may help elucidate more of the complex

mechanisms behind multiple sclerosis.

CONCLUSIONS
Contrast-enhancing MS lesions have PD and relaxation times that

differ from those in nonenhancing lesions, with lower PD and

shorter relaxation times in enhancing lesions compared with non-

enhancing lesions. PD, which had the highest AUC value, still had

only a moderate ability to predict Gd enhancement. Even though

qMRI can provide additional information about the changes oc-

curring in MS, it does not seem to be able to replace Gd injection

in the evaluation of MS lesions.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
FUNCTIONAL

Presurgical Assessment of the Sensorimotor Cortex Using
Resting-State fMRI

F.C. Schneider, M. Pailler, I. Faillenot, F. Vassal, J. Guyotat, F.-G. Barral, and X C. Boutet

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The functional characterization of the motor cortex is an important issue in the presurgical evaluation of
brain lesions. fMRI noninvasively identifies motor areas while patients are asked to move different body parts. This task-based approach
has some drawbacks in clinical settings: long scanning times and exclusion of patients with severe functional or neurologic disabilities and
children. Resting-state fMRI can avoid these difficulties because patients do not perform any goal-directed tasks.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Nineteen patients with diverse brain pathologies were prospectively evaluated by using task-based and
resting-state fMRI to localize sensorimotor function. Independent component analyses were performed to generate spatial independent
components reflecting functional brain networks or noise. Three radiologists identified the motor components and 3 portions of the
motor cortex corresponding to the hand, foot, and face representations. Selected motor independent components were compared with
task-based fMRI activation maps resulting from movements of the corresponding body parts.

RESULTS: The motor cortex was successfully and consistently identified by using resting-state fMRI by the 3 radiologists for all patients.
When they subdivided the motor cortex into 3 segments, the sensitivities of resting-state and task-based fMRI were comparable.
Moreover, we report a good spatial correspondence with the task-based fMRI activity estimates.

CONCLUSIONS: Resting-state fMRI can reliably image sensorimotor function in a clinical preoperative routine. It is a promising oppor-
tunity for presurgical localization of sensorimotor function and has the potential to benefit a large number of patients affected by a wide
range of pathologies.

ABBREVIATIONS: IC � independent component; ICA � independent component analysis; rs-fMRI � resting-state fMRI; tb-fMRI � task-based fMRI

Mapping of cerebral function in neurosurgery patients aims

to predict the efficacy of the neurosurgical treatment, esti-

mate the operation risk, and avoid neurologic deficits. Several

techniques have been used to identify brain activity in tissue sur-

rounding the regions planned for resection, including neuronavi-

taged transcranial magnetic stimulation,1 magnetoencephalogra-

phy,2 and fMRI,3 each having advantages and drawbacks over the

others.

The clinical criterion standard for localization of functional

brain areas is intraoperative electrical stimulation in the awake

patient.4 Although electrical stimulation provides unique assis-

tance during surgery, it is an invasive technique that requires ex-

pertise of the surgical team and a cooperative and motivated sub-

ject. It also adds considerable time to the surgical procedure for an

investigation limited to a few cortical areas. Therefore, fMRI has

been seen as very promising for clinical applications. However, its

integration into preoperative surgical planning has been relatively

slow because of several practical constraints: the dedicated exper-

imental setup, long scanning time, and a high cognitive demand

on the patient. Moreover, localizing the sensorimotor cortex with

fMRI at the individual level can be challenging in some cases when

the patient has paresis or paralysis. Furthermore, �1 acquisition

is necessary whenever the lesion is bordering on several motor

representations.

Techniques measuring functional connectivity can address

several of the limitations faced by stimulus-driven or task-based

fMRI (tb-fMRI). Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) uses slow, sponta-
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neous fluctuations in the blood oxygen level– dependent signal to

characterize networks of distant brain regions.5 The subject sim-

ply “rests” in the scanner without any specific task to perform.

rs-fMRI has been successfully applied in groups of healthy volun-

teers,6 provides a means of mapping several functional networks

in a single acquisition, appears robust across individuals,7 and is

less-demanding than tb-fMRI because it requires less cooperation

from the patient and can be used in individuals with neurologic

deficits or cognitive dysfunction or in children. Additionally,

spontaneous activity continues in the primary sensory and motor

cortices even when subjects are asleep8 or anesthetized.9 This fea-

ture suggests that complete patient compliance may not be nec-

essary. Resting-state networks have been extensively explored in

recent years at the group level in populations of healthy subjects

and patients. In the case of neurosurgery patients with brain dam-

age,10 precise functional network estimation at the individual

level is essential for surgery planning and/or intraoperative navi-

gation. The conclusions of previous pioneering studies were lim-

ited to the feasibility of rs-fMRI for presurgical mapping by using

small patient samples.11-15

In this study, we investigated the sensitivity of extracting the

sensorimotor network from rs-fMRI at the individual level in pa-

tients with brain damage scheduled for surgery. Because brain

lesions can appear at any segment of the motor cortex, we divided

our investigations into 3 portions of the somatotypy (foot, hand,

and face). rs-fMRI was then compared with tb-fMRI acquired

when corresponding body parts were moved.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Nineteen patients (14 men; mean age, 46 years) intended for neu-

rosurgery were prospectively enrolled in this study (Table 1) and

underwent both tb- and rs-fMRI. tb-fMRI results were used for

surgical planning. Pathologies included low-grade glioma (n �

8), high-grade glioma (n � 1), metastasis (n � 4), AVM (n � 2),

and chronic stroke lesions (n � 4) causing medically refractory

neuropathic pain (stimulator positioning was guided by tb-fMRI

for chronic electrical stimulation of the motor cortex). Patients

gave written informed consent, and the study was approved by the

local ethics committee.

Image Acquisition
Nine patients (cases 1– 6, 8, 16, 17) were imaged by using a 1.5T

MR imaging scanner (Achieva; Philips Healthcare, Best, the Neth-

erlands) equipped with an 8-channel head coil. Single-shot gradi-

ent-echo EPI was used for functional acquisitions with the follow-

ing parameters: TR/TE/flip angle, 2700 ms/50 ms/90°, 28

contiguous sections of 3.5 mm, FOV of 230 � 230 mm2, and an

acquisition matrix of 64 � 64; 105 dynamic scans per run were

acquired for tb-fMRI acquisitions, and 130, for rs-fMRI. A 3D

T1-weighted turbo field echo sequence was performed for ana-

tomic localization: TR/TE/flip angle, 7.84 ms/3.81 ms/8°, 140 sec-

tions of 1 mm, acquisition matrix of 256 � 256, FOV of 256 � 256

mm2, and a turbo field echo factor of 180.

The images of the 10 remaining patients were acquired by

using a 3T scanner (Magnetom Verio; Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many) and a 12-channel head coil. Single-shot gradient-echo EPI

parameters were the following: TR/TE/flip angle, 2690 ms/30 ms/

90°, 40 contiguous sections of 3.5 mm, FOV of 224 � 224 mm2,

and an acquisition matrix of 64 � 64. tb-fMRI comprised 110

dynamic scans per run and rs-fMRI, 155. A 3D T1-weighted mag-

netization-prepared rapid acquisition of gradient echo sequence

was also performed with the following parameters: TR/TI/TE/flip

angle, 1800 ms/900 ms/3.3 ms/9°, acquisition matrix of 256 �

192, FOV of 256 � 192 mm2.

Behavioral Paradigm
For rs-fMRI, subjects were instructed to stay quiet and fixate on a

white cross on a black screen. The tb-fMRI examination included

1–5 motor runs, each containing only 1 type of movement (which

involved either the right/left hand, right/left foot, or face). Hand

movements were self-paced hand tapping. Face movements con-

sisted of stretching and pushing forward the lips. Foot movements

included rotations of the ankle (dorsiflexion-extension). Each tb-

Table 1: Patient characteristics
Case Age (yr) Sex Diagnosis Localization Lateralization tb-fMRI

1 67 M 3 Metastases SFG 2 R, 1 L RH, RF, face
2 28 F Low-grade glioma SFG L RH, face
3 39 M Low-grade glioma RG L RH
4 53 M AVM IFG, insula R LH, face
5 28 M AVM FG L Face
6 43 F Stroke PP R RH, LH, RF, LF, face
7 45 M High-grade glioma SPL L RH, LH, RF
8 50 M Stroke IOG, cerebellum R RH, LH, LF, face
9 12 M Low-grade glioma SFG, PrG L RH, LH, RF, LF

10 66 M Metastasis PoG R RH, LH, LF
11 58 M Stroke Brain stem L RH, LH, RF, face
12 68 M Stroke Brain stem R RH, LH, LF, face
13 26 F Low-grade glioma SFG, CG R Face
14 77 M Metastasis PoG R RH, LH
15 70 F Metastasis PoG L RH
16 58 M Low-grade glioma PrG, PoG R LH, LF
17 28 M Low-grade glioma SFG L RH, LH
18 31 F Low-grade glioma SFG R RH, LH
19 23 M Low-grade glioma SFG, PrG R RH, LH

Note:—L indicates left; R, right; RH, right hand; LH, left hand; RF, right foot; LF, left foot; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; RG, rectus gyrus; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; FG, fusiform gyrus;
PP, periventricular parietal white matter; SPL, superior parietal lobule; IOG, inferior occipital gyrus; PrG, precentral gyrus; PoG, postcentral gyrus; CG, cingulate gyrus.
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fMRI acquisition consisted of 30-second blocks of motor move-

ment alternating with 30-second blocks of resting.

Data Preprocessing
The 3 initial brain volumes of each run were discarded to eliminate

nonequilibrium effects of magnetization. Image preprocessing was

performed with SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/

spm8). Images were time- and motion-corrected and then smoothed

by using a spatial Gaussian kernel of 8 mm of full width at half

maximum.

Independent Component Analysis of rs-fMRI
To investigate resting-state networks for each patient, we per-

formed retrospective analyses of single-subject independent com-

ponent analysis (ICA) by using the Group ICA of fMRI Toolbox

software (GIFT; http://mialab.mrn.org/software/gift/). The num-

ber of independent components (ICs) was estimated individually

for each subject by using the minimum description length crite-

ria.16 Before the ICA procedure, a data-reduction step was per-

formed by using principal component analysis. The ICs were

then estimated by using the Infomax algorithm.17 Stable esti-

mation was achieved by rerunning the ICA analyses 20 times by

using the ICASSO18 toolbox implemented in GIFT. In case of

ICs with an ICASSO stability index of �0.9, the ICA analysis

was recomputed by using fewer ICs (the number of ICs esti-

mated by minimum description length minus the number of

ICs with an ICASSO stability index of � 0.9). Eighteen-to-34

ICs were then estimated in our patient sample. The spatial

maps of the components were converted into z score maps and

thresholded at z � 2. The mean image of the rs-fMRI time-

series (estimated during the motion-correction procedure)

was used to coregister the z score maps on the anatomic MR

imaging acquisition to allow a precise spatial localization of the

resting-state networks by using SPM8.

Manual Selection of Individual Motor Components by
Experts
For each patient, 3 independent experts (C.B., F.C.S., and M.P.),

blinded to tb-fMRI results, visualized all thresholded ICs super-

imposed on T1 images and selected any number of motor-related

components. Of note, F.C.S. participated in both the prospective

interpretation of 13 patients explored with tb-fMRI and the ret-

rospective readings of the rs-fMRI. The time interval between the

2 tasks was 2 months for 2 patients and �1 year for 17 patients.

The IC selection criteria were based on the shape of spatial maps,

temporal profiles, and anatomic landmarks (eg, central sulcus).

The central sulcus was reported as difficult or impossible to detect

in 6 cases, either because of the presence of extensive edema (cases

1, 10, and 16) or the tumor itself (cases 9, 14, and 15). Readers

were also asked to locate IC clusters within the motor cortex and

whether they could be attributed to the foot, the hand, or the face

representation.

In the case of different motor IC selection among the ex-

perts, a consensus was reached after consultation to select

which IC most likely reflects the motor cortex for both

hemispheres.

General Linear Modeling of tb-fMRI
The tb-fMRI data were high-pass-filtered (1/128 Hz) and ana-

lyzed through the general linear formulation of SPM8. The model

also included the 6 movement parameters estimated from the

motion-correction procedure to capture residual movement-re-

lated artifacts. Statistical parametric maps were thresholded at

P � .05, corrected for multiple comparisons (controlling for

the family-wise error) by using 2 different procedures: The first

method tested each voxel time course (called the “voxel” cor-

rection), and the second combined the spatial extent of each

cluster of estimated activity and each voxel intensity (termed

hereafter “cluster,”19). The mean image of the tb-fMRI dataset

was used to coregister the activation maps on the anatomic MR

imaging acquisition to allow a precise localization of the acti-

vated areas and a direct comparison with rs-fMRI results (see

below).

tb-fMRI and rs-fMRI Sensitivities
The sensitivity of rs-fMRI was estimated by dividing the number

of times a motor cortex representation (hand, face, or foot)

was detected by the total number of patients. The sensitivity of

tb-fMRI was calculated as the ratio of detections for a given

motor cortex representation (hand, face, or foot) by the num-

ber of patients for whom this investigation was performed

(Table 1).

Overlap between rs-fMRI and tb-fMRI
To reduce the influence of voxels outside the motor cortex on the

results, we segmented both rs- and tb-fMRI spatial maps around

the cluster defined by experts as the motor cortex (spm_

clusters function; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/

spm8/). The result of this procedure gave a single cluster for the

motor IC and a single cluster for tb-fMRI (called rs-motor and

tb-motor). Then, we calculated a concurrence ratio by dividing

the number of voxels within the intersection of rs- and tb-motor

by the number of voxels of tb-motor (Figs 1 and 2).

RESULTS
Nine patients had lesions in the left hemisphere. For consistency

of the data presentation, we hereafter refer to healthy and dam-

aged sides. For 1 patient, metastases were detected in both

hemispheres (case 1). The left side was then defined as the

altered one because the corresponding tumor was considered

FIG 1. Illustration of expected findings by using rs-fMRI (light gray)
and tb-fMRI (dark gray). rs-fMRI is presumed to show the whole motor
cortex (possibly bilaterally), whereas a single motor cortex represen-
tation (face, hand, or foot) would be obtained by using tb-fMRI.
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the most likely to have caused the patient deficits (because of

its location, size, and edema). We tested the motoricity of the

hand for 17 patients, the foot for 9 patients, and the face for 9

patients (Table 1). Figure 2 illustrates typical rs- and tb-fMRI

results.

tb-fMRI and rs-fMRI Sensitivities
The rs-motor component was identified for all patients and by all

experts. A consensus was reached in all patients for the hand area,

in 15 patients for the face area, and in 13 for the foot representa-

tion (Table 2). tb-fMRI investigations led to significant activity

estimates, in most cases independent of the thresholding strategy

(voxel or cluster).

Overlap between rs-fMRI and tb-fMRI
We did not observe any significant interactions among the hand,

face, or foot representations and the overlap between rs- and tb-

fMRI (Fig 3). Moreover, their similarity did not significantly dif-

fer between the 2 hemispheres. In contrast, we observed a better

correspondence between rs- and tb-fMRI when using the voxel

correction for multiple testing (31% versus 23%, P � .003). This

advantage was more pronounced on the lesion side (P � .009) and

for the hand representation (P � .01).

Comparison of the 2 MR Imaging
Acquisition Systems
The overall rs-fMRI sensitivity of the 3T

system was higher than that for the 1.5T

system (P � .0029, Table 3). Moreover,

the intersection between tb- and rs-

fMRI results did not differ significantly

between the 2 MR imaging systems,

though there was a trend toward higher

concurrent ratios at 3T when using both

the voxel (35% versus 27%, P � .33) or

the cluster correction (27% versus 20%,

P � .29) for multiple testing of tb-fMRI

statistical maps.

DISCUSSION
Presurgical localization of the eloquent

cortex is clearly one of the keys to reduc-

ing postsurgery motor deficits and

reaching an optimal patient outcome.

Among the functional imaging tech-

niques, rs-fMRI has been commonly

used in neuroscience and has now at-

tracted interest for clinical applica-

tions.20,21 Compared with tb-fMRI, rs-

fMRI has some practical advantages:

shorter scanning times and a simple

setup. It is less sensitive to subject-re-

lated deficiencies such as paresis, paral-

ysis, or lack of attention, and it is easier

to apply to children. Here, we demon-

strated that rs-fMRI is capable of consis-

tently mapping the motor cortex with a

spatial precision that is necessary in clin-

ical settings (ie, discrimination of foot,

hand, and face representations). The

probability of identifying different body

representations by using rs-fMRI is

FIG 2. A patient with a right medial frontal low-grade glioma (case 18 in Table 1). Activity estimates
from right (A) and left (B) hand movements by using tb-fMRI (P � .05, family-wise error– corrected
at the voxel level) are shown and are compared with the motor IC of rs-fMRI (C, z � 2). The
overlap between rs-and tb-fMRI results is illustrated in D, where spatial maps of B and C are
superimposed after binarization and segmentation of the motor clusters (see “Materials and
Methods”): 1 (light gray) and 3 (black), respectively, indicate rs- and tb-spatial maps, and their
intersection is labeled 2 (dark gray). The concurrent ratio is 92% for this patient.

Table 2: Sensitivity of rs- and tb-fMRI
Foot Hand Face

Healthy Side Damaged Side Healthy Side Damaged Side Healthy Side Damaged Side
rs-fMRI 68% (13/19) 68% (13/19) 100% (19/19) 100% (19/19) 79% (15/19) 79% (15/19)
tb-fMRI cluster-correction 50% (1/2) 89% (8/9) 100% (11/11) 94% (16/17) 100% (9/9) 100% (9/9)
tb-fMRI voxel-correction 50% (1/2) 89% (8/9) 100% (11/11) 94% (16/17) 89% (8/9) 89% (8/9)
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equivalent to that of tb-fMRI. Nevertheless, unequal results were

obtained in different parts of the motor cortex: The largest body

part representation (hand) was the easiest to detect and the most

consistent among readers (Table 2). Our findings are in line with

those of Liu et al,13 who studied 6 patients with tumors or epilep-

tic foci near the motor cortex before surgery. The visual evalua-

tion of their results led to good agreement between rs-fMRI

and tb-fMRI, which included hand and tongue movements. We

also measured the overlap between rs- and tb-fMRI through con-

current ratios. The average value was approximately 30%, which

is in agreement with the findings of Tie et al,22 who assessed con-

current ratios in healthy individuals.

Of several methods that can be used to analyze tb-fMRI data,23

we used SPM, and dissimilar results may be obtained with other

software. Particularly, different strategies can be applied to deal

with the multiple-testing problem when analyzing tb-fMRI

data.24,25 No consensus has been reached on which one to use in

the context of individual patient analysis. We investigated 2 dif-

ferent approaches to correct for multiple comparisons in our

work: a test based on the cluster size and another based on voxel

intensity. The cluster size correction is known to have increased

sensitivity when the signal is spatially extended19,25; this result is

likely when attempting to detect the activity of the sensorimotor

cortex. The sensitivity of both tests was similar and approximately

95% in our data (Table 2). However, when comparing tb- and

rs-fMRI spatial maps, we observed different overlap depending

on the multiple-comparison technique; concurrent ratios were

larger with the correction at the voxel level.

Of note, both the rs-ICs and the tb-activation maps did not

exclusively show the motor cortex. tb-fMRI revealed a somato-

topic segment of the motor cortex and can display nonspecific

activations. rs-fMRI motor components showed the whole motor

cortex and were typically bilateral (Fig 1). To limit the impact of

this problem, we segmented the spatial maps resulting from rs-

and tb-fMRI analyses. However, the outcome usually showed re-

gions larger than the primary motor cortex (Fig 2). This effect

frequently occurred when using the cluster correction because it is

more likely to expose large clusters of activity and may explain the

lower concurrent ratios obtained when using this test.

Most previous studies testing rs-fMRI clinical feasibility used

cross-correlation techniques.11,13-15 This approach requires the
definition of a seed region based on anatomy or additional func-
tional exploration, to reveal correlations between the average sig-
nal time course of voxels within the ROI and the time courses of
the other brain voxels. The approach we used here (ICA) does not
require any prior knowledge of the temporal or spatial patterns of
brain responses. ICA is a popular mathematic approach that max-
imizes statistical independence among its components to identify
distinct resting-state networks. A practical drawback that can be
attributed to ICA is that the user must choose among dozens of
functional components, which most probably reflect neurofunc-
tional systems over noise. This selection is often made by visual
inspection. Other strategies have been imagined to assist the IC
selection. Kokkonen et al12 used a template-matching method, for
which each IC was spatially correlated to a motor tb-fMRI tem-
plate. The authors reported successful results in 8 patients with
brain tumors. Nevertheless, to avoid adding any prior spatial
knowledge in our analyses, we chose another strategy to analyze
our rs-fMRI data. Visual review of the calculated ICs for every
patient was thus made by 3 radiologists blinded to each other and
to the results of tb-fMRI. Additionally, a novel data-driven
method has been recently tested at the individual level in patients
with epilepsy and tumors.26 It showed promising results and may
resolve some of the limitations of cross-correlation analysis
(structural seed definition) and ICA (postanalysis IC selection).

A tb-fMRI examination including movement of the hand,
face, and foot gives satisfactory coverage of the motor cortex for
many clinical purposes. The number of studied body parts has to
be adapted to the lesion location. Nonetheless, when considering

a large lesion, one must examine the en-
tire motor cortex of the injured hemi-
sphere and one may also be interested in

mapping the normal motor representa-

tion in the contralateral hemisphere.

This process leads to long scanning

times and may not be adapted to every

FIG 3. Overlap between tb-fMRI and rs-fMRI. Average (and standard
error of the mean) concurrent ratios are displayed for the damaged
hemisphere and the healthy hemisphere. Different body parts were
moved during tb-fMRI, leading to 3 ratio calculations: foot (light gray),
hand (black), and face (dark gray). Two different thresholding strate-
gies were tested for tb-fMRI analysis: a test based on the cluster size
(cluster) and another one based on the voxel intensity (voxel).

Table 3: Sensitivity of rs-fMRI for the 2 MR imaging systems
Foot Hand Face

Healthy
Side

Damaged
Side

Healthy
Side

Damaged
Side

Healthy
Side

Damaged
Side

1.5T 55% (5/9) 55% (5/9) 100% (9/9) 100% (9/9) 67% (6/9) 67% (6/9)
3T 80% (8/10) 80% (8/10) 100% (10/10) 100% (10/10) 90% (9/10) 90% (9/10)
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patient, especially when the functional exploration is combined

with morphologic and/or spectroscopic acquisitions.

Case 9 relates to a 12-year-old child with a glioma, for whom

the whole MR imaging examination may have been too long and

too demanding to be entirely and satisfactorily completed. In-

deed, the tb-fMRI explorations of both feet did not give any sig-

nificant results. Alternatively, both complete motor cortices were

then identified by using rs-fMRI in �7 minutes. Because a long

scanning time is the most frequent difficulty for the schedule of

tb-fMRI examinations, rs-fMRI is a convincing surrogate and can

be more easily integrated with other MR imaging investigations.

For another case (15), the patient had difficulty performing the

task because of a Dupuytren contracture. This led to nonsignifi-

cant and uninterpretable results by using tb-fMRI. This case illus-

trates the limits of tb-fMRI in a clinical environment where it is

difficult to design a specific task for each patient. In contrast,

rs-fMRI results were informative.

Additionally, we showed that rs-fMRI can be successfully per-

formed by using 2 different MR imaging systems (1.5T and 3T).

Nevertheless, we report a better ability to detect the motor cortex

at 3T and a trend toward a better similarity between rs-and tb-

fMRI spatial maps at 3T (Table 3). Indeed, the spatial specificity of

tb-fMRI increases with the strength of the magnetic field.27 More-

over, because the amplitude of spontaneous blood oxygen level–

dependent fluctuations is also likely to increase with field

strength, it is then not surprising to find a better intersection

between rs- and tb-fMRI results at 3T.

Generalizability in real-life clinical settings is usually a critical

step when developing new techniques. Here, we successfully

tested rs-fMRI in a prospective study, involving a typical patient

list of our department by using 2 different clinical MR imaging

systems. Sensitivity was comparable with that of tb-fMRI with

fewer practical acquisition issues. The IC selection process still

needs to be standardized and automated in some way to allow

rs-fMRI to be largely used for clinical planning before surgery.

Moreover, preliminary studies characterizing the accuracy of rs-

fMRI showed promising results.15,26 These findings constitute the

groundwork for the establishment of rs-fMRI in surgical plan-

ning. However, improved patient outcome has yet to be demon-

strated, to firmly establish the clinical utility of rs-fMRI.

CONCLUSIONS
We showed that rs-fMRI can reliably image the sensorimotor

function in preoperative routine. Different motor cortex repre-

sentations were successfully and consistently identified by 3 radi-

ologists. Moreover, we report good spatial correspondence with

tb-fMRI activity estimates. rs-fMRI is a promising opportunity

for presurgical localization of sensorimotor function and can re-

solve most of the tb-fMRI issues in clinical settings. Moreover,

rs-fMRI can be easily integrated with other MR imaging investi-

gations. Our study brings new advances in the clinical utility of

rs-fMRI.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Association between CYP2C19 Polymorphisms and Outcomes
in Cerebral Endovascular Therapy

M. Lin, M. Todaro, J. Chan, L. Churilov, W.S. Zhu, S. Ramdave, P.J. Mitchell, R.J. Dowling, P. Kwan, and B. Yan

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Differing responses to clopidogrel following endovascular treatment of cerebrovascular diseases may
increase the risk of vascular complications. CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms influence clopidogrel activity. We aimed to study the clinical
impact of CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms in patients undergoing endovascular treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This was a prospective, longitudinal, observational study. Information on demographics and cerebrovas-
cular status was collected as baseline. Clopidogrel response was tested by the VerifyNow P2Y12 assay. CYP2C19 genotyping was under-
taken by polymerase chain reaction–restriction fragment length polymorphism. Three-month follow-up data included vascular compli-
cations, mortality, and modified Rankin Scale score. Associations were investigated among CYP2C19 genotypes, clopidogrel
responsiveness, and clinical outcomes.

RESULTS: One hundred and eight participants were included. Median age was 56 years (interquartile range, 48.8 – 65.0 years), and 35 (32.4%)
were male. Forty-four participants were classified into group 1 (homozygous CYP2C19*1/*1); 31, into group 2 (25 with CYP2C19*1/*2, two with
CYP2C19*1/*3, three with CYP2C19*3/*3, one with CYP2C19*2/*3); 28, into group 3 (24 with CYP2C19*1/*17, four with CYP2C19*17/*17); and
5, into group 4 (CYP2C19*2/*17). A significantly higher proportion of participants in group 3 experienced ischemic events (9 of 28, 32.1%)
compared with group 1 (5 of 44, 11.4%; P � .04; odds ratio, 3.7; 95% confidence interval, 1.1–12.6). There was no significant difference in
clopidogrel response among the 4 genotype groups.

CONCLUSIONS: Individuals with CYP2C19*17 may have increased risk of ischemic events following endovascular treatment, independent
of clopidogrel responsiveness. Larger studies are required to confirm the influence of CYP2C19*17 on clinical outcomes and to understand
the mechanisms for increased ischemic events.

ABBREVIATIONS: IQR � interquartile range; PRU � platelet reactivity unit

Endovascular treatment of cerebrovascular diseases, for exam-

ple intracranial aneurysms and large artery stenosis, involves

the placement of metallic coils or stents.1 These procedures are

followed by increased thrombotic activity and platelet aggrega-

tion, resulting in ischemic complications.2,3

Clopidogrel is a commonly used antiplatelet drug to reduce

the rate of procedure-related thrombosis.4,5

Clopidogrel is a prodrug and requires hepatic metabolism me-

diated by the cytochrome P450 2C19 (CYP2C19) enzyme to pro-

duce the active R-130964 constituents.6 Active R-130964 perma-

nently binds to P2Y12 G-protein-coupled platelet surface

receptors to block the effects of adenosine diphosphate, leading to

inhibition of platelet aggregation.7

The response to clopidogrel varies widely among individuals.

Up to 66% of patients with cerebrovascular disease have a reduced

response to clopidogrel,8-11 placing them at higher risk of throm-

bosis,12 while 14.9%–38% of patients are hyper-responsive to
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clopidogrel.13,14 Differing responses to clopidogrel may be related

to CYP2C19 gene polymorphisms.6,9 Of particular clinical impor-

tance are the CYP2C19*2 and CYP2C19*3 alleles, more com-

monly seen in Asian descent than African and Caucasian descent,

which reduce enzyme activity and have been associated with an

increased incidence of stent thrombosis in coronary intervention

studies.8,12 In contrast, CYP2C19*17 may increase hemorrhagic

complications,14 but its impact on ischemic events and clinical

outcome has not been definitively clarified.14,15

The influence of CYP2C19 polymorphisms on outcomes to

clopidogrel treatment has been poorly studied in patients with

cerebrovascular disease compared with cardiovascular disease.

Results from studies in coronary artery disease cannot be readily

extrapolated to cerebrovascular disease owing to their different

pathophysiology. Coronary artery studies focus mainly on clopi-

dogrel hyporesponsiveness and ischemia as phenotypic outcomes

because hemorrhagic complications are rare.16 However, both

ischemia and hemorrhage are considerable risks for patients un-

dergoing endovascular neurointervention.17

We prospectively investigated the relationship among com-

mon CYP2C19 variants, clopidogrel response, and clinical out-

comes in patients following neurointerventional procedures. We

hypothesized that CYP2C19 variants were associated with clinical

outcomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This was a prospective cohort study. Consecutive patients who

underwent elective neurointervention for intracranial aneurysms

or intracranial stenosis were prospectively recruited from The

Royal Melbourne Hospital. The neurointervention procedures

included simple coiling, balloon-assisted coiling, stent-assisted

coiling, balloon and stent-assisted coiling, and Pipeline Emboli-

zation Device (Covidien, Irvine, California) flow-diversion stent

placement of intracranial aneurysms and intracranial stenosis.

Inclusion criteria were the following: age older than 18 years,

imaging evidence of intracranial aneurysms or intracranial steno-

sis intended for neurointervention, and ongoing use of clopi-

dogrel on recruitment. Participants were excluded if there was

significant coagulopathy, such as hemophilia, or other terminal

medical comorbidities. All participants provided written in-

formed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The study was approved by the Royal Melbourne Hospital Hu-

man Research and Ethics Committee (HREC 2006.155).

Baseline demographic information for each participant included

the following: age, sex, ethnicity (African, Asian, Caucasian), cere-

brovascular risk factors (smoking history, diabetes, hypertension, hy-

percholesterolemia, atrial fibrillation, and peripheral vascular dis-

ease), size and location of the aneurysms, and indication for the

procedure (stent placement or coiling of aneurysm or stenosis). All

participants were prescribed clopidogrel, 75 mg/day, and aspirin, 150

mg/day, for at least 3 days before the procedures. Concomitant use of

heparin, warfarin, and proton-pump inhibitors was noted.

Ex Vivo Clopidogrel Response Testing
Arterial blood samples were collected perioperatively through the

angiographic puncture site of the femoral artery. Samples col-

lected in sodium citrate tubes were rested at room temperature

(25°C) for 30 minutes to 4 hours. After resting, the samples were

tested for clopidogrel responsiveness by using the VerifyNow

P2Y12 assay (Accumetrics, San Diego, California) in accordance

with the manufacturer’s instructions. The assay produces a value

for inhibition of platelet activity in a percentage (percentage inhi-

bition). This value indicates the level of active clopidogrel metab-

olite-P2Y12 receptor interaction, which inhibits platelet aggrega-

tion.18 According to the manufacturer’s manual, percentage

inhibition is derived by the VerifyNow P2Y12 assay from the

platelet reactivity unit (PRU) and baseline platelet thrombosis

activity (BASE). The formula used to calculate percentage inhibi-

tion is Percentage Inhibition � (BASE � PRU) � 100/BASE.

CYP2C19 Genotyping
For each patient, a second blood sample was collected, from

which genomic DNA was extracted by using the Gentra Puregene

Blood Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and suspended in DNA

Hydration Solution (Qiagen).

Genotyping for CYP2C19*2, *3, and *17 was performed by

using polymerase chain reaction–restriction fragment length

polymorphism as previously described (*2 and *319; *1720). Each

polymerase chain reaction contained GoTaq Hot Start Mastermix

(Promega, Madison, Wisconsin; 400-�mol/L deoxyadenosine

triphosphate, 400-�mol/L deoxyguanosine triphosphate, 400-

�mol/L deoxycytidine triphosphate, 400-�mol/L deoxythymi-

dine triphosphate, and 4-mmol/L magnesium chloride), 20-�M

forward and reverse primers, nuclease-free water, and 50-ng DNA

for *2 and *17 and 100-ng DNA for *3.

For CYP2C19*2, the 169-bp polymerase chain reaction prod-

uct was digested by 200-U SmaI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich,

Massachusetts) at 25°C overnight. The CYP2C19 *1 (wild type)

yields a 120- and 49-bp product, whereas the CYP2C19*2 (681

G�A) variant is resistant to digestion.19

The 636 G�A region for CYP2C19*3 identification was ana-

lyzed by digesting the 329-bp polymerase chain reaction product

with 16-U BamHI (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 2 hours. The

CYP2C19*1 yields a 233- and 96-bp product, while the

CYP2C19*3 variant was resistant to digestion.19

For the CYP2C19*17 variant, the 470-bp polymerase chain

reaction product (containing the 806 C�T region) was digested

with 40-U SfaNI (New England Biolabs) at 37°C for 3 hours fol-

lowed by enzyme inactivation at 65°C for 20 minutes. CYP2C19*1

yielded 3 products of 183, 142, and 113 bp. The CYP2C19*17

variant yielded 3 products of 217, 142, and 113 bp after diges-

tion.20 The digested patterns for each genotype were separated on

a 3% gel by electrophoresis.

To investigate the potential effect of different types of

CYP2C19 polymorphisms, we classified the participants into 4

mutually exclusive genotype groups based on their expected phe-

notypic behavior.

Clinical Outcomes
A neurologist (B.Y.) specializing in cerebrovascular disease as-

sessed the participants at 3 months after the procedure. Partici-

pants who were unable to attend clinics were contacted by

telephone.
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Clinical end points included cerebral ischemic events and in-

tracerebral hemorrhage periprocedurally and at 3 months post-

procedure, and 3-month postprocedural modified Rankin Scale

score and mortality. Periprocedural complications included in-

traoperative clot formations. Three-month ischemic end points

included transient ischemic attack (TIA) and symptomatic and

asymptomatic (without symptoms but evident on repeat imag-

ing) ischemic stroke. TIA was defined by an acute neurologic def-

icit that resolved within 1 hour without evidence of ischemia on

neuroimaging. Ischemic stroke was defined by an acute neuro-

logic deficit with evidence of ischemia on neuroimaging, without

hemorrhage. Hemorrhagic complications included intracranial

hemorrhages and any hemorrhage outside the cranium. Major

hemorrhagic complications were defined if the participant re-

quired surgical intervention. Brain CT and angiography were per-

formed as clinically indicated to identify vascular events.

The modified Rankin Scale score is a 6-scale score used to

describe functional status. mRS 0 –1 is generally regarded as good

functional outcome, and mRS 2– 6, poor functional outcome.21

Statistical Analysis
Group 1 comprised wild type carriers (CYP2C19*1/*1), who also

acted as the control group. Group 2 comprised participants who

carried CYP2C19*2 or CYP2C19*3 (presumed hypofunctioning

alleles) in the absence of CYP2C19*17 (presumed hyperfunction-

ing allele). Group 3 comprised participants with CYP2C19*17 in

the absence of CYP2C19*2 and CYP2C19*3. Group 4 comprised

CYP2C19*2/*17 individuals (combination of hypo- and hyper-

functioning alleles). Group 1 was used as a reference group (be-

cause CYP2C19*1 is known to be the wild type variant) to facili-

tate the estimation of the effect of the inheritance of other

polymorphisms on individual clopidogrel response and clinical

outcome compared with the wild type.

Distribution of age and clopidogrel response among the 4 ge-

notype groups was examined by using the Kruskal-Wallis test

equality-of-population rank test. Imbalances in the proportion of

vascular risk factors in the 4 genotype groups were tested by the

Fisher exact test. Logistic regression analysis was used to investi-

gate the association between the group membership and the cat-

egoric outcomes (ischemia, hemorrhage, good functional out-

come [mRS 0 –1]). The effect sizes for each outcome were

estimated as odds ratios by using group 1 as a reference.

The statistical analyses were conducted by using STATA, Ver-

sion 13 IC (StataCorp, College Station, Texas) and SPSS, Version

19 software (IBM, Armonk, New York). Due to the exploratory

nature of this study, no adjustment for multiplicity of compari-

sons was made, and the value of P � .05 was the threshold for

statistical significance for all the comparisons.

RESULTS
Baseline Characteristics
A total of 108 participants recruited from 2010 to 2013 were in-

cluded in this study. Among them, 93 (86.1%) underwent endo-

vascular treatment for unruptured aneurysms; 13, (12.0%) for

intracranial stenosis; and 2 (1.9%), for venous sinus stenosis.

Eleven (10.2%) participants underwent coiling alone, 26 (24.1%)

underwent balloon-assisted coiling, and 13 (12.0%) underwent

concurrent stent placement and coiling, while 7 (6.5%) required

balloon-assisted stent placement and coiling. The median age was

56 years (interquartile range [IQR], 48.8 – 65.0), and 35 partici-

pants (32.4%) were men. Most (91.7%) were of white descent.

There was no significant difference in the age distribution

among the 4 groups (Kruskal-Wallis, P � .93). There was also no

significant difference in the distribution of sex in the genotype

groups (Fisher exact test, P � .06). No significant difference was

found among the 4 genotype groups for cerebrovascular risk fac-

tors, such as history of cerebrovascular disease (transient ischemic

attack, ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke), cigarette smoking, di-

abetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, and atrial fibrillation

or peripheral vascular disease (Fisher exact test P � .13, P � .73,

P � .72, P � .61, P � .96, P � .91, P � .12, respectively).

CYP2C19 Genotypes
On the basis of the CYP2C19 genotypes, 44 participants were clas-

sified into group 1 (homozygous CYP2C19*1/*1); 31, into group 2

(25 with CYP2C19*1/*2, two with CYP2C19*1/*3, three with

CYP2C19*3/*3, one with CYP2C19*2/*3; none had CYP2C19*2/

*2). Twenty-eight were classified into group 3 (24 with

CYP2C19*1/*17, four with CYP2C19*17/*17); and 5, into group 4

(CYP2C19*2/*17; none had CYP2C19*3/*17). There was no sig-

nificant difference in the distribution of age, sex, and other cere-

brovascular risk factors among the 4 CYP2C19 genotype groups.

CYP2C19 Genotypes and Outcomes
At 3 months postprocedure, 18 of 108 (16.7%) participants had

experienced ischemic events, 16 (14.8%) had hemorrhagic com-

plications (5 major and 11 minor), and 4 (3.7%) had complica-

tions of both a hemorrhagic and ischemic nature. Two of the

ischemic complications occurred in the periprocedural period.

Ninety-nine of 108 (91.7%) participants had good functional out-

come at 3 months. One participant, who carried CYP2C19*1/*1,

died (Tables 1 and 2).

A significantly higher proportion of participants in group 3

(CYP2C19*1/*17 or *17/*17) experienced ischemic events (9 of

28, 32.1%) compared with group 1 (CYP2C19*1/*1) individuals

(5 of 44, 11.4%; P � .04; odds ratio, 3.7; 95% confidence interval,

1.1–12.6). The difference remained significant after adjustment

for age (P � .03; OR, 4.0; 95% CI, 1.1–14.3) and ex vivo clopi-

dogrel response (P � .04; OR, 4.5; 95% CI, 1.1–17.9). No signif-

icant differences between group 1 (5 of 44, 11.4%) and the other

genotype groups, groups 2 (3 of 25, 9.7%) and 4 (1 of 5, 20%),

were identified in the incidence of ischemia. Other adjustments

for sex, history of cerebrovascular disease, and peripheral vascular

disease did not have a significant influence on the results.

Table 1: Clopidogrel response by genotype groupsa

Group 1
(n = 38)

Group 2
(n = 25)

Group 3
(n = 25)

Group 4
(n = 5)

Fisher
Exact Test,

P Value
Percentage

inhibitionb

Median 37.5 17.0 30.0 30.0 .32
IQR 17.0–70.0 6.0–47.0 12.0–47.0 24.0–54.0

a Group 1: CYP2C19*1/*1; Group 2: CYP2C19*1/*2,*1/*3, *2/*2, *2/*3; Group 3:
CYP2C19*1/*17,*17/*17; Group 4: CYP2C19*2/*17.
b Percentage inhibition � (BASE � PRU) � 100/BASE.
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No significant differences between group 1 and the other ge-

notype groups were identified in the incidence of hemorrhage.

Age is a known influencing factor on mRS. However, there was no

significant difference in age-adjusted mRS between group 1 and

the other genotype groups.

CYP2C19 Genotypes and Ex Vivo Clopidogrel Response
Clopidogrel response was available in 93 participants. Of these

participants, 38 of 44 (86.4%) were from group 1; 25 of 31

(80.1%), from group 2; 25 of 28 (89.3%), from group 3; and 5 of

5 (100%), from group 4. The median clopidogrel response was

37.5% inhibition (IQR, 12.0%–70.0%) for group 1, 17.0% (IQR,

6.0%– 47.0%) for group 2, 30.0% (IQR, 12.0%– 47.0%) for group

3, and 30.0% (IQR, 24.0%–54.0%) for group 4. Overall, there was

no significant difference in clopidogrel response in terms of per-

centage inhibition among the 4 genotype groups (Kruskal-Wallis,

P � .32). There was no significant difference in percentage inhi-

bition among patients with no complications (26.0%; IQR,

12.0%–53.0%) compared with ischemic events (30.6%; IQR,

2.75%–51.0%; P � .5) and hemorrhagic events (47.9%;

IQR, 31.5%–70.8%; P � .9).

PRU values were also compared between the genotype groups

2, 3, and 4 and group 1. The median PRU between group 1 and

group 2 was not significant (237; IQR, 105–291 versus 261; IQR,

184 –316; P � .78). Similarly, no significance was found between

group 1 and group 4 (237; IQR, 105–291 versus 246; IQR, 195–

281; P � .88). There appeared to be a significant difference be-

tween the median PRUs of group 1 and group 3 (237; IQR, 105–

291 versus 232; IQR, 209 –245; P � .03).

Ex Vivo Clopidogrel Response and Clinical Outcomes
Among the 93 participants with clopidogrel-response testing, 16

(17.2%) experienced ischemic events. There was no significant

difference between the median clopidogrel response of partici-

pants who developed ischemic events ([n � 16] 15.5%; IQR,

2.5%–55.0%) compared with participants without ischemic

events ([n � 77] 30.0%; IQR, 13.0%– 65.0%) (P � .3).

Of the 93 participants with clopidogrel-response results, 14

(15.1%) experienced hemorrhagic events. The median clopi-

dogrel response of participants who experienced hemorrhagic

events was significantly higher ([n � 14] 46.0%; IQR, 30.0%–

72.0%) compared with those who did not experience hemor-

rhages ([n � 22] 22.0%; IQR, 1.0%–53.0%) (P � .03).

There was no significance between the median PRU values for

the ischemic-versus-nonischemic participants (253; IQR, 151.75–

313.75 versus 244; IQR, 172–295; P � .44). Similarly, the median

PRU evaluation was made for hemorrhagic-versus-nonhemor-

rhagic participants (211; IQR, 100 –242 versus 249; IQR, 172.5–

306.5; P � .60). These results showed no statistical significance.

DISCUSSION
Clopidogrel is a common antiplatelet pre-

scribed to prevent secondary ischemia for

patients with cerebrovascular conditions

treated by endovascular techniques.

However, variations in clopidogrel re-

sponse associated with CYP2C19 poly-

morphisms may have a negative impact

on treatment results.

Our investigation suggests increased risk of ischemic events in

individuals carrying the CYP2C19*17 allele (group 3) compared

with homozygous CYP2C19*1/*1 wild type carriers (group 1).

CYP2C19*17 is generally thought to be hyperfunctioning20; this

feature should suggest an increased risk of hemorrhage. However,

our study shows CYP2C19*17 to be significantly associated with

ischemic events, despite no significant association with platelet

activity. This novel finding is unexpected and leads us to suspect

involvement of other pathways in the association between the

CYP2C19 gene and clinical outcomes. Our study did not obtain

data from imaging sources to interpret clinical outcomes but, in-

stead, defined ischemic events evidenced by stroke or transient

ischemic attacks in clinical follow-up only.

Correlation between CYP2C19*17 and secondary ischemic

events following endovascular treatment of cerebrovascular dis-

ease has not been reported previously, to our knowledge. How-

ever, studies investigating the phenotypic effects of CYP2C19*17

are limited, and the influence of this polymorphism on the activity

of clopidogrel, and hence clinical outcomes, remains controver-

sial. Although a recent study in patients with myocardial infarc-

tion has suggested a significantly increased incidence of bleeding

events and 1-year mortality rate among CYP2C19*17 carriers,15

others have found that CYP2C19*17 has minimal influence on

clopidogrel response.21 The lack of association between

CYP2C19*17 and the ex vivo clopidogrel response in the present

study, along with conflicting findings in previous studies, suggests

that the polymorphism may influence clinical outcomes via

mechanisms independent of measured clopidogrel response in

this patient population. This influence has not been previously

investigated and deserves further exploration in future studies.

Compared with CYP2C19*17, CYP2C19*2 and CYP2C19*3

are well-documented as hypofunctioning alleles in healthy sub-

jects and patients with coronary artery and cerebrovascular dis-

eases.9,12,22-24 These alleles have also been reported to be signifi-

cantly associated with subacute stent thrombosis and myocardial

infarction following percutaneous coronary intervention.8,25

This correlation is understood to be a leading cause for increased

risk of ischemic complications.26 Our results did not find

CYP2C19*2 or CYP2C19*3 to be significantly associated with

clinical outcome and clopidogrel response. However, the trends

indicated in our results are reflective of those in previous

literature.

In this study, CYP2C19 polymorphism was not associated sig-

nificantly with mRS, a commonly used functional outcome in

interventional studies of cerebrovascular disease. The inclusion of

primarily participants undergoing elective procedures may ex-

plain the small number of poor functional outcomes recorded,

with mRS �2 recorded in only 8.5% (7 of 106). This low incidence

Table 2: Postprocedural clinical outcomes by genotype groupsa

Group 1
(n = 44)

Group 2
(n = 31)

Group 3
(n = 28)

Group 4
(n = 5)

Fisher
Exact Test,

P Value
Ischemic complication (No.) (%) 5 (11.4) 3 (9.7) 9 (32.1) 1 (20.0) .08
Hemorrhagic complication (No.) (%) 8 (18.2) 1 (3.2) 5 (17.9) 2 (40.0) .06
mRS �2 (No.) (%) 5 (11.4) 1 (3.2) 2 (7.1) 1 (20.0) .35

a Group 1: CYP2C19*1/*1; Group 2: CYP2C19*1/*2,*1/*3, *2/*2, *2/*3; Group 3: CYP2C19*1/*17,*17/*17; Group 4:
CYP2C19*2/*17.
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of poor clinical outcome limited our ability to draw conclusions

concerning the influence of CYP2C19 genotypes on functional

outcomes. Further studies to validate the association between

CYP2C19 polymorphisms and functional outcomes are needed

because cerebrovascular complications (ischemia and hemor-

rhage) are major contributors of morbidity.

Our results did not show a significant association between

clopidogrel response and CYP2C19 polymorphisms and clinical

outcome. Point-of-care clopidogrel response testing platforms

such as the VerifyNow P2Y12 assay could add clinical benefits for

patients receiving endovascular neurointervention, provided that

standardized values predicting response (ischemia and hemor-

rhage) can be defined. However, there is currently no standard

definition for VerifyNow P2Y12 assay values. Values assigned to

define clopidogrel hyporesponsiveness in previous studies vary

widely between 15%18 and 40%,27 though the cutoff value of 20%

is commonly used.10,28 Likewise, there is no standard VerifyNow

P2Y12 value to define clopidogrel hyperresponsiveness. The rare

occurrence of hemorrhagic complications in coronary artery dis-

ease may have resulted in limited research being conducted on

clopidogrel hyper-responsiveness. PRU values are also useful in

defining clopidogrel responsiveness. However, the PRU values

were not found to be statistically significant for the clinical out-

comes of our study, ischemia and hemorrhage, compared to no

complications. Similarly, no significance was found in PRU values

of CYP2C19*2 and CYP2C19*3 compared with the wild type.

However, the PRU values in CYP2C19*17 carriers were signifi-

cantly lower compared with the wild type. The influence of

CYP2C19*17 on platelet reactivity is an area that requires more

research.

The findings in our study were novel. However, the mecha-

nism by which CYP2C19*17 influenced clinical outcomes re-

mains undefined because we did not find a significant correlation

between the CYP2C19*17 genotype and platelet activity. The

main limitation of the present study was the small sample size,

and the elective nature of the endovascular treatments was likely a

contributing factor to low rates of poor functional outcomes.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest an increased risk of ischemic events in carriers

of CYP2C19*17 who undergo neurointervention. Further re-

search to validate the association and to understand the underly-

ing biologic mechanisms is warranted.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Mechanical Thrombectomy Using the New ERIC Retrieval
Device Is Feasible, Efficient, and Safe in Acute Ischemic Stroke:

A Swiss Stroke Center Experience
T. Kahles, C. Garcia-Esperon, S. Zeller, M. Hlavica, J. Añon, M. Diepers, K. Nedeltchev, and L. Remonda

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Intravenous thrombolysis and mechanical thrombectomy predominantly using stent retrievers have
been shown to effectively restore cerebral blood flow and improve functional outcome in patients with acute ischemic stroke. We sought
to determine the safety and feasibility of mechanical thrombectomy using the new ERIC retrieval device.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We identified 36 consecutive patients from our Stroke Center registry with acute ischemic stroke who were
treated with the new ERIC retriever from September 2013 to December 2014. Patients with ischemic stroke meeting the following criteria
were eligible: onset-to-treatment time of �4.5 hours or wake-up stroke (n � 10) with relevant CT perfusion mismatch, NIHSS score of �4,
and proof of large-vessel occlusion in the anterior circulation on CT angiography. We assessed the baseline characteristics including age,
sex, comorbidities, stroke severity, site of vessel occlusion, presence of tissue at risk, and treatment-related parameters such as onset-
to-treatment time, recanalization grade, and outcome.

RESULTS: The mean age was 70 � 13 years, and the median NIHSS score on admission was 18 (interquartile range, 10 –20). Seventeen of 36
patients were on platelet inhibitors or anticoagulants before endovascular treatment (47.2%); 20 patients received intravenous thrombol-
ysis (55.5%). The ERIC was used as the sole retriever in 28 patients (77.8%) and as a rescue device in 8. Excellent recanalization was achieved
in 30/36 patients (83.3%) with TICI 3 in 19/36 and 2b in 11/36, respectively. Median procedural time in these patients was 90 minutes
(interquartile range, 58 –133 minutes). No intraprocedural complications occurred.

CONCLUSIONS: In this observational study, the new ERIC retrieval device was technically feasible, safe, and effective in acute ischemic
stroke with large-vessel occlusion.

ABBREVIATIONS: ERIC � Embolus Retriever with Interlinked Cages; IQR � interquartile range; IVT � intravenous thrombolysis; sICH � symptomatic intracerebral
hemorrhage

Early restoration of cerebral blood flow is crucial to prevent

persistent brain damage in acute ischemic stroke. Intravenous

thrombolysis (IVT) with tPA has been shown to increase recana-

lization rates1 and improve clinical outcome within 4.5 hours af-

ter symptom onset.2,3 Still, its effectiveness in large-vessel occlu-

sion is rather limited.4 In contrast, endovascular interventions, in

particular mechanical thrombectomy, have revealed high rates of

recanalization in proximal artery occlusion (reviewed by Jansen

and Rohr5). In the past decade, various devices have been intro-

duced for this purpose (reviewed by Spiotta et al6). Just recently,

new-generation stent retrievers were launched and proved to be

even more effective than previous approaches.7-9

However, even the latest devices need to be deployed for sev-

eral minutes before retrieving the thrombus and thus require pre-

cious time. Moreover, 1 device does not fit all occlusion types, and

alternative effective devices are warranted. In this pilot study, we

sought to determine the feasibility, efficacy, and safety of mechan-

ical thrombectomy in patients with acute ischemic stroke by using

the new Embolus Retriever with Interlinked Cages (ERIC; Mi-

croVention, Tustin, California) (Fig 1B).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We identified 36 consecutive patients with acute stroke who were

treated with the new ERIC device from September 2013 to De-

cember 2014 at the Cantonal Hospital Aarau Stroke Center. Eth-

ical approval was obtained from the local ethics committee.

Patients with ischemic stroke were eligible if they met the fol-
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lowing criteria: 18 years of age or older; onset-to treatment

time of �4.5 hours or wake-up-stroke with relevant CT perfu-

sion mismatch, NIHSS score of �4, and proof of large-vessel

occlusion in anterior circulation arteries (ICA, MCA, anterior

cerebral artery) on CT angiography. As mentioned above, pa-

tients with unknown onset of symptoms (wake-up stroke) un-

derwent a CTP series, which included a time-to-peak map with

a threshold of �6 seconds and a cerebral blood volume map. A

TTP/CBV area ratio of �2 was considered a relevant CTP

mismatch.

IVT with 0.9 mg/kg of body weight was started immediately in

eligible patients in-house or at the referring hospital if applicable.

Intra-arterial urokinase (1.000.000 IU/60 minutes) was used in

certain cases at the treating physician’s discretion (n � 2).

We determined baseline characteristics, including age, sex, co-

morbidities, cardiovascular risk factors, previous medication,

stroke severity, and site of vessel occlusion (Table 1).

Outcome Measures
We assessed treatment-related parameters such as onset-to-treat-

ment time (last seen normal to groin puncture), procedural time

(groin puncture to final recanalization), recanalization grade

(Thrombolysis in Cerebral Infarction score), intra-/postproce-

dural complications (eg, symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage

[sICH]), and functional outcome at discharge (NIHSS/mRS) and

at 3 months (mRS).

Recanalization was defined as being “satisfactory” with TICI

2–3 and “excellent” with TICI 2b/3. Intraprocedural complica-

tions included vessel dissection or perforation, embolic events in

previously unaffected territories, or sICH during the procedure.10

Intraprocedural symptomatic intracerebral hemorrhage was de-

fined as proof of intracerebral hemorrhage on final tomography

in the angiography suite and a decline in the NIHSS score of �4

points. Functional outcome at 3 months was considered “favor-

able” with an mRS of �2 (independent) and “satisfactory” with

an mRS of �3 (ambulatory without help).

Endovascular Procedure
The new ERIC is formed by 3–5 interlinked cages with diame-

ters ranging from 3 to 6 mm and a resulting working length of

15– 44 mm (Fig 1). Thus, the number of working cages can be

adjusted to the required working length. The ERIC is designed

to retract the clot coaxially and prevent the captured clot from

shearing off during retraction. All procedures were performed

on an Allura Xper FD20/20 biplane angiography system

(Philips Healthcare, Best, the Netherlands) according to the

departmental protocol with intraprocedural modification if

required. Briefly, an 8F balloon-guide catheter was placed in

the distal common carotid artery. A heparinized saline solu-

tion was continuously perfused through the catheter during

the procedure. With the balloon of the guide catheter deflated,

a 0.0014-inch guidewire was advanced coaxially over a Head-

way 17 Advanced Microcatheter (MicroVention) within the oc-

cluded intracranial vessel and navigated distal to the clot. The

Headway 17 microcatheter was then advanced over the wire

FIG 1. A, MCA M1 occlusion (white arrowhead). B, ERIC retriever tip. C, MCA M1 recanalized.

Table 1: Baseline characteristics of treated patients
Characteristics

Age (mean) (yr) 70 � 13
Female sex (%) 47.2
Hypertension (%) 69.4
Diabetes (%) 13.9
Hypercholesterolemia (%) 44.4
Smoking (%) 24.5
Prior TIA/stroke (%) 8.3
Modified Charlson Index (median) (IQR) 1 (0–2)
Prior PI/OAC (%) 47.2
Baseline NIHSS (median) (IQR) 18 (10–20)
Intravenous thrombolysis (%) 55.5
Site of vessel occlusion (%)

MCA-M1 52.8
MCA-M2 25.0
ICA-T 11.1
Other 11.1

n � 36

Note:—PI indicates platelet inhibitor; OAC, oral anticoagulant; ICA-T, intracranial
internal carotid artery bifurcation.
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through the clot and the guidewire was exchanged for the embo-

lectomy device. The ERIC was advanced and deployed a few mil-

limeters distal to the clot. The balloon of the guide catheter was

inflated, and the microcatheter and the embolectomy device were

gently withdrawn under continuous proximal aspiration with a

syringe. A control angiography was performed to confirm recanali-

zation and reperfusion. Modifications of the standard procedure are

reported in On-line Table 1.

RESULTS
Baseline Data
Patient baseline characteristics are presented in detail in Table 1.

The mean age was 70 � 13 years, and 47.2% were female patients.

The median NIHSS score on admission was 18 (interquartile

range [IQR], 10 –20). Twenty-five patients had hypertension, 16

had hypercholesterolemia, and 5 had diabetes mellitus, and 9 were

active cigarette smokers. In addition, the modified Charlson In-

dex as a measure of comorbidities showed a light-to-moderate

burden with a median modified Charlson Index of 1 (IQR, 0 –2).

Strokes of 36 patients were considered wake-up with undeter-

mined onset of symptoms.

Procedural Data
CT angiography on admission revealed the following occlusion

types: MCA M1 segment (n � 19), MCA M2 segment (n �9),

terminal carotid-T (n �4), tandem (intracranial internal carotid

artery bifurcation–MCA, n � 3), and combined MCA M1 and

anterior cerebral artery (n � 1) (Table 1).

In 20 patients, intravenous tPA was started before mechanical

thrombectomy. Intra-arterial urokinase was administered in an-

other 2 patients without prior intravenous thrombolytic therapy.

ERIC was used as the single retriever in 28 patients (77.8%) and as

a rescue device in 8. Excellent recanalization was achieved in 30 of

36 patients (83.3%) with TICI 3 in 19/36 and 2b in 11/36, respec-

tively. Median procedural time was 90 minutes (IQR, 58 –133

minutes) in these patients. General anesthesia was required in

13/36 patients, whereas 23/36 procedures were performed with

the patient under conscious sedation. No intraprocedural switch

from conscious sedation to general anesthesia was necessary, and

no intraprocedural complications occurred. The median time

from symptom onset to groin puncture was 4 hours 57 minutes

(IQR, 3 hours 36 minutes to 7 hours 47 minutes).

Clinical Outcome
The median NIHSS score at discharge was 9 (IQR, 2–16), corre-

sponding to a decrease of 9 points compared with the median

NIHSS score on admission (Table 2). One-third of patients

achieved favorable outcome (mRS �2) at 90 days after the isch-

emic event. Satisfactory outcome (mRS �3) was achieved in

14/36 when leaving the hospital, with an increase to 21/36 (58%)

3 months later.

Three sICHs (8.3%) were documented in the early course of

hospitalization, all in patients with successful recanalization. No

intraprocedural intracerebral hemorrhage occurred.

There was a 19.4% in-hospital mortality (7/36) due to the

development of fulminant cerebral edema despite successful re-

canalization in 3 patients (all TICI 3), followed by decompressive

surgery in 2 of them and sICH in 1 of the latter. A fourth patient

had vessel reocclusion on the same day after incomplete recana-

lization (TICI 2a) and developed a large MCA infarct. Because of

considerable pre-stroke comorbidities with metastatic lung can-

cer and multiple myeloma, the latter patient’s relatives and the

treating physicians agreed to not extend diagnostic and therapeu-

tic procedures according to the patient’s presumed decision, with

death on day 3. Accordingly, 3 patients with severe systemic in-

fections (pneumonia in 2 and unidentified focus in 1) during

hospitalization were continued on palliative care due to severe

neurologic deficits, advanced age, and the poor prognosis. No

intraprocedural deaths occurred.

During the 3-month follow-up, mortality further increased to

27.8% (10/36). One patient died 54 days after stroke during reha-

bilitation, with bacterial pneumonia and septicemia resulting in

multiorgan failure. In the other 2 patients, therapeutic procedures

were terminated in agreement with the patient’s relatives and the

patient’s presumed decision due to age, stroke severity, and fatal

prognosis.

One patient (patient 29, On-line Table 1) with successful re-

canalization and considerable clinical benefit, with an improve-

ment from NIHSS 19 on admission to NIHSS 2 (and mRS 3) at

discharge, underwent aortic arch replacement due to an inciden-

tal aortic arch aneurysm 10 weeks later. Perioperatively, he devel-

oped new focal neurologic deficits with proof of new ischemic

infarcts on cranial CT, resulting in an mRS score of 5 at 3-month

follow-up.

DISCUSSION
Retrieving thrombi with the new ERIC device was technically fea-

sible, effective, and safe in this pilot study of acute ischemic stroke

with large-vessel occlusion in anterior circulation arteries. The

ERIC is designed to adapt to different vessel diameters and throm-

bus lengths and is thus available in diameters ranging from 3 to 6

mm and a working length of 15– 44 mm with 3–5 spheres. The

minimal required microcatheter internal diameter is 0.017 inches

for all ERIC types. Proximal vessel occlusions, such as carotid-T

occlusions, could be reached as easily as M2 branch occlusions in

this pilot study.

Satisfactory recanalization with TICI grades 2–3 was demon-

strated in 94.4%, being excellent in 83.3% (TICI 2b–3). Addi-

tional thrombus aspiration at the end of the procedure further

enhanced recanalization efficacy in 1 patient (patient 8). These

high rates of successful recanalization also resulted in a substantial

proportion of patients with an independent outcome (mRS �2,

33.3%). Of note, as many as 21 patients were ambulatory without

help (mRS �3, 58.3%) 3 months after the index event. These

findings are in line with the recently published Multicenter Ran-

domized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment for Acute Isch-

emic Stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN) trail,11 predomi-

nantly using the Solitaire stent retriever (Covidien, Irvine,

California) (mRS 2, 33%; mRS 3, 51%), and they are close to the

results of the Spanish multicenter Endovascular Revasculariza-

tion with Solitaire Device versus Best Medical Therapy in Anterior

Circulation Stroke within 8 Hours (REVASCAT) trial12 (mRS 2,

44%; mRS 3, 62%). The higher rates of favorable functional out-

come in the Endovascular Treatment for Small Core and Anterior
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Circulation Proximal Occlusion with Emphasis on Minimizing

CT to Recanalization Times (ESCAPE) trial,13 Extending the

Time for Thrombolysis in Emergency Neurological Deficits–In-

tra-Arterial (EXTEND-IA) trial,14 and Solitaire With the Inten-

tion For Thrombectomy as PRIMary Endovascular Treatment

(SWIFT PRIME) trial15 are most likely attributable to a shorter

time from stroke onset to mechanical thrombectomy (difference

median, �60 minutes).

Overall, the median NIHSS score decreased from 18 points

on admission to 9 points at discharge. The median NIHSS

score on admission was 20 (range, 16 –27) in patients who died

during the 3-month follow-up period compared with 15 points

(range, 5–21) in survivors. A high NIHSS score on admission is

a known predictor of poor outcome,16 and despite the small

numbers currently studied, our data further support this find-

ing. Less than one-third of patients (10/36) died before the end

of the 3-month follow-up period. None of those deaths could

be directly attributed to the endovascular procedure or the

retrieval device. The fulminant development of cerebral edema

with or without sICH during hospitalization and the conse-

quences of stroke severity and advanced age during follow-up

explained the reported deaths. Moreover, the mortality rate

was in line with previously published data of mechanical

thrombectomy studies by using the Merci retriever (Concen-

tric Medical, Mountain View, California), Penumbra System

(Penumbra, Alameda, California), Revive device (Codman

Neurovascular, Raynham, Massachusetts), or Trevo device

(Stryker, Kalamazoo, Michigan), and it tended to slightly ex-

ceed mortality rates reported in many trials using the Solitaire

stent retriever (compare On-line Table 2). However, until re-

cently, these trials lacked power and were not designed to show

the superiority of one device or the other. In particular, the

study designs were very heterogeneous among those trials;

small numbers were studied in most of the trials; and regarding

the present observational single-arm study, more than one-

third of the patients were treated in an extended time window,

even beyond 6 hours from symptom onset based on CT

mismatch.

In fact, given the promising results in terms of favorable and

satisfactory outcome with the new ERIC retrieval device (mRS

�2, 33.3%; mRS �3, 58.3% at 90 days), even in the light of a

comparatively longer onset-to-treatment time by using advanced

imaging protocols, the new ERIC adds a great asset to the existing

armamentarium of recanalization devices. In addition, it further

encourages research dealing with the use of advanced imaging

techniques for patient selection.

Also in terms of safety, the ERIC appeared to be reliable and

was free of intraprocedural complications. The rate of sICH

(8.3%) during hospitalization was comparable with that in previ-

ously reported trials using mechanical thrombectomy devices

(On-line Table 2). Most interesting, all 3 sICHs in our pilot study

occurred after the intervention and were associated with intrave-

nous thrombolysis, successful recanalization, massive edema for-

mation, and the need for decompressive surgery, indicating a

common mechanism with underlying blood-brain barrier

disruption.

Conscious sedation was chosen if possible. General anesthesia

was required in 13/36 patients due to persisting vomiting, agita-

tion, or impaired consciousness. However, the best anesthesiol-

ogy management in endovascular stroke therapy is not known to

date and is being investigated in a large randomized controlled

trial (https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/; Sedation vs. Intubation for

Endovascular Stroke TreAtment [SIESTA], NCT 02126085).

Our pilot study certainly has some limitations: the retrospec-

tive monocenter single-arm design, a rather small number of pa-

tients, and the lack of formally independent assessment of TICI

score and procedural complications. Thus, the results should be

interpreted with caution.

However, to our knowledge, this is the first report on consec-

utive patients with stroke treated with the new ERIC retrieval

device. Our findings support the safety and effectiveness of me-

chanical thrombectomy in terms of vessel recanalization and

show a clinical benefit. Moreover, despite the rather extended

period from stroke onset to intervention and the lower rate of

IVT, our results are promising and in line with previously pub-

lished data by using other recanalization devices with a shorter

time to treatment and higher rates of IVT.

After the stunning results of the Interventional Management

of Stroke (IMS) III trial, SYNTHESIS expansion, and Mechanical

Retrieval and Recanalization of Stroke Clots Using Embolectomy

(MR RESCUE) trials,17-19 showing no benefit of endovascular

treatment compared with standard care including IVT, the news

from the latest trials, ie, MR CLEAN,11 ESCAPE,13 EXTEND-

IA,14 SWIFT PRIME,15 and REVASCAT, 12 clearly demonstrated

the safety and effectiveness of an intra-arterial approach for acute

stroke treatment in selected patients within the first hours of

symptom onset.

CONCLUSIONS
The new ERIC retrieval device appears to be technically safe and

effective in removing thrombi in large-vessel occlusion. More-

over, despite substantial focal neurologic deficits on admission

and an onset-to-treatment time of, on average, �6 hours (mean,

6 hours 13 minutes; median, 4 hours 57 minutes), almost one-

third of patients achieved an independent functional outcome

Table 2: Procedural and outcome characteristics of treated
patients

Characteristics
LSN to GP (median) (IQR) 4 hr 57 min (3 hr 36 min to 7 hr 47 min)
Procedural time (TICI 2b/3)

(median) (IQR)
90 min (58–133 min)

Postprocedural TICI (%)
2b/3 83.3
2a 11.1
1 5.5

NIHSS at discharge (median)
(IQR)

9 (2–16)

mRS at discharge (%)
0–2 27.8
0–3 38.9
6 19.4

mRS at 3 mo (%)
0–2 33.3
0–3 58.3
6 27.8

sICH (%) 8.3

Note:—LSN to GP indicates time from last seen normal to groin puncture.
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and almost 60% were ambulatory without help 90 days after the

ischemic event.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

3D Printing of Intracranial Aneurysms Using Fused Deposition
Modeling Offers Highly Accurate Replications

X A.M.J. Frölich, X J. Spallek, X L. Brehmer, X J.-H. Buhk, X D. Krause, X J. Fiehler, and X A. Kemmling

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: As part of a multicenter cooperation (Aneurysm-Like Synthetic bodies for Testing Endovascular devices
in 3D Reality) with focus on implementation of additive manufacturing in neuroradiologic practice, we systematically assessed the
technical feasibility and accuracy of several additive manufacturing techniques. We evaluated the method of fused deposition modeling
for the production of aneurysm models replicating patient-specific anatomy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 3D rotational angiographic data from 10 aneurysms were processed to obtain volumetric models suitable
for fused deposition modeling. A hollow aneurysm model with connectors for silicone tubes was fabricated by using acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene. Support material was dissolved, and surfaces were finished by using NanoSeal. The resulting models were filled with
iodinated contrast media. 3D rotational angiography of the models was acquired, and aneurysm geometry was compared with the original
patient data.

RESULTS: Reproduction of hollow aneurysm models was technically feasible in 8 of 10 cases, with aneurysm sizes ranging from 41 to 2928
mm3 (aneurysm diameter, 3–19 mm). A high level of anatomic accuracy was observed, with a mean Dice index of 93.6% � 2.4%. Obstruc-
tions were encountered in vessel segments of �1 mm.

CONCLUSIONS: Fused deposition modeling is a promising technique, which allows rapid and precise replication of cerebral aneurysms.
The porosity of the models can be overcome by surface finishing. Models produced with fused deposition modeling may serve as
educational and research tools and could be used to individualize treatment planning.

ABBREVIATIONS: FDM � fused deposition modeling; ID � identification

Endovascular aneurysm treatment is a continuously evolving

field in which new treatment modalities are rapidly being de-

veloped and techniques are being refined, such as the recent in-

troduction of intravascular flow diverters and intrasaccular flow

disruptors.1,2 The safe and effective practice of endovascular neu-

roradiology demands an intimate understanding of the way de-

vices work and interact with a given patient’s vascular anatomy. In

this regard, vascular models provide an ideal environment to al-

low familiarization with a given device.3 In addition, specific

treatment challenges can be created to assess the behavior of de-

vices in predefined situations. To enhance the applicability of

such models for dedicated research and open the field of patient-

individualized treatment planning, we aimed to develop patient-

individual, anatomically precise vascular models that can be ac-

cessed with clinical endovascular devices. Multiple previous

investigations have described the production of vascular models

based on silicone casts.4-8 As part of a multicenter cooperation

(Aneurysm-Like Synthetic bodies for Testing Endovascular de-

vices in 3D Reality), we systematically assessed the technical fea-

sibility and accuracy of different additive manufacturing methods

for this purpose. With the primary goal of increasing production

speed and decreasing costs, we evaluated the method of fused

deposition modeling (FDM) for the production of hollow aneu-

rysm models. The FDM material extrusion technology is one of

the most widely installed and least cost-intensive among several

additive manufacturing techniques.9 Our goal was to assess the
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principal technical feasibility of FDM aneurysm model produc-

tion and determine the geometric accuracy of the model and its

potential use for treatment simulations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Design
In this institutional review board–approved, single-center, retro-

spective study with waived individual consent, 3D rotational an-

giographic data from 10 aneurysms were manually selected to

represent common aneurysm configurations. We included saccu-

lar (n � 7), fusiform (n � 2), and giant (n � 1) aneurysms with

different dimensions and neck configurations (Table).

Image Acquisition
All clinical 3D rotational angiography data were acquired by using

an Allura Xper FD 20/20 angiography system (Philips Healthcare,

Best, the Netherlands) with the following acquisition parameters:

5-second-rotational acquisition, 220° rotation, 150 single frames

at a frame rate of 30/s, 15- to 48-cm-detector FOV, 512 acquisi-

tion matrix. Images were reconstructed by using a soft-tissue ker-

nel with an isotropic voxel size (edge length range, 0.1– 0.3 mm).

Model Fabrication
After patient selection, all image data were anonymized. 3D rota-

tional angiographic data were processed by using Analyze soft-

ware, Version 11.0 (AnalyzeDirect, Overland Park, Kansas). Ves-

sels were segmented semiautomatically with supervision by using

a region-growing algorithm with seeds placed in main arteries

proximal to the aneurysm. Redundant vascular structures were

isolated and stripped to finally obtain binary images representing

the aneurysm and a short segment of the adjacent parent vessel.

Small vascular branches such as the anterior choroidal artery were

digitally shortened or removed if not immediately relevant to the

aneurysm access route, to improve the physical stability of the

models. Binary images of segmented vessels were inverted to ob-

tain a vessel lumen model and converted to volumetric surface

files suitable for additive manufacturing. Connectors for silicone

tubes were digitally attached with the software CATIA V5 (Das-

sault Systèmes SA, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Using a Design-

jet Color 3D printer (Hewlett-Packard Development Company,

Palo Alto, California), we fabricated a hollow aneurysm model

from acrylonitrile butadiene styrene with 254-�m-layer thick-

ness. Support material was removed mechanically and dissolved

by using the Designjet 3D Removal System (Hewlett-Packard De-

velopment Company). Surfaces needed to be finished to over-

come the inherent porosity of the raw models. We used 2 different

methods for surface finishing: 1) placing the models in an acetone

vapor bath for 90 –120 seconds, and 2) infiltrating the models in a

water-based impregnation agent NanoSeal (JELN Imprägnierung

GmbH, Schwalmstadt, Germany) for 15 minutes. The final mod-

els used for analysis were finished by using NanoSeal.

Model Evaluation
The resulting models were connected to silicone tubing and filled

with iodinated contrast media (iopamidol, Iomeron 150; Bracco,

Milan, Italy). 3D rotational angiography of the models was ac-

quired on an Allura Xper FD 20 angiography system. Acquisition

parameters were identical to the those in the clinical scan, with the

exception of a fixed-detector FOV of 15 cm.

The resulting images were again transformed to binary images

and then coregistered with the original patient images by using a

semiautomatic, rigid transformation matrix in Analyze 11.0. The

volume of overlapping voxels was calculated. Aneurysm volumes

were obtained and compared by using a paired t test. The Dice

index, which relates the amount of overlap to the overall object

size, was calculated as a measure of anatomic precision of the

models as follows: S � (2 � OL) / (A � B), where A and B are the

aneurysm volumes in the model and patient data, OL is the vol-

ume of overlapping voxels, and S is the index of similarity, which

ranges from zero for no overlap to 1 for identical, completely

overlapping geometries. In addition, we subjectively compared

aneurysm and parent vessel configuration for any noticeable dif-

ferences in geometry. Contrast material leakage through porous

parts of the models was noted, if present. Statistical analyses were

performed by using MedCalc for Windows, Version 13 (MedCalc

Software, Mariakerke, Belgium).

RESULTS
Aneurysm Characteristics
Morphologic characteristics of all aneurysms and corresponding

vascular models are summarized in the Table. Model fabrication

typically took approximately 3– 6 days: Image segmentation and

preparation took approximately 1–2 hours, the printing process

took 2–5 hours, removal of support material required 1–3 days

(depending on the geometric complexity of the model), and fi-

nally, 1–2 further days were required for infusion of NanoSeal and

drying. Among the selected aneurysm geometries, models could

be successfully produced in 8 of 10 cases. In the remaining 2 cases,

vascular segments in the access path or distal to the aneurysm

were occluded. Occlusion occurred only in vascular segments

with a diameter of �1 mm. The corresponding aneurysms were a

2-mm AICA aneurysm, which was not completely patent after

manufacturing, and a 4-mm aneurysm arising from a hypoplastic

V4 segment of the vertebral artery, measuring �1 mm; this vessel

segment was occluded.

After manufacturing and removal of support material, the

models were permeable to water. Surface finishing with both ac-

etone vapor and infiltration made the models impermeable.

However, some leakage of contrast occurred at the tube connec-

tors with some of the models finished by using acetone vapor due

Aneurysm and model characteristics

Model
ID

Aneurysm
Geometry

and Location

Patient
Aneurysm

Volume
(mm3)

Model
Aneurysm

Volume
(mm3)

Dice
Index of

Similarity
(%)

A Saccular, basilar tip 68.0 69.8 94.6%
B Saccular, ICA 220.2 180.1 90.0%
C Fusiform, ICA 731.8 722.5 91.7%
D Saccular, VA 278.0 263.4 95.9%
E Giant, ICA 2927.3 2843.0 97.3%
F Fusiform, VA 62.9 NA NA
G Saccular, ACA 36.9 40.9 91.3%
H Saccular, AICA 23.9 NA NA
I Saccular, ICA 153.6 153.6 95.3%
J Saccular, ACA 145.5 160.0 92.5%

Note:—ACA indicates anterior cerebral artery; VA, vertebral artery; NA, not applicable.
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to loss of contour of the tube connectors during the finishing

process. All models in the final analysis were finished by using

NanoSeal infiltration.

Anatomic Precision
Aneurysms with volumes ranging from 40.9 to 2927.3 mm3 and

maximum diameters ranging from 3 to 19 mm were successfully

reproduced (Figs 1 and 2). Mean aneurysm volumes were not

significantly different for patient data versus vascular models (570

and 540 mm3, P � .2). The mean Dice index was 93.6% � 2.4%.

In 1 model, a small bleb on the aneurysm surface was observed,

related to an imperfection in the fabrication process and was sim-

ilar in appearance to a small daughter aneurysm. No other signif-

icant anatomic discrepancies were observed. No contrast leakage

of the model wall was observed in the models produced for the

final analysis. Integration of the models into a vascular model with

flow was easy, and models could be accessed with a microcatheter.

Due to the surface properties, wire and catheter navigation within

the models was somewhat impeded by a relatively high friction.

DISCUSSION
The current analysis shows that aneurysm models produced with

FDM offer a high level of accuracy. The method is applicable over

a wide range of aneurysm geometries and sizes. After surface fin-

ishing, the models are rendered impermeable to water and can be

easily incorporated into vascular flow models; the incorporation

is facilitated by the digital addition of tube connectors. The result-

ing setup can be used to familiarize operators with a specific an-

eurysm geometry or to study the behavior of vascular implants in

a given anatomy. Vessel segments �1 mm were not reliably re-

produced or were obstructed; this problem may be related to the

printer and building material used and the surface-finishing pro-

cedure. It may represent a limitation of the FDM technique for

manufacturing very small vascular branches and aneurysms. Cur-

rently available printers offer layer thicknesses below the 254-�m-

layer thickness used in our project, which may allow manufactur-

ing of even small vascular branches that were not patent with our

current approach, but the current lower range is approximately

100 �m (eg, 127 �m on the Fortus printer; Stratasys, Eden Prairie,

Minnesota). This range may be a drawback of FDM compared

with other manufacturing methods, such as stereolithography

and material jetting, which offer spatial resolutions of approxi-

mately 25 �m. Another limitation of FDM is the relatively slow

build speed due to the inertia of the plotting heads and the re-

quired frequent changes in direction of the plotting heads.10

Advantages of FDM include the wide availability and relatively

low cost of printers and building materials. One of the most in-

teresting roles for additive manufacturing in interventional neu-

roradiology is the idea of in-hospital, on-demand production of

aneurysm models directly available to physicians involved in an-

eurysm treatment. Our data show that FDM is principally suitable

for this purpose but needs to be further compared with other

additive manufacturing techniques for aneurysm model

production.

Previously described neurovascular models have commonly

used silicone; these models are typically produced by using a dis-

solvable core and casting liquid silicone around it.3,5 For patient-

specific models, the core can be produced as a solid replica of the

vessel lumen by direct additive manufacturing or by producing a

mold that is then used to obtain wax replicas of the vessel lumen,

which can be subsequently coated with silicone to produce the

final model.5,7,8 This multistep manufacturing process has been

reported to last approximately 2 weeks,4 whereas direct manufac-

turing of hollow models by using FDM and surface finishing in

our study took approximately 3– 6 days. If surface finishing could

be avoided, possibly with new building materials, production

speed may be further increased. The continuing development of

additive manufacturing machines and technologies, such as

printing a single object with different building materials,11 will

further expand the tools available for producing vascular models

and necessitates continuous evaluation of different printers and

techniques.

Not all aneurysm geometries could be successfully produced.

Particularly small vessel segments with an inner diameter of �1

mm were prone to short-segmental occlusions (Fig 3). Due to the

layer-by-layer manufacturing process, vessel segments that run

diagonally to the x–y plane of the model are particularly suscep-

tible to these occlusions, while those running parallel to the z-axis

should be less affected. Due to the complex geometry of the an-

eurysm models, occlusions can be difficult to predict. A different

potential cause of interior occlusions or alteration of the interior

surface is residue after surface finishing. Imperfections of the in-

ner surface can impede wire and catheter movement and promote

turbulent flow, which could affect hemodynamic measurements

FIG 1. Model construction. In this case of a saccular supraophthalmic
ICA aneurysm (model identification [ID] B), panels demonstrate 3D
rotational angiography from the original patient data (A), the digitized
model with attached silicone tube connectors (B), a photograph of
the resulting FDM model (C), and 3D rotational angiography obtained
from this model (D).
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performed in the models compared with the real endothelial

surface.

Another limitation of the current models is the use of a semi-

translucent building material. This currently restricts their use to

an environment with fluoroscopic capabilities because catheter

movement can barely be directly observed through the material;

thus, the use of camera equipment instead of fluoroscopy is not

currently feasible. However, transparent building materials for

FDM are available commercially, and their use for aneurysm

models should be further assessed. Other additive manufacturing

methods, such as stereolithography, may offer an improved trans-

parency and higher spatial resolution compared with FDM due to

differences in optical properties of the resulting models.10 An-

other limitation of the presented approach is the rigidity of the

models. This means they will not realistically respond to catheter

or coil forces, limiting the degree of realism when simulating pro-

cedures such as coil embolization. A growing understanding of

the forces that occur inside the aneurysm and catheters during

endovascular procedures12 and the mechanical properties of the

vessel wall5 will help define the required properties for producing

elastic aneurysm models with 3D printing.

Several critical parts of neurointerventional procedures de-

pend heavily on the elasticity of the anatomic structures, such as

the dislocation of catheters or coils, rupture of the aneurysm, and

movement of vessels in the access path. Accurate replication of

these properties will greatly increase the degree of realism. Elastic

building materials are available for different additive manufactur-

ing techniques including FDM, and their properties should be

assessed. A further limitation of our study is its retrospective de-

sign with manual selection of different aneurysm morphologies.

However, this approach allowed us to assess the feasibility of the

technique by using a relatively small sample.

The clinical goal for the development of vascular models is

improvement of patient safety by helping physicians acquire and

maintain the necessary interventional skills. Apart from using

physical models, neurointerventional procedures can also be

practiced by using commercially available virtual reality simula-

tors, which generate angiography-like images in a computer sim-

ulation controlled by specialized catheters and wires. The advan-

tages of this approach are its great flexibility, broad range of

available procedures, and practically limitless repeatability.13

However, haptic feedback is limited, and the behavior of cathe-

ters, coils, and other implants is simulated; these features severely

affect the degree of realism, particularly in critical situations such

as dislocation of implants and catheters. Furthermore, each de-

vice has to be specifically integrated into the simulation; this step

limits the available interventional tools. In this regard, physical

vascular models offer the advantage of using real catheter materi-

als with realistic haptic feedback, which allows detailed studies of

catheter and implant behavior. To our knowledge, no study exists

directly comparing the effects of training for neurointerventional

procedures with virtual reality simulators versus vascular models.

Further assessment of the way these training environments help

develop and maintain procedural skills and evaluation of their

impact on procedural duration and complications seem highly

promising targets for improving patient safety.

Possibly the most exciting prospect for patient-individual

models is the idea of individualized treatment planning. If it could

be shown that coils and other implants behave similarly in a 3D

model compared with reality, an entire neurointerventional pro-

cedure could be performed in vitro to help plan the actual oper-

ation. The principal feasibility of this technique has recently been

demonstrated by using a patient-specific silicone model.4 This

approach may offer exciting advances with regard to patient

safety. For inclusion into clinical practice, the speed of production

and the cost of the models will be highly relevant, which may

argue in favor of additive manufacturing over silicone-based

FIG 2. Sample aneurysm geometries. 3D rotational angiography
demonstrates a giant fusiform ICA aneurysm (model ID E, left) and a
supraophthalmic saccular ICA aneurysm (model ID A, right). Patient
anatomy (A and B) and corresponding vascular models (C and D) are
shown. Note that the anterior cerebral artery was purposely short-
ened in model ID A.

FIG 3. Small vascular branch occlusions. Multiplanar reformation
from nonenhanced 3D rotational angiography of model ID F (A) shows
a short-segment occlusion (arrow) of the lumen. A similar, somewhat
longer occlusion was encountered in model ID H (arrow in B).
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model manufacturing. Furthermore, the ability to repetitively

“treat” an individual aneurysm model or treat several models of

the same aneurysm in parallel with different therapeutic ap-

proaches could improve our understanding of the suitability of

the plethora of currently available aneurysm treatment modalities

and may help in standardizing indications. An increased use of

vascular models may also reduce the need for using animals as

part of neurointerventional training courses and for a variety of

research endeavors.

CONCLUSIONS
Hollow aneurysm models manufactured by FDM offer a high

level of anatomic accuracy and can be easily integrated into vas-

cular flow models for training and research purposes. Further

assessment of FDM and comparison with other additive manu-

facturing techniques seems promising, particularly regarding the

use of elastic and transparent building materials and the behavior

of the models during simulated procedures.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Therapeutic Internal Carotid Artery Occlusion for Large and
Giant Aneurysms: A Single Center Cohort of 146 Patients

X R.S. Bechan, X C.B. Majoie, X M.E. Sprengers, X J.P. Peluso, X M. Sluzewski, and X W.J. van Rooij

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: At our institution, patients with large or giant ICA aneurysms are preferably treated with endovascular
ICA balloon occlusion. Alternative treatment or conservative treatment is offered only for patients who cannot tolerate permanent ICA
occlusion. In this observational study, we report the clinical and imaging results of ICA occlusion for aneurysms in a large single-center
patient cohort.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Between January 1995 and January 2015, occlusion of the ICA was considered in 146 patients with large or
giant ICA aneurysms. Ninety-six patients (66%) passed the angiographic test occlusion, and, in 88 of these 96 patients (92%), the ICA was
permanently occluded. In 11 of 88 patients with angiographic tolerance, ICA occlusion was performed with the patient under general
anesthesia without clinical testing.

RESULTS: There was 1 hypoperfusion infarction after hypovolemic shock from a large retroperitoneal hematoma (complication rate 1.1%
[95% CI, 1%– 6.8%]). The mean imaging and clinical follow-up was 35 months (median 18 months; range, 3–180 months). On the latest MR
imaging, 87 of 88 aneurysms (99%) were completely occluded and 61 of 80 aneurysms (76%) were decreased in size or completely
obliterated. Of 62 patients who presented with cranial nerve dysfunction by mass effect of the aneurysm, 30 (48%) were cured, 25 (40%)
improved, 6 (10%) were unchanged, and 1 patient (2%) was hemiplegic after a complication.

CONCLUSIONS: ICA occlusion for large and giant aneurysms after angiographic test occlusion was safe and effective. Two-thirds of
eligible patients passed the angiographic test. Most aneurysms shrunk, and most cranial nerve dysfunctions were cured or improved.

Large and giant aneurysms of the internal carotid artery can be

located intradurally from the ophthalmic segment upward or

extradurally in the cavernous sinus. Intradural aneurysms may be

symptomatic by SAH or decreased visual acuity by mass effect on

the optic nerve or chiasm. Large and giant cavernous sinus aneu-

rysms may be symptomatic by mass effect on cranial nerves III–

VII or by carotid cavernous fistula, epistaxis, or, rarely, SAH when

ruptured.1-3

In general, treatment of large and giant ICA aneurysms is in-

dicated after rupture to prevent recurrent SAH. Treatment is also

indicated in symptomatic or asymptomatic unruptured intra-

dural aneurysms to prevent first-time SAH or to alleviate symp-

toms of mass effect. Cavernous sinus aneurysms generally exhibit

a benign clinical course. For both symptomatic and asymptom-

atic cavernous aneurysms, the risk profile of treatment should be

balanced against the benign natural history.

Treatment of large and giant ICA aneurysms can be surgical,

endovascular, or a combination. Surgery consists of direct clip-

ping or bypass construction followed by parent ICA occlusion.4,5

During the past decades, endovascular techniques have largely

replaced surgery for these aneurysms. Endovascular treatment

can consist of ICA balloon occlusion, selective coiling with or

without balloon or stent assistance, or parent ICA reconstruction

with flow diverters.6-9

At the Sint Elisabeth Ziekenhuis, therapeutic ICA occlusion has

been the preferred treatment for large and giant ICA aneurysms since

1995, despite the availability in the last decade of new endovascular

devices, such as stents and flow diverters, intended to spare the parent

ICA. We report the clinical and imaging results of ICA occlusion for

aneurysms in a large single-center patient cohort. Although some

data of our cohort have been published previously, in this article we

intend to give a comprehensive and complete overview of our results

with narrowed confidence intervals.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
General
The indication for treatment of large and giant ICA aneurysms

was discussed jointly with neurosurgeons and neurologists. Treat-

ment was tailored to the individual patient by accounting for clin-

ical presentation, aneurysm characteristics, patient age, comor-

bidity, and the patient’s wishes. At our institution, patients with

large or giant ICA aneurysms were preferably treated with endo-

vascular ICA balloon occlusion. Selective coiling, flow-diverter

treatment, bypass surgery, or conservative therapy was offered

only for patients who could not tolerate permanent ICA occlu-

sion. Large or giant ICA aneurysms in patients who presented

with SAH were generally coiled first to prevent secondary hemor-

rhage, and, in a later stage, ICA occlusion was considered as de-

finitive therapy. ICA occlusion in the acute phase of SAH was

preferably not performed because vasospasm could induce isch-

emic events by decreasing reserve capacity after ICA occlusion.

ICA Occlusion
The protocol for therapeutic ICA occlusion has been described

previously.10,11 In short, during ICA balloon test occlusion, an-

giography of the contralateral ICA and/or vertebral artery was

performed to assess collateral flow via the anterior and posterior

communicating arteries. Apart from clinical tolerance in awake

patients, synchronous opacification of the cortical cerebral veins

in the territories of the examined and occluded vessels was con-

sidered indicative of tolerance to permanent occlusion. We con-

sidered synchronicity if the relative delay in contrast filling of the

cortical veins was �1 second (2 frames in an angiographic run of

2 frames/second). This was best appreciated in forward and back-

ward cine-loop with enhanced image contrast. After tolerance was

determined, the ICA was permanently occluded proximal to the

aneurysm with detachable balloons (Gold Valve no. 16 balloon;

Nycomed, Paris, France, or Balt, Montmorency, France) or, in a

short period when balloons were not available, with detachable

coils. Aneurysm trapping was never performed. In the second half

of the study period, therapeutic ICA occlusion was also per-

formed in selected patients under general anesthesia without clin-

ical testing. After permanent ICA occlusion, the patient was mon-

itored for 24 hours in a medium care unit with special attention to

blood pressure and fluid balance.

Patients Without Tolerance for ICA Occlusion
Patients who could not tolerate ICA occlusion were discussed

again in a joint meeting with neurosurgeons and neurologists.

Bypass surgery, selective coiling with or without stent assistance,

or flow-diverter treatment was offered in symptomatic patients or

asymptomatic patients with intradural aneurysms. In selected pa-

tients with asymptomatic or symptomatic cavernous sinus aneu-

rysms, conservative treatment was recommended.

Follow-Up Assessment
After ICA occlusion, MR imaging was performed within 72 hours

to evaluate thrombosis of the aneurysm and to detect (clinically

silent) ischemic events in the watershed areas. In addition to T1-

and T2-weighted images, diffusion-weighted images were in-

cluded in the protocol in later years. A clinical outpatient visit and

MR imaging were scheduled at 3 months and, in many patients, at

various intervals thereafter. A substantial proportion of patients

were the subject of several long-term MR imaging follow-up

studies.12-15

Statistical Analysis
Quantitative variables were expressed as mean (standard devia-

tion), and categoric variables were expressed as frequencies or

percentages. Statistical analysis was performed with MedCalc sta-

tistical software (version 14.12.0; MedCalc Software, Mariakerke,

Belgium).

RESULTS
Patients
Between January 1995 and January 2015 occlusion of the ICA was

considered in 146 patients with large or giant ICA aneurysms.

There were 126 women (86%) and 20 men (14%), with a mean

age of 57.8 years (median, 59 years; range, 16 –91 years). The

locations of the 146 ICA aneurysms are displayed in the Table.

There were 87 extradural aneurysms (60%) and 59 intradural

aneurysms (40%).

Clinical presentation was oculomotor dysfunction in 74

(50%); SAH in 22 (15%); decreased visual acuity in 19 (13%);

carotid cavernous fistula in 9 (6%); hemiplegia in 2 (1%); and

trigeminal neuralgia, panhypopituitarism, and epistaxis each in 1

patient. In 17 patients (12%), the aneurysm was an incidental

finding.

Patients with Tolerance for ICA Occlusion
Of 146 patients who underwent ICA test occlusion, venous filling

was synchronous in 96 (66%). In 88 of these 96 patients (92%),

the ICA was permanently occluded. In 11 of 88 patients with

angiographic tolerance, ICA occlusion was performed with the

patient under general anesthesia without clinical testing. Six pa-

tients with SAH were treated with coiling first and were later

treated with ICA occlusion for the same aneurysm. Of the remain-

ing 8 aneurysms in 8 patients, 6 were selectively coiled, 1 was

treated with a flow diverter, and 1 was left untreated. In 7 of these

8 patients (6 with ruptured cavernous sinus aneurysms and 1 with

carotid cavernous fistula), ICA test occlusion was performed be-

fore parent vessel sparing treatment in order to be informed be-

forehand about tolerance and the possibility of carotid sacrifice as

a potential bailout during treatment.

Patients with Nontolerance for ICA Occlusion
In 50 of 146 patients (34%), cortical venous filling during ICA test

occlusion was not synchronous. Nineteen of 42 patients (45%)

Location of 146 large and giant ICA aneurysms in 146 patients
Extradural 87 (60%)

Cavernous segment 86 (59%)
Petrosal segment 1 (1%)

Intradural 59 (40%)
Hypophyseal segment 15 (10%)
Ophthalmic segment 15 (10%)
Posterior communicating artery 4 (3%)
Supraclinoid ICA dissection 4 (3%)
Supraclinoid other 18 (12%)
ICA bifurcation 3 (2%)
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who were awake during test occlusion had neurologic symptoms.

Twenty-one patients were treated with selective coiling, in 13 with

stent or balloon assistance. Five patients had uncomplicated by-

pass surgery before ICA occlusion. One patient was treated with a

flow diverter. One patient with severe head trauma and carotid

cavernous fistula died soon after test occlusion. Twenty-

two patients (with cavernous sinus aneurysms) were treated

conservatively.

Procedural and Postprocedural Complications
There were no complications of the test occlusion in 146 patients

(0% [95% CI, 0%–3%]). Of 88 patients treated by ICA occlusion,

6 (6.8%) had small hypoperfusion infarctions in the watershed

zone between the anterior and middle cerebral artery on MR im-

aging 1–3 days after the occlusion. In 3 patients, this was subclin-

ical; the other 3 patients had a mild transient hemiparesis. There

were no thromboembolic ischemic complications. In another pa-

tient, a detachable balloon detached prematurely, and the empty

balloon migrated with the blood flow into a left M3 branch. MR

imaging after ICA occlusion demonstrated a localized ischemic

area in the insula without clinical symptoms. There was 1 perma-

nent neurologic complication in a 78-year-old woman who devel-

oped hypoperfusion infarction with hemiparesis as a result of hy-

povolemic shock due to a large retroperitoneal hematoma. The

permanent complication rate was 1 of 88 (1.1% [95% CI,

1%– 6.8%]).

Imaging Follow-Up
Mean imaging and clinical follow-up was 35 months (median, 18

months; range, 3–180 months). Angiographic and MR imaging

follow-up showed complete occlusion of 86 of 88 aneurysms

(97.7%) treated by ICA occlusion. In 2 patients (1.4%), the aneu-

rysm was not completely occluded on short-term follow-up. One

patient with a supraclinoid ICA aneurysm had persistent filling of

the aneurysm via the posterior communicating artery; this patient

later underwent bypass surgery and clipping (Fig 1). The other

patient had persistent filling of the giant carotid tip aneurysm at

the 10-month follow-up angiogram, but MR imaging 3 months

later demonstrated complete thrombosis (Fig 2).

At the latest MR imaging, 61 of 80 aneurysms (76%) were

decreased in size or were completely obliterated.

Recovery of Cranial Nerve Function after ICA Occlusion
Of the 62 patients who presented with cranial nerve dysfunc-

tion by mass effect of the aneurysm and were treated with ICA

occlusion, 30 (48%) were cured, 25 (40%) improved, 6 (10%)

were unchanged, and 1 patient (2%) was hemiplegic after a

complication.

DISCUSSION
In this large cohort of consecutive patients with large and giant

ICA aneurysms and therapeutic carotid artery occlusion after an-

giographic testing, the risk of permanent neurologic complica-

tions was extremely low. This study confirmed previous data from

the same cohort and demonstrated that good clinical and ana-

tomic results were sustained over time in a growing cohort of

patients. These new data were more robust, with incremental nar-

rowing of confidence intervals.

The only permanent neurologic complication was the result of

hypovolemic shock due to an undetected retroperitoneal hema-

toma during ambulance transportation back to the referring hos-

pital. Thus, the angiographic test occlusion as a predictor for

tolerance to ICA occlusion proved to be very accurate, with no

false-positives. The negative predictive value of the angiographic

test occlusion could not be assessed because no ICA occlusion was

performed when the test indicated nontolerance. Data from the

era of surgical ICA clamp occlusion without previous tolerance

testing indicate that approximately three-fourths of patients can

tolerate ICA occlusion.16-18 In our cohort, the angiographic test

indicated tolerance to permanent ICA occlusion in two-thirds of

patients, which indicates that the proportion of false-negatives is

probably limited.

After ICA occlusion, all aneurysms thrombosed completely

except one, which makes the treatment very effective. The one

exception was a large carotid tip aneurysm in a patient with a

patent ipsilateral posterior communicating artery aneurysm that

was not appreciated on angiography during test occlusion. Ap-

parently, hemodynamic changes in the circle of Willis after ICA

occlusion induced increased flow over the posterior communicat-

ing artery that prevented intraluminal thrombosis of the aneu-

rysm. In aneurysms located distal to the posterior communicating

artery, one should be aware of this phenomenon. We never en-

countered persistent aneurysm filling through collaterals via the

ophthalmic artery. The effectiveness of our protocol of ICA bal-

loon occlusion proximal to the aneurysm is comparable with the

protocol of trapping the aneurysm with coils used by Labeyrie et

al.19 However, we are in favor of our protocol because it is much

easier to perform and definitely much cheaper. In addition, trap-

ping in aneurysms located close to the ICA bifurcation is not

possible because the distal ICA segment is too short to accommo-

date the coils.

During follow-up of at least 3 months in all the patients and

much longer in most, three-fourths of the aneurysms decreased in

size and almost 90% of the patients who presented with cranial

FIG 1. Large carotid tip aneurysm incidentally found in a 45-year-old
woman. This aneurysm failed to thrombose after right ICA occlusion
and was surgically treated 10 months later.
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nerve dysfunction were cured or improved. These favorable re-

sults on aneurysm size and symptoms of mass effect are in con-

cordance with other studies.7,20,21

Our data confirmed that ICA occlusion for large and giant

carotid artery aneurysms was a very safe and effective therapy in

patients with adequate collateral circulation. The angiographic

test occlusion accurately predicted tolerance to ICA occlusion

with probably only a few false-negatives but no false-positives.

The angiographic test occlusion obviates the need for clinical test-

ing and can be safely performed in patients under general anes-

thesia. After ICA occlusion and confirmation of aneurysm throm-

bosis on MR imaging, the aneurysm can be considered cured, and

further imaging follow-up is not necessary. In a previous 3T MRA

follow-up study in a selection of 26 patients of the present cohort,

there were no de novo aneurysms after a mean follow-up of �50

months. In conjunction with other follow-up studies of patients

with clipped aneurysms, there was no reason to believe that there

is an increased risk of developing de novo aneurysms in patients

with aneurysms treated by ICA occlusion compared with patients

with clipped aneurysms.13 In another follow-up study by using

MR arterial spin-labeling in 11 patients from this cohort after a

mean 39-month follow-up, CBF values were within normal range

and there was no significant CBF difference between hemispheres

ipsilateral and contralateral to carotid sacrifice.15

Several investigators advocate ICA sparing therapy with flow

diverters for ICA aneurysms, also in pa-

tients who can tolerate ICA occlusion.22

However, recent meta-analyses that
concern flow-diverter stents show that
the combined morbidity and mortality
rate is approximately 10%, regardless of
the type of aneurysm.23-29 Mortality was
4% in the study of Briganti et al24 in 76
patients with cavernous aneurysms
treated with flow diverters. Many fatal
complications with stent-assisted tech-
niques are due to major hemorrhagic or
ischemic complications, which are com-
pletely absent from carotid occlusion
series. Because long-term imaging
follow-up studies after flow-diverter
treatment of ICA aneurysms are not yet
available, complication rates may be un-
derestimated: delayed in-stent occlusion
may go clinically undetected in the
three-fourths of patients who can toler-
ate ICA occlusion.30 In our opinion,
supported by others,19 the safety profile
of flow diverters is not good enough to
justify treatment of ICA aneurysms in
patients who can tolerate carotid occlu-
sion, especially not in patients with cav-
ernous aneurysms that generally exhibit
a benign natural history.

ICA occlusion according to our pro-
tocol is also cost effective: angiographic
test occlusion, followed by permanent
ICA occlusion, is a straightforward pro-

cedure that takes 45–120 minutes. Occlusion balloons are cheap,
and the patient is discharged home the next day. Prolonged im-
aging follow-up beyond the 3-month interval is usually not
needed.

For patients with large and giant ICA aneurysms who cannot
tolerate ICA occlusion, parent vessel sparing therapies should be
considered with caution. In balancing the risks and benefits of
these alternative therapies, it should be kept in mind that compli-
cations that lead to acute or delayed ICA occlusion in these pa-
tients certainly will cause neurologic deficit or even death. With
the use of stents or flow diverters, this risk is not negligible: in-
stent stenosis and occlusion occurs in approximately 10% of cases
in the short term and the midterm.23 With bypass surgery, the risk
of occlusion of the bypass is certainly present.4 The safest option
to treat an aneurysm in a patient who cannot tolerate ICA occlu-
sion seems to be selective coiling with or without balloon assis-
tance. In patients with cavernous sinus aneurysms, conservative
therapy can be the best option in a substantial proportion.

CONCLUSIONS
In patients with large and giant ICA aneurysms, ICA occlusion,

when tolerated, remains a very safe and effective therapy. Toler-

ance to ICA occlusion can be reliably predicted by the angio-

graphic test occlusion, also in patients under general anesthesia.

In patients who cannot tolerate ICA occlusion, alternative treat-

FIG 2. Giant unruptured right carotid tip aneurysm in a 36-year-old woman with multiple aneu-
rysms. A, Right ICA angiogram shows the giant aneurysm; test occlusion showed ample collateral
circulation via the anterior communicating artery. B, Left ICA angiogram 6 months after right ICA
occlusion demonstrates that the aneurysm is still not occluded. C and D, T1-weighted MR imaging
10 months after right ICA occlusion reveals complete thrombosis of the aneurysm lumen.
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ments sparing the ICA should be offered only after careful benefit

to risk analysis because complication rates of these therapies are

substantially higher.
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PulseRider Stent-Assisted Coiling of Wide-Neck Bifurcation
Aneurysms: Periprocedural Results in an International Series

X B. Gory, X A.M. Spiotta, X S. Mangiafico, X A. Consoli, X A. Biondi, X E. Pomero, X M. Killer-Oberpfalzer, X W. Weber,
X R. Riva, X P.E. Labeyrie, and X F. Turjman

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: The PulseRider is a novel endovascular device specifically designed to treat bifurcation intracranial aneurysms with wide
necks. In an international series, we report the results of PulseRider stent-assisted coiling of 15 patients (9 women and 6 men; mean age, 62.6
years) with 15 unruptured wide-neck (median dome size, 8 mm; median neck size, 5 mm) bifurcation aneurysms. Failure of PulseRider
treatment occurred in 1 case, and 1 intraprocedural thromboembolic complication was observed. There was no mortality or neurologic
permanent morbidity at discharge and at 1 month. Immediate angiographic outcome showed 12 complete occlusions and 2 neck remnants.
Follow-up at 6 months was available for 3 aneurysms and demonstrated 2 complete aneurysm occlusions and 1 growing neck remnant. In
this small series of selected patients, PulseRider stent-assisted coiling of wide-neck bifurcation aneurysms was feasible with low procedural
complication rates. Angiographic follow-up will be required to evaluate the efficacy of the PulseRider device.

ABBREVIATION: IA � intracranial aneurysm

Endovascular treatment with coils is the reference therapy for

ruptured intracranial aneurysms (IAs).1-3 Although no ran-

domized study demonstrated the superiority of endovascular

treatment compared with clipping for unruptured IAs, endovas-

cular treatment is also often the preferred therapeutic option.3

However, endovascular treatment with coils of IAs with wide

necks is difficult or simply not feasible. In this specific situation,

balloon-assisted and stent-assisted techniques have widened the

indications for endovascular treatment.4-7 Endovascular treat-

ment of bifurcation IAs often requires stent placement with dou-

ble stents in “Y” or “X” configurations, which could increase the

risk of clinical complications,7,8 whereas some authors reported

low rates of complications compared with the balloon-remodel-

ing technique.9,10

Recently, 3 devices have been specifically developed for the

endovascular treatment of such aneurysms arising at bifurcations:

the WEB (Sequent Medical, Aliso Viejo, California), the pCONus

(phenox, Bochum, Germany), and the PulseRider device (Pulsar

Vascular, San Jose, California). The WEB is an intrasaccular

braided-wire flow disruptor,11,12 and the pCONus is a new stent-

like self-expanding nitinol implant with 4 distal petals allowing

coiling of the aneurysmal sac.13 The PulseRider has a unique

frame configuration that opens to conform to the vessel walls. It is

specifically designed to preserve luminal patency and hemody-

namic flow through the parent vessel bifurcation, while minimiz-

ing exposed metal to encourage early endothelialization while se-

curely retaining coils within the aneurysm sac. It received a CE

mark for intracranial aneurysms but has not been approved by the

FDA. To date, a single published article on aneurysms treated with

the PulseRider reported a series including 3 IAs.14 The aim of this

study was to evaluate the results of the treatment of wide-neck

bifurcation IAs with the PulseRider in an international series.

Case Series
The PulseRider is a self-expanding nitinol implant (Fig 1) that is

delivered via a standard microcatheter with an inner diameter of

0.021 inches. The device is retrievable and may be repositioned by

retracting it into the microcatheter at any time during or after

deployment. It is deployed at the parent vessel bifurcation and

across the aneurysm neck to provide a supporting framework,

bridging the aneurysm neck while retaining coils within the an-

eurysm. The PulseRider is electrolytically detached from the de-

livery wire. The T or Y configurations are available according to
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FIG 1. The PulseRider device is intended for use with embolic coils for the treatment of unruptured wide-neck intracranial aneurysms originating on or
near a vessel bifurcation. The PulseRider has a unique arch design with concentrated coverage at the neck allowing attenuated coil packing, and open
architecture in the branch vessels eliminates struts crossing through the lumen of the branch vessels. Reproduced with permission from PulsarVascular.

FIG 2. Incidental large basilar artery aneurysm in a 60-year-old woman (case 1). A, The angiogram shows a 17-mm aneurysm with an 8-mm neck. B, 3D
reconstruction after rotational angiography shows the PulseRider device placement before coiling. C and D, An angiogram at the end of the procedure
shows final complete aneurysm occlusion. E, Angiographic follow-up at 6 months reveals complete aneurysm occlusion with an occlusion of the P1
segment of the posterior cerebral artery, which was supplied by the internal carotid artery via the posterior communicating artery (F). The patient was
asymptomatic.
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the geometry of the daughter vessels arising at the bifurcation with

8- or 10-mm diameters.

From June 2014 to February 2015, 15 consecutive patients

(9 women and 6 men; mean age, 62.6 years) with 15 unruptured

bifurcation IAs (median dome size, 8 mm; median neck size, 5

mm) at 1 US center (Charleston, South Carolina) and 5 European

institutions (Lyon and Besançon, France; Florence, Italy; Reck-

linghausen, Germany; Salzburg, Austria) who were treated with

the PulseRider device for IAs were retrospectively analyzed (un-

der institutional review board approved protocol in United States

and without approved ethics committee protocols in the Euro-

pean Union). The decision to assist coiling by a PulseRider device

was made at the discretion of the senior author. All patients were

treated under general anesthesia and full anticoagulation. In ad-

dition, double antiplatelet therapy was administered preopera-

tively according to the operator’s protocol.

Endovascular Procedure
A Prowler Select Plus 0.021-inch microcatheter (Codman &

Shurtleff, Raynham, Massachusetts) was navigated over a 0.014-

inch microwire and positioned at the neck of the aneurysm. In a

suitable working projection, the appropriately sized PulseRider

was then deployed across the neck of the aneurysm with limbs in

the daughter vessels arising at the bifurcation or in the aneurysm,

or in a hybrid fashion with one limb in the branch vessel and the

other limb in the aneurysm. Thereafter, a second microcatheter

was inserted through the shaft into the aneurysm fundus, and

coiling was performed. The PulseRider was detached either at or

near the final coiling.

Treatment Failure
Treatment failure with the PulseRider occurred in 1 patient (pa-

tient 11) with a wide-neck carotid terminus aneurysm and a

4.5-mm dome. The deployment of the PulseRider was achieved,

but on control angiograms, suboptimal positioning of the device

was seen with incomplete protection of the neck. The PulseRider

was replaced several times without success, and the aneurysm was

then treated with stent-assisted coiling (Y-stent placement).

Procedural Complications
One thromboembolic event after detachment of the device oc-

curred. After successful PulseRider-assisted coiling of a right

MCA aneurysm, a thrombus formation occurred at the limbs of

the device and caused a stenosis of the distal M1 segment. After

immediate administration of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa inhibitors, the

stenosis remained but the patient woke up without neurologic

deficits and remained in this status at 1 month follow-up. No

intraoperative rupture was observed.

Outcome
Among the 14 patients treated with the PulseRider, no neurologic

impairment was observed at discharge and at 1-month follow-up

FIG 3. A wide-neck anterior communicating artery aneurysm in a 50-year-old woman (case 2). A, 3D reconstruction after rotational angiography
shows a large anterior communicating artery with a 4.2-mm neck. B, Subtracted angiography shows a large anterior communicating artery. C and
D, PulseRider stent-assisted coiling was performed. E and F, Subtracted angiographies at the end of the procedure show a neck remnant. The
PulseRider device retained coils within the aneurysm sac.
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(11 patients). There were no delayed neurologic deficits or deaths

at follow-up.

One reader (B.G.) independently evaluated all the angiograms

by using a simplified 3-point scale (total occlusion, neck remnant,

aneurysm remnant).15 Immediate angiograms showed complete

occlusion in 12 patients and neck remnant in 2 patients. Angio-

graphic follow-up at 6 months was available for 3 patients and

demonstrated 2 complete aneurysm occlusions and 1 growing

neck remnant. During follow-up, retreatment was performed in 1

case due to a significant increase in the size of the neck remnant,

with complete occlusion at the end of procedure. No in-stent

stenosis and 1 jailed branch occlusion were observed.

Illustrative Cases

Case 1. A 60-year-old woman (Fig 2, patient 9) presented with an

incidental large basilar artery aneurysm. Angiography revealed a

17-mm aneurysm with an 8-mm neck. Endovascular treatment

was performed by using a PulseRider device with final complete

aneurysm occlusion. Angiographic follow-up at 6 months re-

vealed complete aneurysm occlusion with an occlusion of the P1

segment of the posterior cerebral artery, which was supplied by

the internal carotid artery via the posterior communicating ar-

tery. The patient was asymptomatic.

Case 2. A 50-year-old woman (Fig 3, patient 6) presented with an

incidental finding of a 4.2-mm wide-neck anterior communicat-

ing artery aneurysm. Endovascular PulseRider deployment and

then coiling was performed. The final angiogram showed a neck

remnant.

Case 3. A 60-year-old woman (Fig 4, patient 14) presented with

an unruptured basilar tip aneurysm. Angiography showed a large

basilar tip aneurysm with a 4-mm-wide neck. Endovascular treat-

ment was performed by using a PulseRider. The final angiogram

showed complete aneurysm occlusion, and MRA at 1 day showed

complete aneurysm occlusion.

DISCUSSION
This initial study reports a series of patients with unruptured bi-

furcation IAs with wide necks treated by PulseRider stent-assisted

coiling.

Feasibility and Patient Selection
This report suggests that PulseRider-assisted coiling of IAs with

wide necks is feasible; however, the selection of patients should be

well-considered before deciding on a PulseRider treatment. In

fact, in this small series of 15 patients, the rate of failure was 6.7%

(patient 11). This patient presented with a wide-neck terminus

carotid aneurysm with a small-size dome. The PulseRider deploy-

ment was feasible, but it did not provide protection of the aneu-

FIG 4. An unruptured basilar tip aneurysm in a 60-year-old man (case 3). A, Subtracted angiography shows a large basilar tip aneurysm with a
4-mm-wide neck. B–D, Endovascular treatment was performed by using a PulseRider device. E, Subtracted angiography at the end of the
procedure shows complete aneurysm occlusion. F, MRA at 1 day shows complete occlusion.
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rysmal neck even after several attempted placements. The

pCONus device was placed and not detached due to the same

problem occurring repeatedly; the aneurysm was then success-

fully treated with Y-stent-assisted coiling without complications.

Selection of patients is also important when using a WEB de-

vice. In the recent series of Gherasim et al11 dealing with 10 pa-

tients with unruptured anterior communicating artery aneu-

rysms (mean dome size, 5.8 mm; range, 3.8 – 8.2 mm; mean neck

size, 5.4 mm; range, 3.6 – 8 mm), WEB deployment failed in 3 of

10 patients because of unfavorable anatomy and the use of a much

larger and stiffer microcatheter for the WEB device than usually

used for coiling.11

Periprocedural Complications
Our results show that endovascular treatment of IAs with the

PulseRider is safe despite the very specific population with a me-

dian neck size of 5 mm. There was neither device-related mortal-

ity nor permanent morbidity. Similar results have also been re-

ported in the first published series.14 The safety of the PulseRider

was also highlighted because no clinically evident complications

were associated with its use in 3 wide-neck aneurysms.14 Contrary

to sidewall IAs, bifurcation IAs with wide necks are difficult or

impossible to treat with simple coiling and often need double

stent placement in “Y” and “X” configurations. However, the risk

of procedure-related morbidity and mortality is not negligible.

The rate of procedure-related permanent neurologic deficits was

10% in 97 patients with complex and wide-neck bifurcation an-

eurysms.8 Compared with regular intracranial stent placement,

PulseRider treatment also needed dual antiplatelet therapy during

the perioperative period despite a very low amount of metal. The

safety of this device seems very good in our small series. However,

the safety of PulseRider stent-assisted coiling remains to be as-

sessed in larger series.

Anatomic Results
As previously reported in the small series of Spiotta et al,14 com-

plete initial aneurysm occlusion was achieved in most cases

(84.6%). These immediate anatomic results are encouraging,

given the unfavorable angiographic aspects of IAs included in our

series. In this series of Spiotta et al with 3 wide-neck bifurcations

aneurysms, complete aneurysm occlusion was observed in all

cases.14 In fact, large or giant IAs treated with coils presented low

initial angiographic occlusion rates and high rates of recanaliza-

tion.3,15,16 However, in our series, angiographic control at fol-

low-up was obtained in only 3/13 patients (23%). A follow-up is

mandatory to evaluate the efficacy of this treatment. Although

angiography remains the criterion standard, there is a role for

MRA in following up these patients because small artifacts were

introduced by metal as illustrated in Fig 4 (patient 14).17 Much

more data with the PulseRider device are clearly required to eval-

uate the mid- and long-term results of this new endovascular

approach.

The limitations of our study were a small number of patients

with a relatively short follow-up period to evaluate the efficacy of

the PulseRider device. In addition, a small percentage of patients

were followed in our series. However, we believe it is important to

have a preliminary evaluation for this new endovascular treat-

ment device dedicated to challenging IAs with wide necks and/or

complex anatomy. So far, the preliminary results are encouraging.
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Clinical and angiographic outcomes

No.
Age

(yr), Sex Location
D

(mm)
N

(mm) Failure

PulseRider
Diameter

(mm)

Immediate
Angiographic

Outcome

6-Month
Angiographic

Outcome

Modified Rankin Scale

Initial Discharge 1 Month
1 74, F Basilar tip 16.3 10.9 No 10 Complete 1 1 3
2 69, M Carotid terminus 4.2 3.5 No 8 Complete 0 0 1
3 69, F Basilar tip 7.9 4.1 No 8 Complete 0 0 0
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Note:—AcomA indicates anterior communicating artery; D, dome; N, neck; w, worsening; –, not applicable because the treatment failed with PulseRider.
a MRA at 1 day.
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HEAD & NECK

Postoperative Imaging Findings following Sigmoid Sinus Wall
Reconstruction for Pulse Synchronous Tinnitus

X P. Raghavan, X Y. Serulle, X D. Gandhi, X R. Morales, X K. Quinn, X K. Angster, X R. Hertzano, and X D. Eisenman

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Transmastoid sigmoid sinus wall reconstruction is a surgical technique increasingly used for the treat-
ment of pulsatile tinnitus arising from sigmoid sinus wall anomalies. The imaging appearance of the temporal bone following this procedure
has not been well-characterized. The purpose of this study was to evaluate the postoperative imaging appearance in a group of patients
who underwent this procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The medical records of 40 consecutive patients who underwent transmastoid sigmoid sinus wall reconstruction
were reviewed. Thirteen of 40 patients underwent postoperative imaging. Nineteen CT and 7 MR imaging examinations were assessed for the
characteristics of the materials used for reconstruction, the impact of these on the adjacent sigmoid sinus, and complications.

RESULTS: Tinnitus resolved in 38 of 40 patients. Nine patients were imaged postoperatively for suspected complications, including dural
sinus thrombosis, facial swelling, and wound drainage. Two patients underwent imaging for persistent tinnitus, and 2, for development of
tinnitus on the side contralateral to the side of surgery. The materials used for reconstruction (NeuroAlloderm, HydroSet, bone pate)
demonstrated characteristic imaging appearances and could be consistently identified. In 5 of 13 patients, there was extrinsic compression
of the sigmoid sinus by graft material. Dural sinus thrombosis occurred in 2 patients.

CONCLUSIONS: The imaging findings following sigmoid sinus wall repair are characteristic. Graft materials may result in extrinsic com-
pression of the sigmoid sinus, and this finding may be confused with dural venous thrombosis. Awareness of the imaging characteristics of
the graft materials used enables this differentiation.

ABBREVIATIONS: PST � pulse synchronous tinnitus; SSWR � sigmoid sinus wall reconstruction

Tinnitus may be categorized as subjective, when it originates in

either the peripheral or central auditory system and is perceived

only by the patient, or objective, when it arises from a mechanical

somatosound.1 Pulsatile, or pulse synchronous, tinnitus (PST) usu-

ally arises from the abnormal self-perception of one’s vascular flow.

PST is a potentially disabling symptom, which may profoundly im-

pact daily functioning.2 Although PST can arise from a number of

venous and arterial abnormalities,2,3 venous PST accounts for most

cases encountered in clinical practice.4

It is increasingly recognized that sigmoid sinus wall anomalies,

which include thinning and dehiscence of the sigmoid sinus plate

with or without an associated diverticulum, are a frequently en-

countered and surgically correctable cause of PST.5-7 Both open

surgical and endovascular interventions have proved successful in

the amelioration of PST in such patients.8-10 Sigmoid sinus wall

reconstruction (SSWR) is increasingly being performed via an

extraluminal, transmastoid approach.11 The goal of the proce-

dure is to bridge the bony dehiscence and reconstruct the wall of

the sinus, thereby eliminating audible turbulence and interrupt-

ing the transmission of mural vibrations via the mastoid air cells.

The purpose of this study was to describe the imaging findings in

patients who have undergone SSWR and to evaluate the imaging

characteristics of complications arising from this procedure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This retrospective, anonymized, single-center study was per-

formed in accordance with the Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act. Requirement for informed consent was

waived by the institutional review board. The medical records of

40 consecutive patients (35 females; median age, 38 years; range,
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14 –70 years) who underwent sigmoid sinus repair between May

2007 and January 2015 were reviewed. Patients were selected for

the procedure after comprehensive clinical, audiometric, and

tympanometric evaluations. All patients had undergone preoper-

ative CT imaging examinations demonstrating the presence of

sigmoid sinus wall anomalies (Fig 1). Postoperative imaging was

obtained in 13 of the 40 patients, either for persistent or recurrent

PST following surgery (4/40) or when there was concern for sur-

gical complications (9/40).

Surgical Technique
The standardized technique of SSWR has been previously de-

scribed (Fig 2).5 Briefly, an extended mastoidectomy is per-

formed, followed by skeletonization of the sigmoid sinus. The

affected area is then decompressed to a normal-appearing sinus

wall. The surrounding sinus wall and dura are undermined away

from the posterior petrous face. Ectatic portions of the sinus are

reduced with bipolar cautery. A soft-tissue graft of the temporalis

fascia or AlloDerm (LifeCell, Branchburg, New Jersey), an acellu-

lar collagen matrix, is appropriately sized and inserted between

the dura and posterior fossa bony plate, reconstructing the soft-

tissue sinus wall. The graft is held in place without suturing by the

intracranial and intravascular pressure. For hemostasis, especially

if there is violation of the diverticulum intraoperatively, Surgicel

(Ethicon, Somerville, New Jersey) is sometimes inserted deep into

the soft-tissue graft. The bony defect is reconstructed with Hydro-

Set Injectable HA Bone Substitute (Stryker, Kalamazoo, Michi-

gan), a calcium phosphate cement that converts to hydroxyapa-

tite. Autologous bone pate, derived from bone dust produced by

drilling of the mastoid temporal bone that mixes with blood ooz-

ing in the surgical field to form a jellylike layer, is added for addi-

tional reinforcement, external to the HydroSet. The rationale be-

hind reinforcing the soft-tissue reconstruction with the addition

of a rigid layer (HydroSet and bone pate) is to diminish transmis-

sion of vibration of the exposed venous wall.5 In summary, the re-

construction comprises 3 layers: soft-tissue graft, HydroSet, and

bone pate, from innermost to outermost.

Imaging Studies
Nineteen postoperative CT examinations were reviewed. Seven

patients had a single CT, and 6 patients had 2 CT examinations

following surgery. Iodinated intravenous contrast was admin-

istered in 8 patients. Seven MR imaging examinations were

performed in 4 patients following surgery (1 nonenhanced MR

imaging in conjunction with a 2D time-of-flight MR venogram

and 6 gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging examinations, 3 of

which included contrast-enhanced MR venography). Preoper-

ative temporal bone CTs were available in all patients for

comparison.

Scanning parameters for temporal bone CT examinations

were as follows: section thickness, 0.67 mm at a 0.33-mm interval,

140 kV(peak), 350 mAs at 64 � 0.625 mm collimation, a 0.358

pitch, rotation time of 0.5, and FOV of 200 mm. Images were

reconstructed in axial and coronal planes. Intravenous contrast

(100 mL of iohexol injection, Omnipaque; GE Healthcare, Pisca-

taway, New Jersey) was administered at 1.5 mL/s followed by a

50-mL saline flush, with automatic image acquisition 20 seconds

after the appearance of contrast in the common carotid arter-

ies. MR images were obtained by using a 1.5T (Avanto;

Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) MR imaging scanner. Protocols

included standard T1, T2, FLAIR, and susceptibility- and dif-

fusion-weighted images of the brain and 2D time-of-flight

venography.

FIG 1. CT features of sigmoid wall anomalies. A, Axial CT image of the
temporal bone demonstrates dehiscence of the left sigmoid sinus
wall (arrow). B, Axial CT image of the temporal bone in a different
patient demonstrates a small left sigmoid sinus diverticulum (arrow).
Both patients presented with left pulse synchronous tinnitus.

FIG 2. Intraoperative findings in sigmoid sinus wall repair. A, Appearance of a right sigmoid sinus diverticulum during transmastoid surgery.
Dashed lines show the outline of a normal sigmoid sinus; the oval indicates a diverticulum. B, Postreduction of diverticulum. C, Postrepair of a
sinus wall. Note the soft-tissue graft reinforcing the wall of the sigmoid sinus. Following this step, the bone defect is repaired with synthetic bone
cement (HydroSet) and autologous bone pate. In all images, the left of the figure corresponds to the back of the patient (posterior head).
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Image Analysis
A qualitative examination was performed by 2 neuroradiologists,

with 10 and 15 years of experience, blinded to clinical data, who

reviewed all images individually. In case of disagreement, the ra-

diologists reviewed the images together on the same workstation,

to reach a consensus. All findings pertaining to graft materials

were confirmed by the operating surgeon.

Preoperative temporal bone CTs were evaluated for the pres-

ence of diverticula or dehiscences. The maximal transverse di-

mensions of the diverticula and the maximal transverse width of

the dehiscences were documented. The postoperative images

were evaluated for the presence and appearance (thickness, atten-

uation) of the surgical material used. These included the soft-

tissue materials (temporalis fascia graft, AlloDerm, and Surgicel),

HydroSet, and bone pate. Density was measured by placing ROIs

at the center of each type of graft material (soft tissue, HydroSet,

bone pate), ensuring that adjacent structures were not inadver-

tently included. The maximal transverse dimension of the surgical

soft-tissue materials was measured in the axial plane. The pres-

ence of mass effect on the sigmoid sinus by the soft-tissue graft

was also determined. Mass effect was defined when there was di-

rect apposition of the soft-tissue material on the sigmoid sinus,

resulting in �50% reduction of the caliber of the sinus lumen in

the transverse plane. Also evaluated were the presence of dural

venous sinus thrombosis, fluid collections at the operative site,

and any other findings that explained symptomatology.

RESULTS
Forty patients underwent SSWR for PST (5 male, 35 female;

14 –70 years of age; median age, 38 years). There were 24 patients

with dehiscence and 16 with diverticula. Average dehiscence

width was 5 mm (range, 2–9 mm), and the average maximal di-

verticulum size was 6 mm (range, 3–10 mm). The standardized

surgical procedure (see “Materials and Methods”) was used in all

patients. Resolution of PST immediately following surgery oc-

curred in 38/40 patients. Postoperative imaging was performed in

those patients who had persistent PST following surgery (n � 2),

late recurrence (or new occurrence) of tinnitus on the contralat-

eral side (n � 2) within 2 years of surgery, or in those cases in

which there was concern for surgical complications (n � 9). These

indications included headache with or without visual distur-

bances (n � 6), concern for dural thrombus from intraoperative

diverticulum rupture (n � 1), fluid collection at the operative site

(n � 1), and facial swelling and erythema (n � 1).

Of the 13 patients with postoperative imaging, 2 were male

and 11 were female, with ages ranging from 14 to 65 years (median

age, 41 years) (Table). The time interval between operative inter-

vention and first postoperative examination ranged from 1 day to

2 years (median interval, 14 days). Seven patients presented with

right PST; 5, with left PST; and 1 had bilateral PST with right-

sided dominance. Imaging findings on preoperative CT scans in-

cluded sigmoid sinus dehiscence (n � 8) and sigmoid sinus diver-

ticulum (n � 5). Average dehiscence width was 4 mm (range, 2–7

mm), and average maximal diverticulum size was 5 mm (range,

2–10 mm).

In all 13 patients, SSWR was performed with soft-tissue and

rigid reinforcement as previously described. In 6 patients, recon-

struction was performed with AlloDerm; in 6, with temporalis

fascia graft; and in 1 patient, both AlloDerm and temporalis fascia

were used. Surgicel was used for hemostasis, especially when there

was violation of the diverticulum during surgical reduction. In all

patients, HydroSet was used to reconstruct the osseous defect, and

in 11 patients, autologous bone pate was used for additional rein-

forcement. One patient underwent simultaneous mesh recon-

struction of a tegmen tympani meningocele.

Imaging Findings
The 3 layers used in SSWR were consistently identified in all pa-

tients on imaging. Soft-tissue material between the sigmoid sinus

and the sigmoid plate, comprising AlloDerm and/or temporalis

fascia graft with or without Surgicel, was identified in all postop-

erative scans (Fig 3A) as crescentic, extraluminal, low-attenuation

material relative to the enhanced sigmoid sinus (approximately

30 – 60 HU [Hounsfield units]). It was not possible to differentiate

the individual soft-tissue components on the basis of CT imaging

characteristics. Although the thickness of the temporalis fascia

and AlloDerm used in surgery is only between 1 and 2 mm, the

average thickness of the soft-tissue material on CT was 5.1 mm

Summary of patient demographics and clinical, imaging, and surgical features

No.
Age
(yr) Sex Side

Indication
for SSWR

Indication for
Postoperative Imaging

Mass Effect
on SS

Dural Venous
Sinus Thrombus

Other
Findings

1 59 F L Dehiscence Persistent tinnitus � � Dehiscent left jugular bulb
2 57 F L Dehiscence Persistent tinnitus �a �
3 41 F R Dehiscence �

encephalocele
Leak from wound � � Tegmen tympani

encephalocele � fluid collection
4 62 F L Dehiscence Headache � visual changes � �
5 31 F R�L Diverticulum L tinnitus � � L dehiscence
6 37 F L Dehiscence Headache � neck pain � �
7 38 F R Diverticulum Headache � �
8 14 M R Dehiscence L tinnitus � � L dehiscence
9 21 F R Dehiscence Headache � visual changes � �
10 44 M R Diverticulum Headache � �
11 20 F L Dehiscence Headache �a �
12 46 F R Diverticulum Intraoperative diverticulum

rupture
� �

13 65 F R Diverticulum Right facial swelling � �

Note:—SS indicates sigmoid sinus; R, right; L, left.
a CT was initially interpreted as dural sinus thrombosis.
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(range, 2– 8 mm). This difference may be attributed to a number

of factors including variability of blood absorption by the Surgicel

when used, granulation tissue, and focal hemorrhage.

HydroSet was identified as sharply demarcated hyperattenu-

ated material (1400 –1500 HU) conforming to the size and shape

of dehiscence (Fig 3B). Bone pate was identified as amorphous

ill-defined hyperattenuation (400 –500 HU) placed external to the

HydroSet (Fig 3B).

The soft-tissue graft demonstrated intermediate-to-high sig-

nal on T1- and T2-weighted MR imaging (Fig 4) and intermediate

signal on gradient-echo sequences (Fig 5D). On gadolinium-en-

hanced images, no enhancement was observed in the immediate

postoperative period. Four weeks following surgery, however, en-

hancement was present, presumably due to the formation of

granulation tissue (Fig 4B, -C).

The degree of mass effect exerted by the soft-tissue material on

the adjacent sigmoid sinus was variable. In 5/13 patients, there

was narrowing of the lumen (�50% decrease in caliber compared

with preoperative images) (Fig 5). Two of these patients presented

with headaches; 1, with persistent PST; and 1, with unrelated fa-

cial cellulitis (see below). In 1 patient who was imaged due to

intraoperative diverticulum violation, the mass effect resulted in

no symptoms.

One of the 6 patients with postoperative headache had throm-

bosis of the right transverse sinus, ipsilateral to the surgery (Fig 6).

This patient responded rapidly to anticoagulation and had no

neurologic deficit. In 2 other patients experiencing postoperative

headaches, imaging indicated mass effect by the soft-tissue graft

on the sigmoid sinus, as described above. In the remaining 2 pa-

tients who had headache and/or visual disturbances, no signifi-

cant findings were evident.

The patient who had facial swelling presented 2 days following

surgery with right facial edema, pain, and erythema. CT showed

mass effect from the temporalis fascia graft on the sigmoid sinus

and, additionally, a small, nonocclusive thrombus within the sig-

moid sinus. The patient, already on an anticoagulation regimen,

was diagnosed with facial cellulitis, treated with antibiotics, and

discharged.

In the first of 2 patients who had persistent PST immediately

following surgery, the symptoms were attributed to coexistent

jugular bulb dehiscence. In the second patient, significant mass

effect on the sigmoid sinus by the soft-tissue graft was identified.

This was thought to be unrelated to the tinnitus because the PST

persisted even though a follow-up CT demonstrated that the mass

effect had resolved.

Two patients had new PST on the side contralateral to the

surgery. One patient initially presented with right-greater-than

left PST, with CT demonstrating right sigmoid sinus diverticulum

and a small left sigmoid sinus wall dehiscence. This patient un-

derwent bilateral, staged SSWR a few months apart. The second

patient presented with left-sided PST approximately 2 years after

right SSWR, and repair of the left-sided dehiscences resulted in

cessation of the tinnitus.

One patient demonstrated a fluid collection at the operative

site. No peripheral enhancement to imply infection was seen.

DISCUSSION
Sigmoid sinus wall anomalies have been increasingly recog-

nized as a cause of pulsatile tinnitus. According to some re-

ports, between 22% and 48% of patients clinically diagnosed

with pulsatile tinnitus of venous origin have a diverticulum or

dehiscence of the sigmoid sinus that is detectable on contrast-

enhanced CT.6,12 Although treatment for sigmoid sinus wall

FIG 3. Postoperative CT imaging. Axial CT image of the temporal
bone in a soft-tissue window (A) demonstrates relatively hypoattenu-
ated material (arrow) lateral to the contrast-enhanced sigmoid sinus
representing soft tissue graft. B, On bone window (different patient),
HydroSet is identified as sharply demarcated attenuated material (as-
terisk) conforming to the size and shape of the dehiscence. Bone pate
is identified lateral to the HydroSet as amorphous ill-defined hyper-
attenuation (arrow).

FIG 4. Postoperative MR imaging. Axial T2- (A), precontrast T1- (B), and postcontrast T1-weighted (C) images demonstrate a temporalis fascia
graft (arrow) between the sigmoid sinus and the reconstructed sigmoid sinus wall. The graft demonstrates intermediate-to-high signal on both
T1- and T2-weighted images and contrast enhancement. These images were obtained 28 days following surgery.
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abnormalities historically has been endovascular emboliza-

tion,13 more recently, the open transmastoid approach has be-

come the norm.5,14,15 Otto et al14 described 5 patients with

unilateral or bilateral PST with sigmoid sinus wall abnormali-

ties on imaging, 3 of whom underwent surgical intervention

with resurfacing of the sinus with resolution of symptoms.

More recently, Harvey et al11 reported a series of 33 patients

with sigmoid sinus wall abnormalities who underwent treat-

ment by using the transmastoid approach, 30 of whom re-

sponded favorably to the procedure.

The expected imaging appearance of the temporal bone fol-

lowing sigmoid sinus reconstruction has not been previously de-

scribed, to our knowledge. Given that postoperative imaging is

not routinely performed and is only indicated to rule out postsur-

gical complications, it behooves the radiologist to become famil-

iar with the appearance of the various materials used to repair and

reinforce the sigmoid sinus wall to distinguish normal findings

from potential disease. Our observations indicate that the 3 layers

used in SSWR (soft-tissue graft, HydroSet, and bone pate) are

consistently recognizable and demonstrate characteristic imaging

appearances.

Recovery from transmastoid SSWR is generally uneventful.
In our study, the most common symptom that warranted im-

aging following surgery was headache
with or without visual disturbances.
Thrombosis of the sigmoid/transverse si-
nus is the most worrisome complication
of this procedure. Manipulation of the sig-
moid sinus wall entails a risk for thrombo-
sis, and sigmoid sinus thrombosis is not
infrequently encountered following
translabyrinthine and suboccipital crani-
ectomy.16 Although the surgical technique
used in this study does not require signifi-
cant exposure or retraction of the sigmoid
sinus, the risk for thrombosis does exist.
To avoid this, all patients at our institution
are placed on an anticoagulation regimen
comprising aspirin preoperatively and as-
pirin and clopidogrel postoperatively.
Symptomatic postoperative thrombosis
was only encountered in 1 patient, and
that patient was noncompliant with the
regimen.

Mass effect on the sigmoid sinus
from extraluminal soft-tissue material at
the operative site was commonly seen in
our study and is a finding that may be
confused with thrombosis. Five patients
of the 13 evaluated in this series had this
finding, 3 of whom had headaches. Pa-
tients with mass effect were closely mon-
itored and reported resolution of their
headaches with conservative manage-
ment. The mass effect likely arises from a
combination of soft-tissue material
(AlloDerm/temporalis fascia); Surgicel,
which likely undergoes expansion in the

operative bed; and a localized hematoma. Differentiation of these
individual components is not possible on imaging. However, it is
important to distinguish this extraluminal process (which re-
quires close clinical observation, but is self-limiting) from intralu-
minal thrombosis (which may require prompt anticoagulation).
A combination of CT and MR imaging characteristics may be
useful in this regard (Figs 5 and 6). Acute thrombus is hyperat-
tenuated on noncontrast CT, whereas extraluminal soft-tissue
material typically appears as relatively hypoattenuating material
and is focal, being confined to the site of repair. On MR imaging,
on gradient-echo or susceptibility-weighted images, thrombus,
unlike graft material, is markedly hypointense and may propagate
along the course of the transverse/sigmoid sinus. If there are
equivocal findings, a combination of both CT and MR imaging
may be used to distinguish intraluminal thrombus from extralu-
minal surgical material.

Two of the 13 patients reported persistent tinnitus after sur-
gery. In 1 patient, this was attributed to a coexistent dehiscence of
the ipsilateral jugular bulb. In the second patient, no additional
findings were identified that could explain persistent symptom-
atology. In both patients, the postoperative scans indicated that
the dehiscent sigmoid sinus had been fully reconstructed. In ad-
dition, in 2 patients, PST resolved in the immediate postoperative

FIG 5. Mass effect on the sigmoid sinus following sigmoid sinus wall repair. A 46-year-old woman
status post right diverticulum repair. Images were obtained 1 day following surgery. Postcontrast
axial CT image (A) demonstrates significant mass effect caused by the soft-tissue graft (arrow),
resulting in severe narrowing of the sigmoid sinus. Axial T2 (B) and postcontrast T1-weighted (C)
images. The graft is intermediate-to-high signal on T2-weighted images. Note the lack of en-
hancement of the graft in the immediate postoperative period. The soft-tissue material, unlike
thrombus, is not hypointense on the susceptibility-weighted image (D).
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period but later recurred on the contralateral side: In 1 patient,
this recurrence was attributed to subtle dehiscence on the other
side, which was detectable on the preoperative CT scan. These
cases stress the importance of careful evaluation of preoperative
imaging studies for other anomalies that can cause PST, even after
a sigmoid sinus wall abnormality has been identified. In a recent
study, up to 70% of patients analyzed for causes of PST were
found to have �1 vascular anomaly or variant on the symptom-
atic side.7

Limitations
The relatively small number of patients represents a key limi-

tation of our study. This is because postoperative imaging was

only performed in those patients who presented with worri-

some symptoms following surgery. In addition, a more de-

tailed understanding of how graft materials evolve with time

will require long-term follow-up imaging. Also, although the

technique described is increasingly recognized as a standard

approach to SSWR, variations in the use of materials across

institutions may exist. It is important, therefore, for radiolo-

gists to communicate with the surgeons performing the tech-

nique to be able to interpret postoperative studies in an accu-

rate manner.

CONCLUSIONS
Symptoms requiring postoperative im-

aging after SSWR include headaches, vi-

sual disturbances, and persistent/recur-

rent tinnitus. A variety of soft and rigid

materials is used to reconstruct the sig-

moid sinus wall in patients with PST

arising from sigmoid sinus wall abnor-

malities, and these surgical materials can

be easily recognized and differentiated

on imaging studies. The surgical mate-

rial may exert mass effect the on sinus

wall, a finding that must not be mistaken

for sinus thrombosis and does not re-

quire anticoagulation. Symptomatic si-

nus thrombosis is rare and may be dis-

tinguished from such compression by an

awareness of the typical imaging appear-

ances of the materials used in the

procedure.
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Advanced Modeled Iterative Reconstruction in
Low-Tube-Voltage Contrast-Enhanced Neck CT: Evaluation of

Objective and Subjective Image Quality
X J.-E. Scholtz, X M. Kaup, X K. Hüsers, X M.H. Albrecht, X B. Bodelle, X S.C. Metzger, X J.M. Kerl, X R.W. Bauer, X T. Lehnert,

X T.J. Vogl, and X J.L. Wichmann

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Dose-saving techniques in neck CT cause increased image noise that can be counteracted by iterative
reconstruction. Our aim was to evaluate the image quality of advanced modeled iterative reconstruction (ADMIRE) in contrast-enhanced
low-tube-voltage neck CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Sixty-one patients underwent 90-kV(peak) neck CT by using third-generation 192-section dual-source CT.
Image series were reconstructed with standard filtered back-projection and ADMIRE strength levels 1, 3, and 5. Attenuation and noise of the
sternocleidomastoid muscle, internal jugular vein, submandibular gland, tongue, subscapularis muscle, and cervical fat were measured.
Signal-to-noise and contrast-to-noise ratios were calculated. Two radiologists assessed image noise, image contrast, delineation of smaller
structures, and overall diagnostic acceptability. Interobserver agreement was calculated.

RESULTS: Image noise was significantly reduced by using ADMIRE compared with filtered back-projection with the lowest noise observed
in ADMIRE 5 (filtered back-projection, 9.4 � 2.4 Hounsfield units [HU]; ADMIRE 1, 8.3 � 2.8 HU; ADMIRE 3, 6.7 � 2.0 HU; ADMIRE 5, 5.4 �

1.7 HU; all, P � .001). Sternocleidomastoid SNR and internal jugular vein–sternocleidomastoid contrast-to-noise ratios were significantly
higher for ADMIRE with the best results in ADMIRE 5 (all, P � .001). Subjective image quality and image contrast of ADMIRE 3 and 5 were
consistently rated better than those for filtered back-projection and ADMIRE 1 (all, P � .001). Image noise was rated highest for ADMIRE 5
(all, P � .005). Delineation of smaller structures was voted higher in all ADMIRE strength levels compared with filtered back-projection (P �

.001). Global interobserver agreement was good (0.75).

CONCLUSIONS: Contrast-enhanced 90-kVp neck CT is feasible, and ADMIRE 5 shows superior objective image quality compared with
filtered back-projection. ADMIRE 3 and 5 show the best subjective image quality.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADMIRE � advanced modeled iterative reconstruction; CNR � contrast-to-noise ratio; DSCT � dual-source CT; FBP � filtered back-projection;
HU � Hounsfield units

Contrast-enhanced CT is a well-established initial cross-sec-

tional imaging technique for examination of the head and

neck region.1-3 Several strategies have been developed for both

radiation dose reduction and improvement of image quality.

These typically involve adjusting CT acquisition parameters such

as tube voltage, tube current, tube rotation time, pitch, and colli-

mation to the patient body and examined body region.4-6 The

interaction of these parameters is complex, and manual adjust-

ments may result in nondiagnostic images. Thus, commercially

available techniques, including tube current modulation,7 auto-

matic exposure control,8,9 automated tube voltage adapta-

tion,10,11 iterative reconstruction,12-15 and selective in-plane

shielding (thyroid, eye lens, breast, and gonads),16 have been in-

troduced to support the radiologic technologist, physicist, and

radiologist team in developing appropriate CT protocols.

Reduced tube voltage can increase contrast-to-noise ratio

(CNR) of iodine enhancing soft-tissue structures, while the radi-

ation dose is substantially reduced.4 The drawback of an increased

image noise in low-tube-voltage examinations can be counter-

acted by iterative reconstruction, which reduces image noise com-

pared with filtered back-projection (FBP).12,14 Recently intro-

duced advanced modeled iterative reconstruction (ADMIRE)

performs detailed modeling in the projection data domain, result-
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ing in less noise and improved artifact suppression.17 ADMIRE

includes a local signal-to-noise relationship analysis and decom-

poses the image data into information and noise.18 Further tech-

nical details have been described in recent studies.14,17,18 Thus,

neck CT may potentially be performed with a reduced tube volt-

age and therefore lower radiation dose without impairing image

quality.

The purpose of our study was to evaluate the impact of

ADMIRE on image quality in low-tube-voltage contrast-en-

hanced neck CT compared with FBP on a 192-section third-gen-

eration dual-source CT (DSCT).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patient Population
This retrospective study was approved by the ethics committee of

our hospital, and the requirement for written informed consent

was waived. Sixty-four patients (54.6 � 16.4 years of age; range,

24 – 82 years) underwent contrast-enhanced neck CT between

November 2014 and February 2015. These time intervals were

chosen due to a change in tube voltage to 90 kV in the standard

protocol for contrast-enhanced neck CT in adults on the DSCT

scanner used in October 2014. Our study population consisted of

38 males (58.1 � 16.1 years of age; range, 24 – 82 years) and 26

females (49.5 � 16.1 years of age; range, 26 –75 years). Indications

for contrast-enhanced neck CT included detection or exclusion

(n � 26) or follow-up (n � 10) of a tumor or lymphoma in the

head and neck region or the visualization or exclusion of a clini-

cally suspected inflammatory process (n � 28).

CT angiography and noncontrast examinations were excluded

from this study. Furthermore, nondiagnostic studies due to severe

motion or metal artifacts were excluded. Underage patients

(younger than 18 years of age) were excluded because they are

examined with different scan protocols at our institution. Con-

traindications for CT imaging were any known previous reactions

to iodinated contrast medium, renal impairment with a glomer-

ular filtration rate lower than 60 mL/min, and known pregnancy.

Examination Protocol
All examinations were performed on a 192-section third-genera-

tion DSCT (Somatom Force; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) in

single-energy mode. The examinations were planned according to

our current protocol for head and neck

imaging of 90 kV and 197 reference mAs.

Further scan parameters were as follows:

pitch, 0.8; rotation time, 1.0 seconds; col-

limation, 192 � 0.6 mm. Dedicated auto-

mated real-time attenuation-based tube

current modulation software (CARE

Dose 4D; Siemens) was activated.

CT examinations were performed in a

craniocaudal direction with the patient in

the supine position and in expiratory

breathhold. Data acquisition started 70

seconds after the start of intravenous ad-

ministration of 100 mL of nonionic

iodinated contrast medium (iopamidol,

Imeron 400; Bracco, Milan, Italy) with a

flow rate of 2 mL/s.

CT Data Reconstruction
Image series were reconstructed in axial views with a section

thickness of 2 mm (2-mm increment) by using an FBP algorithm

with a soft-tissue convolution kernel (B30f) and ADMIRE with a

soft-tissue convolution kernel (Br30f). The technical features of

ADMIRE have been described previously.14,19 ADMIRE provides

5 strength levels (1–5); each examination was reconstructed in

strength levels 1, 3, and 5. We chose these reconstruction levels

because level 3 is recommended as the standard for most contrast-

enhanced CT examinations by the vendor, and we could compare

the impact of image reconstruction, with very little ADMIRE con-

tribution (level 1) and maximum ADMIRE influence (level 5),

with the standard. We omitted the levels in-between (levels 2 and

4) because we assumed that differences in image quality may be

less apparent. Images were series reconstructed in clinical routine

with an average reconstruction time of 0.5–1 minute for each

parameter without differences in time required among the differ-

ent ADMIRE levels.

Objective Image Analysis
All measurements were performed on a commercially available

PACS workstation. We evaluated the following anatomic struc-

tures: the sternocleidomastoid muscle, internal jugular vein,

tongue, submandibular gland, cervical fat, and the subscapularis

muscle. Circular ROIs (10 –30 mm2) were drawn as large as pos-

sible in these structures while carefully avoiding inclusion of ad-

jacent anatomic structures or focal regions of inhomogeneity. Sig-

nal attenuation and image noise were measured in Hounsfield

units (HU). Values averaged of 3 measurements were calculated

to ensure data consistency. Image noise was quantified as the SD

of each measured anatomic structure. Signal-to-noise ratio was

calculated for the sternocleidomastoid muscle and submandibu-

lar gland by using the following formula:

SNR �
Mean Signal Intensity

SD
.

The sternocleidomastoid muscle–fat contrast-to-noise ratio and

submandibular gland–fat CNR were calculated as follows:

Table 1: Results of objective image analysisa

FBP ADMIRE 1 ADMIRE 3 ADMIRE 5
Attenuation (HU)

Sternocleidomastoid muscle 79.4 � 13.2 80.1 � 13.4 79.9 � 13.6 79.2 � 13.7
Internal jugular vein 288.5 � 71.4 290.5 � 72.6 289.0 � 71.6 287.3 � 72.2
Submandibular gland 131.4 � 47.1 131.2 � 48.2 131.6 � 47.8 131.1 � 47.2
Tongue 97.4 � 14.1 97.5 � 13.9 96.2 � 13.5 95.7 � 13.5

Subscapularis muscle 69.8 � 12.9 69.9 � 12.8 68.8 � 12.6 69.0 � 12.4
Fat �105.7 � 9.3 �106.4 � 11.3 �107.2 � 10.9 �106.0 � 11.3

Image noise (HU)
Sternocleidomastoid muscle 9.4 � 2.4 8.3 � 2.8 6.7 � 2.0 5.4 � 1.7
Internal jugular vein 12.6 � 6.3 11.2 � 5.9 10.3 � 7.1 8.5 � 5.5

Submandibular gland 11.9 � 2.6 11.2 � 2.5 9.4 � 2.9 7.5 � 3.0
Tongue 10.3 � 2.4 9.8 � 2.6 8.6 � 2.8 6.9 � 3.2
Subscapularis muscle 15.3 � 2.8 13.7 � 2.7 11.8 � 2.6 8.6 � 2.8
Fat 15.1 � 5.1 14.9 � 4.5 12.6 � 4.8 9.8 � 4.0

a Data are means.
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CNR �
HU (Soft-Tissue Structure) � HU (Fat)

Image Noise (Fat)
.

The internal jugular vein (IJV)–sternocleidomastoid muscle CNR

was calculated as follows:

CNR �
Attenuation (IJV) � Attenuation (Sternocleidomastoid Muscle)

Image Noise (Sternocleidomastoid Muscle)
.

Subjective Image Analysis
Patients were evaluated in a randomized manner independently

by 2 radiologists with 3 and 4 years of experience in neck CT,

respectively. Observers were blinded to the reconstruction tech-

nique used. All CT images were preadjusted to the same soft-tissue

window setting (width, 400; level, 60). Reviewers were allowed to

scroll through the complete presented axial image series with the

possibility of freely adjusting the window width and level. Subjective

image analyses were performed on rating scales of 1–5 for overall

image quality (5 � excellent, 4 � good, 3 � sufficient, 2 � poor, 1 �

nondiagnostic); delineation of small structures of the pharynx (wall,

mucosal margin, parapharyngeal fat, parapharyngeal muscle), larynx

(mucosal folds, intrinsic laryngeal muscles, paralaryngeal muscles),

and salivary glands (glandular tissue, paraglandular fat spaces); de-

lineation of lymphatic tissue of Waldeyer tonsillar ring and cervical

lymph (5 � excellent visibility, 4 � above average, 3 � acceptable,

2 � suboptimal, 1 � very poor); image contrast (5 � excellent image

contrast, 4 � above average, 3 � acceptable, 2 � suboptimal, 1 �

very poor); and image noise (5 � very low, 4 � low, 3 � average, 2 �

considerable, 1 � high).

Radiation Dose
Radiation exposure was expressed as CT dose index volume

(CTDIvol) and dose-length product, and it was provided auto-

matically by the CT scanner. The estimated effective dose was

calculated by using a standard conversion factor of 0.0051 for

100-kV neck CT. In addition, size-specific dose estimates were

calculated. To calculate specific dose estimates, we measured the

effective diameter from the anteroposterior (AP) and lateral

(LAT) dimensions at the fourth cervical vertebra.

Effective Diameter (cm) � �AP � LAT.

A conversion factor based on the effective diameter and the 32-cm

diameter polymethylmethacrylate phantom provided by the

American Association of Physicists in Medicine Report No. 204

was selected for each patient.20 Size-specific dose estimate (SSDE)

was calculated as follows:

SSDE (mGy) � CTDIvol � Conversion Factor.

Statistical Analysis
For statistical analysis, dedicated software (SPSS, Version 19; IBM

Armonk, New York) was used. A P value � .05 was significant for

all tests. Data sphericity was assessed with the Greenhouse-Geisser

and the Huynh-Feldt methods. Continu-

ous variables were expressed as means �

SDs. Quantitative image analysis was

evaluated by using repeated measures of

ANOVA. Statistical analysis of qualitative

image analysis was performed by using

the nonparametric Wilcoxon test for the

intraindividual comparison.

The interobserver acceptance of sub-

jective image analysis was expressed by

Cohen weighted analysis: � � 0.30 indi-

cated slight agreement; � � 0.3– 0.7,

moderate agreement; � � 0.7, good

agreement.

RESULTS
All examinations were performed without

any complications. No examinations

Subscapularis muscleSternocleidomastoid muscle

N
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 [H

U
]
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FIG 1. Boxplot graph shows comparison of image noise of the ster-
nocleidomastoid and subscapularis muscles between the different
image reconstruction settings. Image noise of the sternocleidomas-
toid muscle and subscapularis muscle was significantly lower with all
ADMIRE levels, with the best results for ADMIRE 5 (all, P � .001). Noise
in the lower part of the neck, represented by the subscapularis mus-
cle, was significantly increased within each reconstruction mode
compared with the upper part of the neck, represented by the ster-
nocleidomastoid muscle (all, P � .001).

Table 2: Signal-to-noise ratio and contrast-to-noise ratio calculationsa

FBP ADMIRE 1 ADMIRE 3 ADMIRE 5
Signal-to-noise ratio

Sternocleidomastoid muscle 9.0 � 2.5 10.8 � 4.1 13.0 � 4.4 16.4 � 6.2
Submandibular gland 11.6 � 4.6 12.3 � 4.7 15.3 � 6.8 19.6 � 8.2

Contrast-to-noise ratio
Sternocleidomastoid muscle–fat 14.5 � 8.1 13.8 � 4.9 17.3 � 7.7 22.6 � 11.4
Submandibular gland–fat 19.1 � 11.6 17.9 � 8.2 22.6 � 11.7 28.6 � 17.1
IJV–sternocleidomastoid muscle 24.1 � 10.1 28.7 � 13.5 34.8 � 16.3 41.2 � 22.1

Note:—IJV indicates internal jugular vein.
a Data are means.

Table 3: Subjective image-quality assessmenta

FBP ADMIRE 1 ADMIRE 3 ADMIRE 5
Overall image quality 3.2 � 0.5 (0.58) 3.3 � 0.6 (0.57) 4.4 � 0.9 (0.12) 4.7 � 0.5 (0.67)
Image noise 3.4 � 0.5 (0.79) 3.8 � 0.4 (0.83) 4.6 � 0.5 (0.52) 4.9 � 0.3 (0.32)
Delineation of smaller

structures
3.3 � 0.4 (0.74) 3.7 � 0.5 (0.78) 3.8 � 0.4 (0.50) 3.8 � 0.4 (0.74)

Image contrast 3.5 � 0.5 (0.80) 3.4 � 0.5 (0.78) 4.8 � 0.4 (0.34) 4.8 � 0.4 (0.47)
a Data are means � SD. Interobserver agreement (slight �� � 0.3	, moderate �� � 0.3– 0.7	, good �� � 0.7	).
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were excluded because of severe motion or metal artifacts. Due to

submandibular gland removal, evaluation of the submandibular

gland was not possible in 2 cases.

The mean CT dose index volume was 6.57 � 0.75 mGy. The

mean dose-length product was 174.4 � 31.3 mGy � cm, and

the mean calculated effective dose was 0.89 � 0.16 mSv. The av-

erage effective diameter was 15.8 � 1.9 cm, and the mean effective

tube current was 227.0 � 26.1 mAs. The calculated average size-

specific dose estimate was 13.59 � 1.23 mGy.

Objective Image Analysis
Attenuation of the sternocleidomastoid muscle (all, P � .405) and

submandibular gland (all P � .245) in FBP and all ADMIRE

strength levels did not differ significantly. Image noise of the ster-

nocleidomastoid muscle was significantly reduced by using

ADMIRE compared with FBP with the lowest noise observed in

ADMIRE 5 (all, P � .001). Image noise of the subscapularis mus-

cle, representing noise levels in the lower part of the neck, was

increased compared with noise of the sternocleidomastoid mus-

cle, representing the upper part of the neck, within each recon-

struction method (all, P � .001). Attenuation and image noise

measurements are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 illustrates a

comparison of image noise between FBP and ADMIRE 1, 3, and 5

of the sternocleidomastoid muscle and subscapularis muscle.

SNR calculations are summarized in Table 2. The sterno-

cleidomastoid muscle SNR was significantly higher for all recon-

structed ADMIRE strength levels compared with FBP, with the

best results in ADMIRE 5 and significant differences within all

ADMIRE strength levels (all, P � .001). Comparisons of the ster-

nocleidomastoid muscle SNR are illustrated in Fig 2.

Sternocleidomastoid muscle–fat CNR was significantly higher

in ADMIRE 3 and 5 compared with FBP and ADMIRE 1, with the

highest CNR in ADMIRE 5 (all, P � .001). Sternocleidomastoid

muscle–fat CNR in FBP was slightly higher than that in ADMIRE

1 (P � .256). Submandibular gland–fat CNR was highest in

ADMIRE 5 compared with FBP and ADMIRE 1 and 3 (P � .001).

Submandibular gland–fat CNR in FBP was nonsignificantly

higher compared with ADMIRE 1 (P � .430) but was significantly

lower compared with ADMIRE 3 (P � .004). Internal jugular

vein–sternocleidomastoid CNR was significantly higher in all

ADMIRE strength levels compared with FBP, with the highest

CNR in ADMIRE 5 and significant differences within the AD-

MIRE strength levels (all, P � .001). Results of CNR calculations

are summarized in Table 2, and comparisons of CNR calculations

are shown in Fig 3. Figure 4 shows axial images of a bilateral T2

glottic larynx cancer by using FBP and ADMIRE 1, 3, and 5.

Subjective Image Analysis
Results from subjective ratings including interobserver agree-

ment are summarized in Table 3. Overall image quality was voted

best in ADMIRE 5, with moderate interobserver agreement and

slightly but not significantly better results compared with

ADMIRE 3 (P � .088). Both ADMIRE 3 and 5 were voted signif-

icantly higher than FBP and ADMIRE 1 (P � .001). ADMIRE 1

was rated slightly better than FBP (P � .109).

ADMIRE 5ADMIRE 3ADMIRE 1FBP

SN
R

30

20

10

0

Sternocleidomastoid muscle

FIG 2. Boxplot graphs show comparison of signal-to-noise ratios of
the sternocleidomastoid muscle. SNR was significantly higher for
ADMIRE compared with FBP with the highest results observed for
ADMIRE strength level 5 (all, P � .001). Significant differences were
also shown within ADMIRE strength levels (all, P � .001).

ADMIRE 5ADMIRE 3ADMIRE 1FBP
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ADMIRE 5ADMIRE 3ADMIRE 1FBP
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FIG 3. Boxplot graphs show contrast-to-noise ratios of sternocleido-
mastoid muscle-to-fat (A) with significantly higher results in ADMIRE
strength levels 3 and 5 compared with FBP and ADMIRE 1 (P � .001),
while internal jugular vein–sternocleidomastoid muscle CNR (B) is sig-
nificantly increased in all ADMIRE strength levels compared with FBP
(all, P � .001).
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Image noise of all ADMIRE strength levels was voted signifi-

cantly better than FBP with significant differences within

ADMIRE strength levels and the highest ratings for ADMIRE 5

(all, P � .005).

Delineation of smaller structures was voted significantly better

in all ADMIRE strength levels compared with FBP (all, P � .001)

without significant differences among the ADMIRE levels

(ADMIRE 1 versus 3, P � .071; ADMIRE 1 versus 5, P � .285;

ADMIRE 3 versus 5, P � .316). Interobserver agreement of the

delineation of smaller structures was moderate to good (� �

0.50 – 0.78). Figure 5 shows axial images of a bilateral T4 glottic

larynx cancer.

Image contrast was rated highest in ADMIRE 3 and 5 (P �

.769). Both ADMIRE 3 and 5 were voted significantly better than

FBP and ADMIRE 1 (all, P � .001). FBP was voted slightly better

than ADMIRE 1 (P � .157). Global interobserver agreement was

good (� � 0.75).

DISCUSSION
The results of our study indicate that

ADMIRE improves image quality for

low-tube-voltage contrast-enhanced

neck CT compared with FBP. Image

noise was reduced significantly, and

SNR and CNR were increased with

ADMIRE. Objective image quality

peaked with ADMIRE 5, while subjec-

tive image quality was superior in

ADMIRE 3 and 5. Our protocol may be

beneficial in clinical routine for reduc-

ing radiation exposure in patients un-

dergoing neck CT without impairing

image quality.

Repetitive use of CT may result in a

substantial radiation exposure with a

generally rising cumulative radiation

dose in the population that may poten-

tially increase the risk for radiation-in-

duced carcinogenesis.21,22 Tube-voltage

reduction is one of several opportunities

to reduce radiation exposure substan-

tially in contrast-enhanced neck

CT.11,23 A potential drawback of a re-

duced tube voltage is an increase in im-

age noise.4,5,11,23,24 Due to increased im-

age noise, 70 kV(peak) neck CT has

compromised image quality in the lower

part of the neck.23 As a consequence of

limited diagnostic acceptability, May et

al11 excluded 80-kVp acquisitions by us-

ing automated tube voltage adaptation

in contrast-enhanced neck CT in com-

bination with FBP on a second-genera-

tion 128-section DSCT. Nevertheless, an

average radiation dose reduction of

8%–9% was measured in automated

tube voltage adaptation ranging from

100 to 140 kVp.11 In contrast and de-

spite an increased image noise, prior studies investigating 80-kVp

contrast-enhanced neck CT in combination with FBP on the same

second-generation DSCT reported an increased tumor delinea-

tion and good diagnostic accuracy of benign and malignant pa-

thologies.4,5,24 The average size-specific dose estimate in our

study was 13.59 � 1.23 mGy, which corresponds to a dose reduc-

tion of approximately 35.4% compared with standard 120 kVp.

Iterative reconstruction has quickly become a standard feature

on modern CT scanners, providing image noise reduction.18,25

Gaddikeri et al12 recently reported a substantial image noise re-

duction and increased SNR and CNR in 140-kV contrast-en-

hanced neck CT by using model-based iterative reconstruction

compared with FBP. Nevertheless, image acquisition with 100 or

120 kV is more commonly encountered due to a lower radiation

dose and improved iodine attenuation. Prior studies have re-

ported that the combination of a reduced tube voltage and an

iterative reconstruction algorithm may allow substantial radia-

FIG 4. Images of a 46-year-old male patient examined with a low tube voltage of 90 kV on
192-section DSCT (window settings: width, 400 HU; level, 80 HU). Images were reconstructed by
using filtered back-projection (A) and advanced modeled iterative reconstruction with strength
levels 1 (B), 3 (C), and 5 (D). Axial images show histologically proved bilateral T2 squamous cell
carcinoma of the glottic larynx (arrows). Image noise was highest by using FBP (A). The higher
ADMIRE strength levels show consistently lower image noise (B–D). The internal jugular vein–
sternocleidomastoid muscle CNR is highest by using ADMIRE 5 (D). Delineation of smaller struc-
tures was considered good by both observers in all images.
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tion dose reduction without impairment of image quality.12-14,26

Third-generation DSCT has improved tube efficiency at lower

tube voltages and is equipped with a model-based ADMIRE algo-

rithm to provide adequate image quality in low-tube-voltage ac-

quisitions. ADMIRE has been shown to provide an improved 3D

regularization process, which results in better noise reduction in

the image domain.14 Furthermore, fewer noise streaks and better

artifact suppression are facilitated by detailed modeling in the

projection data domain. Initial results were reported by Gordic et

al,14 who observed reduced image noise with higher ADMIRE

strength levels in 90 –120 kV abdominal CT. Furthermore, SNR

and CNR were significantly increased in all measured abdominal

soft-tissue structures with the best results for ADMIRE strength

levels 4 and 5. In our study, similar results were observed for

90-kV acquisitions: Attenuation of anatomic structures of the

neck was constant between FBP and ADMIRE, while objectively

and subjectively measured image noise

was significantly reduced with ADMIRE

compared with FBP, with lowest noise

observed in ADMIRE 5. This result is in

accordance with those reported by

Gordic et al14 measuring the lowest im-

age noise in 90-kV abdominal CT for

ADMIRE 5. Solomon et al18 reported a

substantial radiation dose reduction in

ADMIRE compared with FBP while pre-

serving detectability in a low-contrast

acquisition in a phantom study.

Image noise in the lower part of the

neck is significantly higher compared

with the upper part due to superimposi-

tion of the shoulder region.12,23 Gnannt

et al23 reported worse visualization in

the lower third of the neck in a 70-kVp

acquisition when combined with FBP

on a 64-section CT. Our results demon-

strate that ADMIRE is unable to com-

pensate for image noise differences be-

tween the upper and lower parts of the

neck, but it significantly reduces image

noise in both upper and lower neck

space with the lowest noise observed

with ADMIRE 5. Similar findings were

reported by Gaddikeri et al12 for model-

based iterative reconstruction compared

with FBP in 140-kVp contrast-enhanced

neck CT. Thus, the lower part of the

neck remains a critical area to evaluate

when applying dose-saving scan proto-

cols, and application of these protocols

should be considered on the basis of the

indication for imaging.

In line with previously published

studies, SNR and CNR were increased in

ADMIRE with the highest results in

ADMIRE 5.14,18 Nevertheless, we also

observed higher variations in both pa-

rameters with ADMIRE 5. Because attenuation values of all soft-

tissue structures were constant in FBP and ADMIRE, the cause of

the increase in SNR and CNR is the reduction of image noise. A

further reduction of tube voltage may result in an increase of

attenuation of ionic soft-tissue structures with the additional in-

crease of SNR. However, the performance of ADMIRE recon-

struction in such imaging protocols should be investigated in fu-

ture studies.

Subjective image results were also favorable for higher

ADMIRE levels, similar to the objectively measured results. Image

noise was rated best in ADMIRE 5 compared with FBP and

ADMIRE 1 and 3. Delineation of smaller neck structures was

voted better in all ADMIRE strength levels compared with FBP.

Slight differences within ADMIRE strength levels did not reach

statistical significance. Image contrast and overall image quality

were voted excellent in both ADMIRE 3 and 5, with significantly

FIG 5. A 58-year-old male patient with sudden dyspnea. CT was performed with a tube voltage
of 90 kV (window settings: width, 400 HU; level, 80 HU). Images were reconstructed by using
filtered back-projection (A) and advanced modeled iterative reconstruction with strength levels
1 (B), 3 (C), and 5 (D). Images show histologically proved bilateral T4 laryngeal squamous cell
carcinoma (arrows). The tumor reaches to the left thyroid cartilage but is separated from the
right thyroid cartilage by a thin fat line. Image noise was lower in ADMIRE compared with FBP with
the lowest image noise in ADMIRE 5 (D). Streak artifacts in the sternocleidomastoid muscle on
both sides are visible in all images due to the shoulder region in the lower part of the neck.
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better ratings compared with FBP and ADMIRE 1. Although

ADMIRE 5 has been thought to provide an artificially smoothed

image impression in prior studies, both image contrast and over-

all image quality were rated slightly but not significantly better in

ADMIRE 5 compared with ADMIRE 3.

Due to the low image noise and the excellent image quality in

90-kVp acquisitions in combination with ADMIRE in contrast-

enhanced neck CT in our study, which is the current standard

protocol at our institution, we suggest additional investigations

on the diagnostic accuracy of benign and malignant neck pathol-

ogies in 90-kVp acquisitions. Furthermore, the feasibility of tube

voltage reduction to 80 and 70 kVp with respect to the patient’s

anatomy, such as a short neck, should be further evaluated.

Some limitations of our study need to be addressed. First, we

performed a comparison of ADMIRE versus FBP. Together with

the implementation of ADMIRE, a new third-generation 192-

section DSCT was implemented in our system. An additional

comparison of different generations of iterative reconstruction

techniques and DSCT systems would have been favorable. How-

ever, an intraindividual comparison in follow-up examinations

would have been influenced by hardware differences between sec-

ond-generation 128-section and third-generation 192-section

DSCT and additional differences in standard scan protocol pa-

rameters, including tube voltage and potential. Second, while a

cohort of 64 patients is sufficient for an initial feasibility study,

additional evaluation in a larger, more diversified cohort is nec-

essary. Third, we did not investigate the combination of a stan-

dard 120-kV acquisition with ADMIRE, because 90-kV is our

current protocol for contrast-enhanced neck CT by using 192-

section DSCT. Furthermore, we did not focus on specific neck

pathologies separately but evaluated subsequent patients with

clinical indications for head and neck CT. Further studies should

focus on specific neck pathologies, including visualization of

squamous cell carcinoma or cervical lymphoma staging and fol-

low-up, and inflammation of soft-tissue structures. In addition,

low-tube-voltage CT may result in suboptimal image quality in

patients with a short neck with a wide diameter. Our technique

should be re-evaluated in this specific patient population for its

impact on the detection of laryngeal or hypopharyngeal cancer.

Finally, we did not evaluate differences in the diagnostic perfor-

mance of the various ADMIRE reconstruction levels. The initial

goal of our study was to demonstrate the feasibility of the low-

tube-voltage 90-kV acquisition and to find the best reconstruc-

tion parameters to achieve optimal image quality by applying

ADMIRE to reduce image noise caused by CT scanning with a low

tube voltage. Performing multireader evaluations of 3 different

ADMIRE reconstructions in each patient to assess diagnostic per-

formance would have led to recall bias. Nevertheless, we plan to

directly compare low-tube-voltage ADMIRE reconstructions

with standard 120-kV FBP scans in the near future for the diag-

nostic performance for the detection of head and neck

malignancy.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results demonstrate that low-tube-voltage acquisitions in

combination with ADMIRE significantly reduce image noise and

increase SNR and CNR in contrast-enhanced 192-section neck

CT. Objective image quality peaked by using ADMIRE 5, while

ADMIRE 3 and 5 showed the best subjective image quality. Dose-

saving low-tube-voltage 90-kVp contrast-enhanced neck CT in

combination with ADMIRE strength levels 3 or 5 may be rou-

tinely applied to enhance image quality and reduce the radiation

dose in clinical routine.

Disclosures: Ralf W. Bauer—UNRELATED: Payment for Lectures (including service on
Speakers Bureaus): Siemens, Comments: Speakers Bureau, CT division. J. Matthias
Kerl—UNRELATED: Payment for Lectures (including service on Speakers Bureaus):
Siemens, Comments: Speakers Bureau, CT division.
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CLINICAL REPORT
HEAD & NECK

Endolymphatic Hydrops Reversal following Acetazolamide
Therapy: Demonstration with Delayed Intravenous Contrast-

Enhanced 3D-FLAIR MRI
X A.R. Sepahdari, N. Vorasubin, G. Ishiyama, and A. Ishiyama

ABSTRACT
SUMMARY: Endolymphatic hydrops, the primary pathologic alteration in Menière disease, can be visualized by using delayed intravenous
contrast-enhanced 3D-FLAIR MR imaging. It is not known whether MR imaging– demonstrable changes of hydrops fluctuate with disease
activity or are fixed. We describe the results of baseline and posttreatment MR imaging studies in a group of subjects with Menière disease
with hydrops who were treated with acetazolamide. Seven subjects with untreated Menière disease with MR imaging evidence of hydrops
had repeat MR imaging during acetazolamide treatment. Symptoms and imaging findings were assessed at each time point. Five subjects
showed symptom improvement, of whom 3 had improvement or resolution of hydrops. One subject had recurrent symptoms with
recurrent hydrops after discontinuing therapy. Two had unchanged hydrops despite symptom improvement. Subjects with unchanged
symptoms had unchanged hydrops. Hydrops reversal may be seen with acetazolamide treatment in Menière disease. MR imaging may
provide an additional biomarker of disease.

ABBREVIATIONS: hT2WI-FLAIR � heavily T2-weighted 3D FLAIR; MD � Menière disease; SPACE � sampling perfection with application-optimized contrasts by
using different flip angle evolutions

Meniere disease (MD) is an incompletely understood condi-

tion characterized by symptoms of hearing loss, aural full-

ness, vertigo, and tinnitus.1 The clinical phenotype and severity of

symptoms vary among patients, and symptoms commonly fluc-

tuate, typically presenting with fluctuating hearing loss that pro-

gresses and vertigo spells that eventually are associated with pe-

ripheral vestibular damage.2 A variety of treatments are available,

including low-salt diet, oral diuretics, intratympanic steroid in-

jection, and endolymphatic sac shunt surgery.3 The efficacy of

these treatments has not been proved, and the mechanism of their

effects is speculative.

MD is characterized by endolymphatic hydrops (ie, balloon-

ing of the endolymphatic system), which has been described in

human temporal bone postmortem studies.4,5 Recent advances in

MR imaging technology have allowed in vivo imaging of en-

dolymphatic hydrops, which has the potential to advance our

understanding of the natural history of the disease and assess

changes in response to treatment. Several groups have con-

firmed the ability of delayed intravenous contrast-enhanced

MR imaging to detect hydrops,6-8 but no prior studies have

assessed serial changes in hydrops during diuretic treatment by

using delayed intravenous contrast-enhanced MR imaging, to

our knowledge. One study that followed patients treated with

betahistine by using intratympanic contrast-enhanced MR im-

aging did not show hydrops reversal despite symptomatic im-

provement.9 Another study by using contrast administered

through the eustachian tube showed decreased endolymphatic

space size following endolymphatic sac decompression in a

small group of patients.10

Our goal was to evaluate baseline and posttreatment MR im-

aging changes of endolymphatic hydrops in a group of patients

with MD treated with oral acetazolamide, with the goal of devel-

oping a noninvasive objective biomarker for disease activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This institutional review board–approved study was performed

with a waiver of informed consent and a waiver of Health Insur-

ance Portability and Accountability Act authorization. A clinical

data base of 356 subjects with hearing loss and/or vestibular
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symptoms imaged with hydrops-protocol MR imaging (4-hour

delayed double-dose intravenous contrast-enhanced MR imaging
using 3D-FLAIR sequences) was queried. Seven subjects met the
following inclusion criteria: 1) clinical diagnosis of definite or
probable MD, as determined by American Academy of Otolaryn-
gology–Head and Neck Surgery guidelines11; 2) pretreatment MR

imaging showing evidence of endolymphatic hydrops; and 3)

posttreatment MR imaging during treatment with acetazolamide.

Acetazolamide treatment was initiated at a dose of 250 mg by

mouth daily. Treatment was continued indefinitely if there was a

response.

Imaging
MR imaging was performed on a 3T Magnetom Skyra unit

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by using a 16-channel head and

neck coil, 4 hours following an intravenous injection of 0.2

mmol/kg of either gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist;

Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals, Wayne, New Jersey) or gad-

obutrol (Gadavist; Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany).

Scanning consisted of a “cisternographic” heavily T2-weighted

3D turbo spin-echo sequence (sampling perfection with applica-

tion-optimized contrasts by using different flip angle evolutions

[T2 SPACE]; Siemens) and a heavily T2-

weighted 3D FLAIR sequence (hT2WI-

FLAIR).12 All sequences were per-

formed as volumetric axial scans

through the inner ear and internal audi-

tory canals. The hT2WI-FLAIR se-

quence was performed with the fol-

lowing parameters: section thickness,

0.8 mm; TR/TE, 9000/534 ms; TI, 2350

ms; number of averages, 2; echo-train

length, 144; flip angle, 120; matrix,

320 � 260; FOV, 200 � 167 mm; ac-

quisition time, 6 minutes 45 seconds.

The hT2WI-FLAIR images normally

show bright signal in the perilymph

due to accumulation of dilute contrast

in this space and dark signal in the en-

dolymph, which remains protected

from the contrast due to the presence of

tight junctions. The T2 SPACE sequence

shows bright signal within both en-

dolymph and perilymph. The hT2WI-

FLAIR images were reformatted in an

axial plane parallel to the lateral semi-

circular canal to standardize interpre-

tation and were also reconstructed as

3D maximum intensity projections.

Figure 1 shows the normal appearance

of T2 SPACE and hT2WI-FLAIR im-

ages. The images were evaluated with

respect to the presence of endolym-

phatic hydrops. The qualitative crite-

ria described by Baráth et al7 were used

to assess the 2D images for the pres-

ence of hydrops in the vestibule. 3D

MIPs were also reviewed, and the cri-

teria described by Sepahdari et al8 were used to assess these

images for hydrops in the vestibule. Cochlear hydrops was not

specifically assessed because it was not thought that the cochlea

is consistently evaluated due to the limitations of spatial

resolution.

RESULTS
Of the 7 patients who met the inclusion criteria, all were diag-

nosed with definite MD. One of these patients was clinically diag-

nosed as having delayed endolymphatic hydrops, a subset of MD.

All patients had unilateral clinical symptoms and unilateral hy-

drops on MR imaging. Five experienced improvement in symp-

toms; 3 of these 5 also showed either complete or partial reversal

of hydrops (Fig 2). Two patients with symptomatic improvement

did not have any change in hydrops. The 2 patients whose symp-

toms did not reverse showed unchanged hydrops. Clinical data

are summarized in the On-line Table. Patient 3 required a dose

increase to 250 mg twice daily before achieving a response. Patient

4 was only able to tolerate a dose of 62.5 mg daily due to medical

comorbidities and did not have a response. Patient 1 had a return

of vertigo and hydrops after attempting discontinuation of acet-

FIG 1. Normal appearance of cisternographic T2 (T2 SPACE) and heavily T2-weighted 3D FLAIR. A,
Axial T2 SPACE source image through the midmodiolar level shows normal bright signal of fluid in
the vestibule. Both endolymph and perilymph are bright by this technique. B, Axial hT2WI-FLAIR
source image at the same level shows predominantly bright perilymphatic fluid in this part of the
vestibule (short arrow), with a small signal void reflecting normal endolymphatic space near the
ampulla of the posterior semicircular canal (long arrow). C, 3D maximum intensity projection of
the T2 SPACE sequence shows the cochlea, vestibule, and semicircular canals in the same image,
all with normal bright fluid signal. D, 3D MIP of the hT2WI-FLAIR sequence shows 2 small signal
voids in the vestibule reflective of normal endolymphatic spaces (long arrows). The vestibule is
predominantly filled with bright perilymph (short arrow).
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azolamide, and his symptoms improved after resuming treat-

ment. A subsequent attempt to taper to 125 mg daily resulted in a

return of vertigo.

The average duration of symptoms before initial MR imag-

ing in all patients was 7.4 months. The average duration of

treatment before follow-up imaging was 4.5 months. The av-

erage follow-up period was 19 months. Among the 3 patients

whose symptoms and hydrops reversed, 2 continued acetazol-

amide treatment and were followed for an average of 9.5

months without recurrent symptoms. One patient discontin-

ued acetazolamide and experienced recurrent symptoms with

recurrent MR imaging evidence of hydrops (Fig 3). The 2 pa-

tients who had symptom improvement without hydrops rever-

sal were imaged an average of 4 months after initiating treat-

ment. The 3 patients with hydrops reversal were imaged an

average of 6 months after treatment.

DISCUSSION
Delayed intravenous contrast-enhanced

MR imaging is an emerging technique

for evaluating patients with MD. The

ability to visualize hydrops with this

technique has been confirmed by multi-

ple groups on different continents.6-8,13

To date, however, no strong clinical appli-

cation has been established for this tech-

nique, and existing research is mostly lim-

ited to showing a connection between a

clinical diagnosis of MD and imaging evi-

dence of hydrops.

By showing reversibility of hy-

drops, we demonstrate that MR imag-

ing can provide a biomarker of disease.

This is critical for evaluating the effects

of various treatments, particularly

when exploring new therapies. Symp-

toms are known to fluctuate in MD

and hence do not provide a sufficient

marker of treatment effectiveness on

their own. Audiometric testing and

vestibular evoked myogenic potentials

offer added objective measures of dis-

ease severity in MD but may also be

confounded by other variables, such as

presbyacusis or additional pathology

such as otosclerosis.14 MR imaging vi-

sualization of hydrops provides a

unique, quantifiable marker of a direct

effect of the disease.

One patient experienced reversal of

FIG 2. A 42-year-old man with grade I vestibular hydrops, with reversal of symptoms and
reversal of hydrops after treatment with acetazolamide. A, Pretreatment axial hT2WI-
FLAIR source image through the vestibule shows dilated endolymphatic spaces effacing the
vestibular perilymph (long arrow). Compare with the normal appearance of the inner ear in
Fig 1B. B, Posttreatment axial hT2WI-FLAIR source image through the vestibule shows interval
resolution of endolymphatic hydrops, with normal bright perilymph signal in the vestibule
(short arrow). C, Pretreatment hT2WI-FLAIR 3D MIP shows dilated endolymphatic spaces
effacing �50% of the vestibule (long arrow). D, Posttreatment hT2WI-FLAIR 3D MIP shows
interval resolution of hydrops, with normal bright perilymph (short arrow) occupying �50%
of the vestibule.

FIG 3. A 72-year-old man with hydrops responsive to acetazolamide and recurrence after discontinuation of treatment. A, Pretreatment
axial hT2WI-FLAIR source image through the vestibule shows marked hydrops with complete effacement of the normal bright vestibular
perilymphatic fluid by dilated, dark endolymphatic space (long arrow). B, Posttreatment axial hT2WI-FLAIR, during treatment with acetazol-
amide, shows reversal of hydrops. Normal bright perilymphatic fluid is now visible (short arrows). C, Following discontinuation of acetazolamide
and recurrence of symptoms, follow-up axial hT2WI-FLAIR image shows recurrence of hydrops (long arrow).
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symptoms and reversal of MR imaging– evident hydrops while on

acetazolamide and re-emergence of symptoms with re-emergence

of hydrops after stopping diuretics. Although this was just a single

case, it shows a promising connection among acetazolamide

treatment, symptoms, and hydrops.

Notably, 2 of 5 patients in our study who had symptom

reversal did not have hydrops reversal. The reasons for this

result are unclear because the small number of subjects does

not permit a robust statistical analysis. However, factors such

as the duration of disease before treatment and the length of

time between treatment and repeat imaging may influence the

results. Alternatively, the symptomatic improvement in these

patients may have been a coincidence related to normal symp-

tom fluctuation rather than an effect of the treatment. Rather

than considering this phenomenon as a limitation of MR im-

aging, we view it as evidence that MR imaging provides unique

information that is not duplicated by eliciting a clinical history

from the patient.

The primary limitation of this study is the small number of

subjects. Although a high volume of hydrops-protocol MRI is

performed at our institution, only a small number of subjects met

the inclusion criteria for this analysis. Despite the small number of

subjects, the results provide support for the use of pre- and post-

treatment hydrops-protocol MR imaging in prospective investi-

gations of treatments for MD. There are also inherent technical

limitations of the MR imaging technique and limits of image in-

terpretation. Although our MR imaging technique has equal or

superior resolution to other techniques reported in the literature,

further technical improvements are needed to confidently visual-

ize the entire membranous labyrinth. The method of image as-

sessment, categorizing each ear as normal, grade I hydrops, or

grade II hydrops, may be insensitive to subtle changes among

scans. Further advancements in image acquisition and image in-

terpretation techniques are needed to fully realize the potential of

hydrops imaging.

CONCLUSIONS
Pilot data from a group of patients imaged with hydrops-protocol

MR imaging before and during acetazolamide treatment show

that endolymphatic hydrops is a reversible feature of Menière

disease. Hydrops-protocol MR imaging provides a unique bio-

marker of disease in MD and may be valuable in assessing the

effects of treatment.
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Evolution of T1 Relaxation, ADC, and Fractional Anisotropy
during Early Brain Maturation: A Serial Imaging Study on

Preterm Infants
X J. Schneider, T. Kober, M. Bickle Graz, X R. Meuli, P.S. Hüppi, P. Hagmann, and A.C. Truttmann

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: The alteration of brain maturation in preterm infants contributes to neurodevelopmental disabilities
during childhood. Serial imaging allows understanding of the mechanisms leading to dysmaturation in the preterm brain. The purpose of
the present study was to provide reference quantitative MR imaging measures across time in preterm infants, by using ADC, fractional
anisotropy, and T1 maps obtained by using the magnetization-prepared dual rapid acquisition of gradient echo technique.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We included preterm neonates born at �30 weeks of gestational age without major brain lesions on early
cranial sonography and performed 3 MRIs (3T) from birth to term-equivalent age. Multiple measurements (ADC, fractional anisotropy, and
T1 relaxation) were performed on each examination in 12 defined white and gray matter ROIs.

RESULTS: We acquired 107 MRIs (35 early, 33 intermediary, and 39 at term-equivalent age) in 39 cerebral low-risk preterm infants. Measures
of T1 relaxation time showed a gradual and significant decrease with time in a region- and hemispheric-specific manner. ADC values showed
a similar decline with time, but with more variability than T1 relaxation. An increase of fractional anisotropy values was observed in WM
regions and inversely a decrease in the cortex.

CONCLUSIONS: The gradual change with time reflects the progressive maturation of the cerebral microstructure in white and gray
matter. Our study provides reference trajectories from 25 to 40 weeks of gestation of T1 relaxation, ADC, and fractional anisotropy values
in low-risk preterm infants. We speculate that deviation thereof might reflect disturbed cerebral maturation; the correlation of this
disturbed maturation with neurodevelopmental outcome remains to be addressed.

ABBREVIATIONS: FA � fractional anisotropy; GA � gestational age; MP2RAGE � magnetization-prepared dual rapid acquisition of gradient echo; PLIC � posterior
limb of the internal capsule; Radj

2 � correlation coefficient adjusted for the degree of freedom; TEA � term-equivalent age; GRAPPA � generalized autocalibrating
partially parallel acquisition

Offering a prognosis for the neurodevelopment of very pre-

term infants remains a challenge, as has recently been

shown.1 Yet, prematurity still carries a high burden of impairment

in survivors, affecting motor, cognitive, and socioemotional de-

velopment.2,3 While the motor deficits are frequently linked to

moderate or severe WM lesions such as cystic periventricular leu-

komalacia or large intraparenchymal hemorrhage, the cognitive

abnormalities are probably more related to the mixed picture of

brain injury and alteration of cerebral development,4 coined by

Volpe as diffuse encephalopathy of prematurity.5 A large body of

work in the past decades has been devoted to new techniques of
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MR imaging, specifically addressing the question of the matura-

tion of the preterm brain.

Longitudinal imaging of the growing brain between 25 and 40

weeks of gestation allows assessing neuronal differentiation, gyral

maturation, connecting fiber development, and early myelina-

tion.6 To analyze these features of normal/abnormal maturation,

efficient tools and reference values are still lacking. Several au-

thors have described serial quantitative measures by using appar-

ent diffusion coefficients and fractional anisotropy (FA) in vari-

ous cohorts.7-11 These sequences probe tissue microstructure and

are used as markers of maturation, especially for axonal and den-

dritic organization and myelination. Recently, magnetization-

prepared dual rapid acquisition of gradient echo (MP2RAGE)

emerged as a new technique, which, by obtaining a purely T1-

weighted image, allows the extraction of whole-brain T1 tissue

relaxation time maps to provide quantitative tissue characteriza-

tion.12 The descriptive properties of T1 relaxometry are of particular

interest in the preterm population because they give structural infor-

mation about tissue, such as water content and lipid and macromol-

ecule composition, and draw a picture of the chronologic maturation

of myelin. Moreover, there is a lack of quantitative T1 values for the

assessment of brain development.11,13-15

In this serial imaging study in very preterm infants with cere-

bral low risk, we aimed to provide, for the first time, reference

values for T1 relaxation time, and we hypothesized that their evo-

lution is comparable with that of ADC and FA values, conferring

greater and more precise information about tissue structure.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
Neonates born before 30 weeks of gestation between February

2011 and May 2013 in our level III neonatology unit were consid-

ered for inclusion during the first days of life. Noninclusion

criteria were the following: severe cardiorespiratory instability,

intraventricular hemorrhage grade III and/or parenchymal hemor-

rhagic infarction on early sonography, severe congenital malforma-

tions, and genetic abnormalities. Patients who subsequently devel-

oped severe lesions on MR imaging, who died during the study, or

who had abnormal neurologic assessment at term equivalent age

(TEA) according to the Hammersmith Neonatal Neurologic Exam-

ination16 were excluded from the final analysis. We thus defined the

remaining patients as “cerebral low-risk.” Neonatal variables were

registered prospectively from the medical records.

Ethics approval was provided by the local committee, and

written informed consent was obtained. Specific risks arising

from imaging children younger than 2 years of age were assessed

by the medical team and the institutional review board before the

MR imaging examination.

MR Imaging
We planned 3 sequential MRIs: The first was during the first 2–3

weeks of life, the third at TEA, and the second in-between (from

10 to 20 days of life for the first part of the cohort and at 34 –35

weeks of gestational age for the second part). All MRIs were per-

formed on a 3T Magnetom Trio system (Siemens, Erlangen, Ger-

many). A neonatal MR imaging– compatible incubator (Nomag;

LMT Medical Systems, Luebeck, Germany) equipped with a ded-

icated 8-channel neonatal head coil was used. Monitoring was

provided during scanning (temperature, heart rate, oxygen satu-

ration), and respiratory support was applied when necessary. Pa-

tients received no sedation and wore protective earmuffs

(MiniMuffs; Natus Medical, San Carlos, California). A neonatol-

ogist and a neonatal nurse were present throughout the examina-

tion. The cerebral MR imaging protocol included the following:

1) inversion recovery T1-weighted TSE axial (in-plane resolution,

0.6 mm; section thickness, 3 mm with 10% gap; 35 sections; TR,

8000 ms; TE, 17 ms; FOV, 160 mm; acceleration factor general-

ized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition (GRAPPA) � 2;

measurement time, 3 minutes 14 seconds); 2) T2-weighted TSE

axial (in-plane resolution, 0.2 mm; section thickness, 2.5 mm with

a 10% gap; 35 sections; TR, 4520 ms; TE, 143 ms; FOV, 160 mm;

acceleration factor GRAPPA � 2; measurement time, 4 minutes

15 seconds); 3) T2-weighted TSE coronal (in-plane resolution, 0.4

mm; section thickness, 1.2 mm with a 10% gap; 100 sections; TR,

5410 ms; TE, 159 ms; FOV, 200 mm; acceleration factor

GRAPPA � 2; measurement time, 4 minutes 59 seconds); 4) 3D

MP2RAGE (in-plane resolution, 0.7 mm; section thickness, 1.2 mm;

TR, 4000 ms; TE, 3.17 ms; FOV, 190 mm; TI 1, 900 ms; TI 2, 2200 ms;

acceleration factor GRAPPA � 2; measurement time, 4 minutes 58

seconds); 5) DTI (in-plane resolution, 2 mm; section thickness, 2

mm with no gap; 43 sections; TR, 5200 ms; TE, 84 ms; FOV, 192 mm;

b-value 1, 0 s/mm2; b-value 2, 1000 s/mm2; diffusion encoding direc-

tions, 82 and 5 B0 images; acceleration factor GRAPPA � 3; mea-

surement time, 7 minutes 29 seconds). The standard ADC and FA

maps generated by the scanner software were used in this study. No

additional motion and eddy current corrections were performed.

The vendor computes ADC and FA maps according to Basser et al17

by using a least square estimation of the tensor.

Using T2, inversion recovery T1, and MP2RAGE, we calcu-

lated scores for severity at TEA according to Kidokoro et al,18

including 6 items in the WM and 7 items in the GM and cerebel-

lum. A global score (WM � GM and cerebellum score) was cal-

culated and classified as normal (0 –3), mild (4 –7), moderate (8 –

11), and severe (�12). Two neonatologists experienced in reading

MR imaging calculated the score. Intraventricular hemorrhages

were graded according to Papile,19 and WM and cerebellar lesions

were also described.

Twelve ROIs were identified with anatomic landmarks on 5

different sections for the WM (frontal, central, parietal, posterior

limb of internal capsule [PLIC]; corpus callosum genu and sp-

lenium; and optic radiations) and the GM (frontal, perirolandic,

and parietal cortices; thalamus; and lentiform nucleus). Freehand

ROIs were drawn to maximize the size and avoid the risk of

GM/WM contamination, as shown in On-line Fig 1. Each ROI

was placed on the DTI sequence to measure ADC and FA and on

the T1 map obtained from the MP2RAGE sequence to calculate

the effective T1 relaxation time.12

Neurodevelopmental Outcome
The patients were offered neurodevelopmental follow-up at 6 and

18 months of corrected age. A developmental pediatrician blinded

to the neuroimaging findings performed a developmental assess-

ment by using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development II, which

entails a mental developmental index and a psychomotor devel-
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opmental index. The test mean is 100 � 15; a score �2 SDs means

a severe delay.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed by using Matlab R2014b

(MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts) and STATA 13.0 (Stata-

Corp, College Station, Texas). The different associations were an-

alyzed with linear and quadratic regression. The correlation coef-

ficient adjusted for the df (Radj
2) was used to identify the model

with the best explanatory power. The Pearson linear correlation

(R) was used to compare T1 relaxation time and ADC or FA

values. The dispersion of ADC and T1 values was compared with

a 1-sided t test applied on the normalized root mean square error

of each marker. Demographic and neonatal variables were com-

pared with the Student t test (continuous variables) and with the

Fisher exact test (categoric variables). Statistical significance was

defined as P � .05.

RESULTS
Description of the Population
Among 126 eligible patients, 51 preterm neonates were recruited.

Reasons for not being included were parental refusal (n � 26),

early death (n � 9), cardiorespiratory instability (n � 13), early

transfer to peripheral hospital (n � 11), or absent recruiting per-

son (n � 16). Twelve patients were excluded from the final anal-

ysis because of severe lesions on brain MR imaging (MR imaging

scores �8 or parenchymal hemorrhagic infarction), death, with-

drawal of consent, or abnormal neurologic examination findings

at TEA. We thus show the characteristics of the population based

on 39 cerebral low-risk preterm neonates (Table).

Conventional MR Imaging and Scoring System
One hundred seven MR imaging examinations were performed;

35 early, 33 intermediary, and 39 at TEA. Thirty patients under-

went 3 serial MRIs, 8 patients had 2, and 1 patient had only 1. The

assessment of the image quality allowed considering 86% of the

scans as good or with minimal motion artifacts.

Several mild cerebral lesions were diagnosed on the conven-

tional sequences, including intraventricular hemorrhages grade I

(n � 5) and grade II (n � 2), punctuate WM lesions (n � 3), and

punctuate cerebellar hemorrhages (n � 4). Two patients had 2

types of lesions (intraventricular hemorrhage grade I and punc-

tuate WM lesions).

The scoring system could be applied on 37 MRIs at TEA: The

global score was within the normal range for 16 and mildly ab-

normal for 21 patients, and no patient had a moderate or severe

score. The MR images and scoring system, including brain met-

rics, are detailed in On-line Table 1.

Quantitative Measures

T1 Relaxation. In Fig 1A, T1 relaxation values (milliseconds)

measured in the 12 ROIs of the right and left hemispheres on the

serial images of the 39 patients are presented. Maturation in the

different cerebral regions was reflected by a gradual decrease of T1

with time. The PLIC matured the fastest (Radj
2 � 0.8242, P �

8.09 � 10�81). The values in the WM of the corona radiata showed

a fast and continuous decrease until TEA (Radj
2 � 0.663, P � 1.61 �

10�51). The parietal (Radj
2 � 0.2833, P � 2.00 � 10�17) and frontal

WM (Radj
2 � 0.0803, P � 5.65 � 10�6) matured along a shouldered

curve, which peaks around 30 weeks of gestational age (GA). The

deep GM matured simultaneous to WM, especially the thalamus

(Radj
2 � 0.6814, P � 5.66 � 10�49) and the lentiform nucleus (Radj

2

� 0.3747, P � 1.06 � 10�24). The cortex showed little change with

time. The maturation in the different areas of the cortex at TEA was

gradual: first in the perirolandic, then in the parietal, and finally in the

frontal cortex (see On-line Table 2 for T1 values).

ADC values are represented in Fig 1B, and strengths of the

correlations were less strong in almost all the regions (PLIC:

Radj
2 � 0.4816, P � 8.31 � 10�32; central WM: Radj

2 � 0.566, P �

Clinical variables describing the total population, the low-risk cohort, and the excluded patientsa

Total Cohort Low-Risk Cohort Excluded P Valueb

No. of patients (%) 51 39 (76.5) 12 (23.5)
GA (weeks, days) (median) (range) 27 4/7 (25 0/7–31 4/7) 27 4/7 (25 5/7–30) 28 1/7 (25 0/7–31 4/7) NS
Female (No.) (%) 29 (56.9) 19 (48.7) 10 (83) �.05
Weight (g) (median) (range) 889 (517–1590) 900 (560–1485) 727.5 (517–1590) NS
Small for GA (weight �10th percentile) (No.) (%) 12 (23.5) 8 (20.5) 4 (33.3) NS
Multiple births (No.) (%) 12 (23.5) 6 (15.4) 6 (50) �.05
Chorioamnionitis (No.) (%) 21 (41.2) 16 (41.0) 5 (41.7) NS
Antenatal steroids (No.) (%) 45 (88.2) 34 (87.2) 11 (91.7) NS
All BPD/severe BPD (No.) (%) 26 (51.0)/9 (17.6) 17 (43.6)/5 (12.8) 9 (75.0)/4 (33.3) NS
Postnatal steroids (No.) (%) 7 (13.7) 2 (5.1) 5 (41.7) �.05
Treated patent ductus arteriosus (No.) (%) 25 (49.0) 17 (43.6) 8 (66.7) NS
Early-onset sepsis (No.) (%) 13 (25.5) 11 (28.2) 2 (16.7) NS
Late-onset sepsis (No.) (%) 17 (33.3) 13 (33.3) 4 (33.3) NS
Necrotizing enterocolitis (No.) (%) 2 (3.9) 0 (0) 2 (16.7) NS
Treated retinopathy of prematurity (No.) (%) 3 (5.9) 1 (2.6) 2 (16.7) NS
Death (No.) (%) 2 (3.9) 0 (0) 2 (16.7) NS
6-Mo MDI (median) (range) 98 (74–118) 98 (86–118) 93 (74–102) �.05
6-Mo PDI (median) (range) 88 (49–111) 88 (62–111) 78.5 (49–88) �.05
18-Mo MDI (median) (range) 93 (65–127) 93 (65–127) 87 (79–101) NS
18-Mo PDI (median) (range) 83 (49–103) 84 (55–103) 71 (49–95) �.05

Note:—MDI indicates mental developmental index; PDI, psychomotor developmental index; BPD, bronchopulmonary dysplasia; NS, nonsignificant.
a Bronchopulmonary dysplasia: O2 supplementation for 28 days. Severe BPD: respiratory support at 36 weeks of GA. Necrotizing enterocolitis: Bell stage �2.
b Between low-risk cohort and excluded patients.
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2.54 � 10�40; thalamus: Radj
2 � 0.4855, P � 9.42 � 10�32),

except for parietal WM (Radj
2 � 0.3048, P � 1.20 � 10�18), fron-

tal WM (Radj
2 � 0.312, P � 4.05 � 10�19), and the lentiform

nucleus (Radj
2 � 0.6718, P � 3.20 � 10�52).

The evolution of FA with time is shown in Fig 1C. The matu-

ration was most visible in the PLIC (Radj
2 � 0.5386, P � 5.19 �

10�37), the optic radiation (Radj
2 � 0.3465, P � 3.05 � 10�21),

and the corpus callosum (splenium: Radj
2 � 0.2159, P � 5.24 �

10�7; genu: Radj
2 � 0.1126, P � 9.27 � 10�5), with a gradual

increase in these regions. At the same time, FA decreased in the

cortical GM (parietal: Radj
2 � 0.4535, P � 1.70 � 10�31; frontal:

Radj
2 � 0.199, P � 3.67 � 10�12; perirolandic: Radj

2 � 0.4889,

P � 7.50 � 10�32).

For each ROI, we produced reference values stratified by ges-

tational weeks, expressed as mean � SD for T1, ADC, and FA

(On-line Table 2).

There was a significant and strong correlation between the T1

relaxation time and ADC values for all the ROIs and all MR im-

ages at different gestational ages (Pearson correlation R2 � 0.616,

P � .001). Furthermore, T1 values exhibited a significantly lower

dispersion than ADC values (P � 1.06 � 10�4). The correlation

between T1 relaxation and FA (Pearson correlation R2 � �0.128)

was negative and less significant.

DISCUSSION
The present study provides quantitative reference values for cerebral

development, based on 107 MRIs acquired between 25 and 40 weeks

in 39 very preterm infants. We used a newly developed sequence,

MP2RAGE, which gives the T1 relaxation time, and compared it with

MR imaging markers, ADC and FA. The selected cohort can be con-

sidered cerebral-low-risk, according to the exclusion criteria. Our

findings were comparable with existing data (On-line Tables 3 and 4)

issued from fetuses and preterm infants, detailed below.

Given fetal diffusion values and maturation curves obtained

between 22 and 36 weeks, our findings of ADC and FA values were

comparable with the ones presented by different groups,20-22

FIG 1. MR imaging values measured in the right and left hemispheres between 25 and 40 weeks of gestational age in 12 ROIs for the low-risk
cohort of 39 patients. Dotted lines indicate 95% confidence interval. CC indicates corpus callosum. T1 values (A), ADC values (B), FA values (C).
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though subtle differences between fetuses at 37 weeks of gestation

and preterm infants at TEA were reported.23 No fetal data of T1

values are available.

While a multitude of data exist for preterm infants at TEA,24,25

only a few studies have described the longitudinal evolution of

quantitative brain MR imaging markers. In the late 1990s, Hüppi

et al9 reported changes of ADC and FA in the WM of preterm

infants between early life and TEA. Their group showed differ-

ences in WM fiber organization and delay of development at TEA

compared with term. Miller et al,7 by using DTI, also showed

serial differences in maturation in 23 infants with and without

WM injury. Later, Nossin-Manor et al11 assessed tissue organiza-

tion longitudinally and were able to show a difference in matura-

tion according to the different ROIs and the different techniques

used, such as magnetization transfer, DTI, and T1 imaging. Re-

cently Kersbergen et al8 provided reference diffusivity values from

scans obtained between 30 weeks and TEA. Compared with these

studies, our ADC and FA values were similar to those in Nossin-

Manor11 and Partridge et al,26 and FA values were slightly higher

than those reported by other groups.8,24 The relatively large het-

erogeneity of FA values in the literature is difficult to explain with

certainty. However, it may involve several potential confounders:

1) b-value ranges from 600 to 1000 s/mm2,27 2) slightly different

tensor reconstruction strategies, 3) drawing and selection of the

ROIs (this may actually be the main causative agent), and 4) some

unsuspected systematic differences between the cohorts.

Concerning T1 relaxometry, only a few studies relate T1 values in

infancy,13 neonates15 and premature infants,11,14 albeit it provides

reliable quantitative measures and high contrast images. We were

able not only to measure T1 relaxometry serially in premature brains

but also to show a strong correlation between ADC and T1 values,

enhancing its validity toward clinical use. Moreover, we described a

closer distribution of T1 values compared with ADC, in particular at

TEA. Compared with existing data,11,14 our findings were similar.

When performing serial imaging of preterm brain by using spe-

cific MR imaging markers, it is important to understand the different

FIG 1. Continued. ADC values.
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processes involved in brain maturation during the last trimester of

gestation, such as neuronal differentiation, premyelination with wa-

ter-content reduction, increase of lipid concentration, maturation of

preoligodendrocytes, and finally the beginning of axonal myelina-

tion and development of connecting fibers.5,28

Diffusion and T1 relaxation time are sensitive to changes in tissue

water content and compartmentalization. Mean diffusivity reflects

intra- and extracellular water mobility and provides information

about cellular and axonal density and myelination. Moreover, T1

relaxation time also provides information about lipid concentration

associated with myelin production, cholesterol, and macromolecules

(galactocerebrosides)11,13 and can, therefore, be considered as an op-

timal marker of brain maturation. FA represents a measure of tissue

directionality sensitive to the degree of axonal alignment, fiber di-

ameter, and consecutive early processes of premyelination.9

To draw brain maturational trajectories in very preterm in-

fants, we used the above-mentioned 3 imaging biomarkers. In the

WM fiber tracts (PLIC, optic radiation, and corona radiata), the

linear decline of ADC and T1 reflects reduction in water content,

fiber packaging, and early processes of myelination, especially for

the PLIC from 36 weeks onward. In these structures, the steep

slope of FA represents the progressive development of unidirec-

tional (PLIC) or multidirectional (corona radiata) fibers. The sp-

lenium and genu of the corpus callosum consist of tightly packed

fibers with a high degree of coherent parallel organization, which

myelinate only at 3 and 5 months after term, respectively.11,29

This feature accounts for little change with time for ADC and T1

values and high absolute FA values. In the frontal and parietal

WM, we observed a shouldered curve on ADC and T1 maps that

could be explained by the inclusion of the subplate zone that

peaks between 29 to 32 gestational weeks and then gradually dis-

appears. The subplate has a high water content,5,30,31 is particu-

larly voluminous in the frontal WM,21,32 and accounts for ele-

vated ADC and T1 values.

In the basal ganglia and thalamus, the ADC and T1 values

showed a gradual decrease due to fast neuronal densification with

FIG 1. Continued. FA values.
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ongoing myelination, as described starting around 26 weeks.29 In

FA, these subcortical GM structures exhibited little change with

time because of the low directionality of neuronal and glial con-

tent. In the frontal and parietal cortex, the evolution of ADC and

T1 values showed a shouldered curve with maximum values

around 35 weeks, possibly related to programmed cell death and

additional neuropil before 35 weeks33,34 and higher neuronal at-

tenuation afterward. The perirolandic cortex seemed to mature

faster than other cortical regions, and this accelerated maturation

has been described in areas with primary function, such as the

sensorimotor cortex.34,35 The observed decline of the FA is attrib-

uted to the preferential reduction in the radial component of wa-

ter diffusivity, reflecting the loss of the radial glial cells and the

extension of dendrites of pyramidal cells.32-35

The present study has a number of limitations. We assumed

that our cohort was at cerebral low-risk, given their clinical evo-

lution and the absence of major cerebral lesions. Neurodevelop-

mental outcome at 6 and 18 months showed that no patient had

cerebral palsy, blindness, or hearing loss, and the distribution of

developmental scores was typical for this population of preterm

infants. Furthermore, because patients with moderate or severe

brain lesions were scarce, we could not compare their values with

those obtained from the selected low-risk patients. Finally, com-

parison with healthy control fetuses and term neonates was not

available.

In this study, we propose reference values of T1 relaxometry,

which could represent a precise and complementary tool to inves-

tigate brain development with time. We speculate that deviation

of the described trajectories might reflect disturbed maturation,

and this could add valuable information for the diagnosis of en-

cephalopathy of prematurity.4,5 Kinney and Volpe28 described

“altered developmental trajectories, combined with acquired in-

sults and reparative phenomena” to characterize this entity, in

which all the structures detailed above are affected. Oligodendro-

cyte differentiation, axonal growth, subplate organization, and

maturation of the subcortical structures represent features that

are likely to be affected by prematurity.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study evaluated, longitudinally and serially, the cerebral de-

velopmental trajectories of a cohort of cerebral low-risk preterm

infants born at fewer than 30 weeks of gestation. On the successive

MP2RAGE and DTI sequences, we observed a gradual decline

with time of ADC and T1 relaxation time and changes of FA in the

described 12 ROIs, reflecting the specific and sequential matura-

tional changes occurring during development in the WM and GM

microstructures. T1 maps confer high contrast, are easy to analyze,

and thus appear as a promising complementary biomarker of cere-

bral maturation. We provide reference values for T1 relaxation,

ADC, and FA, and we speculate that deviation thereof might reflect

disturbed cerebral maturation; the correlation of this disturbed mat-

uration with neurodevelopmental outcome remains to be addressed.
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Parenchymal Brain Laceration as a Predictor of Abusive
Head Trauma

X L.A. Palifka, X L.D. Frasier, X R.R. Metzger, and X G.L. Hedlund

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Accurate differentiation of abusive head trauma and accidental head injury in infants and young children
is critical and impacts clinical care, patient prognosis, forensic investigations, and medicolegal proceedings. No specific finding seen on
cross-sectional brain imaging has been reported to distinguish abusive head trauma from accidental injury. Our study investigated whether
a specific imaging finding, parenchymal brain laceration, is unique to children diagnosed with abusive head trauma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively identified 137 patients with abusive head trauma and 28 patients who incurred moder-
ate to severe accidental brain injury. Brain MR imaging represented the imaging standard for characterizing intracranial injuries.

RESULTS: Among the abusive head trauma cohort, parenchymal brain lacerations were identified in 18 patients, while none were identified
in any patients with accidental injury.

CONCLUSIONS: Our findings are in concurrence with the existing forensic, pathology, and imaging literature, which suggests that
parenchymal brain lacerations may be related to abusive injury mechanisms.

ABBREVIATIONS: AHT � abusive head trauma; AI � accidental injury; GRE � gradient-echo imaging; SDH � subdural hematoma; SCWM � subcortical white
matter

Abusive head trauma (AHT) is an important cause of neuro-

logic morbidity and mortality in children, being most com-

mon in infants younger than 1 year of age. Moreover, the fatal

consequences and long-term sequelae of AHT are mainly related

to primary and secondary parenchymal brain injury, including

contusions, axonal shear injury, lacerations, cerebral edema, hyp-

oxia, ischemia, and infarction.

Early signs and symptoms of AHT in infants may be nonspe-

cific, such as irritability, lethargy, or vomiting. Without a history

of trauma, these infants are often diagnosed with other conditions

that cause similar symptoms in infants. With AHT, historical in-

formation regarding the cause of injury may be difficult to obtain

or falsely attributed to an accidental cause, with as many as 30% of

AHT cases being unrecognized as inflicted injury.1 Many of those

children, if not accurately diagnosed, present later with more se-

rious or even fatal brain injuries.

The clinical and imaging features of inflicted injury, such as

retinal hemorrhages, subdural hematoma (SDH), and brain in-

jury resulting in encephalopathy, are highly suggestive of AHT,

warranting a comprehensive evaluation for abuse, though they

are neither pathognomonic nor always present.2 Each case is com-

plex and may have varying features of abusive injury. Therefore,

characterizing injuries that are predictive of AHT provides critical

information to child abuse specialists who are responsible for the

diagnosis and management of AHT. An intracranial finding ob-

served only in AHT, which is lacking in children with witnessed

accidental injury (AI), has considerable medicolegal implications.

In this observational report, the authors describe a distinct form

of inflicted brain injury, parenchymal lacerations, also referred to

as subcortical clefts, contusional tears, cerebral contusional white

matter clefts, and gliding contusions.1-13

Parenchymal brain lacerations have been reported in AHT in

conjunction with many of the more specific findings of this con-

dition; however, it is not known at what frequency they occur, if at

all, in severe accidental head trauma. Since the initial descriptions
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of traumatic lacerations, there have been no population compar-

ison studies directed at these important predictive lesions, to our

knowledge. The purpose of this study was to determine the com-

parative frequency of lacerations in AHT versus AI and improve

our understanding of the pattern of brain injury in AHT among

victims younger than 3 years of age. Lacerations may represent a

pattern of injury unique to AHT and are likely the result of angu-

lar acceleration, deceleration, and rotational forces that occur

when infants have AHT whether through shaking and/or impact

or even crushing injuries. With this information, we aim to estab-

lish additional imaging features that, in some cases, could be spe-

cific for AHT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This study was approved by the University of Utah review board.

Retrospective review of the medical records and cross-sectional

brain imaging (NCCT and MR imaging) were performed in 2

patient cohorts of infants and children younger than 3 years of age

treated between January 2005 and May 2013 at a pediatric hospital

verified by the American College of Surgeons as a Level I Pediatric

Trauma Center.

For the AHT group, a search of the hospital Child Protective

Services data base identified records of 291 patients who either by

confession and/or evaluation by the institutional child abuse

medical evaluation team were determined to have inflicted

trauma. Cases were excluded if brain MR imaging was not per-

formed because MR imaging served to confirm and characterize

intracranial injury. Cases were also excluded if no brain pathology

was observed on imaging. One case was excluded for suspected

meningoencephalitis. Patients who had extensive birth trauma

(forceps or failed forceps delivery) were also excluded.

For the AI cohort, a search of the hospital trauma data base

identified 214 patients who were coded as having moderate-to-

severe traumatic brain injury, as indicated by a presenting Glas-

gow Coma Scale score of �13. Eighty-seven cases were subse-

quently determined to have been AHT and were excluded from

the AI cohort. Of the remaining 127 cases, we further excluded the

following: cases of drowning (n � 5); underlying vascular or con-

genital malformation (n � 2); and brain imaging not performed

or no brain pathology observed on NCCT/MR imaging (n � 92).

Imaging
All imaging was reviewed by a pediatric neuroradiologist and a

radiology resident. The reviewers were not blinded to the cohorts.

NCCT brain imaging was performed and reviewed for calvarial/

skull base fracture, extra-axial hemorrhage, parenchymal injury,

and extracalvarial soft-tissue injury. It was noted whether a lacer-

ation was suspected on NCCT by a parenchymal linear focus of

high or low attenuation, which was carefully evaluated by subse-

quent MR imaging.

Brain MR imaging was conducted at

1.5T or 3T by using commercially avail-

able platforms. In most cases, a routine
trauma protocol was used, consisting of
sagittal T1; axial T1, FLAIR, dual-echo
proton density, and T2; coronal gradi-
ent-echo imaging (GRE) and FSE T2 se-

quences. In some cases, postcontrast T1WI axial and coronal se-
quences and 3D sagittal spoiled gradient-recalled with isotropic

axial and coronal reformations were acquired. MR images were

reviewed for extra-axial collections and parenchymal injuries, in-

cluding edema, ischemia, parenchymal hemorrhage/contusion,

shear injury, or lacerations. MR imaging was typically performed

on the day of or up to 5 days after presentation.

MR imaging was deemed the criterion standard for identifying

a parenchymal laceration. The MR imaging criteria for diagnosing

a laceration included the following: 1) a parenchymal cleft con-

taining CSF, hemorrhage, or a CSF-hemorrhage fluid level; 2) a

linear or oval cleft lined with a paramagnetic substance (ie, ferri-

tin, hemosiderin) demonstrating gradient-echo imaging or SWI

hypointensity or a perimeter of diffusion restriction; and 3) a

linear signal alteration of �5 mm (including T2/FLAIR hyperin-

tense signal and/or T1 shortening) that did not conform to a sul-

cus or perivascular space.

Skeletal surveys, CT of the abdomen and pelvis, and clinical

records were also reviewed to document the presence of non-CNS

injuries such as musculoskeletal and solid organ injuries.

Data Analysis
Tests for association were conducted by using the Fisher exact

test, and differences in group distributions were compared by

using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Statistical differences were

considered significant if the probability of type 1 error was �5%.

Statistical analyses were performed by using STATA, Version 12.1

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
A total of 137 patients met the eligibility criteria for inclusion into

the AHT group, and 28 patients met the criteria for the AI group.

The almost 5-fold difference in group size was mainly due to the

infrequent use of MR imaging for patients with accidental head

injury. Patients of the AHT group were younger than those of the

AI group (median, 0.50 versus 1.37 years, respectively; P � .001)

though the sex was similar, as reported in Table 1. Patients within

the AI cohort presented to the emergency department with a

mean Glasgow Coma Scale score of 5.9 (18 of 28 scores were

affected by paralytics).

Lacerations were identified in 18 (13.1%) of the 137 cases of

AHT, while none (0%) were detected in the patients with AI. This

finding represents a 13% difference in the risk of brain laceration

between the groups and may indicate an association between head

injury mechanism and laceration (P � .045). These results suggest

that the presence of a laceration can indicate an abusive cause of

brain injury with a sensitivity and negative predictive value of only

13.1% and 19.0%, respectively, but with both specificity and pos-

itive predictive values of 100%.

Of the AHT cohort found to have lacerations, 10 cases had

Table 1: Age and sex of AHT and AI cohorts
Abusive Head Trauma

(n = 137)
Accidental Injury

(n = 28) P Value
Age, y (median �IQR�, range) 0.50 (0.24–0.92), 0.05–2.92 1.37 (0.83–2.38), 0.04–2.83 �.001
Male 64% 68% NS

Note:—NS indicates not significant; IQR, interquartile range.
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documented emergency department Glasgow Coma Scale scores

with an average of 4.5 (7 of 10 were affected by paralytics).

Eleven of 18 (60%) cases demonstrated physical evidence of

impact to the head such as calvarial fractures (n � 9) or extra-

calvarial soft-tissue swelling (n � 2). Eleven cases also had

imaging evidence of extra-CNS injuries, including solid organ

or musculoskeletal injuries. Variably present were findings of

other parenchymal injuries, including contusion (20%), shear

injury (40%), and ischemic injury (40%). Only 3 cases (17%)

had no extracranial evidence of head impact and no imaging

evidence for extra-CNS injury.

Half (9/18) of the AHT cohort with lacerations demonstrated

evidence of retinal hemorrhages on MR imaging. In the AI cohort,

only 3 of 28 (11%) patients with accidental trauma had retinal

hemorrhages by funduscopic examination.

The exact mechanisms of injury for the AHT cohort are largely

unknown. A summary of patient characteristics and mechanisms

of injury among the AI group are listed in Table 2.

Of the 18 cases of patients with AHT with lacerations, 7 (39%)

demonstrated multiple lacerations. Most lacerations were hemor-

rhagic linear tears or clefts in the subcortical white matter

(SCWM) (Fig 1). Lacerations were present in various regions,

with frontal lobes predominating. In half of the cases (9/18), lac-

erations were suspected on NCCT (generally lesions longer than

1.5 cm or fluid-filled clefts), whereas the remaining were only

identified by MR imaging. MR imaging characteristics include

GRE blooming or diffusion restriction along the margins of the

tear or a cleft with a fluid-hematocrit level (Figs 2 and 3). A few

lacerations were surrounded by vasogenic edema. The On-line

Table summarizes imaging characteristics of lacerations and de-

tails on which particular MR imaging sequence the lacerations

were optimally visualized.

When available, brain imaging remote from presentation was

reviewed to evaluate the evolution of the injury and characterize

the appearance of chronic lacerations. The most common remote

imaging finding in patients with both AHT and AI was resolution

of extra-axial blood products and regional or diffuse encepha-

lomalacia or cortical atrophy. Some lacerations healed without

obvious residual parenchymal alteration that would meet the cri-

teria for a laceration. Other lacerations of �2 months remote

from presentation were clearly identified as clefts with central T2

hyperintense signal or a persistent fluid-fluid level or hemosider-

in-lined tear (Fig 4).

DISCUSSION
Imaging plays a crucial role in the characterization of pediatric

head trauma. The differentiation of abusive from accidental head

injury relies heavily on imaging observations, accumulated expe-

rience, and peer-reviewed literature. Our review of AHT and AI

cohorts suggests that parenchymal brain lacerations should be

considered proxies for AHT.

As early as 1957, Freytag and Lindenberg14 described the

pathomorphology of cortical cleft contusions (lacerations) and

their association with trauma. In 1969, these authors reported

postmortem findings in 16 infants with reported trauma (n � 9)

or postmortem evidence of injury (n � 7).3 All had SAH, SDH,

and evidence of bodily violence, including bruising. These infants

FIG 1. Parenchymal brain lacerations. Case 135. Coronal T2 FLAIR (A) and T1WI (B) demonstrate a curvilinear cleft (black arrows) in the left
posterior temporoparietal region containing blood products consistent with acute laceration. C, Axial DWI demonstrates marginal diffusion
hyperintensity (white arrowheads).

Table 2: Summary of characteristics of patients with AHT/PBL
and AI and imaging findings

AHT Cohort with PBLs
(n = 18)

AI Cohort
(n = 28)

Type of accident
MVA 8
Pedestrian vs auto 6
Fall 9
Crush 2
Horse 2
Unknown 16 1
Shaking injury 2

Calvarial fracture 9 20
Suture diastasis 9 1
Extra-axial hematoma

Epidural 1 3
Subdural 17 21
Subarachnoid 11 17

Contusion 4 8
Shear injury 7 14
Ischemic injury 7 4
Laceration 18 0
Extra-CNS injuries 10 10
Deceased 3 1

Note:—PBLs � parenchymal brain lacerations; MVA, motor vehicle accident.
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exhibited macroscopic cerebral hemispheric white matter tears.

The white matter tears were described as smooth-walled, with

“fresh” tears containing blood and “older” tears demonstrating

faint or no blood-product staining. The

authors speculated that the gelatin-like

consistency of the poorly myelinated in-

fant brain predisposed to parenchymal

tearing in the context of shear force gen-

erated from trauma.

Calder et al5 reported their results in

12 patients with inflicted head injury. In

their study, brains of victims younger

than 5 months of age (n � 9) showed

SCWM tears, while patients older than 5

months of age (n � 3) showed more

adult-like white matter injury with dif-

fuse axonal injury, axonal retraction

balls, and axonal swelling. The authors

concluded that the white matter tears

represented the manifestation of me-

chanical damage produced by trauma.

They reported that “these clefting le-

sions of the white matter are important

because they represent primary evidence

of brain trauma in early infancy.”5

Imaging
Jaspan et al,13 in a series of 6 infants

proved to have experienced AHT, re-

ported their cranial sonographic find-

ings of cerebral contusional tears.

Frontoparietal and posterior frontal lo-

cations of the tears were most common,

and SDH was commonly observed. All

patients had retinal hemorrhages and

fractures, and most had bruising. These

authors proposed that the infant’s

smooth cranial fossae floors, pliable cal-

varia, patent sutures, and gelatin-like

white matter represented the substrate

whereby the differential movement of

gray matter and white matter in the set-

ting of trauma led to clefting white mat-

ter tears. These authors reinforced the

earlier observations by Calder et al,5

who, a decade earlier, recognized these

tears as a proxy for brain trauma in

young infants.

Our data recapitulate the pathomor-

phologic observations of Lindenberg et

al,3 including the association of lacera-

tions with evidence of AHT, such as

SDH and SAH. All cases with lacerations

demonstrated extra-axial blood prod-

ucts: Epidural hematoma (n � 1), SDH

alone (n � 6), and both SAH and a sub-

dural collection such as acute SDH

and/or chronic SDH/hygroma (n � 11).

Seven cases demonstrated purely acute SDH, while 2 cases had

evidence of growing traumatic hygromas. Eight of the 17 cases

with SDH � SAH demonstrated mixed-attenuation collections.

FIG 2. Parenchymal brain laceration with a fluid level. Case 18. A, Axial NCCT image demonstrates
an SCWM cleft with a CSF-hemorrhage fluid level. B, Axial T2 FLAIR image depicts a fluid level with
layering blood products isointense to gray matter.

FIG 3. Parenchymal brain lacerations. Case 59. A, Axial NCCT image depicts long linear high-
attenuation laceration in the left frontal SCWM (black arrow) and bifrontal CSF-attenuation
extra-axial collections. B, The corresponding level on an axial T2WI demonstrates a linear
parenchymal tear with a fluid signal (black arrow) and hematocrit level within bilateral
subdural hemorrhages (gray arrows). C, Coronal GRE image demonstrates blooming from
blood products within left frontal (black arrow) and bilateral (black arrowhead) temporal
lacerations. A subdural hemorrhage is present above and below the cerebellar tentorium. D,
A photograph of specimen from brain cutting demonstrates the left temporal SCWM lacer-
ation (black arrow).
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In 1 case, the collection was surgically evacuated and found to be

consistent with acute hemorrhage; 3 cases had evidence of locu-

lated clots or membranes suggestive of acute or chronic SDH; and

4 had low-attenuation collections that could have represented

either hygroma or chronic SDH.

In our study, there were 2 laceration cases with perpetrator

confession of shaking injury, both of which also had signs of im-

pact. Evidence of impact, such as calvarial fracture or extra-cal-

varial soft-tissue swelling, was not always present in the cases with

lacerations. Of the AHT cases with lacerations, a minimum of 9

(50%) cases had retinal hemorrhages, and 7 (39%) cases lacked

signs of impact to the head, suggesting that shaking injury could

result in parenchymal laceration.

During the study period, we incidentally encountered head

NCCT imaging of a patient presenting for a reason other than acute

trauma, which demonstrated findings of chronic bifrontal lacera-

tions. This finding emphasizes that radiologists should be aware of

encountering lacerations remote from trauma, such as in a child pre-

senting with seizures or developmental

delay without a history of reported

trauma. Thus, the interpreting radiologist

should appreciate the finding of a paren-

chymal brain laceration as a proxy for

AHT.

Differential Diagnosis
In the setting of suspected pediatric

head trauma, a review of the health

history, appropriate laboratory test-

ing, and cross-sectional brain imaging

allow the child abuse pediatrician to

develop a focused differential diagno-

sis. Despite clinical, imaging, and fo-

rensic evidence of AHT as a cause of

parenchymal brain laceration, there

are individuals who posit that such

lacerations found in neonates and

young infants lack diagnostic specificity.

An association between instru-
mented delivery and neurologic injury is
well-recognized. Au-Yong et al15 re-
ported 5 children with cerebral cortical
tears, 4 of which had a history of difficult
deliveries (4 forceps, 1 episode of ante-
partum hemorrhage). A combination of
ultrasound, NCCT, and MR imaging
was used in the investigation of neuro-
logic abnormality (seizures, hypertonia,
eye deviation, and increasing head cir-
cumference). All patients were studied
with MR imaging. Most interesting, MR
imaging in these 5 patients depicted
clefting lesions extending through the
cerebral cortex.15 This finding differs
from the subcortical clefting reported
from postmortem series of injured in-
fants and the imaging manifestations

of AHT-associated brain parenchymal

clefts, including our data showing parenchymal brain lacerations

only in the AHT cohort.1,2,11-13,16

Multicystic encephalomalacia reflects the underlying subcor-

tical necrosis of white matter and diffuse loss of the cerebral cor-

tical neurons. It is most commonly observed following a perinatal

hypoxic-ischemic injury. Less commonly, multicystic encepha-

lomalacia may follow AHT. Other intracranial injuries (SAH,

SDH) are often detected in the acute and subacute periods follow-

ing AHT. The imaging characteristics of multicystic encepha-

lomalacia, including diffuse cerebral cortical atrophy and multi-

ple subcortical cysts, are not likely to be confused with the

parenchymal brain lacerations seen in AHT.17

The cystic and cavitary necrotic white matter findings of late

neonatal and early infantile CNS infections (agents such as con-

genital cytomegalovirus infections, Parechovirus encephalitis,

and Citrobacter meningoencephalitis) are characterized by their

distinctive clinical presentations, CSF chemistries, microbiologic

assays, polymerase chain reaction results, and imaging character-

FIG 4. Parenchymal brain lacerations. Case 53. A, Axial NCCT image depicts a bifrontal parenchy-
mal clefting injury with a hematocrit level within the left frontal laceration. B, The corresponding
level on an axial T2WI better demonstrates the acute hemorrhagic SCWM parenchymal clefts
with a fluid-hematocrit level and mild surrounding edema. C, Coronal GRE image 1 day after the
acute injury demonstrates blooming artifacts of the blood-filled wide parenchymal clefts in the
SCWM of the frontal lobes. Note the left parasagittal SDH (white arrowhead). D, Coronal GRE
image 2 months following injury demonstrates blooming from hemosiderin-lined clefts (arrows).
There has been marked retraction of the blood clot and near-apposition of the walls of the cleft
within the right frontal lobe parenchymal brain laceration, while the cleft in the left SCWM
remains wide and fluid-filled.
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istics, which bear no resemblance to the lacerations that have been

reported among victims of AHT.18

Limitations
Because this was a retrospective study conducted at a single insti-

tution, certain inherent limitations may apply, such as generaliz-

ability and bias in patient selection. In addition, interpretations of

images were not conducted in a blinded fashion with respect to

study cohorts.

Setting a high standard for imaging evaluation by using MR

imaging to determine the presence of lacerations limited the size

of our cohorts. This limitation was especially true for the AI co-

hort because serial neurologic examinations and negative NCCT

results did not warrant brain MR imaging. MR imaging would be

even less frequent for cases of mild traumatic brain injury.

Although the age range of both groups was similar, the median

age of patients in the AHT cohort was younger than those in the

AI cohort; this difference suggests that age-related brain matura-

tion, along with the mechanism of injury, may play a role in the

prevalence of lacerations between the 2 cohorts. Sixteen of 18

patients with laceration were younger than 1 year. However, 8 of

28 patients with AI were also younger than 1 year of age. It has

been postulated that lacerations only occur in the youngest pa-

tients, when brain substance is more gelatinous, due to lack of

mature myelination. Brain turgor has been estimated to mature

by 2–3 years of age (personal communication by phone, L.B.

Rorke-Adams, MD, August 2, 2013). The oldest patient with a

laceration was 29 months, suggesting that lacerations are not ex-

clusive to the immature brain substance of infants. Further stud-

ies with larger sample sizes, particularly of very young patients, are

warranted to more thoroughly address this potential confounder.

CONCLUSIONS
In our observational review of young pediatric head trauma

groups (AHT and AI), brain parenchymal lacerations were only

identified in the AHT cohort. When present, lacerations were

always associated with other findings of CNS trauma, including

retinal hemorrhages and SDHs with SAH. The median age in the

AHT cohort was substantially younger than that in the AI cohort;

this finding confirms prior reports that child abuse is most com-

mon in the first year of life.

Only half of the lacerations characterized by MR imaging were

visualized by NCCT, emphasizing the importance of MR imaging

for the detection of parenchymal injury. Even with a normal head

NCCT examination, and especially in a child younger than 1 year

of age, we strongly encourage MR imaging to evaluate for paren-

chymal injury and extra-axial hemorrhage, which are important

diagnostic and prognostic considerations. Hemosiderin-lined or

fluid-filled brain parenchymal clefts or linear blooming (SWI and

GRE) parenchymal abnormalities observed in an infant or young

child evaluated for reasons other than acute trauma should raise

concern for prior inflicted brain injury.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
PEDIATRICS

The Arcuate Fasciculus and Language Development in a
Cohort of Pediatric Patients with Malformations of

Cortical Development
M.J. Paldino, K. Hedges, and X F. Golriz

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Patients with epilepsy and malformations of cortical development have a high prevalence of language
deficits. The purpose of this study was to investigate whether the status of the arcuate fasciculus at diffusion tractography could provide
a clinically meaningful marker of language function in patients with cortical malformations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-seven patients 3–18 years of age who had DTI performed at 3T and language evaluation by a pediatric
neurologist were retrospectively identified. Twenty-two age-matched children without any neurologic, language, or MR imaging abnor-
malities who had identical DTI performed for an indication of headache were selected as a control cohort. The arcuate fasciculi were
constructed and segmented by deterministic tractography for all subjects.

RESULTS: Twenty-one patients had intact language; 11 had mild-to-moderate and 5, profound language impairment. All patients with
normal language and all control subjects had an identifiable left arcuate. The left arcuate was absent in 11 patients; all 11 were language-
impaired. Failure to identify the left arcuate was strongly associated with some degree of language impairment (P � .001). Sensitivity,
specificity, and positive predictive value for language dysfunction were 65%, 100%, and 100%, respectively. The absence of the arcuate
bilaterally was associated with complete failure to develop oral language (P � .015).

CONCLUSIONS: Failure to identify the left arcuate fasciculus at diffusion tractography was a highly specific marker of language dysfunc-
tion in a cohort of pediatric patients with malformations of cortical development. Failure to identify the arcuate fasciculus on either side
was associated with failure to develop oral language.

ABBREVIATION: MCD � malformation of cortical development

Most higher order functions of the human brain are not ac-

complished by individual functional centers compartmen-

talized to a particular region of the cortex. Rather, they emerge

from parallel processing within subspecialized, but distributed,

functional systems. A complex neural network, formed by some

10 billion neurons, forms the structural substrate for efficient in-

teraction between local and distributed areas of the cerebrum.

Diffusion tractography is an extension of DTI, which uses the

directional tendencies of water diffusion to construct 3D trajec-

tories of white matter tracts based on their structural coher-

ence.1-3 The functional importance of many such fiber systems

has now been described; this description has allowed assessment

of brain white matter abnormalities in terms of functional sys-

tems.4,5 Despite the obvious promise of this technique, the ability

to apply quantitative information derived from DTI toward man-

agement of an individual patient has, to date, proved elusive.

Epilepsy is a common neurologic condition defined by recur-

rent, unprovoked seizures, which affects 1% of the population,

including 1 in 200 children.6,7 Unlike in adults, developmental

lesions predominate as the source of seizures in children; in par-

ticular, malformations of cortical development (MCDs) are the

most common anatomic substrate for intractable epilepsy in chil-

dren.8 Patients with epilepsy and MCDs are at high risk for lan-

guage and other cognitive impairments. Although the work-up

has traditionally centered on detecting localized dysplastic abnor-

malities, patients with MCDs experience a wide range of deficits,

which often cannot be explained on the basis of the location of the

structural abnormality.9-13 The cortical structure outside the re-

gion of MCD is normal, at least in the sense that it does not

demonstrate the same histopathologic abnormalities that charac-

terize a dysplastic cortex. Therefore, the occurrence of such a wide
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range of functional abnormalities implies the importance of ab-

errant cortico-cortical interaction or connectivity. Regardless of

whether such aberrant connectivity is established by genetic/de-

velopmental processes or by activity-dependent reorganization,

and there is evidence to support a role for each, such abnormali-

ties have obvious potential implications for neurocognitive

development.14-19

Recent work has demonstrated the potential for machine

learning to translate quantitative data from whole-brain tractog-

raphy into phenotypic information regarding language function

in an individual patient.20 Although highly accurate, this tech-

nique is time-consuming and requires substantial expertise in

image processing and mathematics/statistics. These issues con-

stitute a barrier to widespread adoption of such approaches

into clinical practice, especially outside academic centers.

There is a need for more practical imaging markers of language

dysfunction.

The arcuate fasciculus is a major intrahemispheric association

pathway that connects important receptive and expressive speech

areas in the frontal and temporal lobes.4,21 Although the exact

roles of this pathway remain the subject of debate, strong evidence

suggests an important contribution to language function.22,23

Furthermore, the absence of the arcuate fasciculus has been re-

ported in several neurodevelopmental disorders that manifest

language impairment.24 Together with recent work demonstrat-

ing that absence of the arcuate fasciculus at diffusion tractography

is a highly reproducible binary finding, these results make the

arcuate a very attractive target as a potential imaging marker of

language function.25 Hence, the goal of this study was to define

the relationship between the arcuate fasciculi at diffusion tractog-

raphy and the function of the language network in pediatric pa-

tients with MCD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act– com-

pliant study was approved by the local institutional review board.

Patients were identified retrospectively with the following inclu-

sion criteria: 1) pediatric age group (18 years of age or younger);

2) diagnosis of a MCD established by MR imaging; 3) MR imaging

of the brain performed at 3T, including DTI; and 4) language

development characterized by a pediatric neurologist, within 1

month of the above brain imaging examination. Refinements to

the above-defined population were based on the following exclu-

sion criteria: 1) motion or other degradation to image quality, and

2) exclusion of patients younger than 3 years of age to increase

confidence in the clinical determination of language function.

An age- and sex-matched control group was also retrospectively

identified with the following inclusion criteria: 1) clinical indication

of headache; 2) MR imaging of the brain performed at 3T, including

DTI (identical to DTI performed in the patient group); and 3) lan-

guage characterized as normal by a pediatric neurologist. Exclusion

criteria were the following: 1) any neurologic abnormality by history

or physical examination, 2) any degree of language impairment, 3)

any MR imaging abnormality, and 4) marked motion or other deg-

radation to image quality.

Patients were divided into 3 groups based on characterization

of their language development by a pediatric neurologist:

1) intact: age-appropriate; 2) mild-to-moderate impairment: de-

layed by comparison with peers (either expressive or receptive);

and 3) profound impairment: absent oral language. This catego-

rization was made retrospectively at the time of this study on the

basis of the subjective assessment made by a pediatric neurologist

at the time of clinical examination. This 3-point scale was selected

because it has been used to provide both a clinically meaningful

and reproducible estimate of language function.26

MR Imaging
All imaging was performed on two 3T magnets (2 Tim Trio; Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany). We performed the following se-

quences: 1) sagittal magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition of

gradient echo (TR/TE, 2530 /3.39 ms; 1 acquisition; flip angle, 7°;

TI, 1100 ms; acceleration, 2; voxel size, 1 � 1 � 1 mm); 2) axial

fast spin-echo T2-weighted (TR/TE, 11,730/89 ms; 2 acquisitions;

flip angle, 120°; acceleration, 2; voxel size, 0.6 � 0.4 � 2.5 mm); 3)

axial fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (TR/TE, 9000/137 ms; 1

acquisition; flip angle, 150°; FOV, 22 cm; voxel size, 0.7 � 0.7 � 4

mm); and 4) axial single-shot echo-planar imaging DTI (TR/TE,

7000/90 ms; flip angle, 90°; 1 acquisition; voxel size, 2 � 2 � 2

mm). For DTI, 35 image sets were acquired, 5 without diffusion

weighting (B0) and 30 with noncollinear diffusion-weighting gra-

dients (b�1000 s/mm2). All images were visually inspected for

artifacts, including subject motion.

Image Processing and Analysis
Maps of mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy were created

by using the Diffusion Toolkit (www.Trackvis.org/dtk). For each

voxel, a tensor matrix was derived. After diagonalization of the

matrix, we obtained eigenvalues, and mean diffusivity and frac-

tional anisotropy were quantified for each pixel according to stan-

dard equations.27 Two users experienced in tractography per-

formed tract reconstruction, segmentation, and analysis. The

Diffusion Toolkit was used for deterministic tract reconstruction

by using a fiber association by continuous tracking algorithm (35°

angular threshold). A DWI mask was used to remove CSF, a pro-

cess that has been shown to effectively prevent spurious tract re-

construction.5 TrackVis (www.trackvis.org) was then used for

segmentation and analysis of the arcuate fasciculus. ROIs for tract

segmentation were placed manually on the color fractional an-

isotropy maps cross-referenced to the B0 images according to

previously described methods.28 The arcuate fasciculus in each

subject was categorized as present on the left only, right only, or

bilaterally. This method has been shown previously to provide a

highly reliable classification of the arcuate fasciculus with respect

to its absence versus presence.25 Mean fractional anisotropy and

mean diffusivity were then calculated for each identifiable arcuate

fasciculus.

Statistics
Statistical testing was performed by using SAS software, Version

9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, North Carolina). Proportions of subjects

with-versus-without the absence of the arcuate fasciculus and

with-versus-without language impairment were compared by us-

ing the Fisher exact test (� � .05). The Wilcoxon rank sum test
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(� � .05) was used to compare continuous variables (mean frac-

tional anisotropy and mean diffusivity) between groups.

RESULTS
Patients
Imaging was performed from January 2009 to April 2011. Of the

49 patients with MCD identified as meeting the inclusion criteria,

1 was excluded on the basis of motion and 11, on the basis of age

(younger than 3 years). Thirty-seven patients with MCD (age

range, 3–18 years; median, 10 years; 20 males, 17 females) and 22

age- and sex-matched controls (age range, 3–18 years; median, 10

years; 10 males, 12 females) composed the final study group. Ce-

rebral malformations in the patient group included the following:

polymicrogyria (n � 16), focal cortical dysplasia (n � 15), schiz-

encephaly (n � 4), and gray-matter heterotopia (n � 2). Twenty-

one patients with MCD had intact language; 11 had mild-to-mod-

erate impairment (4 with polymicrogyria, 4 with focal cortical

dysplasia, 3 with schizencephaly); and 5 had profound impair-

ment (3 with polymicrogyria, 1 with schizencephaly, 1 with focal

cortical dysplasia).

Left Arcuate Fasciculus
All control subjects had intact language and an identifiable left

arcuate fasciculus (see representative example in Fig 1). Similarly,

all (21/21) patients with MCD with intact language had an iden-

tifiable left arcuate fasciculus (see example in Fig 2). By contrast,

all (11/11) patients with MCD without an identifiable left arcuate

fasciculus manifested some degree of language impairment (6

mild-to-moderate, 5 profound; see example in Fig 3). The fre-

quency of language impairment in patients with MCD with no

identifiable left arcuate fasciculus was significantly greater than

that of those with a left arcuate fasciculus (P � .001). Conversely,

the frequency of the absence of the left arcuate fasciculus in pa-

tients with some degree of language impairment was significantly

greater than that in patients with intact language (P � .001). The

diagnostic performance of an absent left arcuate fasciculus for

some degree of language impairment is presented in Table 1. Al-

though the patient number was insufficient to address statisti-

cally, all 4 left-handers with no identifiable left arcuate were im-

paired with respect to language.

FIG 1. Left lateral (A) and posterior (B) views of a 3D tract reconstruction
of the arcuate fasciculi in a control subject. Images demonstrate the
presence of the arcuate fasciculus in the left hemisphere only. R indi-
cates, right, L, left. The cursors reflect the center of the image space.

FIG 2. Axial T2-weighted image (A) demonstrates focal cortical dysplasia (arrow) centered in the left anterior temporal lobe in a right-handed
patient. Left lateral (B) and posterior (C) views of a 3D reconstruction demonstrate the appearance of the arcuate fasciculus in each hemisphere.
This patient has normal language.
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Aside from its absence/presence, no significant differences in the

character of the left arcuate fasciculus were observed when patients

with MCD were compared with the control cohort. Specifically, there

was no significant difference in tract diffusion metrics (either frac-

tional anisotropy or mean diffusivity) within the identifiable left ar-

cuate fasciculi in patients with MCD versus controls. Trends toward

higher fractional anisotropy in the left-versus-right arcuate fasciculus

in both patients with MCD and controls did not meet statistical sig-

nificance. There was no significant sex difference in tract metrics in

either subject group, and the frequency of language impairment was

not associated with sex.

Right Arcuate Fasciculus
Seventy-seven percent (17/22) of control subjects demonstrated

an identifiable right arcuate fasciculus. Similarly, the right arcuate

fasciculus was variably present in both

the language-impaired (11/17) and lan-

guage-intact (15/20) patients with

MCD. There was no difference in the

frequency of right arcuate fasciculus ab-

sence in patients with MCD with versus

without language impairment (P �

.722), and there was not a significant dif-

ference between the frequency of lan-

guage impairment in patients with

MCD with (10/26) versus without (7/

11) a right arcuate fasciculus (P � .283).

Of the 11 patients with MCD with ab-

sent left arcuate fasciculi, all of whom were

language-impaired to some degree (see

above), 4 also had no identifiable right ar-

cuate fasciculus. All 4 of these patients

with no identifiable arcuate fasciculus in

either hemisphere were profoundly im-

paired with respect to language (see exam-

ple in Fig 4). Of those remaining patients

without a left arcuate fasciculus who had

an identifiable right arcuate fasciculus, 6

were mild-to-moderately impaired, while

only 1 was profoundly impaired. The fre-

quency of profound language impairment

among those with an absent left arcuate

fasciculus was significantly greater in those

patients whose right arcuate fasciculus was

also absent (P � .015). The diagnostic per-

formance of failure to identify both the left

and right arcuate fasciculi for profound lan-

guage impairment is presented in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
On the basis of this study in pediatric patients with MCD, we

report 2 main findings: 1) Failure to identify the left arcuate fas-

ciculus at diffusion tractography was universally associated with

language impairment; and 2) in patients with no identifiable left

arcuate fasciculus, failure to identify the right arcuate fasciculus

was strongly associated with a complete absence of oral language.

Although incompletely understood, the fluent comprehen-

sion and production of language are best conceptualized as an

emergent property that results from complex interaction between

distributed cortical regions across the cerebrum. Traditionally, it

was thought to be predicated primarily on Wernicke and Broca

areas, located in the left posterior temporal and left inferior fron-

tal lobes, respectively, interacting via the arcuate fasciculus. How-

ever, current understanding suggests that Wernicke and Broca

areas are but a part of a richly interconnected, large-scale language

network that extends to additional frontal, parietal, and temporal

association areas in both hemispheres.29 Furthermore, optimal

network function relies on interaction with cortical areas, primar-

ily in the frontal and parietal lobes, which are not directly involved

in language but rather facilitate cognitive function through work-

ing memory, attention, and other executive processes.21 A dual-

stream architecture of white matter pathways that promotes such

FIG 3. Sagittal MPRAGE (A) and axial T2-weighted (B) images demonstrate extensive focal cortical
dysplasia (arrow) involving most of the visualized left frontal lobe. Right lateral (C) and posterior
(D) views of the arcuate fasciculi demonstrate the presence of the arcuate fasciculus in the right
hemisphere only. This right-handed patient was impaired with respect to language.

Table 1: Diagnostic performance of the absence of the left
arcuate fasciculus with respect to language impairment

Diagnostic Performance 95% LCI 95% UCI
Sensitivity (%) 64.7 38.6 84.9
Specificity (%) 100 78.1 100
PPV (%) 100 67.8 100
NPV (%) 75 52.9 89.3

Note:—LCI indicates lower limit of the 95% confidence interval; UCI, upper limit of the
95% confidence interval; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value.
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cortico-cortical interaction and, therefore, subserves language

function has been proposed.30 In general terms, the ventral

stream is believed to link phonemic information with conceptual

knowledge. Although the pathways that form the anatomic basis

for this “stream” remain the subject of debate, roles for the unci-

nate, inferior longitudinal, and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculi

have all been proposed.31 Specific functional attributes of the dor-

sal stream are less well-documented but generally are thought to

involve the linkage between auditory and motor representa-

tions.30 The arcuate/superior longitudinal fasciculus is generally

considered to form the anatomic basis of the dorsal stream.32

We found that failure to identify the left arcuate fasciculus at

diffusion tractography was consistently associated with language

dysfunction in our patient population. This finding highlights the

importance of formation of the left arcuate fasciculus and, fur-

thermore, suggests that it may be a prerequisite for normal lan-

guage development. The right arcuate, by contrast, was variably

identified in both patients and control subjects and was not clearly

associated with language function in our cohort. However, in pa-

tients with no left arcuate, the inability to identify the right arcuate

fasciculus was strongly associated with a complete failure to de-

velop oral language. This finding suggests that the right arcuate

fasciculus may, in fact, play an important role in language func-

tion, particularly in the setting of suboptimal development of

more central network components. Together, our findings sug-

gest the potential for diffusion tractography to provide clinically

meaningful markers of network function in an individual patient.

Absence versus presence of the arcuate fasciculus has recently

been shown to be highly reliable; this finding adds to its appeal as

a potential biomarker.25

Formation of association pathways involves numerous devel-

opmental processes that act in a coordinated fashion to establish

mature patterns of cerebral connectivity. These include, but are

not limited to, differentiation and maturation of pyramidal cells

in cortical layer 3, axonal genesis and guidance to the subplate,

synapse formation and establishment of connectivity with the de-

veloping cortical plate, and selection (or pruning) of connec-

tions.33 The last of these steps seems to involve activity-dependent

stabilization of functionally useful synapses.34 Our observations

suggest a frequent impact on the establishment and/or preserva-

tion of cortico-cortical connections in patients with MCD. One

possible explanation for this finding is that such patients fre-

quently exhibit abnormalities within the cortical layers involved

in cortico-cortical connectivity. It would follow that abnormal

cortical lamination could result in a diminished and/or abnormal

contribution to the arcuate fasciculus and, therefore, failure to

detect it at tractography. As an alternative explanation, disordered

genetic regulation of molecular events involved in the formation

of cortico-cortical connections could also account for the re-

ported findings. In this scenario, absence of a detectable arcuate

fasciculus need not be associated with histologic abnormality of

any particular cortical layer.

The histopathologic significance of failure to identify a tract at

tractography is yet to be established. In addition to the absence of

the tract in an absolute sense, this finding could reflect marked

disorganization of white matter structures, resulting in a pro-

found loss of tissue coherence. As an additional possibility, re-

search in epilepsy has demonstrated the presence of relatively

Table 2: Diagnostic performance of the absence of both left and
right arcuate fasciculi with respect to profound language
impairment

Diagnostic Performance 95% LCI 95% UCI
Sensitivity (%) 80 29.8 98.9
Specificity (%) 100 86.7 100
PPV (%) 100 39.6 100
NPV (%) 96.9 82.4 99.8

Note:—LCI indicates lower limit of the 95% confidence interval; UCI, upper limit of
the 95% confidence interval; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive
value.

FIG 4. Coronal T2-weighted (A) and sagittal MPRAGE (B) images dem-
onstrate a large focal cortical dysplasia (arrow) in the left temporal
lobe. This patient has no identifiable arcuate fasciculus in either hemi-
sphere (data not shown) and no language development.
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widespread abnormal and epileptogenic networks in patients with

focal structural lesions and, furthermore, has suggested the po-

tential for ongoing seizure activity to establish and/or potentiate

these networks.14,15,19 Aberrant connectivity resulting from such

activity-dependent reorganization could also account for the

findings in this study.

Although it has not been well-studied to date, the idea that

cortico-cortical connections may be abnormal in patients with

MCD is consistent with a report by Munakata et al,35 in which a

case of unilateral left-sided polymicrogyria was associated with

the absence of the left arcuate fasciculus. Similarly, Bernal et al36

reported the absence of the arcuate fasciculus in 2 cases of bilateral

perisylvian polymicrogyria. More recently, Saporta et al24 sug-

gested the functional relevance of such a finding after failing to

identify the arcuate in 3 patients with congenital perisylvian syn-

drome and severe language dysfunction. Our results are also in

line with work by Paldino et al,20 who used a machine-learning

approach to predict language phenotype on the basis of whole-

brain tractography data in a cohort of patients with epilepsy and

MCDs. Specifically, they found that the left arcuate fasciculus was

an important contributor to the language phenotype. Although

the sensitivity for language impairment in our study was inferior

to that attained by the machine, this difference might be ex-

plained, at least in part, by the access of the machine-learning

algorithm to metrics related to all major white matter tracts in the

left hemisphere and not only the arcuate.

In our study, the absence of the left arcuate fasciculus was

highly specific for language impairment and, in our opinion,

would be more easily generalized to clinical practice. The impor-

tance of the arcuate fasciculus to language function has also been

suggested in other neurodevelopmental disorders. Abnormal,

though identifiable, arcuate fasciculi have been reported in a

range of disorders manifesting speech delay.37-39 Along similar

lines, Wilson et al40 reported the absence of the left arcuate fascic-

ulus in 6 of 7 patients with Angelman syndrome, a developmental

disorder characterized by pervasive developmental delay and fail-

ure to develop speech. Sundaram et al41 reported the absence of

the left arcuate fasciculus in 11 of 20 patients with global develop-

mental delay. Both of the latter studies reported the presence of

the left arcuate fasciculus in all healthy control subjects. These

results are in line with ours and suggest that the absence of the left

arcuate fasciculus may be a marker of language impairment in

other patient populations. Of note, a study by Lebel and Beau-

lieu42 reported a small frequency of the absence of the left arcuate

fasciculus in healthy patients. In our control population, by con-

trast, all subjects had an identifiable left arcuate fasciculus. This

discrepancy could be accounted for by the relatively small number

of subjects in our study. Alternatively, it could reflect differences

in image acquisition (including field strength and directional

scheme for diffusion weighting) or methods of image processing.

Further studies designed to rigorously define the normal charac-

ter of the arcuate fasciculus at 3T will be a necessary adjunct to

future investigation.

This study has several limitations. First, it was a study of a

selected cohort of patients with MCD. Extrapolation of these re-

sults to other patient groups at risk for language impairment may

not be valid. Second, because fMRI was not performed, the actual

locations of receptive and expressive language were not defini-

tively ascertained. This limitation, however, is substantially miti-

gated by corroboration with language function. In particular, if

there was a significant frequency of ectopic or right hemispheric–

dominant language function, it did not seem, in this study, to

impact the prognostic significance of the imaging findings. Fi-

nally, functional assessment of language in this study was limited

to a gross 3-point scale, chosen to reflect clinically relevant differ-

ences in language function while maximizing reproducibility of

the assessment. Detailed neuropsychologic evaluation was not

performed but would be of great potential value to future studies.

In particular, such an evaluation might allow the identification of

specific domains of language dysfunction in each patient, which

could further elucidate functional subspecialization within the

language network.

CONCLUSIONS
We report 2 main findings in pediatric patients with MCD: 1)

Failure to identify the left arcuate fasciculus at diffusion tractog-

raphy was consistently associated with language impairment; and

2) in patients with no left arcuate, failure to identify the right

arcuate fasciculus was strongly associated with a complete ab-

sence of oral language. These findings suggest that the ability to

form and/or maintain cortico-cortical connections is frequently

impaired in patients with cortical malformations and, further-

more, is closely related to network function. In sum, our findings

suggest the potential for diffusion tractography to provide clini-

cally meaningful markers of network function in an individual

patient.
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Asymmetry of the Odontoid Lateral Mass Interval in Pediatric
Trauma CT: Do We Need to Investigate Further?

A. Eran, X D.M. Yousem, and X I. Izbudak

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Odontoid lateral mass interval asymmetry can be within the normal spectrum or the result of traumatic
atlantoaxial injury. We sought to set radiographic guidelines for further investigation of odontoid lateral mass interval asymmetry in
cervical spine CT studies of pediatric trauma patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Fourteen children with C1–2 ligamentous injury or atlantoaxial rotational fixation/subluxation were retro-
spectively identified. We identified an additional 56 children fulfilling the following inclusion criteria: 1) They underwent C-spine CT to
exclude traumatic injury, and 2) C-spine clearance and follow-up. Those were matched for age, sex, and severity of traumatic insult with the
injured group. Clinical data were collected, and we measured the following parameters: anterior atlantodental interval; odontoid lateral
mass interval; and the rotation of the head, C1, and C2.

RESULTS: A significant difference (P � .001) was found between the groups in cervical tenderness and torticollis. There was a significant
difference in the atlantodental interval value (3.3 � 0.8 mm in injured and 2.2 � 0.5 mm in noninjured). The directionality of head, C1, and
C2 rotation was significantly (P � .05) more toward the same direction in the noninjured group. We found significant linear correlation
between head rotation and ipsilateral odontoid lateral mass interval asymmetry only in the noninjured at C1–2. With multivariant analysis,
the presence of cervical tenderness and an abnormal atlantodental interval were the most significant variables.

CONCLUSIONS: Odontoid lateral mass interspace asymmetry in the absence of cervical tenderness and with a normal atlantodental
interval is likely in the normal range and need not be further investigated.

ABBREVIATIONS: ADI � atlantodental interval; OLMI � odontoid lateral mass interval

Cervical spine injury in children is rare relative to adults, with a

reported incidence of 1%–2%.1,2 In children 8 –10 years of

age and younger, the upper cervical spine is more vulnerable to

injury due to anatomic and developmental considerations.1,3,4

From a clinical perspective, exclusion of cervical spine injury in

young children might be challenging because clinical decision

tools are not as accurate as in adults.5 Although radiographs are

advocated as the first line of screening for cervical spine injury in

children with Glasgow Coma Scale �8 to reduce radiation,

multidetector CT is often performed.

Odontoid lateral mass interval (OLMI) asymmetry was re-

ported present in healthy adult and pediatric populations whether

traumatized or not.6-12 It is thought to arise from anatomic vari-

ation, head rotation, and muscle spasm. Nevertheless OLMI

asymmetry might also imply ligamentous injury or atlantoaxial

rotational fixation/subluxation at the C1–C2 level which, if pres-

ent, could potentially lead to a catastrophic sequela.4,13,14 There-

fore, when facing a CT study of a trauma victim with pure OLMI

asymmetry and no fracture, radiologists and clinicians may find

such injury difficult to exclude.

The differential diagnostic possibilities of OLMI asymmetry

without fracture in trauma settings include C1–2 ligamentous injury

and atlantoaxial rotational fixation/subluxation. Consequently, fur-

ther work-up in such cases includes dynamic CT with head rotation,4

which leads to increased radiation exposure, or MR imaging with the

added risk of child sedation and increasing costs. To our knowledge,

no prior study has compared injured and noninjured populations

with OLMI asymmetry to define which children could be cleared and

which need additional work-up.
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In this study, we sought to find radiologic and clinical param-

eters that could differentiate injured and noninjured patients with

OLMI asymmetry in the scenario of acute trauma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was approved by the institutional review board with a

waiver of informed consent.

Patients
For this retrospective study, we included children 2–18 years of

age. Children younger than 2 years of age were excluded to

avoid inaccurate measurements due to insufficient vertebral

ossification.

We reviewed our clinical data base during a 4-year time frame

and identified 14 children diagnosed with C1–2 ligamentous in-

jury without fracture or with atlantoaxial rotational fixation/sub-

luxation. Patients with insufficient clinical data, no CT scans, and

congenital malformations or diseases affecting the upper cervical

spine were excluded. All patients underwent either MR imaging

or dynamic CT to confirm the diagnosis. These 14 patients con-

stitute the injured group.

During the same time frame, 2730 cervical spine CTs were

performed to rule out traumatic injury. We reviewed the CT re-

sults and medical records of those patients and identified 381

children fulfilling the following inclusion criteria: 1) They under-

went cervical spine CT to rule out traumatic injury, and 2) had

eventual cervical spine clearance based on CT results, physical

examination, and documented uneventful clinical follow-up.

From this group, we selected 56 consecutive children matched for

age, sex, and severity of traumatic insult with the injured group;

these children constituted a control, noninjured group.

For each individual, relevant clinical data were collected from

the patient’s electronic records.

CT Technique and Measurements
CT scans were performed by using 16- to 64-section machines

(GE Healthcare; Milwaukee, Wisconsin) with section widths

ranging from 1 to 2.5 mm. All CT studies included had CT data

appropriate for performance of MPR.

Measurements were performed on a PACS workstation. Axial,

coronal, and sagittal reformats were constructed on the PACS to

allow maximal symmetry. All measurements were performed by a

single investigator (A.E.) to eliminate the possibility of interob-

server variability.

Each individual right and left OLMI interspace was measured

on the axial and coronal planes at the midlateral mass level (Fig 1).

OLMI asymmetry was calculated in the coronal and axial planes

by subtracting the value of the right interspace from that of the left

one. The values were noted in absolute and real numbers to de-

termine the degree and directionality of the asymmetry.

For each individual, the atlantodental interval (ADI) was also

measured on the midsagittal plane (Fig 1).

Head rotation was measured in degrees by using the angle tool

of the PACS toolbox. The rotation of the head, C1, and C2 relative

to the CT table was measured by drawing an angle in which 1 ray

was a line along the midline axis of each structure (head/C1/C2)

and the second ray was parallel to the CT table, pointing toward

the right side of the screen (Fig 2). The rotation of each structure

relative to the other was calculated by subtracting the angle of the

lower structure from that of the upper one (eg, rotation of C2

relative to C1 equals the C1 angle minus the C2 angle). Therefore,

rightward rotation was given a negative value, and left head rota-

tion had a positive value. Those measurements were noted in

absolute and real values to evaluate the degree and directionality

of the rotation.

FIG 1. Coronal, sagittal, and axial CT sections at the craniocervical junction that show OLMI measurement (white line) at the midlateral mass level
(A and C) and ADI measurement (B).

FIG 2. Axial CT image at the C1 level shows measurement of C1
rotation.
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Statistical Analysis
The data were analyzed with SPSS, Version 17 (IBM, Armonk,

New York). The differences between the 2 groups in quantitative

variables were analyzed by Mann-Whitney U and t tests. The dif-

ferences between the 2 groups in the categoric variables were

tested by Fisher exact and Pearson �2 tests. The Pearson correla-

tion was used to find the relation between the degree and direc-

tionality of head rotation and OLMI asymmetry. Multivariate

analysis by logistic regression was used to study the parameters

that determined whether the patient was in the noninjured or the

injured group. P � .05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
The demographics and clinical data of the injured and noninjured

groups are summarized in the Table. There was no statistically

significant difference between the groups in age, sex, and percent-

age of patients with loss of consciousness. Cervical tenderness was

present in 78.6% of patients in the injured group compared with

8.7% of the noninjured group. Torticollis was present in 61.5% of

the injured patients and absent in the noninjured group. Those

differences were statistically significant (P � .001) (Table).

OLMI asymmetry was 3.8 � 2.2 mm (mean) in the injured

group and 1.4 � 0.7 mm in the noninjured group; this difference

was statistically significant (P � .001). There was no significant

difference between measurements in the coronal or axial planes,

and the values represent the average of the 2 measurements.

ADI was significantly different between the groups: �3.3 � 0.8

mm in the injured group and 2.2 � 0.5 mm in the noninjured

group (P � .001).

During head rotation, the directionality of the head, C1, and

C2 rotation was significantly (P � .05) more toward the same

direction in the noninjured group. In the 2 groups, there was a

trend toward OLMI increase during head rotation. We found a

significant linear correlation between head rotation and OLMI

asymmetry only in the noninjured group at the C1–2 level. Dur-

ing head rotation to the right, there was a significant increase in

OLMI asymmetry toward the right (the right OLMI was larger)

(P � .05) and vice versa on head rotation to the left. No such

correlation was found in other levels and in the injured group.

On multivariate analysis, cervical tenderness and an abnormal

ADI were the most significant variables that differentiated the

injured and noninjured groups (P � .001).

DISCUSSION
The dilemma concerning whether additional work-up is needed

for a child with OLMI asymmetry is encountered almost on a daily

basis in busy trauma centers. Accumulating data show that OLMI

asymmetry can be a normal variant in adults6-9,11,12 and chil-

dren,10 or it can be related to head positioning. Nevertheless,

OLMI asymmetry can also imply ligamentous cervical spine in-

jury at the craniocervical junction, which can be considerably

disabling and even lethal.4,13,14 In this study, we compared in-

jured and noninjured children who presented to the emergency

department similarly to enable us to find parameters that will

differentiate between the groups. Such comparison has not been

performed before in the literature, to the best of our knowledge.

In our study, we compared OLMI asymmetry and head rota-

tion in pediatric patients with known traumatic injury without

fracture at the C1–2 level with matched pediatric trauma patients

without cervical spine injury. We found significant differences

between injured and noninjured patients in the following param-

eters: Cervical tenderness and torticollis were significantly more

common in the injured patients; OLMI asymmetry and ADI were

significantly larger in the injured group. Analysis of head rotation

parameters showed that rotation of the head, C1, and C2 was

significantly more toward the same direction in the noninjured

group and there was linear correlation between the direction of

head rotation and OLMI asymmetry at the C1–2 level only in

noninjured patients.

The mean OLMI asymmetry in the noninjured patients was

1.4 � 0.7 mm, which is similar to results obtained in prior studies

in children,10 therefore confirming the validity of our data. The

asymmetry in the injured group was 3.8 � 2.2 mm, which over-

laps with the noninjured group. In a study by Wolansky et al,8 an

asymmetry �3 mm was found to be abnormal in adults. On the

other hand, Billmann et al12 did not find a significant correlation

between OLMI asymmetry and traumatic injury in adults. It

seems that on the basis of our results and prior studies, a division

of normal and abnormal based on OLMI asymmetry alone cannot

be applied.

ADI was found to be one of the significant parameters in mul-

tivariate analysis that differentiated injured from noinjured chil-

dren. The maximal interval in the noninjured group was 2.7 mm,

and the minimal interval in the injured group was 2.5 mm, giving

almost complete separation between the groups. Bertozzi et al15

studied cervical spine parameters at the craniocervical junction in

noninjured children and found a similar maximal ADI of 2.6 mm.

The analysis of head rotation parameters gives additional tools

to differentiate the groups. In the noninjured group, we found

increasing OLMI distance on head rotation ipsilateral to the rota-

tion side. Those normal relations were also shown by Sutherland

et al16 in postmortem examinations. Pang and Li,17 in a study of

head rotation in children, found that most of the rotation occurs

at the C1–2 level and has a predictable behavior. This behavior is

disturbed when the child has an atlantoaxial rotatory fixation.18

Possibly the ligamentous disruption in the injured group in our

study prevented normal motion. Additional studies of head rota-

tion parameters in patients with ligamentous injury at the C1–2

level may confirm this finding.

One of the limitations in this study is excluding ligamentous

injury in the noninjured patients without MR imaging. However,

other studies also used normal CT findings and no evidence of

cervical spine injury on emergency department discharge as tools

for confirming “no injury.”19 MR imaging is an expensive tool,

and screening every patient with cervical spine trauma by using

Demographics and clinical characteristics of the study groups
Variable Injureda Noninjureda P Value

Age (yr) (average) 7.6 � 2.8 7.66 � 2.79 NS
Sex F/M 8:6 33:23 NS
LOC 4 (28.6%) 16 (28.6%) NS
Neurologic deficit 1 (7.1%) 10 (17.9%) NS
Cervical tenderness 11 (78.6%) 4 (8.7%) �.001
Torticollis 8 (61.5%) 0 �.001

Note:—LOC indicates loss of consciousness; NS, not significant.
a Values for categoric variables are given in numbers (percentages).
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MR imaging is not justified. We additionally confirmed clearance

of cervical spine injury on a clinic follow-up visit in our nonin-

jured group. Another limitation of our study is its retrospective

nature. Finally, the relatively small number of injured patients in

our study is another limitation and probably reflects low preva-

lence of C1–C2 injury in children, at least at our institution. Fur-

ther multicenter prospective studies that use the parameters we

suggest for injury exclusion are needed.

CONCLUSIONS
OLMI asymmetry in the absence of cervical tenderness and with

normal ADI (�2.6 mm) is likely due to head positioning and

should not be further investigated unless high clinical suspicion

exists.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
SPINE

Proton Density MRI Increases Detection of Cervical Spinal Cord
Multiple Sclerosis Lesions Compared with T2-Weighted

Fast Spin-Echo
X A.L. Chong, X R.V. Chandra, X K.C. Chuah, X E.L. Roberts, and X S.L. Stuckey

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: There is a paucity of literature that supports the Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers guideline that
proton density MR imaging is a core spinal cord sequence. We hypothesized that proton density fast spin-echo imaging is superior to T2
fast spin-echo MR imaging for the detection of cervical cord MS lesions. This study compared the detection rate and conspicuity of
cervical cord MS lesions on sagittal 1.5T proton density fast spin-echo and T2 fast spin-echo MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: One hundred consecutive patients with MS imaged with 1.5T sagittal proton density fast spin-echo and T2 fast
spin-echo cervical cord MR imaging between September 2012 and October 2013 were retrospectively included. The number of MS lesions
detected on each sequence was recorded; conspicuity was assessed quantitatively with the lesion-to-cord contrast ratio and lesion-contrast-
to-noise ratio. Statistical analysis was performed by using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.

RESULTS: Seventy-eight patients had MS cord lesions detected. Proton density fast spin-echo imaging detected a greater number of
lesions (n � 181) compared with T2 fast spin-echo imaging (n � 137, P � .001). Fifteen patients (19%) with abnormal findings on proton density
fast spin-echo imaging had normal findings on T2 fast spin-echo imaging; no patient with abnormal T2 fast spin-echo imaging findings had
normal proton density fast spin-echo imaging findings. Although proton density fast spin-echo and T2 fast spin-echo imaging had similar
lesion-to-cord contrast ratios (proton density fast spin-echo, 0.32 � 0.01, versus T2 fast spin-echo, 0.33 � 0.01; P � .43), proton density fast
spin-echo had greater lesion-contrast-to-noise ratio (proton density fast spin-echo, 82 � 3.0, versus T2 fast spin-echo, 64 � 2.6; P � .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Proton density fast spin-echo imaging is superior to T2 fast spin-echo MR imaging for the detection of cervical cord MS
lesions. Proton density fast spin-echo detects cord lesions in patients in whom T2 fast spin-echo findings appear normal. This study forms
the evidentiary base for the current Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers guideline that proton density imaging is a core spinal cord
sequence.

ABBREVIATIONS: CMSC � Consortium of Multiple Sclerosis Centers; FSE � fast spin-echo; GRE � gradient recalled-echo; LCCR � lesion-to-cord contrast ratio;
LCNR � lesion-contrast-to-noise ratio; PD � proton density; SE � spin-echo

Spinal cord involvement is common in MS, particularly in the

cervical cord.1-3 The detection of cord abnormality is diagnos-

tically useful because silent cord lesions are rare in other neuro-

logic disorders and in normal aging.4 Since the integration of MR

imaging into the International Panel (McDonald) criteria in

2001,5 there is increasing international effort to standardize MR

imaging protocols. Clinical guidelines from the Consortium of

Multiple Sclerosis Centers (CMSC) recommend the use of sagittal

T2-weighted and sagittal T1-weighted MR imaging and either

sagittal proton density (PD) or STIR as core spinal cord

sequences.6

However, a caveat of the CMSC guidelines is that the selection

of spinal cord sequences was based on the experience of the con-

sensus group, rather than large studies.7 This was not surprising

due to few studies comparing pulse sequences and the disparate

study designs in the literature.8-11 Perhaps the discrepancy in

study designs are related to the marked variability in adherence to

guideline recommendations in routine clinical practice.12 While

previous studies have examined the diagnostic benefit of addi-

tional STIR imaging,9,13,14 no previous study has assessed

whether there is a diagnostic benefit to the addition of sagittal PD

imaging to T2-weighted imaging of the cord. Thus, the purpose of
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our study was to compare cervical cord MS lesion detection and

conspicuity on sagittal 1.5T PD fast spin-echo (FSE) and T2-FSE

MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
Institutional review board approval was obtained. The require-

ment for informed patient consent was waived by the institutional

review board. An academic teaching hospital institutional data

base was retrospectively reviewed between September 2012 and

October 2013. A total of 1444 patients underwent the institutional

protocol for cervical cord MS lesion detection across 4 different

MR imaging scanners. The study sample was formed by the first 100

consecutive patients who satisfied the following inclusion criteria: 1)

cervical cord MR imaging on a single 1.5T MR scanner, 2) both sag-

ittal PD-FSE and T2-FSE cervical cord MR imaging performed, and

3) definite MS according to the 2010 revised McDonald criteria.15

Exclusion criteria were the following: 1) MR imaging with motion

artifacts reducing diagnostic quality, and 2) sagittal PD-FSE and T2-

FSE cervical cord MR imaging performed during separate MR imag-

ing examinations. Thus only single MR imaging examinations were

included for each patient.

MR Image Acquisition
All patients were examined on a 1.5T Magnetom Avanto (Sie-

mens, Erlangen, Germany) MR imaging scanner equipped with

an SQ-engine gradient system (45 mT/m with slew rate of 200

T/m/s) by using a 16-channel neck matrix coil. All patients un-

derwent an institutional protocol for MS lesion detection consis-

tent with the CMSC clinical guidelines: sagittal T2-FSE, sagittal

T1-FSE, sagittal PD-FSE, and axial multiecho data image combi-

nation gradient recalled-echo (GRE) through the cervical cord

from C1/2 to T1, with supplementary axial T2-FSE cervical cord

imaging as required. No STIR imaging was performed. The On-

line Table summarizes the acquisition parameters of the index

PD-FSE and reference T2-FSE sequences.

Qualitative Lesion Detection and Analysis
The cervical cord was divided into 7 segments (C1, C2, C3, C4, C5,

C6, and C7). Two fellowship-trained neuroradiologists (R.V.C.

and K.C.C. with 5 and 12 years’ experience in neuroradiologic MR

imaging interpretation, respectively) identified MS lesions in each

segment. “MS lesions” were defined as hyperintense compared

with normal-appearing cord and at least 3 mm in greatest dimen-

sion.16 A “long lesion” was defined as contiguous involvement of �2

segments. MS lesions detected on both sagittal PD-FSE and T2-FSE

were included; if an MS lesion was detected on only 1 sagittal se-

quence, then it was included only if the same MS lesion was also

detected on 1 axial sequence. This requirement minimized the inclu-

sion of potential artifacts.

Reviewers were blinded to patient identification, clinical in-

formation, and the results of the alternate sagittal MR imaging.

Blinding to image type (PD-FSE or T2-FSE) could not be per-

formed because the imaging sequence could be easily distin-

guished. To maximize lesion detection, we allowed variation of

window widths and levels. Recall bias was minimized by separa-

tion of each review session by 2 weeks and presentation of images

in a randomized order. Performance bias due to viewer fatigue

was minimized by dividing the image review into 6 separate ses-

sions. Discrepancies between the reviewers were examined in ad-

ditional review sessions and were resolved by consensus. The PD-

FSE MR image was considered the index test, and the T2-FSE MR

image was considered the reference standard, consistent with pre-

vious literature.8,17 The interobserver agreement was determined

by using the � statistic.

Quantitative Lesion Analysis
Lesion conspicuity was assessed quantitatively by using a normal-

ized lesion-to-cord contrast ratio (LCCR) and a lesion-contrast-

to-noise ratio (LCNR). ROIs were obtained within MS lesions,

normal-appearing cord, and background air by using the OsiriX

Imaging Software, Version 4.0 (http:// www.osirix-viewer.com).

The LCCR was calculated for each sequence by applying the mean

signal intensities generated in the ROIs in the equation below,

where Slesion is the signal intensity of the lesion and Scord is the

signal intensity of normal-appearing cord18:

LCCR �
S lesion � Scord

Scord

The LCNR was calculated for each sequence by assessing the dif-

ference between the Slesion and Scord against the level of back-

ground noise expressed as the SD of background air (SDair) as

measured in the equation below18:

LCNR �
S lesion � Scord

SDair

The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used for statistical analysis.

P � .05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical cal-

culations were performed by using STATA software, Version 11

(StataCorp, College Station, Texas).

RESULTS
Demographic Data
The median age of included patients was 44.5 years (interquartile

range, 37–52 years), with a female/male ratio of 3:1. No patient

was excluded due to motion artifacts. The majority of patients

(78/100, 78%) had MS lesions. The mean number of lesions per

patient was 2.3 (range, 0 – 6) for PD-FSE and 1.8 (range, 0 –5) for

T2-FSE imaging.

FIG 1. Comparison of the number and distribution of MS lesions de-
tected in the cervical cord in PD-FSE (black) and T2-FSE (gray) imaging.
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Qualitative Lesion Detection
PD-FSE imaging depicted a greater number of lesions compared

with T2-FSE imaging (PD, n � 181, versus T2, n � 137; P � .001).

This was evident at every vertebral segment, except at the C7 level

(Fig 1). There was almost perfect interobserver agreement for

lesion detection on both PD-FSE (� � 0.92; 95% CI, 0.82–1.0)

and T2-FSE (� � 0.92; 95% CI, 0.84 – 0.99) imaging.

Long lesions were detected in 21 patients (21/78, 27%) on

PD-FSE imaging and 10 patients (10/78, 13%) on T2-FSE imag-

ing. In 5 patients, long lesions on PD-FSE corresponded with �2

discontinuous, discrete lesions detected on sagittal T2-FSE imag-

ing. In all cases, axial GRE or T2 imaging also depicted contiguous

involvement. In 15 patients (15/78, 19%), �1 lesion was detected

on PD-FSE imaging with no lesions detected on sagittal T2-FSE

imaging (Figs 2–5). All sagittal PD-FSE lesions not seen on sagittal

T2-FSE imaging were confirmed on axial imaging. All PD-de-

tected lesions were confirmed on either sagittal T2-FSE or axial

imaging. One PD-detected cord lesion at C1 could not be con-

firmed on axial imaging due to lack of axial coverage and was

excluded. No patients with abnormal T2-FSE imaging findings

had normal PD-FSE imaging findings.

Quantitative Lesion Analysis
Although PD-FSE and T2-FSE imaging had similar LCCR (PD-

FSE, 0.32 � 0.01, versus T2-FSE, 0.33 � 0.01; P � .43), PD-FSE

had significantly greater LCNR (PD-FSE, 82 � 3.0, versus T2-

FSE, 64 � 2.6; P � .001).

DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates that sagittal PD-FSE imaging is superior

to sagittal T2-FSE MR imaging for the detection of cervical cord

MS lesions at 1.5T. PD-FSE imaging detects 32% more lesions;

improved performance is evident at almost all vertebral level seg-

ments without an increase in the false-positive rate. This may be

related to the greater LCNR compared with T2-FSE imaging,

providing superior diagnostic confidence. The higher lesion-

detection rate of PD-FSE imaging is further emphasized by the

finding that PD-FSE imaging detects long lesions that are de-

picted as multiple smaller lesions on sagittal T2-FSE imaging.

FIG 2. Sagittal PD-FSE imaging (A) demonstrates a lesion at C5–C7
(white arrow), which correlates with axial GRE imaging (C, black ar-
row). B, No lesion is detected at the C5–C7 cervical cord segments on
sagittal T2-FSE imaging.

FIG 3. A C5–C7 lesion (A, white arrows) is seen on sagittal PD-FSE
imaging and correlates with axial GRE imaging (C, black arrow). C, No
lesion is detected on sagittal T2-FSE imaging.
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This result is very important since sagittal T2-FSE sequences

are the most commonly used in clinical institutions for cord

MS lesion detection.

In addition, almost 1 in 6 patients with definite MS had cervi-

cal cord lesions detected on PD-FSE imaging but not on T2-FSE

imaging. This difference has important implications for clinical

practice, as cervical cord involvement may be missed if only sag-

ittal T2WI is performed. Most surprising, this scenario is not un-

common. A prospective case study of 14 Australian institutions by

Curley et al12 found that 75% of spinal cord examinations did not

comply with the CMSC MR imaging guidelines and relied on

T2WI only. Specifically, PD-weighted imaging was performed in

only 2 of 79 (2.5%) cord examinations, and STIR imaging was

performed in 18 of 79 (23%) cord examinations (A. Coulthard,

MBBS FRANZR, personal written communication, November

10, 2014).

To our knowledge, no previous studies have directly com-

pared the lesion detection rate of PD-FSE with T2-FSE for cervical

cord MS lesions. Most studies are designed to assess either dual-

echo (PD and T2-weighted) conventional spin-echo (SE) and du-

al-echo FSE or T2-FSE MR imaging against other novel sequences

such as STIR.8,13,17,19 Discordant study designs and variability in

data presentation and analyses preclude a substantive and use-

ful comparison of our findings with those in these alternate

studies. However, T2-weighted imaging was consistently out-

performed by alternate MR sequences in all of these stud-

ies.8,13,17,19 Moreover, there are good histopathologic data to

support the use of PD-weighted imaging.20

A postmortem study of 19 patients with MS assessed the cor-

relation between histopathology and 4.7T and 1T PD-SE MR im-

aging. All areas of the spinal cord scored as abnormal by the

neuropathologist were rated as abnormal on PD-SE MR imag-

ing; all abnormal specimens were identified by both 4.7T and

1T PD-SE MR imaging. In addition, no abnormalities were

FIG 4. A, Sagittal PD-FSE imaging demonstrates a lesion at C2 (black
arrow) and one at C4 (white arrow). B, Sagittal T2-FSE imaging dem-
onstrates the same C2 lesion (black arrow), but not the C4 lesion. C,
Axial GRE imaging confirms the C4 lesion (black arrow). FIG 5. Sagittal PD-FSE imaging (A) demonstrates a lesion at C1 (white

arrow), which correlates with axial GRE imaging (C, black arrow). B, No
lesion is detected at the C1 cord segment on sagittal T2-FSE imaging.
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detected in the 3 control patients on either histopathology or

PD-SE MR imaging.20

The significantly improved LCNR in our large cohort has not

been previously reported. In a smaller prospective study of 20 pa-

tients with MS, a higher contrast-to-noise ratio with PD conven-

tional SE compared with T2 conventional SE imaging was reported,

but the result did not reach statistical significance.10 Another study of

60 patients with MS measured the contrast-to-noise ratio by using 1T

PD SE and T2-SE imaging. Although statistical comparison was not

performed, reported contrast-to-noise ratio values were approxi-

mately twice as high for PD-SE imaging as for T2-SE imaging.11 Con-

versely, an alternate smaller study found that T2 conventional SE had

a greater contrast-to-noise ratio than PD conventional SE imaging at

1.5T in 20 patients with MS.9 This difference may simply reflect our

larger cohort and imaging results on modern 1.5T MR imaging scan-

ners compared with this previous study, which recruited almost 20

years ago.

Our study confirms the diagnostic benefit of PD-FSE MR im-

aging in addition to T2-FSE cervical cord imaging, as recom-

mended by the CMSC guidelines. PD-FSE is easy to implement;

our PD sequence was performed in �3 minutes and was well-

tolerated by patients. The strengths of our study include the large

cohort of patients with definite MS, minimization of recall and

performance bias, and the use of both qualitative and quantitative

analyses. The limitations of our study are the retrospective study

design and use of 1.5T MR imaging, which was chosen to increase

the generalizability of the study results to smaller institutions and

clinical practices without 3T MR imaging availability. Although

3T MR imaging improves the PD lesion volume detection rate in

the brain compared with 1.5T,21 no such data are yet available for

the spinal cord. In addition, STIR sequences were not performed

and/or examined in this cohort. This is our institutional practice,

which is in line with the CMSC guidelines, in which sagittal PD or

STIR may be performed as the core spinal cord sequences.

CONCLUSIONS
Sagittal PD-FSE imaging is superior to T2-FSE MR imaging for

the detection of cervical cord MS lesions. PD-FSE detects cord

lesions in patients in whom sagittal T2-FSE imaging appears nor-

mal. This study forms the evidentiary base for the current CMSC

guideline that PD imaging is a core spinal cord imaging sequence.
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Predicting High-Flow Spinal CSF Leaks in Spontaneous
Intracranial Hypotension Using a Spinal MRI-Based Algorithm:

Have Repeat CT Myelograms Been Reduced?
J.T. Verdoorn, P.H. Luetmer, C.M. Carr, J.I. Lane, X V.T. Lehman, X J.M. Morris, K.R. Thielen, J.T. Wald, and X F.E. Diehn

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: We adopted an imaging algorithm in 2011 in which extradural fluid on spinal MR imaging directs dynamic
CT myelography. We assessed algorithm compliance and its effectiveness in reducing repeat or unnecessary dynamic CT myelograms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: CT myelograms for CSF leaks from January 2011 to September 2014 were reviewed. Patients with iatrogenic
leaks, traumatic brachial plexus injuries, or prior CT myelography within 2 years were excluded. Completion and results of spinal MR
imaging, CT myelographic technique, and the need for repeat CT myelography or unnecessary dynamic CT myelograms were recorded.

RESULTS: The algorithm was followed in 102 (79%) of 129 patients. No extradural fluid was detected in 75 (74%), of whom 70 (93%) had no
leak, 4 (5%) had a slow leak, and 1 (1%) had a fast leak. Extradural fluid was detected in 27 (26%): 24 (89%) fast leaks, 1 (4%) slow leak, and 2 (7%)
with no leaks. When the algorithm was followed, 1 (1%) required repeat CT myelography and 3 (3%) had unnecessary dynamic CT
myelograms. The algorithm was breached in 27 (21%) cases, including no pre-CT myelogram MR imaging in 11 (41%), performing conventional
CT myelography when extradural fluid was present in 13 (48%), and performing dynamic CT myelography when extradural fluid was absent
in 3 (11%). Algorithm breaches resulted in 4 (15%) repeat CT myelograms and 3 (12%) unnecessary dynamic CT myelograms, both higher than
with algorithm compliance.

CONCLUSIONS: Using spinal MR imaging to direct CT myelography resulted in significant reduction in repeat CT myelograms to localize
fast leaks with minimal unnecessary dynamic CT myelograms.

ABBREVIATION: CTM � CT myelogram

Extradural fluid on spinal MR imaging has been reported to

predict fast spinal CSF leaks for which the leak site may not be

localized on conventional CT myelograms (CTMs).1 We adopted

an imaging algorithm in January 2011 for the evaluation of pa-

tients with clinical suspicion of spinal CSF leak. The first step of

this algorithm is to perform MR imaging of the entire spinal canal,

and the results of the MR imaging are then used to guide the type

of CTM initially performed. Specifically, if extradural fluid is

present on MR imaging, dynamic CTM is performed. Our current

technique used for dynamic CTM has been previously reported.2

If extradural fluid is not present, conventional CTM is performed.

The goal of adopting this algorithm was to attempt to reduce

the number of repeat dynamic CTMs for leak localization in pa-

tients with fast spinal CSF leaks who initially underwent conven-

tional CTM with the leak identified but not localizable. Averaged

over the previous 8 years, repeat dynamic CTM for leak localiza-

tion was performed in 21% of patients at our institution.1 Reduc-

ing repeat CTM is desirable for several reasons, including radia-

tion reduction, cost savings, and fewer invasive procedures.

The purpose of this study was to retrospectively evaluate our

compliance with the algorithm and determine its effectiveness in

reducing repeat dynamic CTM performed for leak localization.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
After obtaining institutional review board approval, a retrospec-

tive review was performed of all patients referred to CTM for

suspected spinal CSF leak between January 2011 and September

2014, as determined by a radiology information system data base

search. Referral to CTM was based on a working clinical diagnosis

of spontaneous intracranial hypotension, typically with a history

of orthostatic headache, as determined following evaluation by a

headache neurologist.
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Patients with spinal CSF leaks secondary to an iatrogenic cause

or traumatic brachial plexus injuries, as determined by review of

radiology reports and the electronic medical record, were ex-

cluded. Patients with a prior CTM within 2 years, as determined

by review of prior radiology examinations performed at our insti-

tution or an outside facility, were also excluded because the pres-

ence and rate of a CSF leak on the prior study could bias selection

of CTM examination type.

The radiology report from each CTM was reviewed to deter-

mine the type of CTM performed. This was categorized as either

conventional or dynamic. The report was also reviewed to deter-

mine whether a spinal CSF leak was present or absent. If a leak was

present, it was categorized as either a fast or slow leak. A “fast leak”

was defined as a leak that required the initial dynamic series of a

dynamic CTM for leak localization. The initial dynamic series of a

dynamic CTM includes up to 6 serial CT scans of the spine ob-

tained during intrathecal contrast injection over the course of

approximately 75 seconds, as previously described by our group.2

All other leaks were defined as slow leaks.

Whether a spinal MR imaging examination was completed

within the year preceding the CTM was recorded. The spinal MR

imaging could have been from our institution or from an outside

facility, if electronically available. If a spinal MR imaging exami-

nation was completed, the presence or absence of an extradural

fluid collection on that examination was recorded on the basis of

review of the radiology report. Each of these spinal MR imaging

examinations had been interpreted by a staff neuroradiologist

from our institution. If no report was available for a spinal MR

imaging performed at an outside facility, the images were re-

viewed by a staff neuroradiologist from our institution to deter-

mine the presence or absence of an extradural fluid collection.

The segments of the spine imaged on MR imaging were also re-

corded. These were divided into cervical, thoracic, lumbar, and

each possible combination thereof. The number of days elapsed

between the spinal MR imaging and the CTM was also noted. Any

interventional treatment performed for spontaneous intracranial

hypotension between the spinal MR imaging and the CTM was

also recorded.

On the basis of whether spinal MR imaging was performed,

the presence or absence of extradural fluid on MR imaging, the

type of CTM performed, whether a spinal CSF leak was identified

on the CTM, and whether that leak was fast or slow, the algorithm

was analyzed for compliance and success as described below.

The number of patients in whom the algorithm was followed

(ie, compliance) included all patients who had pre-CTM spinal

MR imaging of any segments and who were appropriately triaged

for dynamic CTM if extradural fluid was present on the MR im-

aging or conventional CTM if extradural fluid was not present.

Algorithm success was defined as patients in whom the algo-

rithm was followed, did not require repeat imaging with a dy-

namic CTM for leak localization, and did not undergo unneces-

sary dynamic CTM for a slow or absent CSF leak. Algorithm

failure was defined as patients in whom the algorithm was fol-

lowed but either required repeat imaging with dynamic CTM for

leak localization or underwent initial dynamic CTM for a slow or

absent CSF leak.

The number of patients in whom the algorithm was not fol-

lowed included all patients with one of the following breaches:

patients without pre-CTM spinal MR imaging, patients inappro-

priately triaged for dynamic CTM if extradural fluid was not pres-

ent on the MR imaging, or patients inappropriately triaged for

conventional CTM if extradural fluid was present on the MR

imaging.

The number of unnecessary dynamic CTMs for slow or absent

CSF leaks and nonlocalized fast leaks on conventional CTM was

recorded for cases in which the algorithm was breached and also

for cases in which it was followed. These were compared by using

a 2-tailed Fisher exact test.

RESULTS
Study Population
We identified 181 patients who were referred to CTM for a sus-

pected spinal CSF leak. Of those, 52 (29%) were excluded. Rea-

sons for exclusion in these patients were the following: 37 (71%)

for prior CTM within 2 years, 12 (23%) for iatrogenic leaks, and 3

(6%) for leaks related to traumatic brachial plexus injuries. The

remaining 129 patients were included in the study population.

In the 118 patients who underwent spinal MR imaging, the

average number of days between spinal MR imaging and CTM

was 50.4 (range, 0 –351 days). Fifteen of 118 (13%) patients un-

derwent interventional treatment between the spinal MR imaging

and CTM. Of these, 12 received nontargeted epidural blood

patches, 2 received nontargeted epidural injections of blood and

fibrin glue, and 1 underwent surgical dural repair.

Algorithm Compliance
The algorithm was followed in 102 (79%) of 129 patients. In these

patients, spinal MR imaging segments included the following:

cervical/thoracic/lumbar in 82 (80%), cervical/thoracic in 8 (8%),

cervical/lumbar in 2 (2%), thoracic/lumbar in 2 (2%), cervical in

2 (2%), thoracic in 4 (4%), and lumbar in 2 (2%).

Of the 20 patients with only a portion of the spine imaged with

MR imaging, 18 had no extradural fluid present. These patients all

underwent conventional CTM with no leak identified in 16 (89%)

and slow leaks identified in 2 (11%). In the 2 patients with slow

leaks, the imaged portion of the spine on MR imaging included

the suspected site of leak identified on CTM. The 2 patients with

extradural fluid present were appropriately triaged to dynamic

CTM with fast leaks identified.

In the 102 patients in whom the algorithm was followed, ex-

tradural fluid was present on spinal MR imaging in 27 (26%) and

absent in 75 (74%). When extradural fluid was present, dynamic

CTM was performed and demonstrated a fast leak in 24 (89%) of

27 patients (Fig 1), a slow leak in 1 (4%), and no identifiable leak

in 2 (7%). When extradural fluid was absent, conventional CTM

was performed and demonstrated no identifiable leak in 70 (93%)

of 75 patients, a slow leak in 4 (5%), and a fast leak that could not

be localized in 1 (1%).

Algorithm Success
When the algorithm was followed, algorithm success was present

in 98 (96%) of 102 patients, and algorithm failure, in 4 (4%).

As for the failures, 3 (3%) of 102 patients underwent unnec-

essary dynamic CTM for a slow or absent CSF leak and 1 (1%)
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required repeat imaging with a dynamic CTM for localization of a

fast leak.

Algorithm Noncompliance, Breach Types, and Clinical
Impact
The algorithm was not followed in 27 (21%) of 129 patients.

Breaches included no pre-CTM spinal MR imaging in 11 (41%),

performing a conventional CTM when extradural fluid was pres-

ent on spinal MR imaging in 13 (48%), and performing an un-

necessary dynamic CTM for a slow or absent CSF leak when ex-

tradural fluid was absent on spinal MR imaging in 3 (11%).

Algorithm breaches resulted in 8 (30%) of 27 patients having

nonlocalized fast leaks, in 1 (13%) of 8 due to no pre-CTM MR

imaging, and in 7 (87%) due to performing a conventional CTM

when extradural fluid was present on spinal MR imaging. Repeat

imaging with dynamic CTM was performed in 4 (15%) of 27

patients for leak localization.

Overall, algorithm breaches resulted in significantly more re-

peat imaging with dynamic CTM (P � .007, 2-tailed Fisher exact

test) and a non-statistically significant trend toward more unnec-

essary initial dynamic CTMs (P � .11, 2-tailed Fisher exact test)

than cases in which the algorithm was followed.

Because extradural fluid could have

potentially been present in patients with

only partial spinal MR imaging per-

formed, statistical analysis was repeated

with exclusion of these patients. This

analysis demonstrated similar results,

with algorithm breaches resulting in sig-

nificantly more repeat imaging with dy-

namic CTM (P � .013, 2-tailed Fisher

exact test) and a non-statistically signif-

icant trend toward more unnecessary

initial dynamic CTMs (P � .16, 2-tailed

Fisher exact test) than cases in which the

algorithm was followed.

DISCUSSION
While some patients with spontaneous

intracranial hypotension have a self-

limited course and can be treated with

conservative measures, including bed-

rest, hydration, and caffeine, many do

require an invasive therapeutic inter-

vention.3 In those patients who do not

respond to �1 nontargeted epidural

blood patch, targeted epidural injections

or surgical repair may be required. In

these patients, localization of the spinal

leak becomes necessary to provide tar-

geted therapy. CTM remains the pri-

mary technique for localization of spinal

CSF leaks.

This study demonstrates that the im-

aging algorithm we have adopted for the

evaluation of patients with suspected

spinal CSF leak, when followed at our

institution, results in significantly de-

creased repeat dynamic CTM performed for leak localization as

opposed to cases in which the algorithm is not followed. In addi-

tion, when the algorithm has been followed, rates of repeat dy-

namic CTM have decreased to 1% as opposed to an average of

21% during the 8 years before using the algorithm. Additionally,

fewer unnecessary dynamic CTMs for slow or absent CSF leaks

have been performed when the algorithm has been followed as

opposed to when it has been breached.

Important benefits result from reducing repeat dynamic

CTMs. One obvious benefit is a decrease in radiation dose to the

patient from only having a single CTM performed rather than a

conventional CTM followed by a dynamic CTM. This is particu-

larly significant given the increased awareness and public concern

about medical radiation in recent years, with focused effort to

keep radiation doses as low as reasonably achievable.4 The esti-

mated effective dose for a conventional CT myelogram at our

institution is 21.5 mSv compared with 70.6 mSv (range, 21.5–

182.9 mSv) for a dynamic CT myelogram.2 Three patients in the

current study underwent digital subtraction myelography with an

average effective dose of 32.2 mSv. Another benefit of reducing

repeat dynamic CTM is improved patient care, in that the patient

FIG 1. Example of a patient with algorithm compliance and success. Initial spinal MR imaging
demonstrates a ventral epidural fluid collection in the midthoracic spine on sagittal (white ar-
rows, A) and axial (white arrows, B) T2-weighted images. The patient was appropriately triaged to
dynamic CTM, in which a fast CSF leak is identified on initial dynamic axial (C) and sagittal
reformatted (D) CT scans. C and D, Short black arrows indicate the CSF leak site; white arrows,
ventral epidural contrast; and long black arrows, contrast in the ventral thecal sac.
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has to undergo only a single invasive examination rather than 2,

which leads to lower risk, less discomfort, and cost savings for the

patient. In the patient population with spontaneous intracranial

hypotension, the risk of post-lumbar puncture headache should

particularly be minimized, including avoiding unnecessary dural

puncture. Although this outcome is speculative, referring clini-

cian and patient satisfaction is presumably heightened because

the clinical question is more quickly answered, with the opportu-

nity to enact prompt targeted therapy if necessary. Finally, in a

time when health care spending is expected to rise at faster rates in

the United States compared with previous years,5 judicious use of

our resources and elimination of any potentially superfluous ex-

aminations are desirable.

Our study did have limitations. Inherent limitations include

the retrospective nature of the study and its performance at a

single large referral center. Another limitation is that 20% of pa-

tients who underwent pre-CTM spinal MR imaging and whose

procedures were considered to have followed the algorithm had

only a portion of the spinal canal rather than the entire spinal

canal scanned by MR imaging. Extradural fluid could not be en-

tirely excluded in such patients with partial spine MR imaging

negative for leak. While it is unclear why these cases occurred, it is

postulated that MR imaging examinations were occasionally tar-

geted for clinically suspected symptoms at a specific level. How-

ever, the algorithm was successful in all these patients; they either

had no extradural fluid detected in the imaged portion of the

spine and underwent conventional CTM with slow or no CSF leak

identified or had extradural fluid and underwent dynamic CTM

with a fast leak identified. In the patients with leaks identified, the

spinal segment including the leak level was included on each of the

MR imaging examinations. Additionally, repeat statistical analy-

sis with exclusion of patients with only a portion of the spinal

canal scanned on MR imaging yielded similar statistically signifi-

cant results in terms of repeat dynamic CTM and unnecessary

initial dynamic CTM between the algorithm-compliant and

-noncompliant groups. Ideally, though, each patient would un-

dergo MR imaging of the entire spine to look for extradural fluid

before the type of CTM to perform was decided. Timing between

MR imaging and CTM was not standardized. An additional lim-

itation of our study is that we could not determine the precise

reasons for algorithm breaches, given the retrospective analysis.

Although algorithm success was quite high, several patients

had algorithm failure. The reasons for algorithm failure are un-

clear and may be related to changes in rate/presence of CSF leak

between MR imaging and CTM and/or individual patient vari-

ability in the ability to absorb CSF from the epidural space. Inter-

ventional therapy for the treatment of spontaneous intracranial

hypotension, present in 15 patients between spinal MR imaging

and CTM, could also potentially have altered the rates of algo-

rithm success and failure. However, most patients who under-

went interval treatment had no extradural fluid on MR imaging,

were appropriately triaged to conventional CTM, and had no leak

identified. Algorithm failure could additionally be secondary to

the low sensitivity or specificity of spinal MR imaging for the

detection of extradural fluid. No attempt was made to determine

the sensitivity, specificity, or interobserver variability of detection

of extradural fluid on spinal MR imaging because this study was

focused on the effectiveness of the algorithm in routine clinical

practice.

Given the high rate of algorithm success, future effort could be

dedicated to ensuring compliance with the algorithm. The non-

compliance rate of 21% over the study timeframe could have sev-

eral causes, one of which may be the lack of awareness or educa-

tion of referring clinicians in regard to the algorithm. The most

common causes of algorithm breach were no pre-CTM spinal MR

imaging and performing a conventional CTM when extradural

fluid was present. It may be instructive to investigate why these

algorithm breaches occurred. A possible solution to these most

common breaches would be to require entire spine MR imaging

before scheduling CTM for suspected spinal CSF leak and to re-

quire a dynamic CTM as the initial CTM if extradural fluid is

present on the MR imaging, assuming that there are not contra-

indications to these examinations. Much of the responsibility for

ensuring algorithm compliance also falls on the neuroradiologist

performing the CTM, who should be aware of the algorithm and

follow it unless there is a compelling reason to proceed otherwise.

CONCLUSIONS
If targeted therapy is being considered in a patient with a sus-

pected spinal CSF leak, use of the presence or absence of extra-

dural fluid on spinal MR imaging to determine whether a patient

should initially undergo dynamic or conventional CTM to local-

ize the leak has been a useful algorithm at our institution, with a

relatively high degree of compliance. The algorithm has resulted

in a significant reduction in the necessity for repeat CTM with a

dynamic technique to localize fast leaks, with a minimal number

of unnecessary initial dynamic CTMs performed.
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Spine Cryoablation: Pain Palliation and Local Tumor Control
for Vertebral Metastases

X A. Tomasian, X A. Wallace, X B. Northrup, X T.J. Hillen, and X J.W. Jennings

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Percutaneous cryoablation has emerged as a minimally invasive technique for the management of
osseous metastases. The purpose of this study was to assess the safety and effectiveness of percutaneous imaging-guided spine cryoab-
lation for pain palliation and local tumor control for vertebral metastases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Imaging-guided spine cryoablation was performed in 14 patients (31 tumors) with vertebral metastases
refractory to conventional chemoradiation therapy or analgesics, to achieve pain palliation and local tumor control in this retrospective
study. Spinal nerve and soft-tissue thermal protection techniques were implemented in all ablations. Patient response was evaluated by a
pain numeric rating scale administered before the procedure and 1 week, 1 month, and 3 months after the procedure. Pre- and postpro-
cedural analgesic requirements (expressed as morphine-equivalent dosages) were also analyzed at the same time points. Pre- and post-
procedural cross-sectional imaging was evaluated in all patients to assess local control (no radiographic evidence of disease at the treated
sites). Complications were monitored. Analysis of the primary end points was undertaken via paired-comparison procedures by using the
Wilcoxon signed rank test.

RESULTS: Thirty-one tumors were ablated in 14 patients (9 women and 5 men; 20 –73 years of age; mean age, 53 years). The most common
tumor location was in the lumbar spine (n � 14, 45%), followed by the thoracic spine (n � 8, 26%), sacrum (n � 6, 19%), coccyx (n � 2, 6%),
and cervical spine (n � 1, 3%). There were statistically significant decreases in the median numeric rating scale score and analgesic usage at
1-week, 1-month, and 3-month time points (P � .001 for all). Local tumor control was achieved in 96.7% (30/31) of tumors (median follow-up,
10 months). Two patients had transient postprocedural unilateral lower extremity radiculopathy and weakness.

CONCLUSIONS: Percutaneous imaging-guided spine cryoablation is a safe and effective treatment for pain palliation and local tumor
control for vertebral metastases.

ABBREVIATIONS: NRS � numeric rating scale; RFA � radiofrequency ablation

The vertebral column is the most common site for bone metas-

tases, with an incidence of 30%–70% in patients with meta-

static cancer, and is a major cause of morbidity in these

patients.1-3

The current standard of care for the management of painful

osseous metastases is external beam radiation.4 Generally, exter-

nal beam radiation achieves at least partial pain palliation, but

often, there is a delay in the relief of symptoms.5 In addition,

painful osseous metastatic disease is often refractory to systemic

therapies such as chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, radiophar-

maceuticals, and bisphosphonates.6 Surgical intervention is of

limited value in patients with spinal metastases, owing to its mor-

bidity and the often poor functional status and short life span of

the patients, and is typically reserved for lesions with consequent

neurologic compromise or spinal instability. Pain palliation with

systemic analgesics, including nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs and opioids, remains the only alternative option for many

patients.7

Investigators have explored several alternative strategies for

the treatment of painful metastases, including minimally invasive

percutaneous imaging-guided tissue ablative methods using eth-

anol,8 laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy,9 radiofrequency

ablation (RFA),10-13 and, most recently, cryoablation.14-23 Two

multicenter clinical trials have demonstrated that percutaneous

RFA is effective in reducing pain due to osseous metastatic dis-
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ease.12,13 Although effective at reducing pain, RFA has important

limitations, including nonvisualization of the ablation margin

with CT, pain associated with the procedure, and, frequently, in-

creased pain during the immediate posttreatment period.

Similar to RFA, an important limitation of microwave abla-

tion is nonvisualization of the ablation zone with CT. In contrast

to RFA or microwave ablation, cryoablation results in formation

of a hypoattenuating ice ball, which is readily identified by CT,

beyond which tissues are safe from thermal injury.24 Additional

advantages of cryoablation compared with RFA or microwave

ablation are decreased intraprocedural and postprocedural pain,

the ability to use multiple probes in various orientations to

achieve additive overlapping ablation zones,6,18 and efficiency in

the treatment of osteoblastic metastases when high impedance

often renders RFA ineffective.

The purpose of this single-center study was to retrospectively

evaluate the safety and effectiveness of percutaneous imaging-

guided spine cryoablation for pain palliation and local tumor

control for patients with painful vertebral metastatic disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by our institutional review

board and was Health Insurance Portability and Accountability

Act– compliant. Consent was waived for retrospective study par-

ticipation. Percutaneous imaging-guided cryoablation of 31 ver-

tebral metastases was performed in 14 patients with lesions refrac-

tory to conventional chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and

analgesics following interdisciplinary consultation in the setting

of a committee involving medical oncologists, radiation oncolo-

gists, surgical oncologists, and interventional musculoskeletal ra-

diologists. Resistance to radiation therapy and chemotherapy was

determined by the radiation oncologists and medical oncologists,

respectively. Only patients with substantial pain as indicated by a

score of at least 4 on a scale of 0 –10 for the question “Please rate

your pain by circling the one number that best describes your

worst pain over the past 24 hours” were treated.25 Informed con-

sent for the procedure was obtained from all patients. The study

population included 9 women and 5 men with a mean age of 53

years (range, 20 –73 years).

The most common primary tumor was lung cancer in 4 pa-

tients (28.5%) and colorectal carcinoma in 3 patients (21.5%).

Other tumors included breast cancer and follicular thyroid carci-

noma in 2 patients each (14%) and head and neck squamous cell

carcinoma, pancreatic adenocarcinoma, and epithelioid heman-

gioendothelioma in 1 patient each (7%). Eighteen of 31 lesions

underwent directed optimized radiation therapy before the cryo-

ablation procedure, ranging from 28 months to 1 month before

the procedure. Preprocedural imaging studies were reviewed in all

patients for ablation planning. Postcryoablation MR imaging and

PET/CT imaging were available for all patients (range, 1–24

months following the procedures) and were evaluated to deter-

mine the following: 1) the extent of ablation and degree of local

tumor control, 2) baseline for subsequent PET/CT or MR imag-

ing and the potential cryoablation retreatment, and 3) possible

complications. Postablation imaging was independently reviewed

by 2 attending interventional musculoskeletal radiologists (J.W.J.

and T.J.H.) for all patients and agreement regarding local tumor

control was achieved on consensus. Local tumor control was de-

fined as no radiographic evidence of active tumor based on the

following criteria: 1) no new or residual nodular or masslike en-

hancement in the ablation bed, and 2) lack of hypermetabolism in

the ablation bed on PET/CT.

Cryoablation Procedure
The procedures were performed with the patient under con-

scious sedation in 13 patients (28 lesions) and under general

anesthesia in 1 patient (3 lesions) by 2 interventional muscu-

loskeletal radiologists (J.W.J. and T.J.H.) with 10 and 5 years of

spine ablation experience, respectively. CT was used for imag-

ing guidance in all patients. Local and periosteal anesthesia was

achieved with a combination of 1% lidocaine and 0.25% bu-

pivacaine for all patients.

Cryoablation was performed on each lesion following coaxial

(bone component) or single-axial (soft-tissue component or

bone–soft tissue interface) placement of Endocare (HealthTron-

ics, Austin, Texas) or Galil (Galil Medical, Yokneam, Israel) cryo-

probes. Cryoprobe type, number of probes, duration of the abla-

tion cycle, number of ablations, and the percutaneous approach

were preoperatively determined by the operator in each individ-

ual case on the basis of tumor size, location, and goal of therapy.

The vertebral body lesions were accessed by using a unipedicular

or bipedicular approach, depending on the size of the lesion. A

bipedicular approach was used if the lesion involved �50% of the

vertebral body width. The vertebral posterior element lesions and

sacrococcygeal lesions were accessed directly. The Galil cryo-

probes used were 13–17 ga with predicted ablation zones ranging

from 2 � 1 to 4 � 2 cm in diameter at �40°C. The Endocare

Perc-15 and Perc-17 (both 1.7 mm in diameter) were used with

predicted ablation zones of 15 � 15 and 15 � 35 mm at �40°C,

respectively. At least 1 freeze/active thaw/freeze cycle was per-

formed on each lesion, with duration times of at least 10 minutes,

5 minutes, and 10 minutes, respectively. Intraprocedural ablation

imaging was performed at 5- and 10-minute intervals during the

freeze cycles. Ice ball size and extent were evaluated on standard

body (window of 400 HU and level of 40 HU) settings on unen-

hanced CT as a hypoattenuating region arising from the probe

tips to envelope the neoplastic tissue.

With primarily osteolytic lesions, the hypoattenuating ice ball

was clearly visualized and used to determine the adequacy of ab-

lation. With primarily osteoblastic lesions and lack of a large lytic

component, the intraosseous ice ball was not well seen. The size of

the ablation zone was determined by a combination of the hy-

poattenuating ice ball extending beyond the cortex and preclinical

testing data demonstrating ice ball size with a given cryoprobe.

The duration of the freezing portion of the ablation cycle was

adjusted on the basis of the adequacy of lesion coverage and the

proximity of adjacent critical structures on interval imaging.

There were no probe manipulations between cycles.

Thermal Protection Techniques
Neuroforaminal thermal monitoring was performed in all cases,

owing to the close proximity of the neural foramen and/or central

canal to the margins of the ablation zone. Neural thermal protec-

tion techniques involving epidural or neuroforaminal injection of
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carbon dioxide or warmed 5% dextrose water were implemented.

This was performed by placing an 18-ga spinal needle (Becton,

Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey) in the re-

gion of the neuroforamen, connected to a Passage Hemostasis

Valve (Merit Medical, South Jordan, Utah), and coaxial place-

ment of a thermocouple (St. Jude Medical, St. Paul, Minnesota)

into the neuroforamen to measure temperatures. If the tempera-

tures began to approach 10°C, the thermoprotective agents were

injected into the neuroforamen. Because carbon dioxide is one of

the most effective thermoprotecive agents, it is always injected

first. In addition, thermal protection of abdominal and pelvic soft

tissues, including nerves and bowel, was achieved by injection of

carbon dioxide via a 22-gauge spinal needle (Becton, Dickinson

and Company) placed adjacent to critical structures in close prox-

imity to the ablation zone, and adequacy of thermal protection

was verified with CT before cryoablation.

Intraprocedural motor-evoked potential monitoring was per-

formed during 1 ablation, which was performed with the patient

under general anesthesia.26,27

The cutaneous thermal protection technique consisted of a

surface application of warm saline solution in all cases. After ab-

lation, the patients were transferred to a recovery unit for 1 hour

of postprocedural observation before being discharged to the pa-

tient care division.

Pre- and Posttreatment Patient Assessment
On the day of the procedure, preprocedural pain was determined

by a numeric rating scale (NRS) score (scaled from a minimum of

0 to a maximum of 10),25 and analgesic requirements were re-

corded by the musculoskeletal nurse coordinator. The subsequent

NRS scores and analgesic requirements were then obtained by

telephone 1 week, 1 month, and 3 months after the procedure by

the musculoskeletal nurse coordinator. Patients were asked about

potential postprocedural complications, including questions

about the wound, nerve pain, and muscle weakness. Chart reviews

were also undertaken, and evidence of complications was

recorded.

Primary End Points and Statistical Analysis
The primary end points analyzed were pain relief, analgesic

and/or opioid usage, local tumor control on postprocedural

cross-sectional imaging, and complication rates. Preprocedural

NRS scores and analgesics usage expressed as morphine equiva-

lent dosages by using established tables,28 as well as postproce-

dural NRS scores and analgesics usage at 1 week, 1 month, and 3

month intervals, were analyzed for median differences by using

the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Results are reported as median �

absolute deviation, to analyze the nonnormal data distribution

appropriately. Postprocedural cross-sectional imaging was evalu-

FIG 1. A 59-year-old woman with non-small cell lung cancer and painful osteoblastic L4 vertebral body metastasis. Transaxial CT (A) and FDG
PET/CT (B) images demonstrate a hypermetabolic osteoblastic L4 vertebral body metastasis. Transaxial (C) and sagittal (D) intraprocedural CT
images demonstrate coaxial placement of a single Ice Rod Plus 17-gauge cryoprobe (Galil) within the L4 sclerotic lesion via a right transpedicular
approach. To achieve thermal protection, an 18-ga spinal needle is placed at the right L4 –L5 neuroforamen (E), and carbon dioxide is injected in
the neuroforamen and epidural space before cryoablation (C–E, arrows). Postablation CT demonstrates a thin rim of hypoattenuating ice ball
extending beyond intact vertebral body cortex (F, arrow), marking the margin of the ablation zone.
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ated and compared with preprocedural imaging by the authors to

determine local tumor control. Complications were identified

and classified according to the Society of Interventional Radiology

classification system for complications by outcome.29 All statisti-

cal analyses were performed by using SPSS Statistics, Release 22.0

(IBM, Armonk, New York). An � value of .05 was statistically

significant.

RESULTS
All cryoablation procedures were performed as preoperatively

planned and were technically successful. Thirty-one metachro-

nous tumors (22 osteolytic and 9 osteoblastic lesions) were ab-

lated in 14 patients (Figs 1–3). The most common tumor location

was in the lumbar spine (n � 14, 45%), followed by thoracic spine

(n � 8, 26%), sacrum (n � 6, 19%), coccyx (n � 2, 6%), and

cervical spine (n � 1, 3%). The anatomic locations of treated

lesions were in vertebral body (lumbar spine, n � 8, and thoracic

spine, n � 4), pedicle (lumbar spine, n � 3, and thoracic spine,

n � 2), lamina (lumbar spine, n � 2, and thoracic spine, n � 2),

and spinous process (lumbar spine, n � 1). The treated lesion in

the cervical spine involved the lamina and spinous process. One

lesion underwent cementoplasty (sacrum), and 1 lesion under-

went vertebroplasty (lumbar spine) as part of the procedure. Ac-

cording to the Society of Interventional Radiology guidelines,29

no major complication, such as permanent neural thermal injury,

occurred as a result of the cryoablation procedure. Two of the 14

patients had postprocedural radicular lower extremity nerve pain

(a minor complication) and received nerve root steroid and/or

anesthetic injections. These patients remained asymptomatic fol-

lowing 1 transforaminal nerve root block (follow-up of 10 and 15

months). Local tumor control (no radiographic evidence of active

tumor at the treated sites) was achieved in 96.7% (30/31) of tu-

mors (median follow-up, 10 months; range, 1–24 months), as

evaluated on postprocedural cross-sectional imaging. One patient

with sacral metastases developed progression of disease despite

technically adequate cryoablation.

Effect of Cryoablation on Patient Pain and Analgesic Use
There were statistically significant decreases in the median NRS

scores at 1 week, 1 month, and 3 months following the procedure

(P � .001 for all). The preprocedural NRS score was 8 � 1 (me-

dian � absolute deviation). The postprocedural NRS score at

1-week, 1-month, and 3-month time points was 3 � 1 (median �

absolute deviation) (Fig 4A). Two patients had slightly improved,

but persistent, pain at all postprocedural time points, of whom 1

patient died 5 months after the procedure with progression of

disease. There were statistically significant decreases in the me-

dian morphine-equivalent dosages at 1-week, 1-month, and

FIG 2. A 54-year-old woman with metastatic breast cancer and painful right L2 pedicle and transverse process osteolytic metastasis. Transaxial
T1-weighted fat-saturated postcontrast MR (A) and FDG PET/CT (B) images demonstrate right L2 pedicle and transverse process metastasis that
demonstrates homogeneous contrast enhancement and marked FDG uptake. Transaxial CT image (C) demonstrates coaxial placement of the
Perc-17 Endocare cryoprobe within the right L2 pedicle and transverse process osteolytic lesion. Postcryoablation transaxial CT image (D)
demonstrates the hypoattenuating ice ball encompassing the lesion and extending beyond the cortical margin (arrow). A 14-month postcryo-
ablation FDG PET/CT demonstrates complete local tumor control with no evidence of metabolically active tumor (E, arrow).
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3-month postprocedural time points (P � .001 for all). The pre-

procedural morphine equivalent dosage was 360 � 105 mg/day

(median � absolute deviation). The postprocedural morphine

equivalent dosages at 1-week, 1-month, and 3-month time points

were 95 � 55 mg/day (median � absolute deviation), 85 � 50

mg/day, and 80 � 45 mg/day, respectively (Fig 4B).

DISCUSSION
Painful vertebral column metastatic disease is a substantial cause

of morbidity in patients with cancer owing to its high prevalence,

the weight-bearing nature of the spine, and close proximity to

critical structures, including the nerve roots and spinal cord. Pain

from neoplastic bone involvement in the spine is multifactorial

and is a consequence of mechanical factors, including direct in-

volvement of spinal nerve roots and mass effect on the nerve roots

and spinal cord, biologic factors including osteoclast-mediated

proton sensitization of the sensory fibers at the mineralized bone-

tumor interface, sensitization or activa-

tion of sensory nerve fibers by products

directly produced in tumor and tumor

stromal cells, and distortion of mecha-

nosensitive fibers following normal me-

chanical stress due to loss of tensile

strength in the bone secondary to can-

cer.30-32 Goblirsch et al32 suggested that

reduced tumor burden and reduced os-

teolysis are important for decreased pain

following radiation therapy. As with the

creation of pain related to osseous met-

astatic disease, the mechanism of action

and therapeutic effects of cryoablation

are likely similar and multifactorial;

however, they have not been studied.18

While external beam radiation re-
mains the current standard of care for
the management of painful osseous
metastases,4 percutaneous cryoabla-
tion has emerged as a safe and effective
treatment option for patients with
musculoskeletal tumors, refractory to
radiation therapy and systemic pallia-
tive therapies including chemother-
apy, hormonal therapy, bisphospho-
nates, and analgesics.14-23,30

The cytotoxic effects of cryoablation
are mediated through the formation of
intracellular ice crystals during probe-
mediated temperature manipulation.
The crystals cause denaturation of pro-
teins and shearing of intracellular struc-
tures, including cell membrane rupture.
A liquid gas, commonly argon, is used to
rapidly cool the tip of the cryoprobe,
forming an enlarging ice-ball with time
followed by a “thawing” phase, com-
monly achieved with helium gas, result-
ing in an osmotic gradient.33 The os-

motic gradient causes water to rush into,

swell, and then burst the tumor cell, eventually leading to cell

hypoxia via indirect ischemic injury.34

Investigators have reported scattered cases of spinal metastases

treated with percutaneous cryoablation as part of larger series of

patients ablated for extraspinal musculoskeletal metastatic disease

or as case series.14,18,20,23,26 In 2006, Callstrom et al14 reported 3

spinal tumors (2 in the sacrum and 1 in the lamina) as part of a

14-patient study managed effectively by cryoablation. As part of a

multicenter prospective single-arm clinical trial of 61 patients

who underwent image-guided cryoablation for the palliation of

painful osseous metastases, Callstrom et al18 reported 6 spinal

tumors (5 in the sacrum and 1 in the vertebral body), which were

effectively palliated with significant decreases in pain and subjec-

tive improvement in the quality of life at 1, 4, 8, and 24 weeks

following the procedure.

Kurup et al20 reported a case series of 6 patients with sacrococ-

FIG 3. A 69-year-old man with metastatic follicular thyroid carcinoma and painful right S1 me-
tastasis. Transaxial iodine-131 SPECT CT image demonstrates increased radiopharmaceutical up-
take in the right S1, compatible with metastasis (A). Transaxial intraprocedural CT images demon-
strate coaxial placement of 2 Perc-17 Endocare cryoprobes within the right S1 lesion (B and C,
short arrow). Thermal protection is performed by placement of a thermocouple and a spinal
needle within the right S1 neuroforamen (B, long black arrow) and injection of carbon dioxide into
the right S1 neuroforamen with epidural extension (B and C, white arrows). A 24-month postcryo-
ablation FDG PET/CT demonstrates complete local tumor control with no evidence of metabol-
ically active tumor (D, arrow).
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FIG 4. Distribution of NRS scores (A) and morphine-equivalent dosages (B) at study time points.
There was a statistically significant decrease in postcryoablation median NRS scores and mor-
phine-equivalent dosages (P � .001 for all).
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cygeal metastases who underwent imaging-guided cryoablation

and suggested that cryoablation may be a safe and relatively effec-

tive technique for the management of recurrent sacrococcygeal

neoplasms for local control or palliation of pain with short-term

follow-up. In 2014, Prologo el al23 reported 2 patients with pedicle

lesions as part of larger series of 50 patients with musculoskeletal

metastases managed by cryoablation for pain palliation. Subse-

quently, in 2014, Kurup et al26 reported the utility of motor-

evoked potential monitoring during cryoablation of musculosk-

eletal tumors in 52 patients. The authors reported cryoablation in

27 spine and 3 sacral tumors, which were monitored by motor-

evoked potentials. However, the effectiveness of cryoablation for

pain palliation and local tumor control was not discussed.26

In a retrospective analysis of data from patients with single

vertebral metastasis, Masala et al19 described the safety and effi-

cacy—through reduced pain (Visual Analog Scale scores) and dis-

ability (Oswestry Disability Index)— of cryoablation combined

with vertebroplasty for the palliation of painful vertebral metas-

tases, which was at least equivalent to vertebroplasty alone. How-

ever, the safety and efficacy of cryoablation as an exclusive treat-

ment approach could not be evaluated because vertebroplasty was

performed in all cases.

To our knowledge, this is the first single-center review describ-

ing the safety and effectiveness of cryoablation as the exclusive

thermal ablation technique for local tumor control and palliation

of painful spinal osteoblastic and osteolytic metastatic disease.

The present study data suggest that percutaneous cryoablation is

safe and effective for vertebral local tumor control and palliation

of painful spine metastases. There was statistically significant pain

palliation reflected by a substantial decrease in postprocedural

NRS scores and analgesic use. Two patients (2 lesions) had per-

sistent but improved pain following cryoablation. Local tumor

control, evidenced by no radiographic evidence of active tumor at

treated sites, was achieved in 96.7% (30/31 lesions) of lesions on

the basis of postprocedural cross-sectional imaging. One patient

with sacral metastases did not benefit from the procedure and

developed progression of disease despite technically adequate

cryoablation.

The safety of the procedure was supported by a lack of major

complications and only 2 minor transient complications based on

the Society of Interventional Radiology guidelines.29 Thermal

protection measures should be implemented in all spine cryoab-

lations to ascertain safety before the procedure. In the current

study, these techniques included neuroforaminal thermal moni-

toring with epidural or neuroforaminal injection of carbon diox-

ide or warmed 5% dextrose water; thermal isolation of critical

abdominal and pelvic soft tissues, including by intraprocedural

injection of carbon dioxide; and cutaneous thermal protection by

surface application of warm saline during freezing cycles. In ad-

dition, intraprocedural motor-evoked potential monitoring was

performed during a single ablation performed with the patient

under general anesthesia.26,27

The efficiency of cryoablation for the treatment of osteoblastic

spine metastases has not been studied previously. Radiofrequency

ablation is rendered ineffective for the treatment of sclerotic me-

tastases due to high impedance levels in attenuated bone. Cryo-

ablation is emerging as an attractive alternative to RFA for palli-

ation of sclerotic metastases. In 2011, de Freitas et al30 reported

the effectiveness of cryoablation in a single patient with T9 and

sacral osteoblastic metastatic disease. In the current study, 9 os-

teoblastic vertebral metastases were effectively palliated.

Nerve roots are more vulnerable to potential thermal injury

with cryoablation compared with RFA, due to less tissue sensitiv-

ity to cold versus heat. This limitation is mitigated by implemen-

tation of thermoprotection techniques with the patient under

conscious sedation and the use of sensory and motor-evoked po-

tential monitoring with general anesthesia. In addition, posterior

central vertebral body lesions are more challenging to access via a

transpedicular approach by using straight cryoprobes.

The major limitation of the present study is the single-arm

nature of the analysis with no control group and the lack of com-

parison to other treatment modalities, specifically radiation

therapy. Additional limitations of the present study include its

retrospective methodology, use of NRS scores for pre- and post-

procedural pain assessment versus the more inclusive Brief Pain

Inventory, and the relatively small number of palliated tumors.

CONCLUSIONS
Our safety and efficacy spine cryoablation results are commensu-

rate with published studies of image-guided cryoablation in the

setting of painful extraspinal musculoskeletal metastatic disease

and may have contributory value in establishing the reproducibil-

ity of these procedures for pain palliation and local tumor control

of vertebral metastatic disease. Additional work including pro-

spective randomized studies of this therapy versus the historic

standard of care, radiation therapy, will be valuable to further

establish the efficacy of spine cryoablation for management of

spine metastatic disease.
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MEMORIAL

Georges Salamon

Georges Salamon, one of neuroradiology’s pioneers, early

thought leaders, and international spokesmen, died on Oc-

tober 10, 2015, at 84 years of age. Born in Montpellier, France, to

a Russian father and a Polish mother of Jewish descent, he acutely

experienced the traumas of World War II but kept, throughout

his life, a unique, optimistic spirit of adventure. Knowing the costs

and benefits of the vicissitudes of life, Georges maintained an

exceptional open-mindedness and a zest for change and new

opportunities.

Receiving his Doctor of Medicine from the Faculty of Aix-

Marseille in 1958, he was spurred into specialty training by his

teachers, Herman Fischgold, Henri Gastaut, and Robert Naquet,

graduating in radiology in 1962 and neurology in 1965. This dual

experience in imaging and neuroscience provided the stimulus for

Georges to enter the nascent field of neuroradiology and the basis

of a prestigious career bridging these disciplines. Posttraining,

Georges quickly joined the Hôpital de la Timone in that “consid-

erable town,” Marseille, first as assistant professor in 1964 and

then as head of the Department of Neuroradiology from 1972 to

1996.

Although broadly curious and an eclectic thinker, Georges’

first scientific love was neuroanatomy. Between 1965 and 1970,

his students’ numerous theses on cerebral vasculature formed the

basis of and culminated in the publication of the Atlas of Arteries of

the Human Brain in 1971 (Sandoz), of Radiologic Anatomy of the

Brain in collaboration with Y.P. Huang in 1976 (Springer Verlag

Berlin), and Vascularisation et Circulation de L’Enceìphale with G.

Lazorthes and A. Gill (Masson) that same year. This work became

the anatomic bible for a whole generation of neuroradiologists

and neurosurgeons. It also served as a basis for the subsequent

development of therapeutic angiography and the emergence in

France of a new generation of vascular neuroradiologists under

the joint stimulus of Georges Salamon and René Djindjian.

The cross-sectional microradiographs of injected brains ema-

nating from the Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche

Médicale U6 laboratory that Georges founded in 1972 fascinated

young neuroscientists everywhere. Thus, in the 1970s and 1980s,

close collaborations were established between Marseille and the

United States, Sweden, and Japan. Stimulated by this research and

its early clinical applications, residents, fellows, and full professors

traveled to and from Marseille to participate in research projects,

perfect their training, and share their angiographic know-how.

Such ventures with Georges often held surprises, such as one

American visitor who found himself unexpectedly responsible for

fresh cadaveric material. Georges’ American colleagues listed in

the 2006 American Society of Neuroradiology (ASNR) Honorary

Member summary reads like a Who’s Who of the ASNR, including

Juan Taveras, Ernest Wood, Sadek Hilal, Gordon Potts, Norm

Chase, Irv Kricheff, Norman Leeds, Paul New, Giovanni DiChiro,

Hans Newton, Bill Hanafee, and Gabriel Wilson.

Neuroanatomy also underpinned the clinical applications of

cross-sectional imaging, x-ray CT, and MR imaging as well as

functional PET and MR imaging. In the mid-1990s, Georges

brought together neuroimagers and his old Parisian friend and

neurosurgical colleague, Jean Talairach, fostering the subsequent

conversion of 1940s analog paper images into the now pervasive

digital atlases with Talairach coordinates. The Marseille school

remained in the foreground, with his pupil, Charles Raybaud, one

of the pioneers of pediatric neuroradiology, succeeding him as

head of the Neuroradiology Department at la Timone. Charles

Raybaud is now the Chief of Pediatric Neuroradiology at the Hos-

pital for Sick Children in Toronto.

Beginning in the 1970s, Georges Salamon encouraged formal

national and international professional organizations: He was a

founding member and president of the Societe Francaise de Neu-

roradiologie in 1970 and the European Society of Neuroradiology

(ESNR) in 1972. International recognition was the fair return: In

1984, he was appointed Honorary Member of the American Col-

lege of Radiology; in 1994, the Radiological Society of North

America; in 1995, the ESNR; in 2000, the Japanese Society of Ra-

diology; and in 2006, the ASNR.

Although a tireless worker, Georges could have retired to sat-

isfy other passions such as sailing on Chipie, his boat on which he

invited his many friends, or contemporary art and painting. He

was, from 1989 to 1995, President of the Association of the Mu-

seums of Marseille. A visit with Georges to La Vieille Charite in

Marseille or the Getty Foundation in Los Angeles was a delight.

Instead, in character, at 62 years of age, Georges became en-

gaged in a wonderful new life through a “chance encounter” with

Noriko Murayama, then a visiting fellow from Japan. Noriko
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Salamon-Murayama has since been his most charming and

deeply caring wife for the past 22 years and is now Professor of

Neuroradiology at the University of California, Los Angeles

(UCLA). Although always a Frenchman, Georges had long ex-

pressed a special fondness for the United States, and this un-

expected winter/spring relationship sealed his cross-Atlantic

destiny. Together Georges and Noriko settled in the United

States. Her interests in academic neuroradiology and his rea-

soned enthusiasm for the new imaging techniques and exper-

tise in neuroscience led them first to Chicago, where he was

Research Professor at Northwestern University with Eric Rus-

sell from 1996 to 2002, and then to Los Angeles, where he was

a Researcher at UCLA with Dieter Enzmann.

It was Georges’ pleasure to return regularly to France to see

his family and to participate again in the stimulating, lively

annual Val d ’Isère Course on “CT, MRI, and Ultrasound,”

which he had created in the 1970s and of which he was partic-

ularly proud. One American speaker vividly remembers being

handed a carousel of slides on the sella turcica 30 minutes

before the session and being instructed by Georges to present

his talk, in French, so he, Georges, could show the speaker’s

teenaged daughter the slopes of Val d’Isère. The young lady

was, of course, enchanted by Georges and remains so to this

day. Such was life around Georges, often unpredictable, but

always invigorating.

A marvelous career—passionate researcher, intuitive investi-

gator, galvanizing lecturer, with unbounded joie de vivre—that

was Georges Salamon. He is survived by his wife Noriko, sisters

Marguerite and Yvonne, his brother Roger, his children Christo-

pher, Marie Hélène, and Ivan, and his 8 grandchildren. The ASNR

and our sister neuroradiology societies around the world offer our

most sincere condolences to his family and friends. Georges, tu

vas nous manquer, mais nous ne t’oublierons pas: We will miss

you, but we will not forget you.
C. Manelfe

University Paul Sabatier
Toulouse, France

R.N. Bryan
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

C. Strother
University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin
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LETTERS

Recent Advances in Understanding Gadolinium Retention in
the Brain

We wish to comment on the August 2015 article of Adin et al1

in the American Journal of Neuroradiology (AJNR) entitled

“Hyperintense Dentate Nuclei on T1-Weighted MRI: Relation to

Repeat Gadolinium Administration.” The authors reported the

relationship between the hyperintense dentate nucleus on unen-

hanced T1WI and past gadolinium based– contrast agent (GBCA)

administration. This relationship was first reported by our group

on December 7, 2013.2 Since then, several important reports have

been published, and knowledge regarding gadolinium deposition

has increased remarkably.

Our group3 and Radbruch et al4 evaluated the difference in

the signal change between patients repeatedly administered

linear GBCA and macrocyclic GBCA. A change in the signal

intensity of the dentate nucleus was observed in the former,

but not in the latter. McDonald et al5 and our group6 evaluated

the brain tissue from postmortem specimens, and gadolinium

deposition was verified from the brain tissue.7 Robert et al8

injected GBCA 20 times into rats and evaluated the signal-

intensity change of the dentate nucleus on T1WI and gadolin-

ium concentration in the brain. A hyperintense dentate

nucleus was observed in rats with repeat linear GBCA admin-

istration, but not with repeat macrocyclic GBCA administra-

tion. The gadolinium concentration of the brain with repeat

linear GBCA administration was 14 times greater than that

with repeat macrocyclic GBCA administration.8 The work of

Adin et al1 was confirmed in our first study. It was accepted by

AJNR on February 19, 2015, and was published on-line on

August 20, 2015. In this short period, studies on gadolinium

deposition advance so rapidly, a more prompt publication

schedule from AJNR would be desirable.

In previous studies (our study), a hyperintense dentate nu-

cleus on T1WI was detected in subjects with �5 previous ad-

ministrations of gadodiamide or gadopentetate dimeglumine.

In contrast, in this study, some of the subjects with �12 pre-

vious administrations of GBCA did not show hyperintensity in

the dentate nucleus. One reason may be the use of macrocyclic

GBCAs in these subjects. In addition, the detectability of the

hyperintense dentate nucleus on various sequences of T1WI

may have influenced their results. According to our experience

with several cases, the detectability of high signal intensity in

the dentate nucleus differs between spin-echo T1WI and T1

FLAIR (Fig 1). Adin et al1 evaluated the hyperintense dentate

nucleus with various T1WI sequences, such as MPRAGE, spin-

echo, and T1 FLAIR. The different detectabilities of hyperin-

tense dentate nuclei on these sequences may have influenced

their results.
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FIG 1. Images in a 41-year-old woman with a history of malignant lym-
phoma and 7 administrations of gadopentetate dimeglumine. The den-
tate nucleus is hyperintense on spin-echo T1WI (A), but not on T1 FLAIR (B).
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REPLY:

Our study commenced in the last quarter of 2013, concluded

in May 2014, and was presented at the Symposium Neuro-

radiologicum held in Istanbul on September 7–12, 2014. As a

result of multipdisciplinary authorship and distant collabora-

tions, the manuscript was finally submitted to the American Jour-

nal of Neuroradiology in December 2014. At the initial period of

our study, there were 2 articles in the literature concluding that

hyperintense dentate nuclei (HDN) on T1-weighted MR imaging

were secondary to rapidly progressive MS and radiation therapy

(RT) effect.1,2 We, therefore, investigated this entity in a large

cohort of irradiated individuals and found no apparent associa-

tions between HDN and RT. During the data gathering and after

the submission of our manuscript, several studies were published

on this topic, mainly arguing the possible association of HDN and

repeated performance of gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging.3,4

McDonald et al5 were the first to show actual gadolinium deposi-

tion in the human brain by using inductively coupled plasma

mass spectrometry in postmortem subjects. Although linear gad-

olinium-based contrast agents were reported to be associated with

HDN, the exact mechanism and clinical ramifications remain

unclear.6-8

T1-weighted FLAIR is a recently described MR imaging se-

quence.9 In brain imaging, it is mainly used to better differentiate

gray and white matter, owing to its improved contrast difference.

In our institution, it is not a part of the standard brain MR imag-

ing protocol and is mainly performed for epilepsy. Because our

cohort was obtained from those with a history of RT for underly-

ing tumoral lesions, only a handful of the subjects were imaged

with the T1 FLAIR sequence. As far as the authors’ qualitative

assessment, differentiating HDN from normal dentate nuclei

(NDN) on axial T1 FLAIR images was not a matter of debate in

any of subjects included in our study (Fig 1). On sagittal T1 FLAIR

images, given the enhanced brightness of white matter, qualitative

differentiation of faint HDN and NDN could be doubtful, partic-

ularly if the reader is not familiar with appearance of HDN. Nev-

ertheless, without specific research on this topic, we do not spec-

ulate on the superiority of one technique (T1 FSE, FLAIR,

MPRAGE, and so forth) over another in differentiating faint

HDN from NDN. From our study cohort, we randomly looked

into 7 subjects with NDN who underwent at least 6 contrast-

enhanced MR imaging examinations by using linear gadolinium

agents (Table). Not a single case was imaged with T1 FLAIR, prac-

tically excluding the possibility of HDN being misinterpreted as

NDN.

The mechanism of gadolinium retention in the dentate nuclei

is unknown, and individual factors contributing to the normal

appearance of the dentate nuclei in some patients, despite the

large amount of gadolinium administered, remain unclear.
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FIG 1. A 16-year-old girl who underwent periodic MR imaging after gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer HealthCare Pharmaceuticals,
Wayne, New Jersey) administration for operated pilocytic astrocytoma of the optic nerve during 14 years. HDN was clearly visible on both
sequences (A, FSE T1WI; TE, 526 ms; TE, 12 ms. B, T1 FLAIR; TR, 1200 ms; TE, 2.46 ms; inversion recovery, 600).

Number of contrast-enhanced MRIs and amount of gadolinium administration per scana

No. Agent Used Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5 Subject 6 Subject 7
1 Magnevist 11 mL 13 mL 13 mL 17 mL 18 mL 3.6 mL 10 mL
2 Magnevist 11 mL 13 mL 13 mL 18 mL 19 mL 4 mL 10 mL
3 Magnevist 12 mL 15 mL 15 mL 20 mL 19 mL 4 mL 11 mL
4 Magnevist 13 mL 15 mL 15 mL 20 mL 19 mL 4 mL 11 mL
5 Magnevist 13 mL 15 mL 15 mL 20 mL 19 mL 4 mL 20 mL
6 Magnevist 13 mL 15 mL 17 mL 20 mL 20 mL 4 mL
7 Magnevist 13 mL 15 mL 17 mL 20 mL 20 mL 4 mL
8 Magnevist 15 mL 15 mL 17 mL 20 mL 20 mL
9 Magnevist 15 mL 15 mL 20 mL 20 mL
10 Magnevist 15 mL 15 mL 20 mL 20 mL
11 Magnevist 20 mL 15 mL 20 mL
12 Magnevist 20 mL 15 mL
13 Omniscan 13 mL 17 mL
14 Omniscan 13 mL
15 Omniscan 13 mL

a T1 FLAIR was performed only in subjects 4 and 5. Although the subjects with a history of outside contrast-enhanced MRIs had been excluded, there may have been more
contrast administration at outside centers because subjects had long follow-up times for underlying lesions. Therefore, the numbers illustrated in this Table should be
considered as the least number of gadolinium administrations.
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LETTERS

Carotid Web: Appearance at MR Angiography

In their article entitled “Carotid Webs and Recurrent Ischemic

Strokes in the Era of CT Angiography,” Choi et al1 described the

prevalence, demographics, clinical presentation, imaging fea-

tures, histopathology, and stroke risk associated with carotid

webs. We read this thorough review with great interest, and it has

already helped us in our clinical practice.

Recently, an otherwise healthy 49-year-old woman presented

to our hospital with neck pain and left-sided numbness, prompt-

ing an imaging work-up, including CTA of the head and neck. On

sagittal reformatted images (Fig 1A), we noticed a thin intralumi-

nal filling defect along the posterior wall of the carotid bulb, which

appeared as a septum on axial images (Fig 2A). When we used the

definition set forth by Choi et al,1 our patient had findings con-

sistent with a carotid web. No other abnormality was identified on

her CTA. The carotid web was ipsilateral to the patient’s clinically

diagnosed TIA. Work by Choi et al and and Morgenlander and

Goldstein2 has demonstrated an association between TIA and ip-

silateral carotid webs and has provided evidence to support the

diagnosis in this patient.

Choi et al1 mentioned that the MR imaging appearance of

carotid webs has not been reported in the literature. Our patient

also underwent MRA of the neck during her hospitalization,

which included 2D time-of-flight and a black-blood, axial T1-

weighted fat-suppressed sequence for the evaluation of vessel wall

pathology. On the T1-weighted fat-saturated images, we observed

a crescentic hyperintense signal (Fig 2A) consistent with hemor-

rhage.3,4 The finding of Choi et al1 of hemorrhage in 2 of the 4

patients for which carotid endarterectomy specimens were avail-

able is consistent with our findings on T1-weighted black-blood

imaging in this patient. Axial source images from the 2D TOF

image (Fig 2B) demonstrated abnormal flow-related enhance-

ment in the area of the known web, possibly due to diminished or

turbulent flow. The significance of abnormal flow in carotid webs

in the pathogenesis of ipsilateral brain ischemia is uncertain but

may be explained by the hypothesis of Choi et al1 that “the exis-

tence of turbulence and stasis in a cul-de-sac upstream to the

web…could potentially create a thrombogenic milieu.”

Our case also demonstrates that when evaluated without CTA,

a carotid web containing hemorrhage can be indistinguishable

from hemorrhage in a nonstenosing atherosclerotic plaque.

Whether carotid webs containing plaque hemorrhage confer a

greater risk of ipsilateral ischemic events than webs without hem-

orrhage is unclear and requires future investigation.

In conclusion, we thank the authors for bringing the perhaps

underdiagnosed entity of carotid web to our attention.
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LETTERS

Risk of Malignancy in Symptomatic Nodular Goiter Treated
with Radiofrequency Ablation

We read with great interest the recent article by Che et al.1

In this article, the authors compared the efficacy, safety,

and cost-effectiveness of surgery versus radiofrequency abla-

tion (RFA) for the treatment of benign thyroid nodules. Two

hundred patients were retrospectively selected for each group.

The authors assessed procedure-related complications, the

length of hospitalization, and cost. In addition, nodule vol-

ume, incidence of hypothyroidism, and the rate of residual

nodules were assessed at 1-year follow-up. All of these out-

comes uniformly favored RFA over surgery; the cost between

the 2 procedures was not significantly different. Consequently,

the authors advocated RFA as the first-line treatment for be-

nign thyroid nodules.

We commend the authors for conducting the largest retro-

spective cohort study comparing these 2 treatment options for

benign thyroid nodules. However, the result could be significantly

confounded by patient-selection bias. The authors used differ-

ent criterion standards to define benign thyroid nodules in the

surgery-versus-RFA groups (surgery pathology and cytology

from fine-needle aspiration, respectively). This patient-selection

method excluded patients whose nodules were benign by cytology

but malignant by surgical pathology in the surgery group. In fact,

the potential of mistreating malignant nodules as benign ones is

the strongest argument against RFA as the first-line treatment for

symptomatic nodular goiter.2

Two studies in the literature compared surgery and RFA as

a treatment for benign thyroid nodules. One is the current

study.1 In the other study, the authors found that 8% of their

patients (6 of 74) in the surgical arm were misdiagnosed as

having benign nodules.3 Surgical pathologies in these patients

later revealed malignant cells in their nodules.3 RFA did not

allow any pathologic analysis of the nodules. On the basis of

these results, the authors concluded that RFA was not a safe

alternative to surgery for the treatment of hyperfunctioning

nodules.

In a related study, Negro et al4 assessed the risk of undiagnosed

malignancy in patients with multinodular goiter presumed to

have benign thyroid disease and eligible for nonsurgical treat-

ments. They found that 84 of 970 (8.6%) patients who underwent

thyroidectomy had malignancy by histologic examination (5%

incidental thyroid cancer and 3.6% false-negative fine-needle as-

piration cytology).4 Although 67 of these malignant thyroid nod-

ules (79.8%) were stage I disease by the American Joint Commit-

tee on Cancer criteria, the authors concluded that the risk of

malignancy in presumably benign thyroid disease cannot be

overlooked.

In another related study of 1161 patients who underwent total

thyroidectomy for diffuse multinodular goiter, 252 (21.7%) were

cases of thyroid cancer.5 In this study, the sensitivity of thyroid

sonography and fine-needle aspiration cytology for cancer de-

tection was only 30.3% and 64.1%, respectively. By preselect-

ing patients who have benign disease on surgical pathology to

compare with the RFA group, the current article effectively

bypassed the most important question facing clinicians who

need to discuss the pros and cons of the 2 approaches with their

patients: What is the risk of a missed malignancy if I choose

RFA over surgery? The consequence of such missed malig-

nancy is currently unclear.

In conclusion, a randomized controlled trial is needed to com-

pare the safety and efficacy of surgery versus RFA for the treat-

ment of “benign” nodular goiter. If this is not feasible, long-term

follow-up of patients treated with RFA is required before it can be

recommended as first-line therapy.
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REPLY:

Radiofrequency ablation (RFA) has been used for more than 20

years as a minimally invasive treatment of tumor. It has been

widely recognized by scholars.1,2 In the past 10 years, RFA of

thyroid nodules has developed rapidly because of the application

of moving-shot technique, solving the problem of the important

structures around the thyroid. A number of studies have shown

that among the current treatment methods for benign thyroid

nodules, RFA has many prominent advantages over the others,

such as being minimally invasive, effective, relatively safe, cosmet-

ically satisfactory, and having lower recurrence and so forth.3,4

Obviously, however, how to select the RFA cases, not only

to treat but also to identify them, was a key issue that con-

cerned Bai et al. Based on a comprehensive analysis of the

literature, the results of multicenter studies, and expert con-

sensus, an RFA recommendation was published in 2012 by

Korean Society of Thyroid Radiology (KSThR).5 In this publi-

cation, the indications for RFA of benign thyroid nodules in-

cluded patients with nodule-related clinical problems: 1)

symptoms of neck pain, dysphasia, foreign body sensation,

discomfort, and cough; 2) cosmetic problems; and 3) autono-

mously functioning thyroid nodules causing problems related

to thyrotoxicosis. Patients with nodules with a maximum di-

ameter of �2 cm that continue to grow may be considered for

thyroid RFA on the basis of symptoms and clinical concerns.

The KSThR did not recommend thyroid RFA for follicular

neoplasms or primary thyroid cancers because there is no evi-

dence of treatment benefit. Before treatment, thyroid nodules

should be confirmed as benign on at least 2 separate sonogra-

phy-guided fine-needle aspirations and/or core needle

biopsies.

At present, the concerning issue is the risk of malignancy in

symptomatic nodular goiter. Ucler et al6 and Lee et al7 showed

that the accuracy of fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) was

64.1%–99.6%. The diagnosis of false-negative findings was

mainly due to groups of small cancer cells in the nodules and

small cancers invisible under sonography. The results of the 2

punctures of the nodules in different places at different times

should be benign, to avoid the risk of malignancy.8 Further-

more, with combined elastography or contrast-enhanced

sonography, the puncture point and results are more accurate.

The operation for benign thyroid nodules is thyroidectomy,

and the identification standard is intraoperative frozen pathol-

ogy. Prades et al9 reported that the accuracy of frozen pathol-

ogy was 90% and maybe the potential malignancy was emerged

in “benign” nodules. Negro et al10 reported that postoperative

pathology of symptomatic nodular goiter accidentally con-

firmed microcarcinoma in 5%; papillary thyroid microcarci-

noma (PTMC) was 96%, and there was the possibility of recur-

rence. With no difference from pathology, which determined

the operation mode, FNAB was used for preoperative diagnosis

in all minimally invasive treatments. Ito et al11 reported that

there was no obvious growth and metastasis in the 8-year fol-

low-up without treatment of 732 cases of PTMC. Yue et al12

reported that during the 3-month follow-up period, ablation

appears to be a safe and effective technique for solitary

T1N0M0 PTMC.

Genetic testing had been used in the diagnosis of benign nod-

ules undetermined by FNAB. Several molecular assays have been

developed to detect the B-Raf proto-oncogene (BRAF) V600E

mutation in fine-needle aspirates for the diagnosis of papillary

thyroid cancer (PTC).13 Musholt et al14 considered that muta-

tions of RET/PTC, RAS, and PAX8/peroxisome proliferator-acti-

vated receptor � (PPAR�) were predominantly associated with

thyroid malignancy with varying frequency and had less impact

on the clinical management. However, in the study of Song et al,15

BRAF mutations were the most common ones observed in PTCs,

followed by RET/PTC rearrangements and RAS mutations, while

follicular thyroid cancers were more likely to have RAS mutations

or PAX8/PPAR� rearrangements.15 Therefore, more extensive re-

search is needed in genetic testing.

In conclusion, we suggested that RFA would be used as the

first-line treatment of benign thyroid nodules with strict indica-

tions chosen. Elastography, contrast-enhanced sonography, and

genetic testing would be used to differentiate the benign and ma-

lignant lesions.
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